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calyra V/11 

The Eroblem Chech List 

Aeview of the literature on the t4robleme of late-

'childhood, pre-adelesoence, and enr4 ...ndo1escence 

•with particular reference to studies using the 

amnet.4roblem Cheek List. 

• "Being' anxious" and "having probleme.are not necemearily 

synonymous but they are often associated. One zmy exDect 

that generally the child who feels anxious will hmve ore 

problems than the child who does net feel anxious; but it 

is aloo true that the aaxiety may be =fused and not related 

to any particular problem in the child's mind, nmever, 

because of the possibility of the relevance of anxiety to 

children's problems some studies of enxietyare included 

in this review. 

Degree of anxiety is not a function of level of 

intelligence, nor is it necessarily correlated with the level 

of school achievement (g.eller and Rowley, 1964). RelativeXY 

ineffective school performance may be fouad in association 

with both high and low scores on anxiety (Cox, 1960). 
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Highly anxious subjects have been found to have more personal 

problems than subjects low on anxiety, and to have their 

problems in more behavioural areas than subjects law on 

anxiety Wannes t  1959). 	Striking differences in the 

degree of anxiety and susceptibility to emotional otreso appear 

to exist between American males and females (Huhlen, 1952a, 

pp. 274-282). Probably this is due to the differences in 

role of American males and females. Since there are 

similarities in the cultural patterns of America and 

Australia, one might expect aimilar aex differences in 

anxiety, susceptibility to emotional stream, and areas of 

problem concentration, to occur with Australian children. 

It is also true that "adolescents are 'maturing in a 

different culture then  that o2 pre-war years. Consequently 

problem areae (my emphaeie) may have altered coneiCerably" 

(Abel and Ginglee, 195e?F3a. 

Kuhlen (1992a) also found at the time of writing, that 

the Imerican culture induced a more gradual and earlier 

social maturity in boys than in Girls (p. 576), probably In 

association with the greater freedom for boys and their 

tendency to move earlier outside the fondly and fnrther from 

the family in their day to day environment. Herbst's (1952) 

study of Australian children supports the motion or a fauna! 
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pattern for Auetrelians, the boy assuming greatimeand 

earlier freedom from the home than the girl does. The boy's 

earlier social maturation is probably a matter of having 

a eider eocial experience, assuming more responsibility for 

his own personal and physical safety, and so an, and does 

not imply thet the boy has a greater social consitivity 

and metal acuity than the girl hes. In a group of 

Queensland adolementa Harwood (1956) found no major 

dietinction between sexes in the extent of develoilment 

of social maturity but the developraent was in different 

directions for males und females; that is, melee mi 

females had a different a2aial orientation. 

the sex role oan have a paaerftl influmee on the 

patterns a values, opiaions, eocial imams, And attitudes. 

adopted by the two sexes (aarcood, p. 166), boys beiaNg 

"conditioned from pre-adolescent days to accept the d=inant, 

practical and reeponsible role embedded in the moroe of 

society." EVen at an earlier stage within the primary 

school - the demands made on the child vary with age and 

sex (00esr and Hammond, 1954). 

It is probable, therefore, that the problems for the 

two sexes checked on a Problem Check List would occur in 

different areas, or even if they were Within the same area, 



would be different items In that area. For movie, one 

expect a different checking pattern for boys and 

girls in the areas of Self-centred Concerns WO, Relations 

to People in General (PG), and Boy and Girl Relations (BG), 

all of which have a social bias. 

In what areas have children been found to locate the 

greatest number of problems? JereiId (1952) and Samett 

(1959) found that children of all ages were concerned 

With personal and physical attributes* skills, sooial 

relationships, home and fatal, affairs, sport and whoa, 

and that at all ages twee wan a tendency to diaParage the 
self, In other words children as Jerald and Emmett 

saw them would be likely to have problems in all the seven 

areas where Money's subjects (1942, 1950) located their 

problems. 	However, they need not, presumably, have an 

equal number of problems in eVer, areal, 

&tattle* (1954) ees in children from the age of 12 years 

an increasing *once= with personal relAtionsa,pe, so 

that gang acceptance end being able to express and 

receive OZOOn011l responses was important to thono This 
suggests the probability of en Increasing number of 

problems being located by older children of both sue in 



social areas of the Check idet. 

The adult does not always perceive which areas contain  

the greateot number of problems as experienced by the child. 

This is apparent in the investigation nade bj achiniton 

and Amoo (1951) into the problems marked on tho :coney 

Check List by 30 grade VII end 30 grade VIII children. 

The teachers concerned with those children failed to 

reco3nize many of the problems the children located for 

themselves in the 'School area (0, and were relatively 

unaware of problems in the Blealth and ibysical Development 

area (E1.40). 	They coneidered that cost of the children's 

problems lay in the ;,elf-ceatered Concerns area (do); the 

children, however, checked most of their nrobleze in area 

of '.;chool, next moot in ,oney, •iork and the ;Arturo (:.&), 

then in ;;elf-centered Concerns, then in lealth an 	sical 

Developmeat, both sexes showing the same hierarchy of 

areas. 

Comparability of sex patterns does not hold in all 

studies. 4ith a group of somewhat different re-ranzo - 

720 students from sae 9 through 12 - Clements and Cake 

(1966) found sex differences. 30ye reported a h143hex' moan 

number of problems in the 7.1oney, aotk and Puture area than 



TABLs 10 

Jomparison by Sexes of Responses to :ooney 

Problem Check List Areao 

Area of Problems Uo. of 
items 

'Cioan ;;core 
•••■•••••■•■■••••••••••■• 

Boys Girls 	Total 

30 3.67 

.4101••••■■•■•■•■•••1111,10...1001■111/1.211.0111110 

5.03  4.17 

0 30 5.51 6.05 5.70 

HP 50 3.16 4.22 3.46 

FidP 30 5.42 5.51 5.34 

BG 30 2.75 5.74 3.00 

PG 30 5.50 4.51 3.86 

OC 30 5.08 6.28 5.17 

No. of subjects 
	56 

	
31 
 

87 

*17rom Washington, R. M., and Amos, R. T. (1951). 

the girls did. In the other problem areas, the girls 

reported a larger mean number of problems than the boys, 

being significantly higher in area HPD and most nearly 

equivalent in areas PG. and BG. They also found that 

students from communities that were neither urban, nor 

farm communities indicated a higher mean number of problems 

19 1. 
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than did the children from the sisietly rural and strictly 

urban areas. 

The predominance of Uehool (4 as the problem area 

occurs again in Atml and Ging1ee3 study (1958), of 9th and 

10th grade zirle, end in geniis's study (1954). Abel and 

Ginglesi girls also scored high on problems of personal 

and social relationships and low on problems in the Lap 

area, which, as elements and Oelke found, was an area which 

seemed to concern boys muoh, more than girls, 	Bowler, 

140 does not pereistsmt47 Predominate as an Area of high 
numbers of problems in Kemple (1965) study of boye ,with 

low, medium and high numbers of problems. Boys who had 

relatively taw or medium numbers of problems did not 

indicate a large number of these in the AA' area, but 

boys with a high total number of problems did cheek la 

as the area of the greatest number of problems. It seemed 

that the greater the number of problems ismes students 

found themselves to have, the more they were concerned with 

their health, sense of personal value, and maw earning 

capacity, and the less problems they had the greater beoeme 

their sense of established worth aad motel skill and 

persons] relationships. 

A 3light4 different approach to the important). of 
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problem, areas is that in .;andefur and 31e (1960. axis 

was an attaapt to relate areas of anxiety to school 

achievement and it was found, in u c;roup of 217 Grade ViiI 

and Grade IX students, that the number of co 7lool problaus 

inaioated correlated eiGniiicahtly and nwiatively  with 

school achievement, children with less problems riimainz 

higher levels of school succuos. jimilarly, nusbors of 

problems in the area 'dose and eamily (d2) and totA numbers 

of problems on the full Check .Liot correlated sigaificaotly 

and 'negatively with school achievement. '.2he number of 

problems in area i;i1 showed no correlation with school 

achievement. 

In brief, the children who were anxious in general 

or anzioue about specific school or faAly situations tended 

to be the poorer school achievers. 

hilo not usinj a 2roblem Check 4st as the basis for 

research, Yaraer (1964): tryinc to locate the difficulties 

involved in the chanLp from prizsry to secondary =boo', 

preseAted the etudents with a list of topics for discussion 

selected from areas about which they appeared to feel 

anxiety. The topics chosen by the students as Lest needino 

discussion were, in order of frequency, ro follows: 

1. Jhat are important elements in (Nttinc slOn2 with other 

people? . 2. Choosing friends : what are "desirable friends"? 
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3. Dating. 4. Parental expectations. 5. Cliques — 

good or bad? 6. Amount, nature and difficulty of junior 

high school homework. 7. Clothes, lipstick and hairdo. 

8. Strictness and helpfUldess of junior bizhi. school 

teachers. 9. Increased freedom — how much? 10. Values 

in life. 11. The world of work. 12. Participation in 

class work; paying attention to the teacher and contributing 

' to class discunsions. It is immediately apparent that the 

two broad areas of concern here are social relationships 

(represented by areas 20 and BG on the :looney) and school 

(area U) the latter including at least five of the topics 

chosen. 

In studies voted above age and sex differences in 

locations of problems have been shown to occur. Between 

boys and girls the most obvious difference is that pointed 

out by I;:oonoy (1942), namely that girls at all stages lead 

in problems of personal and social adjustment (areas PG, BG, 

30 and home and family (area M t  whereas boys consistently 

show higher number of problems in areas L1WP and S. gooney's 

conclusions were confirmed by Clements and Pelke (1966, p.61). 

A comparable indication is that of Bledsoe (1967) whose study 

auests a confirmation of Mooney's conclusion that boys 

locate more problems than girls in area S. Bledsoe noted 
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that adolescent boys considered tate11ir3ence and the 

traits measured by aohievemnt tests of mere importance 

than airla did: one would expect to find in association 

with this attitude, that adolescent boya would indicate a 

hizher number of problems in area Z, 

Arora (1965) also looked at the sex differences, but 

the findinas in this study tend to disaarce with those 

of Looney, in that significant differenoos between boys 

and airls (at least up to the aae of 11 years) in the 

problems of cottinz alonzwith others occur in only one of 

the three clauses of student° conotitutinz the etuAy-

population. 

!3e differences also are likely to be associated with 

differeaces In probleon. Jerald (1952) found that 

yovIrypr children tsnded to define themselves in terms of 

external criteria, such as personal appesrcnco and arcowina, 

Whereas older children defined themselves in term of their 

inner resources and their relationships. Since the younaer 

child shows this greater attention to external criteria, one 

nit look to find in younaer children a hijlor number of 

problems in the area RFD and a lower number in snoh areas as 

14, IA, HP than for older children. This does seem to occur 

in Staines'stuy (1954) where the younvr children, even by 
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the ago of 0 =d 9 2  were oritical of their personal 

appearance, for example, "being fat" ;,•.ls a prevalent self 

criticism with 8 year oldo, whereas the older obildron 

increasingly tended to show concern with interect and 

attitudes and wantinz to "mix with the right people," until, 

at the nze of 12 $  "values" were the most important coaceras, 

physical problems ca;ao next, and problez4 of school work 

next. Crow (1962) stresses teenage worry over popularity, 

wanting to be liked cnd "personal success * " with worry over 

school study boinf; also prevalent, but secondary to concern 

over peerroup relationships. 

Spivak's analysis (1957) 02 school problems Sham that 

young high school students felt a rarked dissatisfaction 

with their teachers and an awareness of a need for additions2 

help in cubjecto of the curriculum. and in techairiues of study. 

Looney 's own.istudy of the problems of high . school 

children (1943) indicates that thouzji,..  thew were differences 

in the problems of children from different comr ties 

these differences were nezligiblo or minor in areas which 

centered on the individual's interpretation of himself 

and hie imediately personal activities, attitudes and 

relationships. So areas; BO, 	and specific questions 

relating to fear, discomfort, worry, goals and moral values 
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shelved least effect of socio-economic differences in 

background. Nooney alco 'found that students were quite 

willing to mark their probleas (Mooney, 1943 la) and that 

junior* were more concerned than any other group with 

adjustment to eohool wort. 

Val 	otit * 

klalYilM () 

Primary Sehool Girls Grade VI Composition of the Group 

Uchool A am7 

3ohoo1 B Na19 

Total 	Sm26 

2here are few problems in the 2roblem Cheek List 

which are common to the group, that le, are checked ty any 

considerable proportion at the girls. Rather, selection 

toads to be mattered widely but thinly over a lave 

number of items most of which receive just one or two cheeks. 

In all, the 2 airle mark 97 items as problems, but of those 

59 are checked only once or twice. 	Only 11 are marked 

us problems by 25 per cent or more at the subjeets (Table 'It), 

The average number of °hooked items per girl is 10. The 

greatest number of probleme ter any one subject le 39 and the 

lout 0. 
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The chief areas of problem° are core definitely indicated; 

3C, J, and 'a.D aro checked more hishly than other areas, 

23 =ores ware moderately, and the other three areas receive 

noticoably 2cwor ckcoo. (.;o althouch the diversity of 

itea cheice stu:csts wide indiviOnal differences in specific 

angiety—provokin uituationo, the concentration of checks 

in certain areas infiicatoo that there are certain general 

aspects round which the Girls° problewa tend to localise 

(Table Al). 

TAME 11 

r-rohlal /;reas of the Cheat Liot 
Grade Vi Girls(ff = 26) 

Arca :2o, of laccks 
per area 

No, of itoIa 
checked per 
area 

No,of itezo 	or area 
checked 14 25,; or uore 
of aubjeote 

.01119•■■••■■•■40•MONIO 

ish) 48 16 2 
18 4 
8 

1:1,72 19 12 
Lt 23 13 
Pt4 33 15 

so 61 15 4 
nea..1....•••■•• 

Totale 261 97 11 

he three doAinaZinz are= present item) that are 

accociated primarily with the demands of the immediate 
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present and with the well-bein3 or comfbrt of the self, 

such ae health, ?ersonnl appearance, school successen and 

digficulties, i?resent personal feare aad failures, 

difficultice of self-expreenion. (.1 re-.3rouDinz of 

chocked items into "conetellationeu-r!ee Appendix II- 

ao le done later points up more clearly the focii of 

choices.) 

jith one exception„-itam 89, "decidinz what subjects 

to take at hiLh school" - itself rather closely bound to 

the present, problems about the future, attitudes towards 

the subject elmh as parental rosard, criticism and 

discipline, relationehips and association° with the peeve 

of either sex4 auount of freedom allowed, reapensibility, 

uild other people° troubles, provoke little expreesed 

concern. The moet-thared problems in the licit are shown 

in Table 12 below. 

A noticeable feature is the predominance of itama 

directly or implicitly related to fear of failure. Items 34, 

35, and 41 are opecific etataments of failure; items 7, 31, 

66 imply  failure. 	The other items indicate feelinf-e of 

inadequacy, powerleseneee, and inability to cope with 

everyday situatione. anetcan of the 26 girls checked 

at least one of the 6 "fear-of-failure" items (items 34, 35, 

41, 7, 31, 66), and 11 of them checked two or more of the 6 items. 
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TABLE 12: 

':oot rrcluehtly :ZecLed Ites 

•...;rade VI Girls (2=26) 

••■■•••••••■1110.01••■■■■■1.4. 	 

  

  

Item Area 	Detail No. times 	2ercentage 
ohee:1:ed 	of group 

checking 
aaigarwromork, 	 

  

   

7  3 Afraid of tosts 
	

14 
	

54 . 

42 	3 Trouble with arithmetic 
	

7 
	

27 

45  Trouble with uritirla 
	

6 
	

23 

41 	3 Afraid of failing in 
school work 	6 

31 	a;being nervous 	11 	42 

34 
 

:cduz; afraid of 
mistakes 	, 	8 	31 

32 	;;C; kklatt Lai-co Up 	miad 
about things 	6 	23 

35  Ue Lailina in so saanj things 
I do 
	 23 

66 	80 	-etting into trouble 
	

5 
	

19 

jO liaving bad dreams 
	

19 

	

1 
	

ED Uftem having headaches 
	

6 
	

23 

	

7 	Trouble with teeth 
	

23 

 

73  UPI) Too Lot, too thin 	5 
	

19 
108 	likD Trouble with eyes 	19 

89  ilgi? Deciding what to take in 
iigii Johool 
	

6 
	

23 

61 
	

iG Leiag teased 
	

5 
	

19 
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It is possible that the reaotions of girls from the 

two schools to the Check List are different. 2or 

they may contribute siglificantly different proportions 

of the total number of checks or of the checks for 

individual area* or of the responses to specifics ite:Is. 

TABIJA 13: 

Distribution of Checks according to 3Ohoo1s 

rade VI Girle 

school A 
11*7 

fthool 
(6:19) 

Ares No, of checks No. of cheeks 

MID 21 27 

16 43 
RP a a 

6 13 

BO 5 16 

PG 25 

23 38 

Total 172 

A converts= of these two distributions yield* a 

Ohl—square gg 7.76 (0.20), end Kendall's tsa for the 

rank order of hierarehies at .523 0.41 and P (s) ow .066). 
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Ueither of thew values is siGnificant at the .05 level. 

However for both aohools the areas :A.4 	aud IL,D are the 

three moet-ohecked areas. 	o it Liv be accepted that 

the results from the two school° differ a little in the 

order of importance in the full run of problemiareas but 

not basically in what constitute the _main  problem areas. 

he :.lchool A (;irls with a total of 69 checks from 

7 girls (average 15.0) have also a significantly higher 

checking frequency than the Ikehool 4-21 girls with a total 

of 172 checks from 19 girl° (average 9.05) (c square= 

7.36, p<.05), ad although there are no st ,  ficant 

dLl'forcaaco (Asaer -mot Test) ia tbe nullbem of oheiela 

clivon by the two QoLoolo to er-Jeifio iteus, the Johool A 

atria chnk, oa the averae, eiglificantly more iteon than 

the ,,chool 

Jehool A '.2chool 

r•lber of subjects 7 19 

Total number o!' checks 39 172 

Number of iteLio checked 49 05 

ihere Lasy be then, a hiher incidence of problems, 

or a koener roco,:pition of problem°, or a greater 

willinGnecs 
 

to indicato problems oa tho pari; of oubjeots 

in Jchool A. 
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It might be expeoted that level of intelligence or 

mental maturity would affect response patterns even more 

than echool or chronological age, except, perhape, in the 

case of age for responses to items associated with physical 

development. 

!he group was therefore, divided according to each 

of these variables in turn. Since both mean and median 

points fall cloee together, the meane for CA and IJA being 

a little higher than the median, the medians were need 

as the splitting points (see Tables 2.  - 	pp. 82-86). 

TABL2 .14' 

Distribution of Checke for Group Divided According to 

CA, iJA, and IQ. Grade VI Girls (U=26) 

C. Age 
	U. Age * 
	

I. Q. 

Area Lower age Higher 
10-11 a age 11.0 
below 	a above 

Lower age Higher Lower IQ Higher Ir2 
11-8 a  age 11-9 109 & 	110 a 
below 	& above below 	above 

1=13 ;1=13 N=14 11=1 2 N=13 . N=13 

HPD 26 22 34 14 29 19 

32 29 29 28 33 

12 4 8 8 6 10 

LIJP 10 9 10 9 10 9 

BG 17 6 14 9 12 11 

PG 19 14 15 18 14 19 

OC 34 27 39 22 34 27 

Chi-square 5•65 	5.6 	5.05 
... ELL.. 	=.5 	•,5> rf ?.,  

15 	14 	14 

..."..As2....tt92.2_......4.21222.24221_.221 5)th212_ 
* Two median cases were arbitrarily placed in the leGwer group 

(Bernstein, 1964, p. 38). 



Conwarison of these paired groups, with the school 

of origin disregerdeds gives the following findings* 

1 *  Between the paired groups for each of these variables 

there are no statistically significant differences in the 

overwall patterns of distribution of cheeks* In ill 

cases for Chi-square p>005 and P (3)< 4103 for Kendall's 

tau* That is, the appareat variations in importance of 

the areas as sources of problems as indicated by the 

booluts numbers of cheeks are not suffioientlY great 

to be statistically meaningful. Both lower and higher 

groups indieate as the most importaat areas of prebleme 

On the list SC, St and HPD, and as the least importsat 

HY and AV*  This is the same eaPhssis  as  is fovea ter 

the two school groups and for the total group of Grade VI 

girls* 

2. The groups of chronologically and meatallyynonger 

subjects give a significantly higher Dumber of checks than 

the older groups; (Chi-saaare 6.3, P4(.02)* 

3. The difference in emphasis given by the Wermi 

lommrba4X0aPs to area HPD taken in isolative is 

sigelfloaat at the *05 level, the lower IAA: group expressing 

more concern than the higher Mh group with problems of 

health* 
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Of the 140 items offered as poseible problems in the 

Check Liat, not all were checked. The unchecked items 

may include some whieh are in fact problems to these 

eubjects but are problems to which they are not prepared 

to admit. There is no way of knowing if this is so. 

It has to be assumed that the uncheoked problems are not 

problems und so do not figure in these girls'  self—pictures 

as things about which they worry. Of the checked problems 

come, though occurring in a number of different arena 

of the Check List, are closely related and may be seen as 

forming constellations concerned with relatively specific 

portions of the greater areas in which they are located 

or as being various aspects of a single large problem. 

It is proposed to see if reaotiona to these constellations 

differ in accordance with any of the four variables, school, 

CA, MA, and IQ. 	A list of items grouped into constell- 

ations is given in Appendix II. 

Per this group of girls the item constellations 

receiving numbers of checks of any size worth considering 

are shown below. 

The distribution pattern of checks for the constellations 

made by the total group of girls compared with the 

expected frequency distribution (that is, frequency calculated 
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accordiag to the ratio of checked items per constellation 

to the total number of checked items for all the constell-

ations), yields a chi-square of 40.02, significant beyond 

the .001 level. at may therefore conclude that some of 
the censtellations receive a significantly greater weight- 

ing of checks than do others. The outstanding deviants 
fear, 

are the constellations concerned with/leisure, and 

attitude to school. The first of these, fear, receives 

a significantly mach higher proportion, and the other 

two a significantly lower proportion of the total checks 

than is theoretically to be expected. It appears that 

fear of teete, of oral participation in lessons, of 

failure in school and social situations, and a general 

readiness to be nervous loom large an problems for these 

girls. 

Of the four variables - School, CA, LA, and IQ - 

only for School is any significant difference in the 

overall distribution of checks for the constellations 

(chi-square a 14.13, a<;.05). School A girls indicate 

significantly more concern with health and less with 

personal appearance than do the School B girls and have 

also a higher frequency of checks per girl (p4(.01). Girls 

in the lower ra group check health items significantly more 
frequently than girls in the higher OA group* 
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Grade VI Girls 

.Aria4sis of checked respanse° for the Whole group and 

for the group divided acoording to Ochool, CA, L44 and 

indicateo that 

1, for all variables the areas producing the greatest 

number of reeponsee axe $0, 3, and Ha 

2. there is relatively little concern withv or anxiety 

expreesed about problems of HP, INE4 and X 

3, the group of items concerned specifieally with fear of 

failure in school and in personal adequacy receives a greater 

abeolute number and a higher ratio of checks per item than 

any other single constellation of iteme 

4. there are considerable individual differences in the 

cheokings of specific items; feu items can be classed as 

cop= or shared problems 

5. Zohool and CA (but not MA and IQ) appear to be associated 

with differences in (a) areas in which problems are located, 

and (b) the total number of checks made, the Uchool A group 

and the lower CA group having higher weightings of Checks 

Than the Johool 13 group and the higher 0A group 

6. the general trend of concern is egoceltrtc. Items 

checked tend to be concerned with the iMmediate present and 

with matters of personal inadequacy, frequently those related 

to rather taagible personal discomfort. 
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Analysis (B) 

Primary School Boys - Grade VI Composition of the Group 

School A Ilas 11 

School 3 kilig 15 

Total 	N m 26 

The primary boys' checks on tle Check lAist spread over 

102 items - comparable with the spread of 97 for the primary 

girls - of which only 9 receive checks fraa 25 per cent or 

more of the group (Table 16). 	Afty-ei3ht of these items 

get only one or two checks. There is, therefore, evidence 

of a considerable diversity between individuals over what 

are felt to be problems, and over the number of problems, 

which range,from 0 to 55 for School A boys and from 1 to 50 

for School B boys. The average number of checks is 10.15. 

some areas are obviously more problem-laden than others - 

the distribution differo significantly from a theoretical 

dietribution of evenly weighted areas. Areas 8 and 

predominate in importance; areas HP and PG yield relatively 

few problems. Area a has a significantly higher number of 

the total checks than any other area except 	and .1k; end 

aP significaatly lower =ben) than all other areas (p1;.05). 

The high score for L;72 is due largely to a fairly low but 

widespread and even checking, almost all items being checked 
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TABLE 16 

itroblem Areas Primary Boys (17=26) 

Area No. of °books No. of items checked Ho. of items per 
area checked by 
25;; or more of 
subjects 	• 

HPD . 	35 16 1 
63 17 6 

HP 20 13 

Lia? 52 16 

37 16 ,  1 

PG 18 10 

Sc 39 14 OW 

Total 264 102 9 

as probleas. Itori in area mp deal with t10 fairly 

lmiraediate future of adaptation to hiah sohool and the 

having and speadins of Lioney,and with the more remote 

future or jobs 4nd mirriaze, 	All of ties° situations 

seem to be reearded as probletus by one or more of the boys 

in contrast to the girls who marked relatively few problems 

in 

4proT4milte1y half of the itewo most frequently 

regarded as problecs in the whole list are Ibuad in Area 3 

(able 
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WOW, 17 

x'tqueatly Uheclmd itezto 

Jrade II Doys (26) 

ItcA 4. 1r4-1 

...111.1.1.1.11110.001.011■0.111.111.... 

47o. of Percentage 
tines 	of group 
ch.-201-xidehocking 

6 ',:oo =la colacol 	or 	to do at 10 

7 3 amid of toots 7 27 

42 3 Toublo uith aritamotic 7 27 
45 ":roublo wit4 vritina ,  7 27 
113 Not thoula dioauaaion it 

(too litao greodua in claw)) 7 27 
76 likc achool 6 23 

52 4aatia3 to cur n 3QL 	o 	y van 
nem' '7 27 

16 :1.10 jpzindia3 utnej foolishly 

oi1t13 c./.4at oubjuoto to tUke 
5 19 

soAool 10 

HVD onot got emaa3h cloep 0 31 

21 G otiinj intoreotio3 .to co in 
re tiao 8 31 

•••••••••••••••••■■•••••••••■■.. 

31 e1a 	nervouo 5 19 
33 aettin6 to erzoitod 19 

	■ftatibe■ 

7uotio n4or probloco 0.17. t40 boy° Liit In re urtiod ao 

priz7:uri1y probiccz .00 izliedLlto 	-onl coort, 8o1f- 
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frecdom and status. '.2houjh thorc 13 WIT:, worry ever failure 

(iteas 7 Lad 31) aad thouz4 trouble with sc%ool mlbjects 

(iteas 42 agd 4)' ,-zay bo acccciatsd wit% ollety about 

failure, yet juct us veadily taese ;,..)robls:ao 	be noiated 

wit a dlcii%e o,(f dincamfOrt if puninauent foUo, au is not . 

infrequently the case. liutTroble or wantiik.; and si;eading 

money, boina troubled by bavinf -; to do scI;o31 war% at hose, 

buinj bored in ()Lee leisure tia, and juet aOt lVin chool 

have a stronaly hedonistic flavour. more is only clif*t 

evidence in tLese iteL4 or, for tbLyt :Latter, in the lona 

popularly oiceeked ite2s, that tacee cubjeeto' criticiaa in 

directed ajsainst thJacolvoc, or 'LEA ti:ey feel aMicted by 

yew:zonal 

 

cioeoins. Aar cxi  le, of the 25 boys only 

QUO worTies t4ut he lie notari ,art caouLi,h," GAD other that 

he is clumpy and aw:ward; no-one autt he does not like, 

study; or worries that he io 1aq14 or stubborn, or hurtful, 

or argamntative, or badteperod, or careless; no-one is 

troubled by beilk3 achaillod of =let:ling he LAS clone, or 

troubled by Iso:;. of self-oonfidence. 

ic posciblo that the distributions of item choices 

acid the itam constellations Eiht vary if thy subjects wore 

grouped according to school, chronolorLLoal aae, mental age, 

ond intelli5ont quotient. 
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Uxzdia 7I 

4%.rea Co.of 
ollocks 

19 

32 

9 

26 

20 

11 

17 

	

"4.1 	,ze 10-10 

	

., 	4Aow (E„ 
1 "

‘
" 	(.-=13) 

	

16 	26 

	

31 	40 

	

11 	13 

	

25 	3 

	

17 	25 

	

7- 	15 

	

22 	23 

_"a 10-11 
above. 

(14=13) 

9 

23 

7 

14 
12 

3 

14 

:",:o 10-7 

(5=13) 

11-e 
aove 

(L:=13) 

110 
bolau 
(:=14Y) 

12 

3G 

9 

21 

13 

7 
15 

.1„: 111 a 
cbove 
(Ja12) 

- .., 

a? 

4alf 

-,-. 

-, 

35 

63 

2a 
:52 

37 

24 

40 

11 

16 

11 

13 

11 

23 

9 

22 

21 

7 

20 

23 

27 

11 

31 

24 

11 

24 

iotal 254 134 1 30 	la2 32 151 115 10J 1 57 

square for  is31.1,Qa 

(dotrIblitionn 	2,65 	2.37 
p 	.9 

1 5 
.015 

	

7.74 
	

7.23 

.5>P>.3  

15 
	

13 

	

.015 	.015 

a. ,7414, Bern4telta (1964, a. M. * 
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21ie sabjecto are dividod media 	, nd II. 

In the CA groupins all except three boys in the lower group 

are Zrou Jehool a, and all except one in tho upper group 

fro.. Johool B. ribe schools are more proportionately 

repreneated in the LA grouping (chool A: ichool B to 
7 : 5 in the lower group, and 4 9 in the upper group), and 

most proportionately distributed in the I grouping (chool A 

Jchool B is 6 a ) in the lower group, und 5 : 7 in the upper 

group - the Vie media capes are placed in the imer group 

as is done by Lernetein (1954, 9. 38). Jocause o2 this, 

ecTparisone accordinz to 3:1 and 7A are virtually little 

ore thun rcapitulations of. the comtarlcono aocordic to 

school. 

There in no significant difference in the distribution% 

patteraer2or Jehool, .A,1:4 or 1'1/44. 	(ven Alm each of the 

schools is considered as a separate sub-zroun and each sub- 

group then divided nedianly for 	GI and F7h1  are the highest 

checked areas, f:Vr and NI' the leant.) '24ers are, Ixwanmr, 

nignificant differenoes (1)1;45) betweca the two Gehoole:Zor 

the total uunher of checks made, and the total number of items 

checked; 
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School A School B 

Number of Subjects 11 15 

Total number of checks 134 130 

Humber of items chocked 76 70 

In hrieft.. 

(a) School A has a significantly higher number of checks 

for the size of its group than Sohool 2* (0111—s-ilzare 

= S*68, p< *01) 

(b) The hiL:her 14 group of boys checks significantly 

more frequently than the lower IQ group of boys 

and this holds for both the schools combined or 

considered separately. 

Jo School A boys, like Johool A girls, express — or 

experience — on the average, more problems than their School 

3 contemporaries* However, unlike the primary girls where 

for the variable of ICI there is no big difference in total 

number of checks for upper and lower groups, the more 

intelligent boys exhibit greater awareness, greater incidence, 

or greater admission of problems than do the boys or lower 

intelligence* 

Of the 16 constellations of items into which the list 

has been divided, 9 receive sufficient ohecks to be worthy 

of notlxe. In view of the difference in the number of items 

per constellation the distribution of observed scores is 
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compared with a theoretical frequency based on the numbers 

of checked iteLzs per constellation and Is found to differ 

signi4cant1y fran it (p1;•05). -lhat is, the conetollations 

do not hare equal weight as problem sources. Ucastellatione 

of itexs dealiwj with attitude to echos' and with specific 

school subjects receive eloaificantly higher weightbag - 

and therefore are, presmiably greater sources of anxiety - 

and that concerned with home attitudes and conditions has 

lower nti3htina • aul io presuzably less productive of 

anxiety, than the other constellations (able 

There is no si7nifIcant difference between the 9coolo 

or b(Ttilean the Ai kfiler and lower I troupe in the patterns 

of distribution of reoponecs to these constellations; but 

there are sif.l.a/ficant differences between the . totAls of the 

paired grouno Zor these two variables. The L;chool A c-Iroup 

aad the higher I 	up aive oi3nificmtly 1i3her numbers of 

responses thaa their paired ',Troupe, but their responses are 

located In olLilar proportions in the oamo anaos 
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218. 

Zerzear5r:  grade VI Doys 

1. the area of hicheet cheokinc, by theeo boys iee0, cloeely 

followed by 1,112. The same emphasis heldo for the ochools 

taken independently and for the hicher and lewer inteiienoe 

grogps. 

•2. Oreaa HP and PG contain'few inclinations C .probloms 

3. there are oicnificant differencee in the allecation of 

reoponeeo by the boys from the two snhoolo and _byithone of 

the higher and lower L roupo 

4. area S contains the greatest number of "Damon" apocific 

problems, and the two moot heavily weighted coestellations are 

thonc containing problems related to difficultj with sehool 

subjects and attitude to tchool 

5. there are few common problems in the whole lint oed a 

wide rance of individual differenees in both the =bore 

and item of problems checked 

6. nom shared characterietice of themost common problems 

are their lack of implied oelf—criticism of the aubjeot, their 

concern with the immediate present, md, compared with the 

comnon probleme of the girls, their slighter emphasis on fear 

and fear of failure. 
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agIVAL(g) 

3econdary chool lArla 	(awes :Composition of the eroup 

exchool A N = 6 

=19 

otal = 25 

The group of girls tested 15 menthe after the first 

testing period and shortly after their entrance to the 

setondary school (Sohool 0) is not quite identical with the 

first group tested. 'three of the original group (one ex—

School At  two e:xeCehool 11) were absent at the second time 

of testing, but two others (all ex—chool 1:1) who had beeu 

absent the first time were present aa the second occasion 

.,ald are included in the later analysis. 

As for tic Grade VI girle, there is again a wide ran3e 

of poobles Caeoked, namely 94 of the full list of 140 iteme; 

• but of thee only 14 are checaed by 25 per cent or more of 

the subjects, tedd 43 are checl.led only twice or aucce Vide 

average Lu,abor of eroblems eer subject is 11,4. 

There are 220 "coxwea" items in nree 	.d.rea° cad 

2G 

 

are the chief sources of the most coalman problem°, several 

Of whia4,indicated by an asteriak, wore comcon problews of 

the Grade VI group, (A comparison of the meet common 

probleme for both testing° is set out in 'i.able 21.). 
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TABLi; 20 

Lost Prequently Chocked Items 

Secondary Girls (It=25) 
E Class' 

Item Area Detail No. of 
tiaea 
checked 

It 7 :5 ::,fraid of testa a 32 
*41 ic.; Afraid o2 failing in school work 36 
42 Trouble with arithmetic 6 24 

114 S Afraid to speak up in class 6 24 
0101.0 

.*31 SC Jeing nervoua 12 48 
67 Sc Tryin3 to stop a bad habit 10 40 

*34 OC Being afraid of making mistakes a 32 

*32 Caalt =to- up my Ond about tangs 6 24 
emenior. 

40 HP) Lot good looking 6 24 
(all exo. 
school B 

..73 HID Too fat, too thin 5 20 

30 PO qloiliaz people lib:ea w better 24 

:qi1 2G L:einz teacied 6 24 
131 PG Oattins into amuments 5 20 

59 • 13G ;:ot alloa.)d to Go out with boy2rienda 6 24 

126 BG Learning how to dance 6 24 

127 oping myself neat and looking nice 5 . 20 

60 50 4o oa3 aut LA1lom4 to Go out c•it 
nights 5 20 

46 a? Oicaneas at home 6 24 

■••■11.00.1.1111■00•••••••■••••••■•••.• 

* Indicated as "common" problems in Grade VI 
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Concern with failure at school and in social eituations in 

general is again marked* but there is a tendeney to express 

more anxiety than in the previous year about social adequacy* 

and items relating to social restriction and independence 

are appearing as problems. 

Problems of health and personal appearance have this 

same eocial flavour. It is no longer so 4=4 headaches* 

teeth and eyes about which mabjects worry but not bang good 

keepinz clean and lookinz; nice (and hence being 

socially acceptable). In general "wishing people liked 

me better" is beeominG importaat. 

"Gettina jute trouble" gets no checke but "gettinc into 

arguments" gets Ave* the difference being possibly that the 

subjects now tend to assert thessWes verbally 4cre 

forcefully. 

Znis expresgon cri' =urgent social axaraness aad (=cora 

with .,ressatinj to society en acceptable ar pleasin self-

image is conzruent with normal theories of (Zuvelopmmt: the 

adolescent is searchtag for his niche la the soolal wurld. 

The occurrence of sucn awareness at the begiLairk; i these 

girls' secoldry education may be _attributable to nothing 

more th-a nomal z)sychs-pilysical devaloxent, it CJ,140 be 

proved to be an e22eot arising frau entry into a large 
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co-oduestionU secondary school. Uowever, the experience 

of changiag from an established place at the top of the 

primary school to a place at the bottom of the secondary 

school might well be expected to enhance or prevohe doubts 

about personal adequacy end anxiety about acceptance in the 

new society. A striking feature of the L; Vlass results on 

the Qhack List is the change in the relative contributions of 

the girls from the two schools. At the first testing Grade VI 

girls from Jchool A (N=7) contributed 90 of the total of 261 

checks compared with 172 from the 19 girls of '.;;chool 3 

(ratio 12.7 9.05); in aass the girls formerly of School A 

(U=5) contribute 37 checks and girls formerly of johool B 

(5=19) contribute 248 (ratio 6.3 : 13.1), the ex-School j 

girls now averaging oignificenqy more checks per girl than - 

the preceding year. Gym if only the Girls actually present 

at both times of tooting are taken into account, the same 

situation still holds.

robluas range in number from 2 to 12 for ex-rJchool A 

subjects and from 0.to 48 for em-3ohool B subjects. It DMUS 

possible that there is something basicmlly different in the 

reactions of the School A andSchool B girls to transition 

1, the two rado VI girls missing from the J Jlass group had 
scores of 3 and 17; the two additiona girls in the J Olass 
croup had scores of 6 and 20, 
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to the aecoedary oehool. It could be that the School_ A girls 

have withdraen and the girle from School B have become more 

aware or more eepreeeive of their problem, or that the girls 

from School A have adjuoted more crertly and completely, and the 

aria from Gehool Z Wive become more uncure and disturbed by the 
„ 

new aituation. Whatever the reason, on items in Table 21 above, 

the scores for School 3 ee up more frequently than they go down 

(17 increases, 6 degreases) whereas except for four itemu the 

School A scores fall (16 items) or remain static (6 items). 

School A girls appear to be more BAXIIMA3 about elements in 

the echool aituation in comparison with the othowareae than are 

the School B girls; school 13 girls unpreea eeet concern witi 

se prebleme. Area GC has, in fact, assumed outstanding imPortw. 

ance ce the coerce of problems for the secondary school girls. 

::;o5..p of the primary coheel pattern of problems to still 

evident in the secondary school year pattern (see Table 22). 

For the All group, ureaa 112 4ni ZJATI? =main relatively low as 

problem sources. This lea: of problems acceolated with Hems 

and Family at first peeu a little eurprieing, butrin fact, the 

typo of home problems that one would tweet to find here are 

included in area BI, for example, item $S, )9 end 60, which 

deal with =Striations on freedom and which are chocked quite 

frequently. 
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Area 30 has assumed greater importance and predominates 

over all other areas (p<.05): 25 per cent of all the checks 

are made in this area. Area BG, previously an area of rather 

low importance, now ranks with area PG second in importance to 

area 30. 

As in theprevious year, children below and above the 

median for CA, 0A, and IQ show no significant differenoes in 

hierarchy of areas. 	However the lower MA and IQ grotzpal  

indicate significantly higher incidence of problems than 

their counterpart groUps (p601) and locate a higher proportion 

of their checks in area HPDp while the younger subjects locate 

a higher proportion in area DG than do the older subjects. 

The item-constellations receiving the most checks are 

personal appearance, health, fear of failure, leisure, 

personal attributes, and social relationships. School 

subjects and attitudes to school give rise to fewer worries 

than for the Grade V/ girls. (Table 23.) 

The distribution of oheeks accorded these constellations 

deviates considerably from theoretical expectation (that is, 

in relation to the numbers of questions per constellation); 

(1)‹.01 ). Actual frequencies for fuer and fear-of-failure 

are significantly higher, and those for health and social relationships 

1. The IQ and NA groups are identical. 
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S-4 



228. 
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era siGnificaatly lower than the thooreticsj fregAeacies. 

LA or IQ is associated with more notiCeable checlimg 

differences than is CA, but in spite of the sarked discrepancy 

in totals for the IWIQ groups the patterns  of diotribution 

are similar. Although subjects with greater mantel maturity 

and intellectual ability appear to have fewer problass, 

nevertheleso fear and fear-of-failure troubleo them most. 

he variables OA and. LA, considered oeparately, 

appear to be associated with few sicnificant differences in 

ohechirG patterns, but it was enticinated that, treated as a 

single compound variable, thej night be associated with more 

tzrked differences. In the total group of 25 Girls there .  

were two sub-.Groups, each of 7 girls, one conoietias of 

younger-brighter girls who were below the median SA And . 

above the median 	and the other of older-duller Girls 

who were above the median. OA and below the mediva A. Theee 

two groups are compared in Table 243:,,. 

arat, the hierarchies of the distributions are not 

significantly different (p> .05). ::Jecondly, the malrf 

significant difference is that the older-duller group checks 

more frequently than does the younger-britthter croup. 

Differences in the amount of checking seems therefore to 

be the factor most characteristically arxeciated with all the . 

controlled variables so far considered. 
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ZILE 24 

for Yoithatzeilriehter ana 014  

Area Ea, of Macon 
Ymolse------TWd =riga 

0=7) 	0=7) 

9 21 

3 13 20 

4 

a 1$ 

12 29 

12 22 

30 1$ 33 

UAW. 76 144 

Ammo a Wass 

1, far au the variables cootdeyed 	baste pattern of 

proble:Le rezatne the cme• 	ettont there le a "Co 

self•stieture for the group. 

2* thin baste pattern Lae 	-Concerns ae tic oilier area 

o2 prOleze. Amp 	and 430 end 1V,  are nest and 



approximately (equal in inloortance. UP problons aro negligible 

3. problems related to fear-of-failure, inadeepzey, unaccept-

ableneen dooinate 

4. an increasing social awareness is eu: -,ested by the 

eaergence of come "new " common problems 

5. the more intelligent and/or mentally 7.iore vature girls 

indicate fewer problems on the Lint -tarn the lean intelligent 

andbroczaally lens mature girl° . 

6. the chief differoacee between the ilrade VI and Clans 

respoaeo-pattorao lie in: 

(a)the emergence in L; °lame of area 30 an an icxdortent 

source of problems 

(b)the reversal in the average weight of eheekinep per 

child of girls from School A and School Yi indicating, 

probably, a difference in the wAy the transition from 

.primary to secondary echool has been made by these two 

croups 

(0 ) a reduction of problems associated wit4 opecific 

nohool subject (19 checks in Grade VI, 9 checks in 

class) and ,ttitude to cehool (15 checks in Grade VI 

and 8 chee;rs in ij Claes); and an increLlzed concern 

about persona relationships vdth the o -lpouite no= (6 

in Grade VI, 23 in L' Clan) and personal attribates 

(7 in Grade VI, 16 in A Class), and 11ASure (17 in 

Grade VI and 34 in 4!:: Olaas). 
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lyie (D) 

Uecondery Ochool Boys : Composition of the Group 

ox-Ochool A 	N tett 7 

ex#,Cohool 73 	XS= 15 

Total 	N = 26 

LiedJerchip of the )la, boys' Group is yot identical 

with that of tho Grade VI Group. ZIT: or the Original 

GMAT) (4 from Gobool A and 2 from SCool B) were not 

present, but a total of 26 boys satisfying the Oriteria 

answered the measures in i Class. 

They Gve 295 responses to u total of 113 itus of Whi01z 

63 receive only mite or two cheeks each, aad only 11 can he 

ro3ar1ed as collkgon problems havina bean checked by ap9roxi. 

iroly 25 per cent or more of the whole arta?. 	Zhe 

aver azo aumbar of problems io 11.3. The number of items 

checked by aay one individual ranges i'roa 17 to 1 for ex-achool 

A boys (the boy who scored 55 in Grade VI choked only 4 

items in 11.Class4, end frma 42 (the next highest mo 30).. to 

1 for ez—Cmhoel :J boys. The uversge more of the 6 "nee 

ex-4;chool i boys is 16 compared with 12 for 'the renainiag 

ox,Chool 3 boys. 

Althau,;12 the checks are avread =re eveal,y over ths 

problem areas tlasa in the previous tectinz ., there is still 
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a significant deviation fro a theorstioally evaa distribution 

over all areas (able 25). ixeas j aa4 a014 as in Grade VI, 

produce the highest number of responses, areaIP is 

aicnigioautly leas productive than ahy oer area, 

2/11E4 25 

Problea Areas Cecondary Boys 

(Na26) 

Area No. of 
checks 

0o. of 
itema 
cheet:ed 

'To. of itnms per area *hooked 
by 25,..3 (approximately) or more 

LET 44 19 1 

59 17 3 
IF 21 12 

51 id 3 
3G 44 15 3 
2G 33 16 

39 16 1 
•■■•••■triiiirM•01.••■■WO 

Totals 295 113 11 
•- 

Area PG has increased in inportaaoe as a source of 

:?robleTs with the ito4a "witgainz; people liked me better" 

aad "being left out of things" bin n tao aost frequently 

checked. 

As happens with the .:chool A citin there is a eicnificaat 

change in the proportion of the total number of cheeks 

contributed by ex-johool A'and ex-johool i3 bop. 
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C.Ost .erequently Jbeekod items 

C000ndary .10,Y. (N=26) 

234. 

Itci Lrea 
	

Letail 
	

ao. of tii.los 
Z,4so%ed 

121 Lai? dantias to :mow more about 
jobs 
	3 

	
31 

* 52 T-42 Jantliaz to earn name a MY 
own =ay 
	7 

	
27 

53 	„i -s.? ,ituitin3 to buy core a mv 
Q1 n thince 

	

60 Lta 
	

So ottea not allowed to co 
out at ni,Ibt 
	

9 

	

*21 10 	.74othin,,,,  interesting to do 
ia çt spar* time 
	

7 
	

27 

	

126 LO 	LearniaL; %ow to dance 
	

7 
	

27 

T42 '6 
	

Trouble ilita oritZletio 

41 

	

	
of failure ia school 

work 

119 U 	ule to take uabjootel 

Q45 L; 

	don't We 

:alouble wt % writi4g 

GO -,%0 	(1.20tk-OS KW; beAUC alp 
%onunt as I elould bo 

	7 
	

27 
*31 4 	a'seing nervous 
	5 
	19 

67 .4 2rying to stop a bad kabit 
	

5 

72 ;.';.D Lftea not, trwinw for qi L:sols 6 

7 
	

27 

23 

23 
5 

Indicates a noo...:on" problen 1.7_ Grade VI. 
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'2ren 134 Oheoke loode by the 00b0o1 A boye (I:1111) in0rads 

VI (aversze per boy 12.2), the score Ilets =lure tO 45 out 

of a total or 295 tads by 7 boys in CZinn (average per 

boy 6.4). 2or bop; froz, Zahool 	more :;aa risen '41.4"om 

130 for 15 boys (averuco 8.7) in Grade IX to 250 or 19 

bop,. 	.;iaa (averace 13.2). 	o ‘;':.-1:at now t:le :.irade VI 

nitwit-40n le reversed aad the ex-',I;ohool J bajo a.veroze 

oiifiei1j =::?,oro caeoZzo z)er child t",',1 the etz-:.;e:a0o1 A 

boy* (p( 431), acain to.k72,'eotias in tars C41.<'22Z0 o bl1ti-A0e 

cora) baole differoloos between Zolitool A aad johool 17, 0J1:Iron 

in 't 	ii c4o tizej Laac 	ttst=lition and ada2tatiou 

to sato:AL:17 cmthool.:'.or;ever, the tzleraroilloal. order of 

Shawrtztoe of the amen ree -144r1:, csmiarab3.e or boys 

fro tho two ochaolo. 

All coree:ot cw oZ tho coZZO4 iNobles for no 

eeeor.darj toys (a'ole 26 )„ are located i areao 

, end U. Lore10.1.zi 11212 o t'.103 are "now" p=blaz 

and mu:pot aa erzcnoe of, metal .-:are..ems (c.c. tto 

(40, 60, 1, tor,-otr wit :4 	ite:m :Zro... area ttii 
- 

abovo), and a de 	go)? LTA:made:lee. Zero are too, 20 

stoats a oelf.scriticiczi ur..d recomition of personal 1_,Derreotionte 

(Ito= 63, 5', 120, czld ouz -,:eotion of a little =re fee:ritziness 

and a 11. -Vao core 10o:lx.k.3-411e:-.41 Viarl Li the -Ixceedir-z3 year 

(4̀ 41ble 27). 
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Of the G boys who are afraid of Tailiaz in school 

work, 5 .  probably have cause enour,t in that they are below the 

median IQ and below the usually-accented IQ for success in 

the school Leaving ;=gination. 	• Three of the4th 'Qs 

91 9  101 and 106 9  worry also that they are "not smart enough" 

and 2 of them with IQ 106 worry because they are a grade 

behind at school. 

Alen the total group is split according to school and 

at the median for OA, UA 9  and l(19  the chi-square values 

for difference° in the number of checks for each category and 

for the overall distribution oL7, chocks are so small as to be 

ineignificant for all variables ezcept IQ (Table 28). . 

.2or the three variables, Zohool 9  La, and IQ, there are, 

however, oignificant differ:aces in the total nuabor of 

checks. The ex-Ochool B boys check more frequently than the 

eohool A boys and the hizber LA and the lower groups 

more frequently than their paired L,;roups. This reversal 

for LA and IQ groups is duo to the fact that cewe younger 

boys with above-modian IQ nevertheless fall in the below. 

median La croup and vice versa. 

Boys who are both older and duller indicate significantly 

more problems than boys who are younger and brighter. 
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Younger & Older & 
brighter 	duller 

Number of. subjects 	6 
	

7 

No. of problems checked 70 	114 
	p< .05 

thought of simply am, perhaps, reasoniag ability, 

would appear to be more important than mental age in the 

having or not-having of problems. The boys of lower 

intelligence have not only more problems but also problems 

of a different kind and of a reater diversity than do the 

boys of hither intelligence. 	he less-intelligent boys 

indicate more worry in association with area SO and lees in 

association with area BG than do the more intelligent boys. 

This is seen more clearly when one looks at the problem- 

constellation. (Table 29) 

(Other self-concerns" to not a true constellation but 

is catered to point out that for the above-omedian groups 

"social relationships" are almost. the only concern in area 

X, whereas for the bolow4cled1an croups a variety of other 

items in this area are also rated by several Subjecte as 

problems.) 

For the variable CA there are no significant differences 

between the above- and below-median groups in frequency of 

responsee for any of the main constellatians, but there are 
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differences asnociated with the other variables. The 

mentally-elder boys Indicate less worry about present 

spending money but more about selecting and obta 1n4ng a 

job than do the mentally younger boys. 	he mors intelligent 

bays are eignificantly less fearful und tend to be less 

concerned about present spemaingenney and attainment in 

specific school subjects than the less intelligent boys. 

But thcki also express significantly more dissatisfaction 

with school (chiefly with dull classes and with not having 

enough disouosion in class, and with having to take 

subjects they don't like), mere worry about the future 

and employment, and more resent restrictions on and 

inadequacies in their leisure time and activities: they 

account for 17 of the total group's 24 checks given to the 

following items: "nothing interesting to do in my spare 

ttae" (5 out of 7),  "not allowed to co out with girl friends" 

(2 out of 3), "so often not allowed to go out at night" 

(5 out of 7), and "learning how to dance" (5 out of 7). 
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Gummarvs i-. 14 Class i::ore 

1. the basic pattern of distribution is high checArle in 

areas 2;;44-2 aad G 0  lowest checking in area a 

2. area IJG ie, at the beg/Piling of the Eecondatv whoa, 

roughly equal in importance as a source of problem items 

to areas W., ZO, and HIT 

3. for all the variables except IQ the hierarchy of areas 

for above- and below-median groups does not significaatly 

differ 

4. there are significaat difference° between the proportions 

of the total cheeks given bj the ex#43cheo1 A and exchool B 

boys 

5. IQ appears to have more relovanoe than CA or L1A to 

numbers of items checked and specific types of items checked 

6. the most common single items checked come fairly evenly 

from areas L12, BC, $, and C. 2hese common problems end 

the items constituting the most-checked constellations 

indicate the emergence of social awareness and self-criticism 

and continued criticism of school routines 

7. there are relatively few common problems, and, because 

of individual differences, a wide dispersion of problem 

items. 



General Suamazy 

The responses on the Check List are analysed for chief 

areao of problems, chief groups of problems and chief 

individual problems. Independent variables of sex, school, 

age, mental age, intelligence are considered. 

Some significant differences are found between various 

groups in relation to these variables. 

Girls consistently teed to Show more concern about items 

of a personal-social nature, and boys about items dealing 

with money, work., and the future. 

Area S has a high problem frequency. The group of 

items concerned with fear and fear of failure - regardleao of the 

general area in which they occur - are high ranking for 

girls and items conoeraed with leisure and restriction on 

freedom are important as problems for the secondary boys. 

244. 



ClIAITUI XX 

The Problem Cheek Met (cont.) 

The itgpotheses Discussed 

agneral note 

The problems in relation to educational level 

The problems in relation to school 

The problems in relation to sem 

Comparison of tindings with those or other studies 



WAPTi2 IX 

The ;:tudy of the Zelt-picture in aelation 

to the 4ypotheses 

General Note 

It has been poltulated that there will be differences 

between the self-piotures given by the primary and the 

secondary school children, and between those of boys and 

girls probably at both years. whether the differences 

between prinary and . eecondary children are due to aite, 

maturation, or the transition fran one edhool to another 

may not be apparent or decidable. No evidence of the 

pubertal stage of these children was token, eo it is not 

possible to classify the groups according to physical 

maturation, and the e ranges of the primary and secondary 

schools groups are not entirely different. The age-range 

for the primary ochool children spreads over about 18 months 

exal t  as the two teetikm were conducted only 15 months apart, 

the top level of the primary school ace range corresponds 

roughly with . tha`; of the lower level of the secondary 

school armee age-rak;e. Oo in this study it has been 
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poetulated that differences will occur betmen children 

at two levels of education rather than between children 

of different age groups, although ago has been cOneidered 

in relation to the Check List as a matter of interest. 

Sex differences, if they exist, can be expected to 

occur in both the primary and secondary years. There 

is no reason to suppose they would be eliminated by transition 

from primary to secondary school, though the two sexes 

may react differently to the experience and so enhance or 

diminish existing differences or even set up new ones. 

Where some sorts of parallel changee in the self-picture 

of both sexes occur with the transition it would seem 

likely that these are the remit of the change of school 

rather than the result of age or maturation* One change 

of this kind would be the lowering of self-estimatee, on 

the assumption that both boys and girls would be forced - 

even sheeted • into reviewing their pictures of themselves 

On coming up against a large company of children of their 

own age from other sohoole, as well as 	inet older 

Children already established in the school,amenget whom 

they it find and assess their place. 	Since AU the 

subjects have never before had a change of school (this was 

one of the 'criteria of selection of the population of the 
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atudy) the move to u new school must present quite a 

new experienoe. 

llowever,developing differences in orientation - girle 

having a social orientation and boys havinga Personal-

adequacy orientation, as suggested by Barwood (1956) - 

are likely to be due more to sex and maturation than to 

educational transition and to result from growing-up in a 

society which has noticeably different role expectations 

of boys and girls. If each a difference exists at either 

year it could scarcely be attributed solely to school 

influences. if it were to become intensified in the 

secondary year this would presumably be at least partly 

the result of further maturation. However, if the 

organization, goals, methods and expectations of the school 

emphasize differences in sex roles and expectations, 

then the intensification of differences in orientation could 

be attributed also to the effects of change of school. 

Similarly, it may not be possible to discriminate 

exactly between the contributions of school, maturation, 

and 900.o-economic, conditions, and so on, to changes in 

the problems and trouble-spots of ohildran at primary 

and secondary school levels, though it it probable that 

(schools do contribute to differences to problems at the 
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two levels because of different emphasee and goals. 

Grade VI has the imediate and specific Goal of promotion 

to the cecondary school and the geaeral goals of acquisition 

of basic ekills and learning to be "socialised," that is, 

to be obedient and conforming. There is not much room for 

initiative nor mnoh demand for adult-type responsibility 

in the primary school. The secondary school has rather 

more remote goals such as Leaving xaiinaticn certificates 

necessary for certain jobs and for admiesion to the university. 

The nature and organization of the secondary school, 

especially the secondary school in this study, demands a good 

deal of self-control and reliability in that children have 

to move about without oupervioion more than when in the 

primary school, and for that matter, to travel for Greater 

distances and more frequently than is required in most 

urban primary ochools. aovement into the secondary school 

brings the Class children into aeeociation with older 

children who provide theawith a different challenge, new 

influenceo, and different patteras for imitation. Differences 

in problems, therefore, particularly in the areao 1].71P end 

could well be assooiated with ohahges in educational 

environment. The bypotheeis that differsaces in responses to 

the aieJk Liet occur is discussed in relation to the variables 

of school, educational level and sex. 
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lofTWI.Ctawrichen“leconjm_Yresm_LAselt 

Check List  

.The follosik; resulto hold v./nether comparison is owls 

of the total lale or female 31ftoups for eac'h year, that is, 

without rezard to the euall changes in group, or ther 

acmarison in iiade of the 31l4itly acaller group constituted 

of only those W.10 (lid the test on both occasions, maaely 

23 Giwlo and 20 bole. 
Girls 

TA13141 , 30, 

Data for ?rimaxy and O•sondary Girls 

Lrimary 
Grade 171 

Lecondar: 
1st year 

Claps) 

•.otal ow-Aber of subjects 26 25 

Total number of .,ohool. A subjects 7 6* 

(20ta3 "lumber of , ',;chool 11 .  subject* 19 19* 

Total number of checks 261 285 

Total number of items clieckai 97 94 

auaber of chat:as by 3chool A atrls 89 37*  

;.:umber of checks by 1:4hool 	girls 172 2413* 

Uusber of items checked by MI 

or more of subjects 14 

* Indicates exmdcbool A and oxf.Sohool .3 respeotivelY, 
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I. Total Uumbers of Checks 

1) Ath regard to the total primary and secondary 

groups, and disregarding the privary school of origin 

there arop,. 

(a) no significant differences in the total number of 

checks or the total numbers of specific items 

checked at the two testi:Age 

(b)- significant differences between totals for the 

subjects grouped acoording to variables of OA, 

LAI  IQ (p ;"- .05) are:— 

(i)girls in the upper CA group check more frequently 

in E class than in Grade VI 

(ii)girls In lower VA grow check core frequently 

in kl class than in Grade VI 

(iii) is in lower IQ group check more frequently 

in E class than in Grade VI 

(iv.) girls in higher LI group cheek less frequently 

in class than in Grade VI 

(v) 'there is no siolificant differences between 

the numbers of cheeks for lower CA and higher 

LA groups in Grade VI and 3 class. 

Two hypotheses may be suggested: 

Arst that the older girls with lower intelligence are 

finding increasing .  difficulty, and therefore more problems, 



ia copint3 with new 112e situations; hence tho hisbor 

proble;:i Zrequeacies for upper CA, lower LA and lower 

.4:cana l  Chat level of intellironce ratker than mental 

!..ataxity is the im9ortant factor in ooping with new 

oituatioas aad poixatial problems. 

2) Ujnificaat differcos in the total num:oers of 

rsponses ars _Omen bi the subjects cW each of the two 

schools at the 

(a) caoo1- (youp chocks loss frequent4? in the 

than in the 2rirJarty year 

(I)) 	-6 6..0= o12cc:s7; '2,4rc f'recasT:ay in the 

esce.aLry your thaa in 	iry year. 

A-trihr.tion er.0 hool;'s : 	rareli:J, 02 , L1.4e.w 

14 :or total rcups rosardless (0 the drimary school of 

oricin:- 

a. Tas distributions for Grade VT. aid claeo are 

significantly differoat 	= 14.VA 

p<•03). 

(i),les41;anoes in area SU 4.1ominate in both itry 

:and secondary years, bat 

(ii)area Li proluces a significantly smaller 

proportion of responses ia the secondary year 

(Chi-square = 5.01; p1(.05). 

251. 
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(iii)Area G has a significantly larger proportion 

of responses in the secondary year (Chi-aquare 

=8.36; 1)(01). 

(iv)Amen.? is the source of fewest problems in 

both years. 

b. In groups divided medianly according to the 

variables OA, LIA4 and IQI4- 

(i)Grade VI girls in the upper CA group give a 

significantly different distribution of 

cheeks from E class girls in the upper UA 

group, (016square = 15.35, df 6, p602). 

(ii)Girls in upper OA aroups mcike a smaller . 

proportion of their checks in area $' in the 

secondary year (Ohi-square = 4.370, df 1, 

p‹,05). 

(iii)Grade VI airls in the lower LA group gives 

ckimificantly different distribution of 

responses from tho sinilar group in i2 class 

(Chi.square 12.94, df 6, p1(.05). 

(iv)Girls in lower MA group in E class mark a 

smaller proportion of their checks in area 

OD and a larger proportion on area PG as 

compared with the lower rrIA group in Grade VI. 
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(e) Grade VI and E clams girls in the lover CA 

groups dhow no sienificsnt differences in 

the distribution aad reeponses in both years. 

(vi) Girls in both upper and lower croupe for All 

these variables, except fer the lover CA 

group, give a higher -weighting of responses 

to area BG in °lass than in Grade VI. 

A further hypothesis is therefore made: 

That social awarenees is greater in Li class than in 

Grade VI and in the J claw is associated with a crop of 

"nee problem° (see e'oction III below). 

2. .4ta reard to the school of orinint- 

ibe chief difference beteeen the Iwo schoolel-of-crigin 

groups ie the maxted weight of checkin3 in areas G (Chi-square 

m 8.66, p(41), aad BG (Chi-square = 4.7, 1)6,05), made by 

the ez6chool 3 girls. Meeks in these area have more 

than proportionately "etepped.wup" at the second teeting. 

For em-School A girls, the responSes have shown an all-round 

falling off though with slight change in the proportions of 

check in the Vairi0113 areas. 

J.I.I.Com_e_onbP dCon_stekka_a_tios 

1, biome common problems of Grade VI level are apparently 

"fading out" by the Secondary school, for example 

!umbers V, 45, 66, 89. 



• roble_s c4ppear or fomer minor problems 

;:ot noticeably increased nwabera of ohoc4e,Es1404 • 

nnubere 3t), 40, 50 67, 11 4, 124 1270 131, Cf 

this group of 8 $ 6 'Aave a'otronE4 ...arktA "social" 

eluality $  for exanple $  "learninz to d_ince," "not 

allowed to Go out with boy friends." There is 

a tendency for more items in the di area to occur 

as "common" problems. 

3. "Pear" problems, for example numbers 7$ 31 $  41 1  69, 

Show more dcoline in chcclf.in5f, work; ex-3ehoo1 A 

Girls than amonc exi.6chool 23 Girls. 

4. dhile about the same numbers of ciris etill depot 

theseiVoo as nervous, indecisive, fearfUl l  and 

railinc$  two new problezs of self-concern are 	. 

appearin$ namely "daydreamine and "forzetrulnese - 

which ijitt7el1 be-re3arded au two facets or the 

one proble:,1 - aad "tryinz to stop G had habit." 

5. :;onstellationu have thaLced. in relative inportattce 

(see Table° 15 and 25). 

(a) Lao two constellations of "attitudo to school" 

v.ad "problems of specific cthoo. subjects" 

chow a loosened iaportance in c1ae. They 

receive a ccobined =ore or only 17 eheclul 
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in the secondary year conpared with 54 in the 

Grade VI year. 

Tho "leisure" constellation rsoeives sicnif-

icantly more cheeks than in the previouo year. 

The c'porsenal attributes" constellation is now 

C.IDUC tho Laic? constellation° (16 cheeks against 

7 in the izioiary year). 

(d) 214 "fear of failure" constellation lo the most 

heavily checLed constellation in Zloth years. 

in brief it 00003 tint alile fear of failure 

ra!luins a course of worry, the provenance of 

worry ab3i4 failure ia niftins from the cchool 

caci. Ex1.11aot1c do-zr:lao to entrap,,yaral .1d social 

at'airo. 



Aza 
TAJL4 31., 

1)ata for t'rimery and Secondary lioys 

25 ,  . 

     

Primary 
Grade a 

Secondary 
let year 

(E Class) 

number 	subjects 

nuaiber of 4ohoo3 A subjects 

26 

11 

26 

7* 

fetal nuuber of 6choo1 3 eubjects 15 19* 

Total number of checks 264 295 

Total. nuer o. it 	checked 102 113 

umber of cae1!;z1 by ,Jehool 	bays 134 45* 

.Aawber of cLecks by School 	boys 

i4umber of itemm Checked by 25,11 

or more of subjects 

130 

9 

250* 

11 

* Laicates ez-Zehool A and ex*Zahoci renectively. 

I. Total 	c7•  

1) 4ith regard to the total groups for both years and 

disregarding the primary school of origin, that is, for 

26 subjects in each year there area- 

(a) no significant differences in the total numbers 

of checks or the total numbers of specific items 

Checked at the two times of testing. 
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(b) 513nificant differences between totals for 

eubjeots grouped according to the variables 

CA, MA, and IQ (p;(.05) are:- 

(i)boys of below-median CA check eignificaatly 

lees frequently in E class than in Grade VI 

(ii)boys of above-median CA °hook significantly 

more frequently in oleos than in Grade VI, 

That is, younger boys at the time of 

transition to secondary school appear to 

develop or recognize fever problems than 

older boye at the same educational level. 

(iii)boys of abovemedian .MA check eiolifieently 

pore frequently in the clues thln  in Grade VI 

(iv)boys of below-median I cheol; more 

frequently in U clam then in Grade VI 

(v)boys of aboveocedian II cheek lees frequently 

(borderline significance) in E class than 

in Grade VI 

(vi)there is no significt;nt difference between the 

nupbers of checks for the below-mmdian VA 

gxeup it 	7rrade VI end i class. 

2wo hypotheses may be sugCccted; 

4retithat older but less-iatellizent boys have more 

problems than younger but more intelligent boys. (Boys in 
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tho higher n'A croup are not necooeuri4 tho brightest boys; 

they seore hish on LA'beeauze of troir Coaparaavely high 

although they are of only . averago Or below-average IQ. 

00ond; that intellizence is more iaporLatit than mental 

aze in producinz "freedom" from problems, iligher intelligence 

Qay mean more ability to cope witia problems or more wariness 

about stating them. . 

2) Acnt'Ueant difforcacos In the total number° of 

responses are given hy the subjects of both the two schools 

at the two teetince; 

r,:chcol ,3roup C;i10011:43 uoi lo 	ewunt1y 

in the secoadary than ia the ;:lriaL:lry year. 

(b) ;;c:lool 13 'up cheoLs Lach 210r0 frequqatly in 

tho eecoadsry than in the privoxy your. 

II Pistributiou of '.hechs Llierqr_c.Ac)eofLi.reas 

Thore are but a few, thouh thoiCat-provoiring dierences 

in the irenertance aicoureeo of problez2o of tho ooveral 

areas of the ghook Lict ae indicated by thQ propoztion of 

the total chocks each receives. 

1. lilor the total 3roups in botA.years, rvsardless of the 

prinard sehool o2 orisin: 

(i) the only major difference is that in .lass the 

area 	receive::: a Usher proportion of the total 

cheeks; thou3h thia differenee lies just outside 



rAatictically sicnifioant level of p z .05. 

(Cbi...square = 3.21, .1> > .05.) 

(ii) In both years areas. 3 and ITh dominate, and area 

is the source o least czpreesed problets. 

2 #  .or the sub3eota divided medianly :or the variables 

CA, LIA, and IQ, nignifiesat differences our with the upper 

GA, upper 1:14, lower IQ and hiller IQ 8roups, but .liot with 

the loser CA, and lower LA groups; that is, generally 

speaking, 13.0'4 Wi th the boys viho constitute the older but 

relatively duller group ( and for whafa highcr 	la a • 

function o higAer CA). .jo.r,Ared with the primarj year, 

in the se:304;442'j phat$ 

) the upper CA 4,Toup 6,41.vesa hiber proportion a 

chocke to area l'a; (CIA—square = 4,93, P ( . 05.) 

Me lower III group.  tends to have a hiper 

proportion of its oheoXs in area Pa and a laser 

p..-N 2?ortion of its checks in area S (Ghi...equaro 

P1 •1 .). 

(iii) "Pao upper IQ gives a lower proportion o its 

°hooks to area C ( Chi..s4uare = 4•81 • < . 05). 

(iv) VAS upper IA group just czoeetici the 1? 005 level 

o significance for difference in number of' 

cheeks on areas 30 (lower in the secondary year) 
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and BM (higher in the secondazy year). 

Considering the significant differences in both totals 

of checks and distribution of checks, a fUrther hypothesis 

may be mode, that; 

as older, duller boys pass into the secondary school, 

the number of their expressed problems increases, and 

these problems are likely to show most increase in 

the areas iJ. omd U6 

This nay be due to a lesseninc o: constant pressure 

on academic success for example the oeosation of the 

weekly T.est and the placement of pupils in "otreama" 

according to their level of ability - and to the 

lanediate and developing conscious need o:e the boy 

to establish himself as an adequate person in the 

broader eilvirommeat and activities of the secondary 

=col. Bove Who are both younger and brighter 

(see p. 239) indicate less overt anxiety than the 

other boyn, especially in the area of SC, suggesting 

a capacity for easier adjustment end less feeling 

of inadequacy in meeting the demands of the new 

situation. 

Them inferences are supported by the patterns of changes 

shown in relation to cannon problems and constellations of 

problems. 
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Ili oc..talOonstella•on 

14 ;.'ortain "eoumna" problems3 the primary year dhow 

7.. marked decline as problems in the oecondary year, 

and sone have disappeared, namely iteLls 2, G9 7, 

63, 112/113. 

LAhor items appear as "new" problems or with 

increased nmabers 057 checks, nnrnly items 41, GO, 

63, 121, 14, 

3. In keepinci  with the oVerall pattern ter the whole 

'Abcl:. 	ex-i?chool boys tcad to ElklOW Coo/teased 

eassom with "co- 	izoblemo, mush more 4o than 

ox,-Johool be:FL; who, ac 46ht be. s.:pcoted, toad 

to chow lacromscd =sera. 

4, Ocastellations have elicoGca in "worry-ii.2portunce"; 

(a)worry about he= attitudes io soclizPle in 

the class Group 

(b)aoneera over peracqr1 atribl.GQG iG weaxinG 

in t; clasp 

(c)ceaetellaiona "health," "nosey," and "leisure" 

hsare sti?enuthened ek;nifteastly in iJportuaea 

by class. 
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The nature of the P problems for the two years is 

essentially different. There are few foe] problem in 

the primary year. The most common one is "wanting to earn 

some of act own money." 
	

"Spending money foolishly" and,  

"deoidingitml to take in high school" are next in importance. 

The remaining cheeks are scattered over a wide range of 

items of which only the most-checked are shown below. (Table 33) 

Hower, with the 4 close boys there is greater concentration 

on a small. 'group of problems which suggest two submareae 

of anxiety, one relating to the choosing of a Job and ths 

other to the immediate desire for money wad independents,. 

This suggests a lUrther hypotheciss that 

accompeAying the transition frms primary to easoNdary 

school boys show a change in the nature of their 

forward-looking-mass their attention Is more 

Job-orientated and they want more independence, 

especially in getting and controlling money. 
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TAMZ 	_ 

Chief ?OP Probloms 

Grade VI Boys 	 LI Class Boys 

It.a No. 
Choosing 

Item 
Choosing 

 

	4111■1111.41•1101, 	 

   

    

Spending money foolishly 5 

,-venting to earn more of 
Kr own money 

Deciding whst to take in 
high school 

*Luting to earn more 
of 17 own money 

Wanting to buy more 
of sy oen things 	7 

Too little spending 
5 mow 	 4 

Family worried about 
money 	 4 

Reeding a part—time 
job now 	 4 

Raring no regular 
pocket mow 	3 

Wonting to know more 
about jobs 	8 

Wanting advice on what 
to do after high school 3 

Needing to know what 
job I'm best at 	4 

Wanting advice on what 
to do aftex• high stohool 	4 

Bottling to know what job 
Its belt at 

TOO little spending 
money 	3 



Comparison of Schools 

Gee Appendix II: 

?riiarj  

In Grade VI the School A boy° check a significantly 

higher total nunber of problems than do the Jchool D boys, 

but the patterau of distribution of chocks over the areas 

for both schoolo is not statistically different (Chi-squaro 

2.66 9  p>.6).(000  Pig. 1). 

Only in arcao HP an4 30 ore there "threats" to the 

pattern, though not to a statistically significaat dogree. 

ohool A boys, then, younger chronologically and 

mcatally than Gchool boys, but in school attainomntand 

intelleotaal capcoity conparable with then, appcur to 

differ only in that they indicate more of the cam° hind 

of problems than the School B boys (Chi-square = ).676 9  

df = 1 9  p(.01). 

A similar pattera holds for the girls (coe Pig. 2).1. 

As for the boys, there arc for the two schools comparable 

levels of school attainment and IQ but oli,Ilter differences 

in I:A and CA thau ocourred with the boys. :zein9  the 

hierarobies of problem U=30 for the two schools aro not 

significantly difforent (Chi-square = 7.76, df 6 9  0.3) 

but the 'Zchool A girls have a higher frequency of checks 

265• 
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HPD 	S 	HP 	MWP BG 	PD 	SC 

Pig. 1. Boys, Grade VI 

HPD 	S 	HP 	ricsifF 	BG 	PG 	SC 

Fig. 2. Girls, .Grade VI 
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than the Ochool B Girls (p‹.01) ana tend to-check more often, 

on the avcrage v in the area HO. 

•Ti o Licher checIting could be a fUnction of esyironmental 

factere or of ohrenologieal =Ow lontal ace. .'Zhe Taat• 

that the ilzher checlrinr; 000=3 aith both 2eXegl thcoAth the 

- ehronolozical and oental age differences between echools awe 

dieel,rnar for the eexce, inclines one to the idea that . 

environmental factors are the chief contributors. over the 

years the Grade VI ohildren of 4cheo1 A tend consistently to- 

. be on the averaGe$ chsonologically and mentally younger than, 

though intellectually uoaparable teith, theirgrade-equivulents 

at Echeol B. agy are probably facing the domande of the . 

final primary 'year at a olightly earlier level of development .  

and from a wore rural and leee sophioticated milieus "3choo1 

A hes a country triiulition and le sre,ller in else than.3chool D. 

The vabable eunseuence it; that trenvition to a large 

suburban secondary school loome anticipatorily as more 

deueatio, and Fernape Lore threatening to the 4dheel A 

ohildren. 

_ Thero:i0 furtheT diflowencoAn the e4.21eriencee of 

the ehildwan 	t‘-xl sehoolo ia that the children a 

60°01 A have as the clase-teacnow . tho Hoetke‘uster who is net 

infrequently called aw47 on azirdstrativo duties:, the 
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children of lichool B are taught by staff members eho are 

seldom absent from their °lasses. The ;chool A ebiltrea 

are therefore aecustomed to having to control and direct 

their own behaviour and work whereas the Gobool U ohilirma 

are Oonstantly under direotion and supervision. It is 

likely that these two patterns of cleuroomadanietratian 

promote differences in awareueop *tame of responsibilitft  

and anxiety, and it may well be that the children of Ochool A 

are more acoustomed to think for themselves, more conscious 

of their pxoblems, and more able and ready to admit them. 

It would seen consistent to expect that their practice 

in accepting self.wespormiihility would help them in their 

*Outman% to the process of transition and nay account in 

pert for the drop in the number of problems they claim to 

have = in contrast to the increase in the zmitaber of problems 

for %he children of the other school in their amoondemy 

year. 

The Semftlarx 'School SubJepts  

Tb• changes in the *hook totals of the children of each 

of the two schools after entering secondary school, are 

inverse (see Table 34, and Pigs. 3 ,..nd 	The B *lass 

children fraa3chool A appear lees problem-laden than 

previously or they are lees ready to admit to problems. 
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The hierarchy of areas for the co-Ochool A and elv-Oehool 

boyc io not statistically @if,rnificantly differcat, both in 

the ocaparicon of oath school with the other and in the 

°caparison of each school with itself for tho two successive 

ycers. Fewevor tao difforence In distributions for the 

- School B=.13 of the two years approaches statistical 

sicnificance (Obi-cquaro m 11,6), df G I  1) p) .05). 

It in Wavinuo that in compariac the actual numbors of . 

checks per aroa there have boon some changes in emphasis. 

2here is little obsozs in emphasis fox thg boys frog .;chool 2, 

but the ex'..Cchool A boys show a oiGnificantly bigger drop in 

the numbers of ehecks for 2rob1ems related to school ( p< • 001) 

than for problems in any othor areas (coo 

Mars lc mOre sift in caTbsIqtn with tho girls (me Liz. 

A). Thot0,atcordime to statistical testa of sicnificaace, 

th hiernrObies1 eistributions of oxr.School A and ex-6ahool 

giro =isnot be domed to be different, yet in term of actual 

.numbers of cheats per girl, ex-johool girls are a1omLficaw47 

lose conoornod than previously with problems in areas 111 10 aid 

$0 and show most v:orry in area 0, while ex,-Zdhool 3 girls 

indicate mon: conceraL.' with problezls of 20, 	and ro than 
formerly, and do not indicate area 3 r.n their main source cf 

probacmo• 

One micht well expect such developments, aad such 
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•--.• School A, Grade VI 

• _ 40  School B p  Grade VI 

School A, E Class 

0.__11) School B, E Class 

Fig. 3. Boys, Grade VI and E Class 

▪ School 

• —• School 

— School0 

• 

A, Grade VI 

Bi Grade VI 

A, E Class 

B t  E Class / 

2.0 

1.0 

ITPD 
	

S 	1 	IdWF 
	

BG 	PG 	SC 

Fig. 4. Girls, Grade VI and E Class 
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differences between to tao ,141-NJujo uf zl3. with the ox. 

Jchool D 3irlm hi2:hor in CA iULull, living in aa "old" 

urban area, attendin3 an "old" town-school, being iore 

"townified" and livinz•in oloee contact with nsichboure 

one could expect to find an increamin7 awareness o2 problems 

dealinc with social relationships. 3imilarly, one mizht 

expect, from a younger zroup from a rural or semi-rural area 

and with a lees oophisticated batkousd, u rataur later 

development of problems of this hind. At the saw time, 

admisoion to escondery school with its consequent broadening of 

responnibility even in auchuatters as coping with demanding 

travel arranger:eats, would probably cal on their experiences . 

in eelf.reliaaoe uad give thca a se.'.0e of ic.oreased freedom 

and independence, so leading to a drop in the numbers of 

these sorts of problems in the are 111-U ana C. 

3ummerY  

(1) rupils from .thools A and I3 chow a distinct difference 

in problen-cheolling bore and after transition to the secondary 

school. The ratio of problens for the two echool greupo 

changes inversely. 

(2) Mere aro 3er:a cilia in enph=lo on opecific areas 

of the liel; in terns oX actusl numberok of cheeks for both 

bo7s and girls ol the two wohools. 
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Chook List Comparison or Sexes 

Wee 4ppen4ix II) 

The checking patterns of the two sexes differ at both 

times of testing. Since male and female groups do not 

match for such factors as numbers front each school, age, 

and level of intelligence, to attempt to compare them without 

attention to these variables may be to ignore importmt 

influence. For example, the Grade VI girl& group of 26 

cantatas only 7 School A pupils, compared with 11 in the 

group or the 26 Grade VI boys. Previous discussion has 

.shown differences between children of School A and School B 

regardless of sax in their prodaotian on the Check List, and 

so the relative weightings of the schools in the two sex groups 

may produce what would otherwise appoar to be sex differences. 

However, as a starting point a cogparloon is wade of the 

otherwise uzxdifferentiated sex groups. ?allowing this the 

pattern:4 win other variablen introduced, are reconsidered. 

Grade V7 f.:11bjecto (Appendix II; Pica. 5- 1 3) 

ak) LArer:kA atuber a total chocks for both sexes are 

very siailarl 26 Girls cheek a total of 261 itens, 26 boys 

check a total of 285 iteno - an average of 10.0 for the 

Cirls, 10.96 for the boys. However on looking at 	the 
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checks are allocated over the specific areas of the List, 

it is ohdlue that for, first, these undifferentiated groups 

(see Fig. 5), and later for groups where the variables of 

School, CA, eek and IQ are introduced, the patterns of check-  

distribution by the two sexes in all Oases show 804e 

differences :  statistically sufficient to zake the null 

hypothesis untenable. In some cases, for these vexiables, 

there are also Leaked differences in the total numbera of 

cheohe made by the groups. 

ihe areee responded to differently by boys and girls, 

that is, those receiving sienificantly hieher or lower 

ereportione  of the total checks (p .05),  and indicating 

therefore, Offering emphases or relative degrees of concern, 

are ehown in Appendix II, Table 92, and Fic3. 6-13. 

The Undifferentiated Oex Crow's  

:eoth the undifferentiated boys' group and the =diff-

erentiated girls' group appear to react similarAy to area 

S (see Fig. 5) as the area of most concern (23.9 per cent • 

of the boys' total ehecke,23.4 per cent of the girls') — 

though for the girls area 3 to eeualled by arm C. Area a 

is theIeest evocative area (7.7 per cent and 6.1 per cent for 

Alva and eirle roopectively); and ULAD, the only other area of 

noteworthy °hared importance, receives 13.3 per cent of the 

boys' checke and 14.6 per cent of the girls' (not statistically 
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:zo catlxe diaorojoae0 betatOorollx0 VODX.M003 
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W L;t41:24 -1.;Mt. (-,14o malbjecto otill Lacvo coo or yoaro. 02 

oDeliGatorw 	attenCi0n00 (toQa a QC:4 'Lieceee 02 onw000 

in tao priomv cohaol iniltr)n000 Emu t'ne catMoot ctal bo 

otreanod in t40 ceooalarw oplzoo4.. Otz023 etaolo ounualloy 
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Deonmac)ry 00.0o1 tocolizevo v:110 revolve tIleir cm-onp1100 

Gao olfmr band oniturol mDeotaticao 20r tho t7;30 ammo 

aro dif2br0nt, aaa coaronay alweaay ropoicga ao oaola 

c7d1020-a. Y2,9j0 =0 to iticoo:.!e tLe wort opa=olty leadero 

aTid tto broaavirzioeo cad ae0 to 00aoom t1=4*02:700 vliti Oztaro' 

sa00e0o in t4o ro71rn  02 cangy cad mesa: Girl° av be ecocoto3 
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to achieve their =woo in parriam 20r Mich attention 

to 0210, e col0 ci1Derma and coacern ulta cacial aeceptability 

end do=ado 	awtrolyriate. 

Tlet oa47 do no de3roM 02 iaportomee 02 the 101vidnal 

cram di2ger for tho cameo, but co ace Qo tho °Nail° 

ito aohievin3 ippertonoe oithin t'iLe areac.4'7.he only ENE)  

item 

 

to preocato iteel2 at all 2rKteatiy ao a yrob3.0:4 

Aar the cir10 10 "(100161/ma hat to to ia alfa OdUzloi" 

(6 awoke). 5200 boyc mrry over this too (5 °bean) and 

WLet it ratter aarther by "waatias advice ea vaat to do atoT 

/a941 oolmor (4 ohoolz), and ,,doodi43 to ha= wlat job 2 ma 

boot at" ( ohteem); but they aim =fry about '107)cadin3 

0020Y 20alin1e (5 . oheoLc) cad etlovic3 too littio opoatliusc 

Enney." (It will be aeon later that taw() woorio0 oproad and 

aro elaborated tae vont year.) 

In relation to the2Co1vec (area BO) the cirle ceo. 

troubled ohleay by their mervoneneec (11) 1  their Ocur 02 

caUn3 olotalzoc (0, their gbilure in =Ice they do (6), 

their Inability to Ela"--V up their c2nd0 (G), ta0iT capacity ger 

Cott inz tato trouble (5), their be onondaatioa rocalte (5); 

Ca./2 a fair cralalline CbTO are =Tied about their bad hablto, 

diehozeety, and foalbwp 02 chaize. 	Ebuor boye me perturbed 

by them thin3c: 5 wehty about boia3 nervouct  5 about cettinG 
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too excited, and 4 about "having bad dreams", and "trying to 

stop a bad habit". The other"bete noires" of the girls ,  

apparently bother them not at all, 

Are these sex patterns (both the differences and the 

similarities) so basic that they persist regardless of other 
, 

variables and continue on into the secondary school? 

3.0 

Boys 

Girls 

M 200 

z 

1,0 
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HPD 	S 	HF 	MWF BG 	PG 	SC 

Fig. 5. Boys and girls, Grade VI 
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Fig. 7.. School B, Grade VI 
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IUD 	S 	HF 	MWF 	BG 	PG 	SC 

Fig. 8. Grade VI, below median CA 

• Boys 

• Girls 

" HPD 	S 	HP 	MWF BG 	PG 	SC 

Fig. 9. Grade VI, above median CA 
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Boys 

• Girls 3.0 

S 	BF 	MWF BG 	PG 	SC 

Fig. 11. Grade VI, above median MA 
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Fig. 12. Grade VI, below median IQ 
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Fig. 13. Grade VI, above median IQ 
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Other Variablen Introduced,  (ow Vigo. 6-13.. and Appendix II) 

E7orell the variablen - acheol, 0A, VA, and IQ: 

(1) Both sexes conoietently give a hicA proportion of 

their check° to area 0 and a low proportion to area U?. Area 

Q\7 , it lie=d with mere concern for the boye than for the 

girls of all sub•graups except the ohronologically older 

subject) and the lower IQ groups except the chronelo3leully,. 

older subjeats mad the lowar IQ croup where the level of 

ClifgliaC32100 falls Net Clort of the set 	t of 	5 

but Where the trend is still for boyo to ohm ror iteLzs more 
frequently than the axle do, 1 

(2) Ueeponees to area 13G are eignificantly Uglier in 

frequency for bays than girls of all groups weept Ochool A 

end the lamer 0A, EA, pad X 'oup3. Ebr both poxes 

approximately 60 per cent of the items checked in thie area 

refer to reetrictions and Limitationo placed on leieure 

activities (far example, "nothing interesting to do in my 

spare time"; "not allowed out at night"; "not enough time 

for play and fun"), and appro?Imately 30 per cent refer 

1. Predictinc that, in line with the reoulto of the =cliff.* 
ereatiated Groupe, the direction of difference would be for 
boye to Were hirjaer than girls', the region of direction mould 
be oneo-talled,chiosquare (3.33 for belem-oedian croup and 2,01 
.'or above«,...ledi, an CA groups) would in each case be eignificent 
at the level p‹.05 and woad therefore lead to rejection of 
the null hypotheeio, 
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to hotorosexual relationships (for example, "olritVboys don't 

8003 to Mc mei" "deciding Whether 	in love"), liowever, 

froD the oigalficontly hidaer abooluto rwabors of chooto tad. 

the hishor proportion of the total checko given to items of 

the arot type Iv the older and mentally ouporior and more 

trature boy°, it may be inferred that they, more often than the - 

(Arlo, quootion the reetrictions imposed on them. Thio 

24y. 

 

be as000lated too, with the cultural pattorn of a society 

where with dovolopin3 maturity tho male expocts, and is 

oxpocted, to oubmit loco to the aorta confinement of the 

home ana to oarental juriodiction• 

(3) Areao ZO . ond PG, The weighting of responseo to 

area 00 in highor for.cirlo than boyo in the lower group° 

of the population divided medially according to CA, LA, and IQ, 

Qidauja in the upper croups there is almoot no differenoe in 

woighting by the two poxes for area SO, a sigLificont difference 

does occur with those croups for area EG which again weigilto 

hichor for ciao than boys. Those two areas ore largely 

oupplonentary. Being "nervous," 'over-excited," "afraid," 

"osanod," "a Callum," etc. (oelf.sconcern Items) are as 

personal as, and nay well contribute to "being teased," "being 

diolited," "being talked about," etc, (PG name), though theoe 

latter items do soon to indicate a more obviouo neaotarerent of 

the self ocainet nooial, aoceptibllity, If thin argument lo 

acceptable, then it news that tho older end neatally mom alio 
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girls arc more outseatAurned and have greiteremereneas of 

society's reactions than the younger and mentally inferior girls. 

But with the two areao SO and PG taken in conjunction, the 

girls oonsistently exhibit more anxiety about their "personal-

and social" self than do the boys. (It to noteworthy that 

the School A girls are "up" on SO and the School B girls on 

RG. Is this a difference arising from school atmoephere? 

School A with a rural background and smaller classes tends to 

have more of the "big favaly" atmosphere - hence a social 

closeness; School B is a loosely-knit city solemleith the 

emphasis on competition and personal success - every man 

for himself. So it could be expected that School B pupils 

might register nor* problems related to achieving social 

standing, and the School A pupils, more assured of group 

acceptance and lees competitive, might be more concerned with 

their own critical estimates of themselves.) 

(4) Other differences' 

(a) Older boys have a lower frequency of problems 

than older girls, younger girls, and younger boys. 

Aile there is little to choose between the checking of 

the younger and oldergixa.04 when the older bays and younger boye 

are compared one notes a consistent and marked "poverty" in 

the checking by the older boys of problems in all areas. 
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Thio may be due to the older boye havina a raassurin3 eenee 

of: p4oica2 titaess (they have a rolatkvay negligible 

nuaber of NO problems) and 02 their importaaoe as "Lingo" 

in the priaary school feeling presumMAOr not shared by 

the older 	(And here it io of interest to note that 

of the 9 older boys who repeated the test the following year 

only 2,showed any noticeable change in the number oeprobleas 

checked, 1 inCreaare and 1 decreasing his score.) Certainly 

the difference in problea numbers between older and younger ' 

boyo cannot be attributed to correlation between CA and IQ - 

awe the older boys are divided fairly evenly between the 

upper and lower. IQ groups -  though it may be associated with 

cental maturity for which there is a rather closer identity 

of croups (9 of the 13 abovemedian boys are cnmbers of 

the upper  Uri group), 

(b) Brichter boys have a higher frequency of problems 

than brighter girls. 

As in the vase of the older end younger giro above, 

duller and brighter girls also have closely similar totals ot 

cheeks, nanely 133 and 128 respectively. (here io, incid-

entally, not a close correspondence between grotto o girls 

divided according to CA and IQ; 5 of the 13 girls in tho lower 

CA group are in the upper IQ group.) On the contrary, totals 
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for the boys' groUps divided according to IQ differ 

coneiderablyt  namely, 100 and 151 respectively. Uo that 

although thare is a significant difference between the scores 

of the brighter girls aaa boys, the tact of Greater importance 

is probably that of the comparative constanci or evenness 

of the girls' groups and the marked variation of the boys' 

groups. 

Summary - Grade VI 31lb:teats  

1. ()certain basic differences and sizailaritios exist 

in the patterns of responses of ,boys and girls without regard 

to Other variables:- 

(a)school is the chief area of problems for both sexes. 

(b)Boys differ from ciao in that they experience a 

relatively higher proportion of their problems in 

relation to the economic and material demands of 

fhture work and income. 

(0) Girls exhibit a proportionately greater concern then 

boys with problems of personal attractiveness and 

social reactions and. acceptability. 

2. Though the two schools are associated with sane 

problems (419) 	nevertheless 15. 255-273 ), differences in patterns of  

there are similarities between the groups of the sane sex Irma 

the two schools. For example, Sehool A and Sohcol B gir110 



have comparable areas of "more-problems" and "lees problems" 

though the actual numbers of problems for each or the paired 

groups moy differ noticeably, . :Jo although school A Girls 

have sisnificantly more problems than School B 8ir1s, the 

problems are distributed in a similar pattern, 

3. AbOve- and below-modien groups of girls. for variables 

CA, NA, aad IQ, chow much comparability, but airliner groups of 

boys vary coneiderably in the frequenoy of problem-a/lee/dm& 

The Secendatt  School Stajista. (k; Claes ) : see Appendix 

7460, 14.022, 

The Undifferentiated Oer Crones, Briefly, the overall 

patterns of the two sexes in the eecondary school groups have 

much in 004E011 with those of the preceding year , o primary 

school subjects: the total numbers of problemo are similar, 

25 girls cheoldns 235 problems(aVereo 11,3) and 26 bOY 0  

checking 295 problems (average 11.3), areas Lia2 and $C 

continuing .to produce sigatficantly different reactions frun 

the two sexes (Vig. 14). 

However there are also new features in the patterns of 

sox differences in area FOP whert the boys indicate two core 

probleus, namely, A need for help is job &Selection and aLnead•of 

immediate regular income (set p• 264), the girls indicate neither 

Gore problems nor variety of problems. The nearest they come to 



"common"problems in this area are "not knowing what I really 

want" (4 cheeks), and "wondering if VU. ever get carried," 

(3 cheeks). 

Details of chief items aarhed Ca problems in area £!1J 

by the two sexes are:— 

(1!=26) • 

Item 	No. checking 

4aating to earn some of uy ova money 	7 

limiting to buy more of my on things 	7 

Wanting Us know more about jobs 	8 

Needing to know what job Iota best at 	4 

Wantiag advice on jobs 	3 

Too little spending money 	4 

Family worried about money 	4 

Needine a part—time job now 	4 

Having no regular pocket money 	3 

Girls (NO25) 

Item 	No. Cheokine 

'Uantiag to eara sous of my awn money 	3 

Not UnowinL; what I really want 	4 

The balance is reversed for area C. Here five main 

. problems emerge only one of -which (diehoneety) is at all 

20. 
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pronounced for the boys - and this is the one alone that 

is not at all pronounced for the girls. . On the other four 

the girls consistently outnumber the bays by two checks to 

one. 

Details of the main problems checked by the two sexes in 

area SC era:- 

Item No. Checking 

	

Boys 	Girls 

	

(N=26) 	(N*25) 

Nervous 5 12 

Afraid of making mtstalres 4 

Trying to stop a bad habit 5 10 

Can't make up mv mind 3 6 

Gomotimes not being as honest as I 
should be 7 3 

In area S there is a falling-off in the numbers of 

problems for both coxes. Pram 61 out of a total of 261 

problems (23.4 per cent) in Grade VI I  the girls now place 

only 45 out of a total of 263 (15.9 per cent) in this area a. 

a statistically signifloaat difference (p‹.05). The 

difference for the boys is much less a. 63 out of a total of 

264 (23.9 per cent) in Grade VI compared with 58 out of a 

total of 295 (19.7 per cent) in 3 class - statistically nat 

significant oallf=e1=tlae=2Aatetl .2> p > 	(Chi-square 1.213). 
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School presents problems to the girls primarily because 

of its potential to produce failure, but for the boys it 

presents problana of both potential failure 4nd personal 

restriction.. Go the checks for main school worries are:— 

- 	For the girls 	No.of 	or the boys 	No. of 
checks 	 checks 

Afraid of failing 	9 Not getting along with 
the teacher 	7 

Afraid of tests 	8 Made to take subject 
I don't like 	6 

Trouble with arithmetic 	6 Too little freedom 	4 
Afraid to speak up in class 6 Dull clauses 	4 

Afraid of failing 	6 
Trouble with arithmetic 7 
Trouble with writing 	5 

Area S remains, together with area Ma, of prime importance 

as a source of problems for the boys, but for the girls is much 

inferior to GO as an area of problems producing only a little 

more that half the cheeks given to GC and ranking about equal 

in importance with areas .BG, PO, and PD. The sigeificant 

build-up in problems for the girls is in area BG (1)(01; 	r. 2.64 
whereas the. boys tend to show a heightened interest in PG 

problems ( .1> p> .054 Increases in both these areas 

suggest heightening of social awareneai, but one which is 

more strongly heterosexual in the girls than in the boys. 
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For the boys, the development of area PG as a source 

of problcis, und the tread (thouria not stutii)tically 

siipificant) towars '1creased probleal in area B;., suc,lest 

the eier,3,,:noe o ociul u.warerless, an awredess of tit: need 

to ectabliah one's st..;:tue in the acw 3ricup. 	iio..a4J .  be  

an eLoce,xtric rataer thz.n u 300Jc-centric task stimulated 

4 the ex..ziple Lnd the threat of dnmtLaAce of older boys 

. now being L.et in the secondary school. 'ins boys axe atill 

reactin,.; stroa;ly - oolinst restrictions (area 134) but there 

is not much sio of anNiety Q;lout 'noteroseaual oltadtiono. 

1.:ilarc Ix 4 dif2erence, too, in the L;‘:aleral .aature 

of the :]Liproblezn med by boys and Girls. 	e boys' 

9rob1ess are laraoiy health problcus and 'probably are 

uo::ociuted with the "aroeth spurt" w!iich often occurs round 

this ace. The girls' worries includo concern with features 

that count in getting cocial acceptance, esIecially heterosexual 

acceptance. 

attitudos cLua be more clearly seen when the chief 

iterx marked ao problems are taken in detail. 
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Area 
cheek— 	cheek.- 
ia3 

:.eihz left oat of thiT;o 4 Axhia -2., po3ZJl 1ikc e 6 
better 

Laing teased 	4 oo few nice clotnee 	6 

ici comcone (sex 
unspecified) 	3 ettina into al'gamente 	5 
Awkwari in .zioeting people 3 dover ohosen as leader 	4 

iickin wroaj And of 	nii c=sonc,, vary 
friends 	3 =oh 
	

4 

arraoced by talk 
about sox 	3 

134 iiot allowed to co out 
with 6irl fricads 
	

3 
1:ot allowed cut at 

	
9 

Nothin:7 intorcotinc; to 
do in spare tie 
	7 

allo:ed to lun. :round 
with kids': I like 
	

3 
,arninci to 6mec 
	7 

11PD Jot hungry for meals 
	

6 

Trouble with teeth 
	

4 

Often have sere throat 
	

4 

:Tot az strong az one 
others 
	4 

temAper 	4 

:.;eimr; a4y 	4 

'Jot allowed out with boys 6 

:,70:; 	cut at Acht 5 

Learning to dance 6 

Joys don't like me 4 
4;ecidinc: whether I'm 
in love 

epin3 neat aal looking 
nice 

4 

5 

Nothinl interesting to 
do in oparo time 4 

Not good looking 6 

Too fat or too thin 5 
(.2oo ullOrt 3 
davu hcalaches 4 

Often have sore throat 3 
' Lot buN;ry for meals 5 
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HPD . 	S 	HF MWF 	BG PG 	SC 

Fig. 14. Boys and girls, E Class 
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•—• Boys 
•_ ._, Girls 
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Fig. 15. ex—SchoOl A, E Class 
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9 7--- 0  Boys 

Girls 

HPD 	,S 	HF 	MWF 	BG ' PG 	SC 

Fig. 17 0  E Class, below median CA 

HPD 	S 	HF 	MAT 	BG 	PG SC 

Fig. 16. ex—School B, E Class 
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a— 	Girls 

 

HPD 	S 	HF 	MW? 	BG - PG 	SC 

Fig. 18. E Class, above median CA 

3 .0 

HPD 	S 	HF MW? BG 	PG 	SC 

Fig. 19, E Class.beloWmedian MA 
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• 	• Boys 

3.0 	• — 	Girls 

BED 	S 	HP 	MWF BG 	PG 	SC 

Fig. 20. E Class, above median MA 

• 

3.0 

• • Boys 

— • Girls 

1 .0 

 

S 	HP MW?. BG 	PG 	SC 

Fig. 21. E Class, below median IQ 



HID 	S 	HP WIF 	BG 	PG. 

Fig. 22. E Class, above median IQ 
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Other Variables Introduced - School, CA, MA, IQ (Dee ago. 15-22) 

1. .Areas LAI and OU persist as areas differentially scored 

by the two sexes through all the sub-groups established according 

to the variables above, except for exichool A children where 

no significant differences on the soaring of areas occur between 

the pattern for the two sexes. 7:his Johool A result is due 

to a dropping off ,in numbers of problems indicated in all areas 

for both sexes (see earlier section on comparison of primary 

and secondary schools). 

2. Variables LA and IQ: Girls compared with boys in lowai 

MA groups, check over-all many more problems (p‹.001). A 

similar trend - but not statistically significant - appears 

with the lower IQ groups (Chi-square Alt 2.371 .2)p> .0. 

3. Boys compared with girls in these groups (lower JA and 

lower Li) locate as many (i0. groups) or more (IQ groups) 

problems (and therefore a higher proportion of their total 

number of checks) it: area S I  while girls locate more problems 

in area na4 (sec :motion above on undifferentiated grouRe  

4. Girls of higher MA and IQ groups compared with boys 

in corresponding groups cheek, overall, fewer problems. 
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Zummar, 	Mass (kubjects 

1. Eajor differences in problem areas of the two sexes 

existing in Grade VI tend to persist in the secondary school 

year. 

Qualifications to above: 

(a) Area 3 lessens in importance and BG increases in 

importance for girls but not for boys. 

(b) Area PG tends to increase in importance for boys, 

not girls. 

2. 3ex differences in reactions to problems show clearly 

and persistently in areas r1 -42 and 30 and to a lesser extent 

in area PG. 

3. Uoute problems peculiar to one or the other sax appear 

or are strengthened in the secondary year *  for examlatt* boys' 

concern with money. 

4. The chronologically older groups* both male and female, 

indicate a hirer incidenos of problems and the more intelligent 

groups a lower incidence* than in the preceding year. 

5. Area HP is for both sexes and at both years *  the area 

of fewest problems. 

CoaQarisou o: :21n4inp9 with those of Other 3tudie8  

The essential Tinclins of other studies are grouped and 

compared with fiadin:s from this study under five headings. 
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forethought for future needs in respect of career and 

marriage, freedom of movement...." "Task* with higher 

female ranking are almost all domestic or social in 

significance" (Harwood, 1956). In the Tammincri iAuoly 

tho area 144F is scored more highly by boys than girls. 

Area CC whidhlaas social connotations, is scored higher 

by girls in both years. Primary girls do, and secondary 

Bias tend to score higher than boys on PG, the area 

of social relationships. 

3. Boys at the level of Grade VI feel more concern than 

girls over examination results (Bledsoe, 1967 — based 

on children in Georgia, U.J.A.). This study's 

findings is not in agreement with Bledsoe's. The 

Grade VI girls, on the items "afraid of tests" and 

"afraid of failing in schoolwork "checked significantly 

more frequently than the boys (20:8), and a similar 

ratio existed the following year (17:8). 

4, There are differences in the chief arias of problems 

checked by boys and Girls. (Mooney, 1942, 1943: Clemente 

and Celke, 1966.) Thin is true for this stmAy also. 

See Table 35, p. 306. 

II. ;ffeote of Intelligence Level or COkIOO1 Attaiznent 

There appears to be a dearth of studies on the association 

• 
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of IQ or mental age and numbers or types of problems. 

The two most relevant seen are those of Sandefur and Bigge 

(1966) and Harwood (1956).- 

1. :lucoess in school(Grades VIII and /X) correlates with 

(a) a low total number of problems 

(b) a low number of problems in area Wio 

(c) has no correlation with wares in area BG 

(Sandefur and Biggs, 1966). 

2, Children of higher intelligence take responsibility 

earlier and more easily (Harwood, 1956). 

This study: Ptadings suggest a errtagm relationship 

to that found by Sandefur and Bigget though the subjects are 

not classified according to school achievement, they are 

grouped according to IQ and both male and female secondary 

school subjects in the higher IQ groups have significantly 

fewer checks than those to the lower IQ groups. 

III. Average AUpbere and Bane of Problems 

1. (a) Children from areas which are neither urban nor 

truly rural have a higher mean number of problems 

than strictly rural or striotly urban children 

(Clements and Oelke t  1966). 

(b) Socio-economic and geographic differences have 

least effect on the numbers of problems in areas S t  

BO, and UP, and on questions about fears and goals 

(Mooney, 1943). 
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2his study: (i) Children of the "neither strictly 

rural nor strictly urban" group, namely children from aohool 

A, have a hi2her mean number of problems t4an children 

from the urban school, 1116 .on passing into the secondary 

school have a lower number of problems than the boys and 

girls from the urban school. (ii) Area 3 appears to be 

the most susceptible to differences between the two schools. 

2. Average numbers of problems per subject ere given 

by boney (1943). iZorris (1954), Garrison and 

Cunningham (1952) and Abel anti Gingles . (1965). 

This study: The children of this study have much 

smaller average numbers of problems than are shown in other 

studies. Averages are: Grade VI girls 10, Grade VI boys 

10.2, jJ oleos girls: 11.4,J class boys 11.3. These may be 

compared with those given by ;looney (1943) for Grade XI 

combined sexes /28, and (1942) for Grades IX /ad X combined 

semes 9 25; Lorris (1954) for combined sees,32.0! Garrison 

and Cunningham (1952) for Grade 1/ 736.31 Abel and Ginslee 

(1965) for Grades IX and X girls148.6. 



Table 35 

Comparison of Numbers Of Check List lesponses 

Grade VI 

Study population and total classes in which study 

population located, 

Average lb. of problems 

Z'ubjecte Girls Boys Combined 
Range 

total classes 12.16 14.6 13.19 0 . 94 

study 
population 10.04 10,15 10.1 0 - 50 

nonwetudy 
population 13.94 17.23 15.66 0 - 94 

305. 
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Differences exist between the subjects of this study and 

those of tiooney'a and Morris' studies in that Mooney's:and 

Morriss groups were heterosexual end the subjects came from 

higher grade* and so were older. Farther, in all the 

studies quoted the Looney Cheek Liet used contained 210 

items compared with only 140 items on the Check List used 

in the Trapani= study. Pp ra-e,n F C"Crerin Ci e(; 	 een iie. r €Senl' 

t'Pectiquenl- ancl he Ylettl-s y Check 1-10" ore exPlamed ii Previer ieteic 
It could be supposed that the number of problems increases 

with higher grades and/or older children. There is a 

slight suggestion of this in the Tasmaniaa study, but . 

certainly not enough to be statistically edolificant. 

It may also be poetulated that the criterion of selection — 

only one primary school to have been attended may be a 

strong influence on the number of problems. As a check 

on this, an analysis of the total Grade VIsfron which the 

study population was extracted, was node (see Table 35). 

The difference between the mean *cores for the "study" and 

the "remainder" groups is eignificant at the .05 level, 

though the mean wore* for the 'reminder" group are still 

considerably lower than in the other studies lieted. 

The range of mores is also much lower than that quoted 

by Mooney (1943). His subjects ranged from scores of 1 to 177 

problems; the Tasmanian study group ranges from scores of 
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0 to 39 for girls and 0 to 55 for boys, with the full 

Grade VI population ranging from 0 to 94 for girls and 

0 to 79 for boys. 

XV, Chief Areas. of Prohlsm,  

Certain specific areas contain more problems than other 

areas. ' These have been tabled together with the hierarchies , 

of areas for the Wismanian children, ('able 36) 

V. Wforences ecording to Atle  

1, Younger children tend to define their self-concept 

in torme of external criteria, older children in 

terms of their inner resources and of relationships 

(Jersild, 1952), • 

Older children - in the teenage group - worry about 

popularity, being liked, and school success (Aaines, 

1954; 	.clett, 1959; Crew, 1952; Alkie, 1962). 

.ThuEt one miri'lt look or a greater muuber of problems 

and diesatisfaotion in the areas o: N1'D and perhaps 

(since school success wight be thwlist of as providing 

external criteria) amongst the younger children, and 

a growing incidence of problems in the areas 80, PG, 

and 3, together with a maintwrace of problems in 

area U auongst the older Children. 

2. Young nigh school children exress dicsatisfuction 
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with teachers and a need for help with school work 

(2pivsk, 1957). 

Thie study: 

1. Though area U2D has only a middle place in the 

hierarchy for both years, it is nevertheless not a neggible 

source of problems, but there is no tendenoy for the number 

of problems in area UPD to lessen in 0 class. 

2. Boys appear to have or to express problems of peer-

group relationships (area DO) earlier than the girls, but 

the girls show more worry over personal and general social 

matters than the boys (areas SO and PG). Wishing to be 

batter liked appears to be more worried about in the 

890021dary year. 

3. Area S is high in problems in both years. Within this 

area and also in the area GC, the prevalence of "fear" and 

"failure" problems is marked. 
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Rogers. Test of' Personality Adjustment 

Review of relevant studio* 

Analysis of the Tasmanian group 
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2ozors 1  20st of Morsonality Adjustnant 

Review of Other Otudiee 

(a)....udi.esw_a_ARelSt evancetelf-assessmentof 

Rolers concentrated on the Cognized self, the attitudes 

and beliefs about the self which the individual consciously 

has or conadioualy admits to having, In response to Rommel 

Teat of Personality Adjustment the child does not define his 

problena but given eeti2ate3 of himself in relation to various 

characteristics and nituatione. He makee self-evaluations. 

In he able to make self.wevaluationa that are accurate or in 

agreemnt with other people's estimates of hid? The answer 

io both 'Vete and "nee" 

Cortrtinly he does not always see himself as othar see 

him (aashington, 1951; Spivak, 1957; Perkins, 1950; Jaekson 

and Lahaderne. 1957). In those studies discrepaney in 

uhown to exist between toaoher ratin3e of the children and 

tho childrenle estimates of themselves. Perkins found that 

the teachers attributed to the children problems which the 

children did not coasider they had, althanh there was a 

significant correlation between the teacher's perception of 

the child and the ohild'e perception of himself. In apivak's 
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study the children thammalves conoidered that the teachers 

did not understand then, Gave tht. no encouragement, did not 

like them, aaa made flan of thema indicating that there was a 

lack of appropriate communication and understanding between 

teachers ana children. Washington found that teachers and 

children differed considerably in their eatitaation or 

recognition of the childreals problems, co that in considering 

the items rated as problems by the children aad the items 

rated by the teachers as being the children'a problemn, there 

were discrepanciec in every area - in COMO arena as sany an 

7 out of 20 problems on which teacher and pupil gorkings 

differed significantly. Jackson and Lahaderne found that 

teachers' estimates of students' satisfactionwith school were 

better than chaace, but "related mpre closely to the student's 

academic record than to the.atudentle expressed attitudes" 

about his school, his teacher* end hie euccess teaeherc 

appearina to estimate student reactions closer to the student's 

achievement than to the student's rating of his OAU attitudes 

and school exTerioncee 

antler dicorepancies between parente and childrene 

perceptione appear to oxiet; as indicated by Xemp (1965), 

whose adolescents rated themsolvec quite differently frma 

their parents on such thin an self-reliance, nervauaneco, 
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and personal worth, and who tended to be critical of the 

adjustment of their parents. The lack of coneruenee between 

parent and adolescent eatieatee extended not only to estieates 

of the adoleocent by the parent, but also to estimates of 

the parent by the udolescente 

to for the accuracy of the child's self-ectimate, ;Ipaiehts 

(1965) studied the congrueney between the actual self and 

the perceived self of the child in 00 Grade VII pupils, and 

found that in certain areas the accuracy of the estinate 

was rather doubtful. Able-learnere tended to underes On-  to 
their achievement levels; bright pupils tended . to rate 

themselves less accurately than did their less-brieht peers; 

slow learning children receiving special education rated their 

progreue of achievement more accurately than slow learnine 

pupils in a normal peer group. Jut bgel (1959) found that, 

• accurate or not, there was a high degree of etabilit7 in the 

eeolescentle self-descriptions made over a period of two year, 
g's-  le OD 

degree to which a child can acceethinmalfwill affect 

the ultimate accuracy of his self-estimates on a scale like 

that of Rogere. Taylor and Comber, (1952) hypothesised that 

bettor adjusted children could accept more damaging statements 

about themselves than less well-adjusted children, and found 

that this was so in a study of Grade VI subjecte. Alcor 
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(1958), found that maternal and paternol acceptance were 

important in permitting the child to 44:a0 self-ratiuds in 

whieh be admitted to lees deeirable caracteristiee about 

his cognized self. iAndel (1953) found that taere was 

rather more inconsistency in selfg.ratilvs with 13 jeer old 

Arlo (rou8,41y equivalent in ace to the olass cjirls in 

this study) than with the 10 year old girls (equivalent to 

or sliahtly younger than  the Grade VI Girls in ti 6 study). 

Larshnll (1959) devoted a study to anewerIAS the 

question "0en children really evaluate their oan 7;ork? Can 

they be honest in marking thczaselvce 	realized that 

children vino were not ezporienced in ..;;a:AA .; conseious 

judemato of their own vIrl,z tended to aoLe estiatcs wildh 

were considerably different frau then of the teneber. 

However elle found that, after trainina in self-evaluation, 

with genuine teacheDichild coumunication, and when they 

realized it was rewired of thea, "most of the children could 

judge the quality of their worL quite accurately." It Lust 

be admitted the children in thiz 2asa;anian otudy had hadll 

training in etelf-co=ation4 nor was any otudy done to see 

to what degree their oelf-evaluation di:::fercd fran evaluations 

made by ether oicuificant pernes in their enviromont. 
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Peer estimates my to come extoat bridge the difference 

between a teacherte estimate of the Child and the child'e 

aelf..estimate. PerUes (1958) diecovered a sijaificant 

relatianohip between the peer aroup perception of the child' 

and the child's own self-perooption, but found that there was 

creator congruency between those two perceptions for less 

threatenin3 than for more threateninz percepts. 

(b) Studies with elevanoe to the Content of the aorers' 
d 	

. 

Teat Of Personality Adluatment and the riollaer. Pictur est. 

The self-ratings on the Rogere and in the elements of 

the atones given to the achiccan Ucture Stery cards in this 

study, were categorised into four areas -.perooaal adequacy, 

eocial . adequaoy, family relationehipe, and wishes or ideals. 

The studies now reviewed will be considered for their fiedings 

in relation to these four areas. 

(i) Personal edevacyl Alkie (1952) found primary 

eohool children to be very confident of their adequacy in 

sport and games, and to profess a likial for and reasonable 

adequacy in reading. But they Shomiemeertaiaty about their 

physical bravery awl their academic performance; they lacked 

confidence in their ability to reach an appeoved otamdard 

of performance in school work and to attain a position in the 

diem, within the top third of the group. The speoific 

features of the phyrAmal image which they least approved of 
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in theaeelves was voice quality - they conuidered that their 

voices were not pleaoant. Boye exceeded Girlo in confidence 

of Skill in games and °porta: girls had greater confidence 

than boys in their finer co-ordination and hence in neatness 

and cleanness° of their work. Them differences between 

sexes in matters of personal adequacy persisted into the 

secondary school regardlees of the typo aad intellectual 

quality of the oecondary school. At the secondary school 

stage doubts about adequacy in school work in General arose 

with both sexes, and conviction of inadequacy in the two 

subjects, LAglieh and Arithaetio. Lodern school bays 

considered thoznelvoo better at oport thin school work; 

Grammar school boys had much lees confidence in their Shill 

in games and sport but expressed a fondnees for reading 

not claimed by the modern school boys. Ormilmar school girls 

too expreeeed a greater interest in reading than modern school 

eirle. In both prtaary school and secondary school groupe 

the brighter children showed greater and -• an they becaue 

older - increasing uncertainty about their possession of 

desirable physical qualitiee, whereas duller Children 

throughout showed greater certainty about specific details 

and the boundaries of their physical self-picture. . 

ilmmett (1959), on the contrary, found in his study of 
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secondary school children that the duller children shamed 

in their self—picture more uncertainty about adequacy in 

general than did the bright children. In his subjects concern 

with physical adequacy seemed minimal. The most frequently 

checked items about the physical image were &wish to be 

good looking and a wish to be of good appearance. 

(11) Social adequacy; the pro—adolescent is usually 

deecribed as passing through a period of dislike of the 

opposite sex while being, at the same time, anxious to 

appear well in the eyes of his peers. The subjects of 

Arora's study (1965) showed these expected tendencies. Arora 

found that girls at the ages of 10 to 13 preferred to have 

friends of their own sex, and at about the age of 13 were 

envious of boys because they thought boys to be "better off than 

ciao becalm of their physical strength." At the age of 13 

they denied interest in boys more Otrongly than they did at the 

ace of 10, though the indications were that they were much more 

interested in the boys at thin age than previously. Staines 

(1954) found social relationships entering little in to 9-40-13 

yOar old bays' reported picture's of themselves and their 

problems and interests, and FUchter (1960) found secondary 

school fourth form girls much more sooiable than secondary-

school third form boys. Parker's sixth grade children (1954) 
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implied by their sole:Aim of diseueslon topics that there 

were a number of sooial areas in which they folt themselves 

to be inadequate. 

What children considered to be adequate behaviour In peer 

Interpersonal relationehipe is indicated in Goertzenie 

Investigation (1999). In a study of 898 males and 875 females 

from Grade VIZ, Goertzen found a striking similarity of 

opinions expressed by these children. Behavioural eyndromes 

In order of least aoceptibility were: (1) aggressive, 

(2) delinquent, (3) non-conforming, and (4) withdrawing. 

Within the vBressive and delinquent syndromes the least 

acceptable behaviours were: (1) hittizz, fighting and beating 

people, (2) Pushing people around, (3) swearing, (4) stealing, 

(5) smoking, (6) behaving unfairly 0. not taking turns being 

a poor loser, (7) tallying about other people and other people's 

business, (8) showing off, being stuck up. 

(iii) Family relationship.: In the area of authorityw 

child relationships, some studies suggest that the child feels 

that be is inadequately understood by the authority figures. 

In Kemple study (1965) the adolescents perceived their 

parents as not fUlly understanding them, or as being variable 

in their underotanding. Of Parker's adolescents (1964) 20 per 

cent thought the teacher laoRed understanding, and about as many 
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Oonoidered the tenohor to be too otriott or to fail to ciVo 

oncoura3a2ent, or to Ealoo fun of thcoo ;Int 	subjooto 

(1952) both in Grade VI and in the - first .'car of secondary 

school, felt that they were well re3arded by thoirfamilloo. 

The dezroo of authoritarianism in tho . cituation, coupled 

with the douroe of caolouloivenego in the ohildt appear to 

influamoo the obildlo porcoption of hip,  adovacy in school 

work (0oldborc, 1950). Device' otu47 too (1959) indicted 

dovoloping cons in soconiary school children of inadoqoacy 

in adhool or at 	frau the attitudoo of the teachor: 

tor-LC/lore wero samotineo said to be too otrict, to talk too 

ouch, not to underetand guoilot and to oboa favouritisoo 

A breakdown in fazoily rolationablEts with the onoot of 

adoloocence =poor° in the otady by tAzDean (1955) of a 

Grouy of Cydney adoleocento. 	he peat: of overt conflict 

between child and paraat occurred at awe 14 and 15. ArT7a 

(1955) found the peah.of ammo:glen to be rather earlier 

(about ag) 10 or 11): *  in responses to the iicoonewcia -Acture 

Prustration Toot hootility wao turned tuoinet pooplo or thinzo 

in the environzont nom by boy° than 4y pirle who, instead, 

ohowed a higher tendency toward intro-uvunitivaaoce. Uos • 

(1950) found that hootilo attitudoo to poroato tended to opal 

over into hostile attitudes to paoro. 
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linen Tett o 2trsoaa1 Adjuctnent requires the child to 

rate himself as to bombe think* be is invelattan to Certain 

trsitlit qualiticas  attitudes, and experiences, and s  in 

Jectione Two and .our to otar how and What lie woul4 lite to bil ■ 

it is therefore, possible to get an ides of his present 

igelfoplatare (the cognized self) and of his current "ides 

self. The preeent telfilieture 10 Considered first* 

The aspeots on whien the child's 'view of histOt will 

be sought fro:, the Rogers' Test in tail stArarel 

1. 2oreonal adoluaoy 	(a) 4ppearanoe 

plysien1 ode:Tway 

motor skills 

(b) intellootual ability and 

school d.onievement 

octl 	 y 	(a) coati ottit7dee 

(b) tooial relationships 

(a) attitadet to vossestionso e."0, 

eiothetuidnd 2oOket money 

relationabtps 	(a) parent-elild relationships 

-and Vito .fAlture 	(b) 	1i relatiuuchirs 

(e) future 

(d) parent ideals 

4• 
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It can be Seen that these divisions have some parallel 

with the areas under which tha problom of the 1iok List 

are itemized and will eerve as a framework for comparison 

with the findtazu oa the Wleck Amt. 

It is intended to em if there exists a typical self-

picture at the times of testina and whet -aer it has noticeably 

changed in the seeondary year. 

Yet it emms important not to lose eiGht of the fact that 

there it, likely to be variety in the children's ideaa about 

themselves ad that some sections of the Teat, for exaaple 

Oection kbur, allow for variatioa in ideas to be specifically 

ezpreseed. 'in attempting to make Generalisations, such 

as by avera3tnr,  the'points of difference fraa the stereotype 

at which the subjects rate tilemselvos, overt.simplilloation aad 

overlooking of important individual differences way occur. • 

However, to present merely a colleetion of individual self-

pictures defeats the purpose of premating. the COL= features 

of the current self-picture of a group and the consequent 

probable common problems. 'L;amethina hetwoun them two 

approaches is used - description, numerical ouaaary, and 

ftaally a statistical analysis of the'ehift in rati%e made bj 

individuals. 
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It is noticeable that responses to items in Rogers' 

Test, Geotion our tend to fall into four types of 

distributions: 

(i) One-cluster - cheeks indicating self-existing 

in relation to the "sample-child" fall mainly 

in a single cluster, 

a  (ii) two-cluster.- check fall mainly  into two  

clusters not necessarily at the two poles of 

the continuum, 

(iti) scattered - checks do not cluster anywhere, 

(L4) one-cluster 4. scattered - a considerable 

concentration an one part of the continuum 

and the remainder of the checks scattered. 

The pattern of responses can then be shown in a Table 

in which the items of Section Pour are regrouped according 

to that aspect of the self-picture with which they deal. 

Detailed Analysys (iA)  

Primary school Girls - Grads VI Composition of the Group 

School A N 7 

School B * = 22 

Total 	N = 29 

1 I t 

TV 
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TADM 37 

Responses to Rogers' Test of Personality Adjustment 

Section ibur s Primary school Girls s Grade Vi 

Area 	Item Details of the Type of 
	

Details of 
no. 	item 	dist- 	distribution 

ribution 
I II III iv 

1 prettiest girl 

rersonal 2 good at sport 

13 brightest girl 

59i; rate 7.8-9; WI 
rate 3-4-5 
24,1> rate 7-8-9; 
rats 3-4-5 

4%; rats 0 
62 /J rate 9; 38:; watt-
ered 

.. x 	34;1 rate 7-8-91,38/7 
rate 3-4.5; 24;:> rate 
0-1.2 

adequacy 3  gets f.,,coad school 
marks 

4 enjoys rend4rig 

11 envies boy's role 

C plays with boys 

ocial 
'VT hap apy boy friends a  

adewacy 5 enjoys rties x 

10 oast popular 

9 is a leader 	.x 

7 has nicest 
clothes  

59;.: rate 7-0-9; 34 
rate 3-4-5 

76;.; rate 7-8-9 

761 rate 0.0-2; 93% 
rate 0-4 

4eg rate 3-4-5; 34% 
rate 7-0-9 
78% rate 2-34-5 

16 tom moat spending x 
	

66,3 rate 7-8-4; 24% 
rate - 

Pa3ily 	6 obedience to 
zilation 	mother 
	861J rate 04 

Ships 

(Table continued on next page) 
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differences in decree of beauty. Only one Girl rates 

herself ea "not at all good-looking," 0 rze "not Very 

looking," but but 20 (69) - of Wham 11 rated themselves at 

the oppooite polo fran "prettiest" . thin% lacy are "es 

good looking co moot." 

Thie emzeets lack of any acute concern with, or 

dioconteat over Areical beauty, which in borne out by the 

fact that only 4 girlo (3 of them at the 0 points of difference 

on item Iv-1) choose ea their first wieh to "be better 

looking," thaeLh 7 =ore give this as their third choice. 

Uor are r -ely diecontented with their ee. Aghteen 

Girls (64') deny totally any wish to be a boy in order to 

'hove mere fun:,  5 (17) do rather wish they were boys. 

However the cirle do tend to feel theaselveo noticeably lese. 

competent thwn. boys at °port end gamee, tha4anotneceesarily 

poor by Girls' standarde since 21 of the 29 think they can 

play sports "pretty well"; but all 7 wbo rated thenselves as. 

thoroughly inferior to the boys clay they can play only "a . 

little bit. t' 	This luck of ekill oecesiene ebout ae much 
e 

diecontent es dew) lack of beauty in that 10 cirle Give as 

one of their wishes "to play games better," but only two 

make it their first choice. It is interesting to note 

too that 7 of these 10 cirls think they already can play pretty 

well. IT.ost of the poor players evidently feel there are 
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other thickset more to be wished for than opertine proweeo. 

Twenty—two subjects (76 per cent) rate themselves as strong* 

the remainiae 7 are "not vvey strong" Bat only one of these 

is anong the 8 who wish "to be *Avenger." 

(b) Intellectual ability and school achievement. Opinions 

here tend generally to be more diverse. Distribution() an 

iteks are more scattered, though for come iteme a conoiderable 

part of the group allows solidarity of opinion, while ratinge 

of the root are °priced over much of the rest of the male. 

?or exaaple, opinion° about atteining "good marks in school 

eerk" range the fUll length of the scale, ftem 6 girlo clainiag 

that they do got good earks in all oubjeots, to 5 at the other 

eetroae. eloilarly in aoseeeing themeelvee for briehtnees 

34 per cent (10) place themselvee at the not—brighteetend, 

41 per cent (12) take a middle of the ranee peeition and the 

raaaining 25 per cent (7) rank themselves as being the brightest 

or almost the brighteet in the school. Almost half (14) 

make complete identification with the stereotype and sey they 

enjoy reeding aey sort of books, 6 more rate themeekees on 

the positive side, 31 per cent are negativ04 diepeeed to 

reading. 

 

It is intereetine that the 5 children with the 

lowest IQ an well tee 5 of the 6 with the highest IA all claim 
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very poativoly to enjoy reading. The lack of clustering 

(or the more even dispersion of ratings over the full scale) 

so marked for these items may be due to the fact that in 

"sahool skil.10 the subjects have more knowledge and experience 

(such as weekly tests, exams and awe ratings) against 

which to make their asseesmente and that they are therefore 

aware and more able to rate the discrepancies between then. 

selves and the etereetype. It could be that in other areas 

the response given is made an less tangible oriteria and an 

experience° for which no mark or meaeure has been given, and 

is indicative of feeling rather than knowledge. That is, 

the subjeots tend to feel "pretty good" or "all right" or 

"pretty bad" about thenselvee and co responses fall into these 

blocks rather than along ranges. 

2. ooial AdeauapY  

Two types of information are available here: 

(i) the subjectle preferences 

(ii) the subject's self-ratings and statements 

of facts, as he knows them, about himself. 

(a) Arcot, do these subjects prefer the social or group 

situation to the solitary or withdrawing one? Majority 

preference for the social type of situation and activity is 

stated unequivocally. All except 2 state that they "adore 
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or do , most of these girls play or want to play with 

boys. Gwenteen (59 per cent) deny strongly that they play 

with boys and only one claims that she always ploys with and 

is accepted by a gang of boys. The 34 per cent who rate 

themselves as "middle of the road" for this item apparentlY 

still enjoy some Gang gay with bays. Actually *  playing rough 

games has not much appeal; half the group like them a littlp  

but the majority of the other half who dislike them hate to 

have people push and pull them around. 

The superior attraction of the world of imagination and 

of imaginary friends over reality'is* on the contrary *  not 

etrong. Only 7 girlie rate themselves positively as enjoying 

adventures with imaginary friends and only one as finding this 

more fun than playing games. 

(b) leer relationshipss On this there is more variation 

in opinions and self-estimates. In spite of the declared 

overWhelming enjoyment of parties and the attraction of 

activities in the real and companionable world* the girls are 

very diverse in their ideas of their individual popularity. 

Une third of them (9) completely dozy having any leadership 

role*  half (15) of than rate themselves negatively as leaders 

presumably feeling themselves inadequate to get the girls to 

"do what she wants them to do * " and only 4 think they are , 
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leaders. They do not rate themselves , rioh in boyfriends. 

Twentp.two (76 per 'dent) deny that they have many boyfriends* 

g say they have none. 

2tert le evidence of sooial awareness and a need for 

social affiliatima.in their wish to be liked, and some are 

even prepared to work at being liked. Iturteen try very' 

hard to "make people like them" and 12, though they say they 

"don't care very much" about wanting people to like them are 

"glad" when people do like them. Three allege they "don't 

care" at all, but of these 3 at least 2 would seem to 

rationalize since they define themselves as being far from 

popular, and, though one says she has "hundred of friends," 

both choose as one of their three wishes "to have more friends," 

and both *ay (and are the only ones who do say it) that other 

children often ploy mean triclis on them. In most cases 

however, they mast feel they succeed in being liked at least 

by their peers, since only 2 ohoose the wish "to have boys and 

girls like ma better." 

Not only do they want friends, but they claim they have 

them. No one admits to being completely friendless, 16 have 

"one or two" or "a fee good friends, 11 have "many." (Two 

have "hundreds of them" S But these 2 are girls forwlammany 
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responses are suggestive of Wiehfnl thinking and umladjustment.) 

Their friends are primarily of their own 80X4 No one thinks 

the boys like her better than the girls do and though one 

third (10) feel popular with both boys and girls, the rest' 

(19) think they are better liked by the girls. Peers, 

however, have not supplanted parents at the ideal companions 

for all occasions. The mother first, and the father slightly 

less often, are preferred for the "special treat" type of 

outing, with the special friond-ohosen as the first preference 

by lees than one quarter of the subjects:. 

1st 
choice 

2nd 
choice 

3rd 
choice 

mother 11 12 5 

father 9 11 3 

best friend 6 2 10 

Going alone or with a group of friends on eaoh on occasion 

makes little appeal. 

(c) Attitude to possessions is but lightly touched on 

in the Test. 2o4ket money and olothes are the only examples. 

The subjects appear fairly well satisfied with their clothes. 

clothes are nice enough" .(20), and "1 have very good 

clothes" (9) are the two chosen statements. Ma defining 

how nice they axe —.whether they are the nicest in the echool . — 

the tendency is for the subjeoto to mass th=selves most 
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heavily near the middle of the male and then spread tower** 

the positive pole indioatim3 that thous% they do not, except 

for two subjects, think tney have the “nieest clothes of 

anyone in the sieoel" they do =eider that their clothes are, 

at least, quite aceeptables 83 per sent (24) rate themselves 

in the positive half of the "nies-clotbme seal*. They are 

leen optimistio about pocket money. No one thinks she has 

the cost ependiql money in the groups and 66 per mutt place 

themeelves at or near the negative extreme, indicating that 

the contrary ie true. Noimererenly 5 wish former* money$ 

the remainder tend to place themselves towards the middle 

of the male presumably indicating that it they to not have 

an nenbarres de riebesse at least they have sufficient pocket 

money ta riatsh with the rest of the girls. 

in 

P0,1117 0451W4"911.00  

thica area the subjeats rate themselves OA attitudes to 

their taTelte and their eiblinmt assess affeetienal relation-. 

shim cr=one what they believe in the parental ideal and 

indicate NrN closely they think they aPpresimate to it. 

(a) altrent..chi14 relationshipss Two items refer to 

the childie eubmiesion to and dependence on the parents. 

achtp.sim per cent rate themselves as being always (9), 
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unuallY (5), or mere often than not (11) obedient to their 

mother(' and the same number disclaim any marked likeness to 

"loreace" the stereotype who "doesn't want to mind her 

father and laother because she is old enough to decide things 

for herself." In fact 21 of the 29 girls rank themselves 

at the negative extreme from Vlorence.. Only 2 girls, who 

depict themselvee as not-bright, not.spopular, and as with-

drawing into the cake-believe world, rate themeelves as 

basically disobedient and disregarding of their parents. 

4:est aloe depict themselves as willingly responsive to 

direction, 11 claiming to like being told how to do things, 

and 11 saying they don't mind, but 7 prefer to do things their 

own way. 

Tta parents are seen as being accepting and showing 

unbiased affection by 22 subjects uho consider their parents 

"like me well enough but not better than my brothers and 

eleters," 3 others fool they are liked only second best, 

2 "only" children say, naturally enough, they are the one the 

parents "like beet of all" and the remaininLT.2. who claim to 

be better-liked than their siblings, are once somillobildren 

whooe other responses su7lest considerable maladjustment and 

who may well, in this res;Anse, be over -compensating. Of the 

27 girls with siblinos only 3 (one of whom also feels unfavoured 
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by her. parents) tel that they often receive worse treatment 

from other people not their parents, than do their brothers 

and sistere. 1?arentmohi1d animosity certainly seems neglitble 

since no OW wiehes "to have a differenteiother mid father," 

thouciih 6 would like to have their parente lovo themoore, 

Thio in very ouch in 1isepiA3 with the lack of probes in 

the Warw. of the iroblom Check lot. 

(b) .0ibling relationshipa: Attitudes to their eibling0 

are leas generally accepting, .5!we subject° do not have anr .  

siblingo; brat of the 27 who have often, or fairly ate.% 

feel °roue with their siblings, 12 say they do not. ,,ara 

empat4y with oiblinss is not general. C4Ily 17 oar they feel 

proud when their eiblinDs are praised: 9"6on't care" end 

one is reeentful. ilowever reeonees concerning the two 

apparently complementary attitudes of tolerance for and 

pride in sib:lingo show little correlation, Apparently it 

is not generally felt as ineompatible to bc, for exEople, 

both proud of one's siblings and crepe with thew. • 

•(0) Jae future: This doulo with the childle attitude to 

his prooent chronological age, theepert of a pereon he aopires • 

to be, end his parents' aopirations for hiM. 

The oajoritic (22) would prefer to be grown up rather than. 

to be their present age, but only 4 0z.;imese ea aneious 
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impatience for this by wing they are just not "able to 

wait" to be grown up. This majority preference for adult.. 

hood seems a normal enou, example of the attitude "the grass 

on the other side of the fence is greener," not deriving from 

any oense of pressing necaesity since, when it comes to 

choosing wiehes4 the wish to be "grown up" receives from the 

total group only one choice, and a third choice at that. 

All except 2 subjects want, and believe their parents 

also want for them, the same sort of future "to he a 

happy, ordinary person with a good job." 

(d) Parent ideolss The subject's idea of what the parents' 

ideal or most-approved..of child would be and how well she 

measuree up to this are indicated by the responses to items 

19 and 20 of 13ection Four — "alich of these girls (all the 

stereotypes of l4eotion ibur) would your mother/father like 

best" —and her rating of herself in relation to this chosen 

stereotype. 

• 	 Of the . 3 stereotypes chosen by the subjects as the girl 

who would be most liked by the mother or the father, only 

the "intellectually bright" ttereotype is popularly thought 

to be favoured by both the mothers end fathers. Lothers 

perhaps even more of them than favour the bright girl — 

are also thought to like the girl who is obedient to them* 

Few fathers are believed to set much store by this quality, .  
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but nearly 25 per cent of them are believed to like girls 

who get good sdhool marks. Intellectual ability and 

obedience, then, are thought to appeal more than other 

qualities to rather more than 50 per cent of the othere, 

and intellectual ability and 3ood school attainment to some 

53 per cent of the fathers (Table 30. 

Agreement between the mother and father on the moot 

desirable quality in a daughter occurs with only one quarter 

of the group. In these cases of rarental agreement the 

ideal qualities are intellectual ability (4 ciao), indulgence 

in make-belleve dreaming (2), and obedienee(t). 

Only a few subjeoto by their own estimate measure up 

really well on the quplities most admired by fathers and/or 

mothers. There is no eignificant difference for the group 

between their ratings of their degree of attainment to 

the motherle ideal and the fatherle ideal (t = 1.27, df 26, 

.3>p).2) (Table 39). 0even girlt identify themselves 

or come close to identification with the stereotype chosen 

by both father and mother; 6 are far from measuring up to 

the stereotype of either parent, but in only three eases is 

there any marked disoripancy between degree of adequacy in 

relation to the mother's and that in relation to the 

father's ideal. 
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TABU 38 

Jtereotypcs - :.ortt Approved by l'arents 

73rima17 Arlo (U=27) *  

Vo.of item 

	

or 	stereo- 	7.0etoll o2 the item 
type 

	

13 	intellectually bright 

	

6 	obedient to mother 

	

3 	gets good marks at school 

	

14 	a make-.believe dreamer 

	

10 	popular 

	

2 	good at sports 

	

9 	a leader 

	

.18 	enjoys solitary, imaginative 
portraits 

	

7 	hen nice clothes 

 

a  accepted by boys no a 5ong 
member 

	

11 	would like to be a boy 

	

1 	pretty 

sample a good runner 
Helen 

••••■■•■■••01.••••■0011110.1•• ••••■••■••••••••••••••• ■••■••.• 

Uo. of 
stereotypes 
chosen 

	

13 	Totale 

other 'Pother (2otal 

7 15 

9 2 11 

6 6 

3 2 

2 2 4 

1 5 c4 
2 2 

1 1 

1 

1 

	001■011.1.1.1■••■onommot6r 	 

27 	27 	54 

170.ot parents chaos:LT 

* Two subjecta did not lzwar• 
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¶3LJ 39 

"6e1f-ratinzo on alrentally ilpprovcd L;torcotypcS 

.1-rivawy (Arlo (-1,7=27) 

Pointo of Ciffcrenee 
botweon stereotype 
aad ee1f-ratinc 

111.), of ciao chow142 t4o9e differences 
for 

Lotherg a titheri a ideal 

9 5 5 
3 3 

7 OM 

6 1 
5 3 4 
4 5 6 
3 2 
2 1 
1 3 5 
0 

Total 123 

4.7 

135 

 

5.0 

* lao subjeoto did not anzwer 

It io noort1j that a3a1n them 3 are LArls who in 

variouo mvo present a sell° picture rather aotioenbly 

divergent from those of tho reminder of the 7xcrup and 

suczestive of widespread reelines of unhapAneoe and inadequacy. 
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Var example, one rates herself law in the area of personal 

appearaneet  lees loved by her parento and frequeetly leas 

well-treated by others than her eiblings: two find theuselwes 

hier in a meLt.belleve world than a roal one: one feels 

inferior to her eiLliwo in the treatmaut received from others. 

4. ,,.'ishes,  

The thine whieh the girls would most like to ohmage in 

relation to theMselvee by 40 means 'lamest a with to come 

closer to the parents' ideal-stereotypes. Only 15 per cent 

of the reponses to Section Two iuply a wish to Improve in 

1 

	

	the postulated parent...preferred qualities. Desire for 

improvement in some aspect of personal adequacy predominates 

(see Table 40). 
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TalLa 40 

Choice of Ashes 

Primary Girls (11=29) 

Itez Content 'Jo. of subjents Ink of Area of self.picture 
choosing 	choice concerned 

1at 2nd 3rd 

3 1 4 5 

2 

3 1 1 6 

9 2 2 1 

2 6 2 4 

1 

2 1 2 

1 4 1 

1 1 

3 5 3 

4 1 7 3 

1 2 3 

(a) I to be etronger 
etc. 

(b) to be better 
Mad by poem 

(o) to got along 
better 

(d)to be brizhter 

(e)to ply Games 
better 

( ) to have differ-. 
eat parents 

(g) to be a boy 

(i)to be bigger 

(j)to lave aore 
nongy 

( to be green up 
and leave home 

(1) to have more 
friends 

(LL) to be better 
looldng 

) to have Amato 
love mo more 

	.111.01.101111.1••• 

personal adequacy $ 
pbynical 

social adequacy s peers 

faa4y relationships $ 
parent-child 

person:11 acicquaoy 
into 
iTersoul adequady s 
motor skillet social 
adeuaoy 

ijy raationships I 
parent-child 

personal adequacy : 
physical 

personal adequalOy 
phyoiCal :2.ppsarance 
competence 

eueial adequacy $ 
poseeseions 

social adequacy $ attitudes 
fe:Uli relationships 

social adeluacy & peers 

pereonal adequacy $ 
appearance 

relationahips 
parent...child 

got all subjects rAVIO 2nd and 3rd choioes 
iiointe per rating are given arbitrarily ass let choice * 3 points 

2nd choice * 2 points 
3rd choice = 1 point 
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niy: I,rimary Girls 

A statistical summary of foaturee of the self—picture 

of girls as shown by responses and ratings given on 

Ro,,ers/ Test of Personality Ad:Not:mut:— 

Statements which the.maioritY (17 or more, i.e. 60 Rer cent  

or more) claim as bawl true for them.  (In Oection2bur a 

etatement is accopted as true for any rating not more than 

two points distant from the stereotype.) 

I. In relation to pert:opal adequacy  

Can ply gams pretty well 	72 

Strong 	 76 

Ae good looking as most boys and girls 	69 

Would like to be grown up 	76 

Want to be an ordinary happy adult with 
a good job 	 93 

II. SoatnllY  

Aderee parties and has a good time at them 76 

ftjoye playing games with other atria 
and boys 	 100 

akloye plwing games with Suet one or  

two others 	 62 

Sometimos suffers moan tricks from 
other children 	 76 

Opmotimes or often not so well—treated 
as siblings by other people 	66 
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Better liked by girls than boys 	66 

Thinks most fun occurs in life between 
ages of 12 and 25 years 	60 

Has nice or very good clothes for school 100 (69; 14.> + 31) 

III. It relation to the Maly  

irAlually wells-liked as other siblings by 
parents 	 76 

Parents want her to be a happy, ordinary 
adult with a good job 	93 

Statements which malority reject: (Rejection is considered to 

have been made it rating is 7 1  8, or 9 points distant from 

identification with stereotype.) 

I. In relation to personal adeeue0Y  

The prettiest girl in the school 	66 

Wants to be a boy (so as to have a 
better time) 	 69 

II. Socially  

Always plays with a gang of boys 	60 

Has lots of bey.friends 	76 

Finds the make.believe world nicer 
than the reel world 	66 

Lajoys solitary imagining in preference 
to playing games 	 90 

Has more money to spend than other girls 	66 

III.InLrelatioa to the fanilY 	0* 

Do not want to mind (accept advice from ) 
mother and father, feels old enough to 
decide for herself 	72 
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Eltateentcantpraab.p_a_m_utwhich.is_dividedino 

omealbuts eocc 	(at least 10, i.e. 33 per cent, 

constitutes a cluster) 

I. In relation to iorsonal eds%asay  

Like.,  to be told how to do things 	35 

•Jots not mind being told how to do thinge 47 

II.'jociallY  

atie unny friends 	 38 

L1ao a few good griends 	 34 

PlAys games as well ac boy° do 	 35 

Plays games only moderately well 	35 

Tries hard to be liked 	 41 

Doesn't tmrhard 'but is glad when liked 	41 

Likes rough games 

oes not like rough games 

III. In relation to the femikT 

2requontly angry with siblings 

Proud of siblins when comoonded 

42 

48 
Yes 

41 45 

GO 40 

Otatements and factors about which.opiniono are very diverge  

a wide distribution of ratings and no clustering: 

Getting good marks in all school work 

The way in which the subject is treated 
compared to the treatment givea to her 
siblings 
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aajoyment of reading 

intelleotual brightness 

Dumber of friends possessed 

,Desoriptive Summers  

1. Physical beauty, physical skill, and sex role are 

not sources of anxiety or discontent. The girls are fairly 

satisfied with their person and clothes but regard themselves 

as inferior to boys in sport. In this general area of 

physical attributes they tend to rate themselves consistently 

and as a group neither high nor low. 

2. There is little ," 0  ty in their rating of 

Intellectual ability and school attainments. 

N Socially they are outgoing in attitude 14 king  to be 

involved in situations and activities with a group preferably 

smolt  and ) especially in sport, female. They are unsure of, 

or deny their ability to assume leadership of a group but 

have a strong wish to be liked. There is little evidence 

of any strong heterosexual interest, most claiming to have 

few boy-friends and disclaiming wanting to Mix with boys. 

They indicate that their popularity is confined to their own sex. 

4. Parent-child relationships are presented as very 

satisfactory. The girls rate themselves as obedient and 

appreciative of or readily responsive to parental direction, - 
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and their parents ac affectionate and without eibling 

favourites. However few think they satisfy their parents' 

chief criterion of an ideal daughter. 

5. Attitudes to siblinfse are neither consistent within 

individuals nor in general agreemant for the group; s, certain 

lack of capatAy with or tolerance of siblings is sugaested. 

Anal.voie (13 )  

Primary School Boys — Grade Vi Composition of the Group 

School A 1: 4% 7 

Ochool 2 N =19 

2otal .N =26 

A. General CriticiOm  

Some itenn in Section Pour of the Rogers' Qeat of 

Personality Adjustment for boys are more specifically defined 

and consequently present more limited stereotypes than do the 

items for the girls, or example items 1, 2, 3, 7, in comparimma 

with items 1 and 2 for'the.girle. Also for those otereotypes 

which are qualified by more than one criterion, the subject's 

self—rating will depend on which criteria or oriterion he sees 

as bein3 the most basic or most important. . eo in item 1 of 

Seotion Four come subjects may assume that the factors to 

consider are size or strength, or both; others may'put the 
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emphasis an nkill in fighting; and it is questionable that 

a complex of size, strength and fichting skill can rmwmmably 

be comprised by children in a single rating. This could 

account for 30100 of the apparent discrepancy between the 

responses some subjects make to roughly corresponding items. 

Take, for example, item IV1(the subject rating himself against 

Peter, the stereotype of the strong boy who can beat any other 

boy in a fight) and item V-3 "Row strong are you?" One would 

reasonably expect that the greater the difference from Teter, 

that is the less big and Afton! the subject thinks he is — the 

more likely he would be to check (a) or (b) for item V-3. 

This does not neceesarily happen. The incompatability of 

scores may be due to the qualifications or elaborations given 

in deflnine, Peters keter io not only big and strong but also 

he can beat any of the other boys in a fight; item V-3 is 

concerned only with OtreaSth. TWO thir430f the boys align 

themselves positively with Peter, 9 completely identifying 

with him; 8 rank themselves on the negative side. Of these 8, 

4, as might be expected, rate themrelves on V...3 as "not strong" 

but of the other 4, 3 soy they ars strong and one egye that he is 

the ctronelect in the class. 

The quection is, then, ehether these 4 latter subjeots 

ignored streagta in itaa IV-1 aid marked themselves as inadequate 
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in size and/or fiertias skill, hence their unlike-nese 

to the stereotype. There is no way of checkinis thio, 

and co a positive correlation cannot be safely assumed to 

exist between items IV-1 and V.3 ; 	;34mi1arly the 

specificity of items IV-3 and 1/14 allow for apparently 

contradictory responses on item V-1. 

1. Person* Adepuacy.  

(a) 1-Inysical adequacy, physical appearance ;  motor 

In the competitive use of strength ;  but not 

in its innate pooseopion ;  the boys feel threatened. 

Assuming that the boys considered all 3 qualifications 

stated in item 1 of Section sour.;  one boy in every 3 

describes hiqselZ as big and strong and Okilfhl enoto 

to beat ay of the other boys in a fight ;  another one 

in every 3 rates his strength and consequent chance of 

winning a fight at something more like 5050. 	But 

for Section ave. itcm 3, 3 boys in every 4 ;  whether 

they can fight or not ;  say they are strong; 
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TATi1.4 41 

Responses to Rogers' Test a Personality 

Adjustment: Oootion 7our Prittery 3obool 

Boys s Grad* V1 

Type of 
Its* Dotalls of the 	 Dotal:to of 
no. 	lton 	tributton distribution 

U III IT 

 

68.,; rat* 0-4 (i.e. 
positive) 

3° rat.  o  
X 48:1 rate 0-10 res. 
=law scatter
rikot.exik0,4e 0-14.2 (1.60  60 
positive) 

rate 0-4 
(1.e. positive) 

z 94; rate 9; raft 
laeinder scattered 

z 630 rate 9; rai-
minder scattered 
71; rate 0-4 (i•ste 
positive) 

Personal 

adoqunoy 
2 013497. 

3 good at football 

4 get. good school 
narks 

7 has poor lotoebodge 
a sports 

11 "thumb" at lessons 

14 Wight*** boy 

42; rnto 91 3171 
rate 4-.5 

z 54rA rat* positive; Uocial 	9 test popk0.ar 
46;?. rate negative 

adepaoy 10 has many girl 	x 60,:a rate pegetim 
friends 	 pole; 2310 rate 

postiv* pole; 19% 
rate central 

(Table continued on next page) 

6 a leader 
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TABIll 41 (cont.) 

Area It DotuilO of the 
Tao.  iteu 

te.yps of 	Details of 
distribution tributWa 

I II III Iv 

Social . 13 has rootspending 
	W rate 9; 31 )̀; 

adequacy 	maw 	rate 4-5 

relation-

shins 

3 obedient to mother 

12 disdain° parental 
advice 

16 is angry oith 

x 43;4, rato,positive 
polo; 73d rate . 
0-4 

x_58;'; rate necativo 
polo 

x 64i.; rate negative 
pole 

Withm. 

drawal 

prefers imaGinary 
world to rf713. 
world 

73j; rate neEative 
'pole 

15 profero fantaaying 
to playinc gasos 9C,  rate negative 

polo 

* Points ranco fraa 0 (absolute identity with storoeVpe) 

to 9 (aroatoot disoimilarity from etoreotyPe) 
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and the remainine 25 per cent although not so strong, 

reject the classification of 4se4W 

One third of the boys (a), say they "Istt know how to 

play" the gmmes of basketball, football, and baseball (which 

are specifically named), 25 per cent thoroughly denigrate 

their &ill at ball games in general - either they "can't 

Om at all," or they can play "only a little bit." The 

or think  they play them "pretty well" (16) or are 

"the best (players) in the class" (4). But for specific 

expertness at football,  almost half (12 out of 26) say they 

are "LAs" or nearly as good as "Ld" who is the best 

football player in the school. Only 3 modestly deny all 

approximation to EdIs Skill, though 2 out of these say that, 

nevertheless, they can play ball games in general "pretty 

well." It appears probable that where less practised genes 

such as basketball and baseball are included, the boys make 

more restricted claims for their prowess; where football alone 

is concerned, more are convinced of their ability (or perhaps 

wishfull of success) and indicate higher and probably 

extravagant - claims and rankings. 

Aesesements of personal appearanoe are a little more 

restrained and possibly more realistic than those of sports 
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ability and motor skill°. Oine think themselves not very 

Good looking, one even says he is "not at all good looking," 

but 20 are ae good looking as most or, in the ease of 6 of 

them, 14m. good looking. Broadly speaking the boyo are 

rather ambivalent about physical adequacy. The majority 

of them ace theuselvee as good looking enough, and, apart frau 

some uncertainty about More exotic ball games, skilful. 

enough at °port, but ehould their etrength be gut to the test 

in physical competition they are less sure of 

Thie degree of adequacy is apparently not eatiefying and 

the wish "to be stronger" receives the overwhebniney 

hiflhest number of choices amonst all the wishes -17 first 

choices, 3 seconds, and 2 thirds - with the wish "to play 

Games better" Getting another 10 phoicee, and "to be better 

looking" another. 8. acme 3 wishee taZmn together suggest 

not only an appreeiation of physical power and plvisical 

Attractivelees but also a sense of competitiveness which 

requires that phyeical strength and skill should be sufficient 

to enable them to excel in contest. 

(b) Intellectual ability and school achievement. There 

is an intereating concordance bet -seen physical and iatellectual 

superiority; 12 self-styled etrongest and best fighters are 
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also 8 of the 12 who rate themselves "brightest in school" 

and least "dumb" in school work, but the association dose 

not hold true at the other extremes the weakest physically 

do not ale° rate themselves as the least-bright. Intelleotual 

ability tends to be optimistically assessed $ 73 per cent 

(19) rank themselves as more, rather than lees, like the 

brightest boy in 'the sonool. 

There is fairly sustained agresmsnt between self-ratings 

on intellectual ability, understanding of school lessons and 

'school attainment as expreseed in school marks. Seventy-

seven per cent (20) give a pattern of comparable self ratings 

on these 3 scales. aith the remaining 6 the disagreement 

lies between external measures of success and the other two 

attributes. 

Overall there is little evidence amongst these boys of 

pronounced feelings of inferiority about intellectual capacity 

and achievement. Only .4 place themselves low in the scales 

for brightness and understanding, and,onlyone puts himself 

really low on attainment as shown by school marks. Admittedly 

"to be brighter than I am now" is wished by 9 boys (1 first 

choioe, 5 second, and 3 third choice), 2 of them from the 4 

just mentioned above. But this wish is far exceeded in 

popularity by the 2 wishes relating to physical adequacy, 
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namely "to be stronger" and "to play games bettor." 

Yew boys (5) appear to dislike reading to any marked 

degree and indeed it cannot be certain, because of the 

wording of the item, whether such negative attitudes as are 

shown are to reading itself or to the reading of books 

of the specific types listed. 

2. Social ildectuacv  

(a) The group unanimously expresses liking for lively 

group activity and scorns the idea that solitary fantasying 

is more fun than playing games, though 3 Who feel they are 

poor at -games think their fellows do not want them in their 

play groups. All except 4 prefer the events and people of 

the real world to the controlled happenings of the fantasy 

world in spite of the fact that only 6 claim that they never 

have mean tricks played on them by other children. Two-

thirds of the group (17) enjoy rough games such as football 

and wrestltagIUMmuch, 4 do not like then at all, and 3 

of these 4 prefer reading to participation in . rouith  games. 

he preferred else of play groups (as opposed to sport's 

groups) is small - Net one or 2 others - which would suggest 

that for the boys as for the girls the "gang" stage has 

passed. 

(b) Peer relationships: Claims about the numbers of 
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friends the subjects have are diverse; 8 say one or 2 triends, 

8 a few, 5 say many and 5 sky "hundreds. " The emtraragenoe 

Of this latter olaimmade by 5 boys hints at some lank of 

reality or marked degree of maladjustment, and in the case of 

3, and to 0 lesser degree, of the fourth, the suggestion of 

maladjustment is further present in responses to other quest-

ions. One ranks himself as unsurpassed in strength, 

intelligence, and popularity, but inferior in school attainment, 

unable to play games, not wanting to grow up, liked better 

than his siblings by parents. Another also desoribes himself 

as the "best," the "strongest," popular, but liked only 

second beet by patents, envious of his siblings, and not 

wanting to grow up. The third also claims to be the strongest, 

says he is never meanly treated by his fellows, has a 

thoroughly "don't care" attitude about his siblings and 

about how other people feel about him, but at the same time 

wishes boys and girls liked him better. 
A Twenty-two of the boys like to be liked, but only 14 say 

they try to make people like them. The other 4, in spite of 

alleging that they "don't care a bit" Whether people like them, 

Class themeelven as not-popular and say they want to have many 

friends or that they wish boys and girls liked them better. 

The need to be accepted by other people is therefore universal 
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for the group; everyone wantelriends. 

aatiage on popularity amongst peers without regard 

to the sex of the peers, are spread in a relatively unolusa. 

tered fashion over the full 10 potato of the weal,. rothapo 

popularity is a difficult aspect for ohildren of this age 

to rate theAselves ens to know or assess how much one is 

liked could be more difficult than to know when one is not 

liked. JMoept for 2 boys who think girls like them better 

than bows do aod who also olaim to have more girl friends 

tam the other fellows, the group splits evenly into those who 

are liked better by their own sex and those who say they are 

eqnelly popular with both sexes though this is apparently not 

synonymoue with having iota of girl friends. There are 

significantly more at the "have-not" than at the "have" 

extreme of the girl friends scale (13,6) and in the negative 

than in the positive half of the same scale (1600). 

Leadership too is not a quality the boys are prepared 

to claim. ammo raak themselves frankly at not being 

leaders, 10 group round the midi-point of the male. 	he 

geueral pattern is to want acceptance and affection but to 

be unsure of having either wide popularity or recognition 

us a leader. 
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k'oere ooze,  only second after fathom, an the choeen 

companions for speelal social we:410as mid even then are 
no 

en/more frequently thaa mothers. The Eieve to break 

away from Vv..) Lome if evidently not yet pronounced. 

;Jo e  of choices  

Chooses co:apaaion or "special" outiO3e let 2nd 3r4 

Dather 
	 10 7 	3.. 

Beet friend 
	

6 5 	9 

other 
	 2 11 	7 

Other 
	 8 37 

(0) Attitude to posseeeionst 4pamiing money, on1 44e 

strength und Good mark's, is wmething in w4ich fen boys 

clrriz to exceed to their fellows. in coaparin3 theaselves 

with Dou who "hau more upending Amoy than other hope' 12 

boyo rank thoueelves right at the remote extremity of the 

scale dead one other °loge to it. All except 2 of the 

remainder put theiaselves ao oloser to )on than the midpoint 

of the male. also 8 would, as a Second or third wish, like 

to have Liam noney to spend, 

'Overy boy eve that his school area, is at least adequate 

and "nioe emmIgle' lend 15 (58 per cent) go ittrther end say 

they have "very good olothes." 
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3. Family Relationships  

(a)Pare'nt-ohild relationohips are depicted by the 

majority as fairly harmonious. Lost of the boy° (75 per cent) 

by rating themselves in the rositive halves of the twemales 

IV-.0 and 1Y.12, indicate that they think they are usually 

fairly obedient and ready to aacept parental advice because 

of their a.,'4n lack of maturity. Forty-ei8ht per cent of them 

claim to behave this way invariably. This compliance does 

not preclude almost half of the total group from =eferrLack 

to do thinos their own way. enly one of the 7 actively 
0 

disobedient boys, a000rding to their self atinge, indicates 

that nis behaviour may be motivated by a sense of parental 

rejection. Farente are, however, classified by about one 

quarter (7) of the bays as having moderately or strongly 

rejecting attitudes. 

(b) Gibling relationships. Attitude to siblin5e is 

alleged by unet to be tolerant.. 1Q1f of those with siblings 

(11) say they are proud when their siblings ore praised, 

4 (15 per cent) are reeentful, but GO per cent think that there 

are occasions varying in frequenoy of occurrence - When their 

siblings are treated better by other people than they are. 

Fighting and bickering with siblinge is infrequent scoording to 

nearly two thirds of the boys. 
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(a) The future. All except 3 regard the present and 

the relatively near future as the beet time of their lives. 

Though most think they would enjoy being grown up, only one 

wishes he were grown up now and could get away from home; 

and he characterises himself further as hating being told 

what to do, thinking that one has most fun when one is a 

young child, being in frequent clashes with siblings, and 

neither very popular nor a leader at school. There ie an 

element of the unrealistic and immature in their ideas Of 

the future in that almost one third (8) of them Bey they 

want a rather exotic future such as being a very great 

person, or not growing up at all. :Ionevihat fewer parents 

(4) are thought to share these ideas. 

(d) Parent ideals. The subjects' ideas of what their 

parente would most approve in a boy are shown below (Table 42). 

ideals thought to be favoured by fathers and 

mothers do not differ greatly. Over half the group (16) 

believe that one or other of the parents would like their 

son to be outstanding in the intellectual field, but fathers* 

are thought to value physical toughness and footballing okill 

more than mothers. Ltithers, on the other hand, tend to be 

seen as having core admiration for social conformity. 

Parental agreement in the matter of the most desirable 
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TABLL; 42 

jterootyoes 1:Cst Approved by rareats 

Primary Boys Ou25) *  

No. of 
iten or 	Detail of the item 
stereotype 

4 	gets good school marks 

14 	intellectually bright 

obedient to mother 

3 	good at football 

1 	a big, strong, good 
fighter 

9 	popular 
13 	superior in amount of 

spending mane,' 
2 	keen reader 

10 	hos many girl friends 
16 	tolerant of siblings 

Total no. 
of :Acres- 
Wes 

10 
	

'Totals  

Uo.of parents choosing 

L:others 2athers 

7 3 
4 6 

6 3 
2 6 

4 5 
1 3 

•INI 2 
Oat 

1 1 

• 
25 50 

Total 

10 

10 

9 
a • 

1 

2 

2 
1 

25 

Gnu boy did not complete this section 

qualities is infrequent - only 4 boys select the sane or 

closely-sitlar stereotypes as the ideal of both parents. 

iven so, the differenoes between ideals e•ldom :suggest the 

likelihood of creating conflict for the boy who tries to 
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satisfy both parents. 	so" exantle, there need be little 

ineompatability between being, say, obedient to the mother 

and suoteesful at football. 

The boys evidently feel that they have greater success 

in raeaauring up to the father's ideal than to the mother's. 

Signifioantly more of them (P6,05) rate themselves aa Pat 

like, or very oleos to the father's ideal (that .is, 0 or1 

point from the OtereotYPe), than to the mother's ideal. 

Significantly more are extremely un-eike the mother's ideal 

than the father's and the mean points of differenee for all 

the boys from the motherle ideal is Greater thati the mean 

difference from the father's ideal (tat 1,0, a= 24; p<:.05). 
40 news,  

The qualities in which most boys wish they could be 

better are those that are judged as being most admired 

by their fathers, All except 3 boys wish to be stronger; 

10 (40 per cent) wish they weld play games better. 

The third and fourth most frequent choices are "to be 

brighter" and "to be better looking," These seldom appear 

to bear any relationship to the subject's notion of the 

father's or motheria ideal or to any expression of his own 

feolinls of inferiority about ability or aohool attaiament 

or physical looks. They apparently spring from a Ample 
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'..;e12-ratinze en :2Arentailj-evraved 'Aereoypes 

iiric4ary 	(J:=25)*  

22oints of difference !Amber of boys showinc these differenees 
between etereotype 	for 
and self-rating 	:other's ideal 	..ather's ideal 

9 
a 

7,  
6 

5 

4 

3 
2 

1 

0 

7 
1 
1 

411* 

fjp 

5 
1 
5 
1 
4 

1 

INN 

1 
1 
5 
3 
2 
3 
9 

Total 113 
4.72 54 

* 	Gm boy did not complete. 

desire for pLcisical enhancement, rather thaa Zroini wad for 

compensation. 

There is no ,item ia Cectioa Two correspondia emactlY 

with, or dsaling direct41y with, obedience to:mothers a 
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quality thousbt by 9 boys toe one of the uost aduired 

by their pareata - but ia so far as obedience is likely 

to be assooiated with -iced parent-ehild relationeuips, iteas 

and n .3ay  be considered. Only 3 boys choose these itms 

as wishes and only one of these is e2onget the subjects wao 

laminate obedience as a parental ideal. Ivo:Ia. -ably the 

consequelacea of lapees in obedience are not so distressing 

as to inspire fear of a 1035 of parental acceptance. 
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Choice of 4ithes 

Primary Boys (i;x25) 

Itez Content No.of sabjecto Zara of* Area of self-concept concerned 
choosing 	Choice 

let 2nd 3rd 

(a) to be stronger 17 3 2 1 

(a) to be better liked by peers 2 2 

(c)to get alone better with parents 1 

(d)to be brighter 1 5 3 3 

(e) to plgy gnaas better 3 4 3 2 

(f)to have different parents 1 

(g)to be a girl 

(i) to be bigger 1 r ? 

(j) to have more money 1 2 5 5 

(k) to be grown up and leave home 1 

(1) to have more friends 1 2 

(m) to be better looking 1 5 2 4 

(n) to have parent° love me nore 1 1 

personal adequacy : Aysical 

eocisl adequacy : peers 

family relationships : parent-
child 
personal adequacy : iatellectual , 

personal adequacy : motor skills/ 
social adequacy 
family relationships : parent/ 
child 
personal adequacy : p4sical 

personal adequagy : physical 
appearance and adeqpacy 
social adequacy : possessions 

social adequacy : attitudes/ 
family relationehips 
social adequacy : peers 

personal adequacy s appearance 

family relationships : parent-
child 

* Points per rank of choice given arbitrariky ea 1st choice at 3 points, 2nd choice * 2 points 
3rd choice = 1 point. 
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A .;tatistical ,,ummary  of features a the ael-ptoturs of 

primary boys  as shown by response ann. ratia€,a given aa 

.i2efilpret Lest of ..i:ersonali'W Aluotuenti- 

'.4tetaelata 	 (1 W25. or  

i.e. 60 our cent orpore),cluirjiaebeing  true t!'or them4 

(In .;ection -'tour u staUtlent 1.6 accepted us true for any 

ratirv, not cx)re than two doints distant frozu the stereotype.) 

I. in Velation to PeEsonnIAttill_zac 

'4:,trorq 63 

'4,retty good (or very Good) at ball gaoiee 458 

,ould like to be L:rown Up 73 

As goed looking us , or butter looUng 	77 
than most boys aad Line 	(54 + 23) 

dant to be an ordinary, happy adult 
with a Good job 
	

72 

II. Aa&alli. 
joya playing games with other boys and 

lirla 	 92 

Prefers playing games with Noll oao or 
to others 
	 C5 

,Likes rou;41  p;naue very ;iLuch 
	65 

Joitatilses (or frequently) suffers mean 	76 . 
trielm froa other children 	(64,1 + 124) 

:;01Xulti1cte (or often) not go well-treated 
as siblines by other people (calculated 	77 
for only those with sibline) 	(50;3 + 274) 

4as nice (or very good) clothes for . 	100 
school 	 (424 + 50) 



III. 741,24atiika,to,the Family  

Parents want him to be a happy, ordinary 
adult with a good job 
	

84 

8 

      

(Rejeotion 

 

LL -  

    

       

is considered to have been cade if the rating in 7, R, or 

9 points distant froo identification with the stereotype.) 

1. Xaallt40.12-MMA1  OISEM 

Does not kaow bow to plar basebtalt 
football or basketball 
	

62 

la pretty "dumb" at school work 
	

68 

U. 

Vinda make-believe friends and the 
nalsm.believe world nicer than real world 85 

Enjoys solitary imagining in preference 
to playing games 

Has lots of girl triend0 

100 

58 

mo  14 Relation.. to the Ps'4y 

Yrequaat/y fights with sibling. 

Does not wont to mind (scoept advice 
from) father and motberi feels old 
enough to sake own illeoiaions 

76 (of those 
with aiblings) 

65 

Stkteraenits and faotqrs about which sxkuo is diVisd, 

Zugltaga but BOW clustering shown. (At lawn 9 or 3%1, 

constitute ataxmAmw.) 

I. 2LjtgAM40.12.1Mg9BALAWAESL 
Rig and strong, good at fighting Good 48 Mod•good 28 
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• 	cr 

Seat footballer in school 	joad . 43 .:od. Jood 36 

roecnot in beihz tola bj 
others aoa to 4o tUnzs 	33 	• 

Drefers doik: taia!,4s 1.4e own. wqy 	42 

kleaty of soending =nay : not true 46 

A.enty of spen4iag money ; moderate 
agresiaent 33 

CetuL;ood .,._arLe for Ul schnol work 44 

it best. time in life is younger 
than now 	 50 . 

r2ho best time in life is between 
now and adulthood 	46 

II. 

A leader : not true 	42 

leader : aoderately successful, 	58 

Liked best by boys 	46 

Aked equally by boys aad girls 	46 

Tries bard to be liked 	46 

Joesalt ty hard but is glad when 
liked 	 31 

Has a few i.xod friends 	60 

'Lam any or hundreds of friends 	40 

/II, la i,.clation to 	7es 	No 

illways obedient to mother 	50 	31 

Proud of siblings when praised 	50 	50 
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Yes No 
Liked by parade as much an other 
siblinge 	 57 	33 

State:meats and faotprs about which opinions are very sliveree  

Enjoyment of reading' 

. Latelleotual brightness 

Popularity 

Amouat of antagenica felt when 
siblings praised 

Deecriptive Summary  

1. Thoro is some ambivalence about physical 

adeqeaoy. reey seem doubtful about winning in competitive 

eituations which depend on physical etrength, henee there 

is wideepread wiehing for greater strength and more 8'4111 

at games. 

2. Pii* regard themselves in relation to their Peers 

as low in intelligence and uasuceessful in 'school-work.' 

Those who claim most superiority in the intellectual area 

tend to 'claim most superiority in the physical area also. 

3. Socially they are engrossed in, and "ia love with" 

reality. They prefer intimate social groupe as opposed 

to sports Groupe - to be small, or rather to be paire and 

trios rather than groups, although they want to be generally 

liked and accepted. They enjoy phyeically-demanding sports. 
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Intereat in heterooexual 000ia3. rolationshipa is 

apparent but mance on =cogs in them are widely 

diopereed. 

4. 2he majority regard the:280meg aa obedient 

and attentive and eubmiasive to their parent° but aliaoat 

half of them would prefer to do thi.ce their own war. 

About One quarter of them feel to come degree, rejected 

by their parents. 

5. Abling relationghipp.  aro preaented as tolerant 

but rather detached. 

Analyzia ,(0)  

Secondary School Carlo dirst Year 	Wane 

Composition of the Group 

ox-Sehool L U = 6 

enoJchool 	U = 23 

Total 	U = 29 

1. T2ersona1 AdequacY  

(a) aygical adequacy, phyaieal appearance, motor 

akillas In ranking thamselvea coaparative to the 

atereotype for prettinees. all =opt one of the aubjecta 

place themselvea in the negative half of the range with 
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over half of thou (59 per cent) right at the negative 

pole. They modify the apparent extremity of theoe 

self.-estimateo a little in their reeposseo to itea 12 

of Section rive whore, thatch 12 (41 per cent) designate 

theaselveo as "not very Good lookine,•16 (55 per cent) . 

spy they are "as Good looking as zAost boy° and Tuate ,  and 

no one thinks co badly of herself as to be "not at all 

Good looking," 

In eetimateo of their comparability with boyo at ball 

gnaw and owizzaing, the subjeots range very evenly frau 

complete agreement to complete dioagresaant that they are 

just as good ae boys, although 25 (87 per cent) consider 

that as atria they play ball G4C0.3 "pretty walls" • liven 

eo, skill at games Jo a sufficiently dearable attribute 

that 8 subjects (7 of whma thirik they are already "pretty 

good"), wish they could be even better (see Table 4 8). 

Twentpoone (72;.,) classify themselves as pawoically 

strong and none of tho other 8 not meeij. strong" subject° 

expreosea any wish to be stronger. Strength is one 

factor which they seem almoot untaniczunly content 4th. 

To have greater strength Gotta only two second . ohoicesend 

One third choice.; fraa the whole group. To be "bettor 

10011111g" is a otate much core desired. Twenty-two of • 
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the 29 girls mark this as one of their wishes, sad for 

8 it la their first choice. 

This is a marked increase in emphasis compared 	o 

with the previous year, and such a generally-felt wish 

suggest* the development of new values, probably, one would 

eunpect, in association with a 'Changing attitude to 

heterosexual society. This would be in keeping with the 

denial of say hankering to be a boy. Though not sigaificantly 

more girls than in the previous year entirely disparage 

the idea of envy of the male, there is a general shift 

of the total group farther away from the positive or 

Heavy" end of the scale, anstonly one girl chooses as 

one of her wishes - her third - "to be . a boy." 

(b) Intellectual ability end school achievement. There 

is a little ailing* from the previous year in the pattern 

of self-ratings for marks gained for school work. That 

is, again only a few (5) consider their marks to be 

consistently good'  the majority rate their attainment as 

neither good nor bad; but there is now no clustering at 

the negative pole. All the girls who in the primary year 

rated themselves; low on school marks now place themselves 

near the middle of the scale. This meat possibly be due 

to two facts. First, at secondary school these children 
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have been "atreamed" into groups of roufaly oomparable 

ability nnd fire taught and examined aocordirrly no that 

with modified standards and requirements thsv are likely 

to score bettor narks. Secondly, work in necendary 

school tends to be maimined by eesay type ennwers which 

have to be eitaiied subjectively. Alan =eine.  subjectively 

teachers often limit themselves to using, in a nominal 

range of 0 to 10 marks, an actual range of ea y 3 to 9 

and place the pass or "promaotWa" outtingepoiat at 4 or 

rather than at the theoretical pass mark of the raida 

point 5, so that only a small peroentage of the class 

members is left down or "failed." i7o even dull children 

may get marks at a pass level, and "good" marka (if "good" 

io construed as marks adequate to obtain pro -Lotion — that 

is,"gootienoulh" marks) are obtained by some GO per cent 

or more of tha children in the °lees. However mimeos 

in strewed olacees evieently has not lured the subjects 

into estimating themselves an intelleotually "bright" or 

even as brighter than before. The distribution of self-- 

ratinge on brightness shows a shift towarde the negative 

pole no that 76 per cent (22) are in the negative half of 

the scale and only 2 rank themselves as at all approaching, 
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though not actually as, "the brightest." They are, too, 

not generally content with their degree of bright:wow 

18 (68 per cent) "wish to be brighter." 

Attitudes to readina remain widely varied. Only 11 

now identify with the stereotype, compared with 14 the 

preceding year; 66 per cant still do claim enjoymast, 

but changes in ratingu on enjoyment have net been consistent 

in direction. 

2 . ARslakAlmim 
(a) °reap situations: Ilathusiaaa for real-life 

group situations and activities prevails. Sixteen girls 

"adore" partieu and even the 2 least enthusiastic put themo-

selvee no lower in enjoyment of them than the middle of 

the scale. Only one girl is not fond of group games 

and that, she says, is "because I can't play gazes very 

well." IITO-wolle rank° sitting alone and fantaegin5 as 

more file than games-playing sad 25 entirely reject this 

idea. Only 2 cake a rather weak claim to a makeobelieve 

world of adventure and coapanione superior to the real world. 

Gang-play with boyst appears to have decreased; only 

2 indicate that they do more than very occaelonally play 

in a mixed gang and two thirds of the group reject such 

behaviour strongly. nough gazes just do not appeal. They 
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like tnea oaly a little or not at all, thouch it is .  

ihterea4iag that tau rather violent reaction 1,aven hi a 

third of the cirla in the previoas year heti%  to be 

pushed or pulled about does hot occur oa tItio occasion: 

perhaps they do uot object to physical contact bat to the 

unfeainine nature of rough gai.:es. 

(b) .ter relationships: J:he favoured size for the 

everyday social Groud ia one or two. Z -oat subjects (20) 

claia to have juot a few good friends. Mace arc still. 

pril-wrily friends of the size sex. 'llaanty cay "cirle 

like me better than boya do"; 9 say they are ",';apular 

with Loth boys tuld ciao." (fwenty—one strmaly desire 

and work hard to achieve cocial acceptanoe and ohly'3 profess 

"not to care a bit" if they do not Get it. Alowever, they 

are by uo Deans optisiatio that they e.o.achiev polarity 

and leadership. 	ul.y G put theaselves in the 12o4tive 

ha1:1: of both podularity and leadership =aloe, 11 others 

rate tae:loolveo positively (IAA only °lightly over the 

4d—point) on one or other of the two scales. 'Lie weicht 

of nunears in both aoales lios on tae he ;3ative sLio. 

Aloest all (25) puffer haviha nem tricks sw.otiatm played 

on theia by other childsen, but no—ant.: suffers thou very often, 
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fhey 2=1, with one,exceptioh, think they have not cony 

boyfriends. 

j2heir y•eferred companione, tit is, the ono civen 

the first of 3 choicee, on Plipeaisl" outinzs (for exanple, 

a trip to the circus), are not their peers but :.ot_Lors 

(21) and fathers (5). Yathere aleo 5et 10 oecond choices 

whereas "best Zriende" cet no first Choices, only 3 oecond 

choices, en 4 22 third choice. 

(a) 2osseesions: All ilea:there of the croup exprese 

satisfaction with their clothes. Thou5h only 4 say their 

clotheo are the nicest of anyone's in the class, they all 

rlay their clothes are "very good" (13) or "nice enough" (16). 

There is sk.iost 

 

us denial of Lavin ; oore sperldna  * 	41114,  

 

money than the others. One cirl only ranks herself close 

to the stereotype. (Ono wonders, therefore, if her claims 

are taose of a siadularly fortunate.  child, sm whether this 

claim of relatively plentiful °pending money alma with 

her other claims to be the most popular girl in the se. ,,lool 

and the prettiest '  to have lots of boy-friends, to be the 

brightest, to have the nicest clothes, to be able to run 

aad swia as well as any boy, is part of wcomplex deceit to 

reassure herself. At least on the ,Latter of intelligence 

her Writm ip extravagent as oho teats at only the level of 

good average.) 
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3. :c..7dly Itelationempa  

(a)arent-child relationships: Iteas 6 and 12 in 

Occtian :our are concerned respectively vith obedienee 

and wit willinaless to accept parental advice, and from 

Luoct children taw receive fiiirly oe:aparable ranks. 

Twenty,eive o2 the 29 cirle regard the: -xaelves GO being 

fairly ocdient to their .Lothers 17 as almost always so - 

and 27 o2 the 29 as not wishing to exert their iddependenoo 

at the (=pease of disregardiaj their parents' opinions. 

enly 3 claim to be obedient while Dav/antinf,  to be because 

of conoiderik; that they are old eneugh to decide thinam 

for theselves. %ere is no si1210:ot o3vAlze in the 

numbers etc prefer to do things their oan way (10); and 

the big majority (19) still allege they feel .no objection 

to being told how to do things. 

aztinGo by the subjects of the parents' attitudes to 

them are ;lolls." to those 31ven the precedinc year. 

earanto aro not guilty of shoAng favouritism cum their 

children, cc no one wants to change her parental ma only 311 

coapared with 6 in the previous year, w4.a4 their parents 

c2ou thcz more love. 
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(b) Uibling relationships: l'atinge on tolerance 

for sibillve are spread over the w:Aole r8n3e, but la out 

of 28 claia that an6.er  with' their siblinao la tafrequent 

and only 4 Pr.t to being often cross. 

Taen in conjunction with item V-11 0  whvre 26 of the 

23 subjects (one of the 29 girls is an only child) say 

they feel proud when theta* eibliaa axe given praiae 

uad the other 2"donit care" 	rid with the opinion of 21'1' 

aubjecta that their parent° like the:amen enough but not 

better than their sibliwp, siblin ao w:.)11 as family 

relationship° would seem to be fairly Good; Good eaouah to 
4 	 -4, 

withataud the pooeibility of . 00Lie degreo of threat from 

the toelih7 held by 21 rirlo that siblin.:;e: ate treatod 

bettor by other people than they themaelve axe. ( -:onotimas 

19; often - 1; almost always t) 

(e) The future: 0.12,5r 5 axe oontont with their present 

age, 26 would rather be grown-up, Uut acain thie hankering 

Tor addlthood la not a vital thing since it ficures only 

3 times in the chosen wiehos ia .L;ection Two. 

Uo girl seen to feel unduly "pudhod" by ambitious 

parents, or at least each profe:mes to see her parents' 

ambitloh ao identical with her own, naaoly, that Wae Should 

grow up to be a "happy, ordinary person with a good job." 
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preferrinz echolastio euccees or ability, and 50 per cent 

divided between preferring obedience (30 per cent) and 

eporting ability (20 per cent). (Table 46) 

1,7ore than half Vas girls depict themtelvee as 

stronlly resembling or identical with the maternal ideal s  

and three quarter's of them classify themeelves as likes  

rather thaa unlike, the ideals of both parents. lhe 

alleged olosencos to parental ideale io eignificantly 

greater than in the previous year (p<• 01). (Table 47) 

T.hin emphaelo on obedience — even more fathers than 

in the previous year are thouLOt to prefer it — and tho 

success implied in their claim to measure up fatly 

cloeely to thie prime parental requirement s  suggest sooial 

awarenese, a strona need of social acooptaace and a 

readiness to conform in order to get it. Thin is fUrther 

borne out by the number o: the subjecto who say they try, 

hard to make people like then, and by the priority given 

to grishoe for qualities which would be personally and 

socially enhancing. 

4. j4ohee (Table 48) 

The 3 wiohes most frequently bhosen are, in orders 

to be better looking 

to be brighter 

to have more Zriendo 
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IWIL:;1 47 

rcntally-cly4Tevot2'iterootypes 

ccondory '32,m10 ( 1149) 
adorrapownwrings, 	 

Panto 	Cagferchco 

ad ce12-ratih0 
botrea. 

 
cereityo 

1.:umbero 	irle abcwiaz thoeo difforeaoes 
for 

idcn1 	getherie ideal 

9 

8 1 

7 

5 

4 4 5 

2 

2 7 2 

5 2 

6 

85 94 
re .93 3,24 

sbNywererepaese•IM.4110110.011.41.11. 

Ii view of thoir concerted denial that they are 

cepeeimlly cood-lociln3 or Intolli;cat and o2 the claim of 

the bia najority to value batik: liked, the choice of theee 

3 qiehen seems 103i0a1 and realictic. 'Alen one further 
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considers the emphasis they put on enjoyment of group 

activities, especially parties, and their almoet 

unanimously stated preference for grown-upness (26 subjects), 

one might explain their desire for better looks and more 

friends an wanting to enhance their present personal value 

and establish secure foundations for social status in the 

future. However, they are still at school where emphasis 

on academic success is strong, and they want, and their 

parents want for them,"good" jobs for which school success 

and examination certificates are desirable if not pre-

revisites, and 11 fathers and 3 mothers are seen as 

admiring school-success beyond anything else. Do their 

wish "to be brighter ̂' is also realistic and practical. 

It is in keeping with the lack of problems expressed 

in area ue on the i:roblem Check List that wishes c, f t  k. n, 

all dealing with parent-child relationships should so 

seldom be chosen. At a conscious level little strain 

in parent-child relationships is either felt or admitted. 



TABLE 48 

Choice of ',al:0es 

Secondary Girls (1c29) 

Itea Content 
Uo. of sublecte 
oho-est:F. Rank of 

choice 
let 	2nd 	3rd 

(a) to be etrenGer 

(b) to be better liked by peers 

(c) to get alona better with parente 

4 

2 

1 

1 
2 5.5 

(d) to be intellectually bri hter 5 2 

(e) to play game better 3 2 3 

(f) to have different parents 

(g) to be a boy 

(i) to be bigger 3 2 1 5.5 

(3) to hare more -maw 1 1 3 

(k) to be grown up and leave hone 1 1 1 

(1) to have more friends 1• 7• 4 

(m) to be better looking 8 8 6 1 
(n) to have more lave from. parents 1 2 

29 29 29 

Area of oelf-concept concereed 

personal adequacy physical 

docial adequacy : peers 

family relationships : parent-
child 
personal adequacy : intellectual 

personal adequacy : motor skills : 
eocial adequacy 

family relationenipe ; parent/Child 

personal adequacy : physical 

perecnal adequacy physical 
appearance and adequacy 

cocial adequacy : pc:since:done 

social adequacy attitudes : 
family rUationships 

social adequacy : peers 

personal adequacy : appearance 
family relationships : parent... 
child 

Points per rating Given arbitrarily act let choice * 3 points, 2nd choice * 2 points 
3rd choice at 1 point 
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Ettatietleal ,Li`uamply of features of the lf-pploture of 

Assg497.2AEllas shown by responses and ratings given on 

'boat * 	i Ad 

Utta_wi!!as .a1ortt (1c ore is. 60 
uttamtLatts.. .tutba„ (in Section 

pour a statement is accepted as true for ratings not more 

than top points distant from the stereOUPOO 

Relation to Personal Adectuaer; 

Can. Play ball games pretty well 
	

06 

3trong 
	

72 

lould liko to be grown up 	90 

Oen* to be en ordinary thappy adult with 
a good job 	 100 

U. 11.1_11040.3_4,2_1929dsti" 

Adorse parties and has a good time at them 69 

4400 playing with *Sher boys and girls 100 

2a40ye playing u• with just one or 
two others 	 90 

SOmatimes suffers seen tricks from 
other children 	 66 

Zomatimes (or often) not so well treated 
as siblings by other people 	72 

Better liked 4/ girls than boys 	69 

Thinks the most fan In life emirs 
between age* 12 and 25 years 	62 
has 4144 (0r YAW good)olothee for eohool 100 

4ants and tries hard to gain people's lik. 72 
ing 
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III. 

Obedient to mother 	60 

Lquallywe1l.likcd co other siblings 
by parents 	 79 

Proud when siblings commanded 	93 

Parents want her to be a. happy, 
ordinary adult with a good aob 	100 

Stateiento vihioh the malerity. reject.  (Rojectiea ie 

coneidered to have been made if ratiwis 7, a, or 9 points 

dietant from identification with the stereetYP 00 

I. In Relation to 1.)er3onel Adoeueow  

The prettieet girl in the school 	62 

Wants to be a boy (so ae to have a 
better time) 	 06 

II. In Relation  to 600ial adequamt, 

Alava playa with a Cang of boys 	66 

Has lots of boy-frionde 	83 

Has more spending money than other girls 36 

Ands 	believe world nicer than 
the real world 	85 

Prefers solitary iracinings to a,  
playing 	 97 

III.In Relation tp the -44bm134", 

Doee not want to m4nd (=Copt advice 
from) parents : thinlm herself old 

72 • enough to NI-4Tc own decisions 
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Likes to be told bow to do things 
	

28 

Does not mind being told how to 
do thinGS 

Prefers not to be told how to do 	34 
things 

13t_atseL_aen aAend actors 	t whioh o ow are ve divers 

Mill at sport in owparison with 
boys' Skill 

Atteinmcnt of goal mark !or echeol 
work 

Degree of intellectual brightness in 
relation to the brightect girl in 
the school 

Popularity 

Leaderehip 

Degree of niceness of clothes in 
comparison with best dressed girl 
in the school 

Descriptive Sunman+.  

1. he i; Class girls are critical of th(4r degree 

of physical beauty and almost unnnimously wish they could 

be prettier. Theze. is less discontent expressed about 

their Skill at games: most think they are pretty good 

at games but doubt they can equal boys in okill. 

2. 2hey have a rather lower estimate of their 

intellectual ()opacity than indicated in Grade VI but a 

hither estimate of actual school sucoese. This may 
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be attributable to the effects of placement in notreamed" 

classeo in the aecandary scheoli 

3. They are eatiefied with their gen role and strongly 

deny maccUline envy. . They ealoy parties and activities 

and gaEce which are not too rough, 4end thaph -mtasp.world 

offere little counter6-attraetion to the real world. 

The everyiday social croup io, by preference, seall. 

Iloat girle like to have, and do have, just a few good 

friends of their on sex. .They want to be liked but few 

feel that they achieve any notable degree of either pop-

ularity or leadership ampaget either boys or girls. social 

Awareaeoe appears to be increasing. 

4. 2axento are described se being affectionate 

and accepting and daughters as usually obedient and 

submissive. There is almoot unanimoum agreement that 

mothers wish moat for obedience in their daughtery, but 

fathers are thought to favour ochool—sacceee and obedience, 

and sporting prowess. 

Daughters rank theaselveo closer to the ..rarental ideole  

than does the Grade VI group — about 75 per cent of them 

are suite cloves 

5. Attitudes to siblince are waxear than they are 

with the...;racis 111 girls. 
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7lotailed AnalFsis  

Oecondary Zchool %ye 
• ,jirst Year $ Clefts 

Composition of the Group 

e.-..-School A r: = 7 

ex-,chool 3 17 19 

Total 17 26' 

1. Personal Adesuacv  

adequacy, physical appearanoe, motor skills. 

In the boys' solf-rankinge made early in the first year of 

secondary school a somewhat more moderate picture of nhysical 

person and skills is presented than in Grade VI. The 

subjects aro now in a much larger achool comunity of yawl 

they are the junior and often the smaller members, and 

their ealf-iassesaments euggoot that they are aware of this 

reduced status. 	'ewer than one boy in every 4 eee themselves 

as "big, strong boys who can beat all the others in ftshts"; 

almost 2 in every 3 put their chances of winninc at less than 

even. Thie is not because they conoider themselves eimply 

as physically weak. On 'Wu) contrary two-thirde 'icy they 

are "strolls" and only ono-third resard themselves as "not 

very etronr;," thou3h certainly not "Weak." 

In Lmowledge and performance or 5azen they rate 

themselves ::ore hizhly. All claim to have a fair knowledge 
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(average or better) of how to play sports suoh as baseball, 

football, basketball 77 per cent think  theselvesm. 

knowledgeable - but only one in 3 oonsiders himself the 

best or nearly the beat football player in the school. 

They are unanimous in their liking for playing games, 

most saying they like to play gmaes "a great deal," and, 

with the exception of 2, they all claim to play "pretty 

well." 

They are confident about their physical looks. The 

maximum self.-derogation is the statement by one boy that 

he 'is "not very good...looking." All the others are "as 

goodi-looking as moat girls and boys" and only 2 express 

any wish (1 second, 1 third choice), to be better looking. 

Wishing to be stronger (20 choices) and better at games 

(10 choices) is much more geaeral. In view of the 

complacency about their physical appearance and their 

clothes (see later discussion), one suspects that they 

are not oritioal of their personal appearance, and probably 

not even attentive to it. 

(b) Intelleotual ability and achievement; Claims to 

intellectual brightness are very diverse and rmlge fairly 

evenly from floarly the brightest" to "not-at-all the 

brightest" boy in the class. Where is, as might be 
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expected, a slight concentration of ratings about the 

middle of the range in the area of "average ability", 

and in contrast to the Orade VI year there is, overall, 

a slight preponderance of ratings in the negative half 

of the range (56 per cent). 

Oaf-assessment hurl; in fale4 realistic; most of 

the boys do make ratings approximating to the level of 

their 14 on the group iniielligeuaa teat on  a avaDlo at 

years earlier; and their claims ere certainly lose 

exaggerated than in Grade VI. They have, of course, the 

evidence of school mark* to help their 3udgmen1Wpalthouga 

they did not appear to be greatly influenced by thewt in 

Grade VI. 	Almost two-thirds (16) rank themselves in 

the positive half of the school attainment scale, that U., 

as having overage to outstanding marks. The remainder of 

the group, though in the negative half of the scale, 

cluster towards the middle, Unwiring borderline success. 

They do not accept that because they are not the brightest 

or even nearly the brightest boys in their class, they are 

*tumid,  In their -work. bIghty.eight pat cent repudiate any 

such possibility, and just one boy 0aUgoriaes hium 4Ur 40 

being rather "duMb." As a group they rate their whoa 
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wariss less favourably than in Grade VI. 

Tde inoompatability between the level of ratiags on 

the "cchool euccese" itemw sad on innate ability is under-

standable if the arguments about "streamine" and subjective 

markingeoutlined on 16 372, are accepted, The disparity 

could also be due to the stress placed by teachers, parents, 

and employers, on the importance of end-of-school OXAMI.. 

inations and the fact that relatively few children MAY 

the "brightest" get results of a high order even though 

most children may have been getting satisfactory marks 

in their particular class. So that in spite of the good, 

or at least, adequate marks the boys say they get, 65 per cent of 

thea give pre-eminence to a wish to be brighter than they 

are now, and intellectual superiority is the quality moat 

frequeatly chosen as being the one most approved by parents. 

2, Social Adequacy  

(a) As in the previous year the boys are social 

oreaturec enjoying active pursuits and having their 

interest concentrated on the real and immediate environment. 

There is denial Iv all except 2 that the make-believe 

world and ite people proves more satisfying than reality. 

jeventy-seven per cent are not keen readers: only 3 say 
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they really enjoy reading and do a lot of it )  and only 

one boy prefers solitary readinc, to playing.. They

lite to play gamem with other children and 20 of them 

like it a great deal) but lose than half (42 per , cent) 

claim to enjoy rourA lpmescar  and 5 say they actnollY 

dislike them. In non-organized activities they prefer 

(92  per (mat) to be in small groups. 

(b) Peer relationships: They do not see themselves 

as- leaders 81 per cent rate themselves negatively on 

this scale - and this my be due in part to the fact that 

new groups and their membership roles ia those groups have 

had to be established in their new school. Gus would 

expect) ha:lever) that at this stve )  some three months 

eater the bebdaning of the school year) leaders would 

have emerged. If thie is so )  -nen only 5 of the group 

(19 per cent) are sufficiently eatrenched as leaders to rate 

themselves as being like) thouGh not completely identified 

with)  the stereotype of the widelp-acoepted leader. 31noe 

about half rate themselves as havinc sane popularity) it 

would seen that peer-amps are Poring; but as the 

distribution of ratings is skewed towards the negative pole 

it is obvious that this popularity is not extensive. It is 
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probable that the peer-groups are still in a state of 

flux or exist as rather disparate unite with few boys 

feeling accepted by all of the groups and no one feeling 

powerful enough to manipulate the members of all or most 

of thou There is a significant and consistent inclination 

for the boys to rate themselves lower on leadership than 

on popularity (p <42). 

There is no difference then between Grade VI and F. class 

in attitude to being liked. With one exception they all 

want to be liked, and half of them want it (pate intensely 

and say either that they can't stand it if they are not 

(4) or that they try very hard to gain approval (10). The 

one exoeption who claims "he doesn't care a bit" whether 

people like his or not, nevertheless wishes as his first 

choice that be could get along better with his parents, and 

as his second, that the boys and girls should like-him better. 

So in fact be is no exception and pvez7  member of the group 

values being liked., They all have some friends, and 5 

have many, but those that have only one or 2 friends (7), 

would like to have more, preferably just a few good friends. 

To one eseapse suffering just an occasional mean trick being 

played on him by his fellowe. 

One third think they are liked by boys .more than girls 
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end two =ran bv both boio and ciao, but lie one claims 

to be outetaiolingly rich in, and eacc000:U1 beyond ralo 

f011e;:m Ath "c7irl-fricado•" 

A iziremeat owv fro:a affilinUon rotricted t3 tu 

femikriaLunderlie tii e1iJt1j121::er Tr32erzoo uolsT oiven 

to the ubestffriend" az the co4paalon on 	wtiu,sio 

but Zia preference le :ler fro, oirlAtfleant. 	noot it 

oaid ttat eznollerin,77 Are, '  ezooad o  a_71 ttird choices, 

the best friend aaa the father rant: about equal le ohnice, 

an 	the zother lo the 1cos-preferred comrmaien. 

elcicea 

Cloaca companion Oor "avec:vial outinge" lot 2n3. 3r1 

cnther 6 11 3 

7.eot friend 9 3 8 

. 1:_other 4 7 5 

ethor 7 5  10 

(c) 4Atitule to '42olesn1onn: Cn t?!e matter of rocket 

money 

 

an clotics opiniono.  difZer little between e3hjeets. 

Poe:Lot L-7-onA) allowance ie regarded aoboi leso [5mierous 

than c1oti44z, uiclo unaziLzuz17 temca 4nice eawk-jh" 

or very Gao,a. Lolt (77 per oent) fea they have Lluch 
in 

1e0a poz%ot Y.13=y t.r43 etherog  tut Gnly 3 ohboel/Seetion Two 
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"to have more money to spend", so apparently the relative 

deficieney io not too painful, 

3. &idly Wationships  

(a) Parent-child relationshipa. Attitude to parental 

direetion and authority seems, with moot suWeots, to be 

rather submiesive; The majority of them (17) either 

. to be told that to do, or "don't mind" if they are. Lost 

rate themselves as more often than not obedient to their 

mothers and only one indicatee strong unwillingneee to defer 

to parental opinion. There is, however, as in the pArtious 

year, a lack of agreement in the way they see their 

parents' relationships and attitudes to them. Excluding 

the boys who have no siblings, the group is divided fairly 

equally into those that are the "best-liked" by the parents 

(6), those not liked as well as their siblings (6), and 

those liked equally as well as their siblings (8), so 60 

per cent of these parents are accused of some form of 

preferential treatment. And there is considerable weight 

of opinion that whatever the parental feeling, the actual 

treatment  meted out by adults is biased, to the extent that 

only 3 boys say they are never treated worse than their 

siblings. Uowever this parental injustice - if it really 

exists - is apparently accepted by the boys, !Ione of them 
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feele otronAy enough about it to wish "to have a different 

father and mother", though 4 wish  they could "get along 

better" with their parents, and 2 of these 4 and one other 

would like to have more love from their parents. 

(b)Sibling relationships: There is little evidence 

or admiosion of resentment of sibling 10.041035 and three 

quarters of those with siblings are proud to have them 

praised even though they themselves do not feel that they 

are always treated as well as their siblings. As in the 

preceding year almont.60 per cent of those with sibling° 

deny having much open conflict with thea. 

(c) The future: They are more interested in the 

immediate than the dietaat future, wanting to be grown-up 

(92 per cent), but not Impatient for it (only 2 choose it 

se a wish), and seeing the present tine (30 per cent) and 

the years until early adulthood (58 per cent) as the cost 

desirable. Their aopiratian, nominated by 24 of the 26, 

and their parents' so they see it (23 out of the 26), is 

that they shall be happy, ordinary persons with good jobs. 

Cf the variety,. of characteristic:a presented in the Test 

they consider those noet admired by their parents are 

intellectual brightnese (admired by both mothers end 

fathers), school succece (fathers more than mothers): 
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oss4lsocs (aothsrs), sad physical prowess (fathers)• 

MU 50 

3tereetnee Vast Approved by Parents 
Oeutadary Saya (111.24) * 

12 
1 
	

10 

6 
	

9 
4 
	

5 
5 
	

5 
1 
	

3 

	

14 	intellestnally bright 
	

7 

obedient to *ether 
	

9 

	

4 	gets geed marks in sehool 
work 
	

3 

	

1 	a big, strong, good fighter 1 

	

3 	the best footballer 

	

10 	has many girl.friands 	2 

	

12 	disdains mental striae s 
able to asks own decisions 1 	1 

	

9 	popular 	1 	1 

	

6 	.leader 	 1 	1 

Sanas 	 1 	1 

24 	24 	48 

* Too subassts did not omelet* this atrotion. 

Thus posinlatod parent.ideals show no marked difforonea 

troa the Credo VI choices but the Ogre* to which the boys 

so* thesailves maeuringt, to the idealsiad.1411rant. 

4 'lass boys ladies** thalami:roe as no Utter at attaining 
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to the father's ideal than they are at attPining to 

mother's (t = .734, df = 23, p.05), and by rating 

themselves five or more points away from the ideal stereotype 

almost half the subjects indicate that they fall considerably 

short of the parental ideals. 

There is considerable correspondence between the self-

rating of most subjects on the father's and mother's approved 

stereotypes. Only 25 per cent of the boys have 3 or more points 

of difference on the two. 

TABLE 51 

Self-ratings on Parentally-approved Stereotypes 

Secondary Boys (N=24)* 

Points of difference 
between stereotype 
and self rating 

Number of boys showing these differences 
for 

Mother's Ideal 	Father's Ideal 

9 1 2 

8 2 1 

7 1 2 

6 . 3 2 

5 3 3 

4 4 3 

3 1 5 

2 3 3 

1 4 2 

0 2 0 
Total 94 105 

lÀ 	 3.9 	4.37 

* Two subjects did not complete. 
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4. ilsbee  

"To be strooger," "to be brighter," and "to be better 

at gases" are still the 3 not *equeatly chosen wishes, 

but being brighter has gained in strength and frequency of 

choice largely at the expense of the wish to be stronger 

until these 2 wishes now hare virtually equal weight. 

There is considerable agreement between the qualities 

considered to be those liked by either or both of the 

parents and the wishes chosen by the boys. This 

association tends to be greater between the paternal  

"ideal" and the preferred wishes Where 18 of the 24 boys wish to 

be better in qualities they Utak the father most approves. 

Not that it can be aseumed that the boys' Wadi:mean, 

influenced by any wish to please the parents. Congruence 

of wishes and parental ideals oey indicate identification 

between sons and parents, particularly fathers, so that 

the boys and their parents went the same things or it may 

be the malt of projection of the boys' Itches on to the 

parents; or it nay reflect conformity to the social vslues 

of the culture. 
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A Statistical Summe. of features be the self-picture 

of secondary_boye as shown by responses and ratings given 

on &Aerie Test of Personality Adlustments- 

.at_3tmnen_S.ewhicthe , orit16_p t_rmorei.e_._R60_er. 

cent or more).  olaim as being true for them* (In Geetion 

lour a statement is accepted as true for any :sting not 

more than two points distant from the stereotype.) 

I. In Relation to Personal Adeouacys 

Can play ball gmnes pretty well 	92 

strong 	 69 

As good-looking as most boys mad girls 	96 

Would like to be grown-up 	92 

Wants to be a happy, ordinary adult 
with a good job 	 92 

II. In Relation tct ooWAdpcuaey.  

aijoye very much playing with other girls 
• 	 and boys 	 77 

Prefers playing games with just one or 
two others 	 92 

;Jometimes staffers an tricks from other 
children • 	 96 

Cometimes (or often) not so well treated 
as siblings 41 other people 	86 

Popular with both girls and bows 	65 

Likes to be liked by other people 	96 
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Eas nice, (or yew c.ped) clothes A)r school 100 

Has 'ono or tt7o or a tow Lood Ovicaact 
rather than mg? friends 

III. 

Parente want hka to b an ordinary, happy 
ct2u1t with n Good job 

Prou2 rfach sitlinLm ool=nnsta 	70 

fAsteamts licich the miority rOcots ('..ojestion 

is considsrea to have beaa =Cu if ratin3 is 7, 0, or 9 

points distant fraa identification with the atcroutyX).) 

I. In i]elation to Pors•ual Aqauzig 

njojo readia3, has road may books 	62 

Xlao2 .0 knovilcd3e u2 how to piny football, 
baokotball, baseball 	$1 

"114,-fe ia aolzool work 	Bo 

21, In, 1- o1atioa to :-„coial AcloquacY .* 

u loader 	 65 

rin 	3. grleado 	73 

405, 

raado 1:1:x4o-be1low world ulcer thuu real 
world ° 
	

69 

Prefers solitary iaagininjs 	-Tickling 100  

In Relation to 22am1l2 

Doe() not uant to mind (accept cdvioe from) 
parcats : fuels old chouch to .fla..0 
deoisione 69 
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State-leto  and factors abio2JuLjivided.  

in opinica  it r;c:Js  clacrJerisa:oemrs.  

I, Tua Zclatic to PersonalAaa!mx 	40; 

Bost gootbal/or intAa cs? ..sel(denied) 	33 

II. In Relation to =.1o3i2l  Ade - taa.sz.  

:4oys rouja c'sios very nazch 	42 

I:ajoy s roulh 7,,:vass a little 	38 

;hp's rou -Th :?7.1es riot at all 	6 

o9anding .aeaey thaa other boys 

Popular with boys but not with Lirls 

iopular with both boys and girls 

Tries hard to gain people's likine 

Doesn't try hard but clad to have 
people's likind 

III.in Reiatien ix) awilsr  

Is the child beat liked by paraato 	30 

liot 

 

1ik 	e well by parents as 
other siblings 	30 

LiUnd by parents equoly +loll as but 
not better than other siblings 	40 

561 

60 

40 

50 

46 

Likaa to be told how to do things 	56 

Does not nind Wine, told how to '41. 
things 
	

27 

Prefers to do things hie om way 

2requex4ly cross with siblings 
(denied) 
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Statements and factors about which opinions are very diverse. 

Being big and strong and able to beat others 
in a fiGht. 

Degree o hill in football. in relation to best 
footballer in the school. 

Attainment of good rnarke in school work. 

Degree of intelleotual brightnees 

Pop.lariV 

Amount of spending money in comparison with 
other boys 

Frequency of obedience to =other 

Frequency of crocaness with siblings 

Descriptive 	  

1. Aare lc an impression that the claps boys are 

less sure than the Grade VI boys of their physical statue. 

They sec a to feel that they are strong and skillful enOugh 

in themeelvon but inferior ia comparison with the totAl 

field cowrising zany older and bigger boys. They enjoy 

organized games), know how to play the usual sports and 

can even play them "pretty well" but feel they do not 

excel in competition. 

2. They tead to "write themselves down" on innate 

ability thouga they aoseee their actual classroom, aCalevoment 

as being rather higher than euggseted by their retinae 
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of their britne33. ;t:wo-thirds express wish for 

greater intellectual ability, a:1d this in the neeend-ranking 

wish or tau whole Ixoup. 

3. Oosially thy arj6eutgoi2:; and active. ...est 

that they have golned someineeesto.nee in the new peavool 

but only to 4 =aerate &Tree, and t4sy see their 

establishment as leaders ea even slignter. 

4. In relationships with their 9arents moat recard 

themselves as fallin; between fairly to very obedient 

sad submiezave to parental direction. :,ver h 	 of those 

with siblings tilinic their parents show favouritisu amoung 

the obildren. 

Their attitude to their sibiin;s is wmpat,etie. 
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Hoge& 2est of Personality Adjustment cont.) s 

Ztle RYPothesie Ditonesed 

Cienorel note 

Goltiliaturo in rotation to educational level 

Coiropioture in aviation to eec:', 

"Mitt" in ti o eeltmplottuv; a' eubi.atudy boaea on 

motion Your ot the teat 

Omaparloon rizuttnee with thou, 0g  other studios 
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General Note 

Rogers' Test of Personality Adjustment touches on 

the child's full social environment but nowhere in great 

detail. This applies to the aspect of the child's 

adjustment to school. In spite of the fact that the 

stereotypes of 3ection Four of the Test are located in 

the clam: or the school ("the brightest in the school" etc.), 

the questions actually ask relatively little about the 

child's attitudes to school but more about his friendships, 

his physical self, his longings, his feelings of status. 

The Check List, directly, and the UP3T, indirectly, give 

him much more opportunity to reflect or depict himself 

in relation to school. So the question: "Raw does 

experience of school affect feelings about school and self?", 

cannot be answered either fully or directly from the 	. 

subjectle reoponses to the Rogers', though the influence 

of the school may be inferred from certain differences in 

responses made before and after transition from primary to 

secondary school. 
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Differences in the Self6Tioture of Girls and Boys 

at the two illucationel  Levels, Grade VI and Masa, 

as expressed on Rogers' Test of Peremility Adjust-

sent 

Girl  

Differences in the solf•pieture presented by primary 

and secondary school girls in their reopen= to Boger& 

Test are neither uaAy nor dramatic:, and few are statistically 
1 

significant. But there axe treads and complexeo of 

iteus showing .  reinforcing Wafts which are worthy of notice. 

In comparing the patterns of responsee of Grade VI 

and B clasp girls to Oection Fours  the soot striking 

teaturev at first inspection, to the consiotent tendency 

of response of the class girls to be consolidated and 

located closer, even if not greatly closer to one poles 

usually the nogativo ono of the range s  and hence away 

x s 	e:: from identification with the stereotype. (Appendi V Tabl 1 29.)  

Although the only sipalficant  difference:: (p .05) in 

number° of Positive ranklngs are for items i s  14s and 16 

1. Using lielmosorov-Smixnov end 0bisipsquare tests. 
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referring respeotively to prettiness, preference for fantasy 

to reality, and amomat of spending money, all these items 

showing differences in numbers show the shift to be in the 

same direction. Similarly the mean distance of retina 

from the positive pole is creator, even if not at a 

statistically significant level, for almost all items, 

since the general shift in rankings is not from both poles 

towards the centre in a compensatory fashion, but consis-

tently towards the negative pole. That is, the tendency 

is for the girls early in their secondary school career to 

rate themselves as less ,  like the stereotypes presented then 

than the Girls at the end of the . primary schoeldo.Thl.s 

implies, with the exception of items 8 and 11, a lower 

estimate of self.-compettme and esteems The shift in items 

8 and 11 euggests a greater awareness and acceptance of the 

female role. (Appaadi V, Tablo 1290 

0010.0 statistical difference (p.05) in distributions for 

items in Section Vire reinforce the implications of Section 

Pour, and are now mentioned. 

In comparison with the Grade VI responses, Suet as fewer 

girls in 2 class ow they are less frequently cross with 

their siblings, so significantly more say they are proud to 
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have their siblings commended. Pewer play with gaags of boys and 

significantly more "don't like rough games." They tend to 

be lees sure of their popularity and more say they try hard 

to make people like them end fewer that they "don't care" 

if people do not like them. Although significantly fewer than 

in Grade Vi claim to have "mare  friends, more also allege 

that thwisalonly a few good friends and that they do 

indeed have these and enjoy activities With just a couple 

of friends in preference to solitary activities or to those 

requiring a crowd — just as in Oection Four the shift was 

away from preference for solitary and imaginative activities. 

These trends may be due to a number of factors, such 

ae the larger environment and wider field of competition 

in which the claim subjects are, a more mature outlook 

and judgmrit, increased social awareneos, insecurity provoked 

by change In routines and experience. lhatever the cause, 

with one exception (prettiness), the coot oiglificant 

differences centre round social situations end personal 

relationships — aibliraga, friendship Groupe, activities, 

pocket money — and it could well be argued that the Value Of 

prettiness is a social one. 

Girls just entering secondary eohool appear to be more 

moderate or cautious in their claim than girls in the last 
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year of primary eohoole Where several discrete choices 

are offered, they tend to select more frequently the less 

extreme alternativea, and their Claims in relation to 

personal adequacy tend to be lam, ext•avaaant. In one 

aspect, however, their seLf-esttmate could be paid to have 

risen, in that on the tratte they believe to be most admired 

by their parents they come closer than previously to the 

ideal. 

(Applatd1x14 Ta10130) 

The same general picture as for the aria is presented 

in a oompartten of the responses of the Grade VI wad 

secondary school boys to both rated and malti-oboios items, 

namely a consistent ehift towards the negative pole with a 

tendency to intensification of numbers at the negative pole 

in Section Four, and a consolidation or limittalI of the 

. range of reeponues to both rated and multi...4%01cm items. 

2ew differences are statistically sic:4=cent. 

The iteme in Which the statistically steaLL.qoant diff-

erences for the baye occur arc primrily associated with 

personal adequacy and only eecondarily with social 

relationships and sooial adequacy. 

As with the girls, the effect is that at secondary 
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school level, the boys are core Com-to-oarth aad 

restrained in their eotinatoo and concepts e2 thenzelves: 

but they or Ices change and 10e mturity that the girls 

in.cocial attitadeo. 

The it= chowinz eiznificant difforomeee in the 

area of 7praana1 adequacy rolate to p,Veical adequacy, 

intellectual cuDerlority and eajoyvant of readin. 

In n class they rate the:15017es ore conservatively 

on phyoleal atren3t1 s en4 more frequently (in fact with 

only . 2 ezzepticno) as just like their fell= in anpearanee. 

.They exj the' are Ecru 'macaledzeable about football but 

loss ontstnndik3'in elscellenco Of perfOrm=ce. 

In Ur:A° VI nearly 50 1.er cant judcod trloolves 

the beet or juet about the teat football plAyere in the salmi. 

InJ ol=e ealy 15 per cent claim this honour, but aldoet 

the whole croup. clatno fair nportinb iU catanared 

with only GO per coat in Grade VI. 	72er;lape thio is 

besaulm IV the coneietant attention to wort for everyone 

es an inte3r:a1 part of the secondary achool ourrioultra. 

The more Eodernte 0310r1 for perform-ace in sport lo 

consistent with the fact that in the primary school 

competitive sport is limited to a relatively email 

number of boy° who tend to come fra71 the two 
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°lees% zAadec cLui to bo t7:10 "ton dos" in size, otrarzth, 

aaa oDecd. In tho ceooadary school tho class boys 

are ot th..Q bottoD ran.„; c;17 tho ladder In competition with 

boyo cothL3a-4mre stature aad more powerfid and 

experienced in sport thaa, they are. 

in the secoadary cenool croup there ore significantly 

fewer avid readers 4- or at least fewer avid readers of 

cowboy fiction ead the like - c=a fewer vtao are optimistic. 

about their intellectual Superiority. ;,innificantlY 

core in the secondary year (30 per cent) hove settled 

for th:: soal of "a happy, ordinary adult uithazood 

sob" in comparison %vita 64 per cent in Grade VI. 

'Like the girls In L. claps =re prefer to be Lavolved 

In leisure aetivitie witn just a =vac of people titan 

to be either alone or In a big loosaly-kait croup, aad there 

is a trend (not statistically significant) for Lore boys 

to cay they want their frioadohip croup also to be smn11  

and intisato rator thrM. largo and less intimate. Their 

poreel)tion or Uoir tolerance of teasina aloe Jo different: 

fewer boys rear 	emselves ao either victinieed or 

entirely free from Evai tricks played by their peers. 

Ualilze the girls the secondary boys soca to find 
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thalsolvoo leas clouo to their ijareatel ideals aad mire 

.71,fAt'ul to .'.ensrure up to tha:a thaa th7 were in Glyde VI. 

Conparisoa of 1ems 

Grade VI `.:Aublects  

i..;m4e JIcirls aad boys trwu muc:t in mar= in their 

self-piotares, but there are sufsetions that their oriostation - 

and house their attitudes and goals - differ. '.ale imrediate 

improFmion is that the cirls are consistently core critical 

of themselves and more noderate in their self-estivate than 

the Soya; that is, -Cloy rate ttemselves le so like the 

hifIly desirable ad more like the undesirable stereotypes 

(Thbles 53 54 ). Eheir assee=ento appear to be more in 

line with What would be =Noted in reality: a few ratings 

axe outstandins, ths rest are uld2le-oi%-tho-road. Thiel could . 

be the result of rather more „maturity on the part of the 

3irls, or a xcater readices3 to conform and accept what is 

cenerallz,' resarded as true. 

Mie coals (or wise) of t h e girls are Lore diverse than 

those of the boys (see .Aables 40, 44). 



TABLE 53 
Comparison of Distributions and Means for Males and Fpmales (Grade VI) 

Comparable Items of Section Four (Girls N=29; Boys g=26) 
* * 

Sex 	GB GB GB GB GB GB GB GB GB GB GB GB GB GB 

Item go.-  1 1. 	2 3 ' 3 4 	4 2 . 6 8 	9 6' 	10 9 	12 12 -  13 '14 -  .14 5 	15 16 	16 13 - 1.710' 18 

9 	93 	41 	3' 2 	23 ' 
 

8 3 	3 2 2. 	2 1 

7 	5 	 1 1 
6 	.1 	• 1 2 	2 

5 2 3 5 1 	6 	3 2 1 

4,6 4 	8 6.3.6 	1 2 	6 

3 	3 . 1 	4 2 	3 5 .4 1 	5 

2 	- -3 	3 .5 	3 4 •1•1 	5 

1 	2. 3 	23 	 143  
3 - 4 4 4 13 8 6 

3 	812 	4 7 	19 13. 	7 4 	13.17' 	-8 13 	15 12- 19 13. *  20 . 23: 

l' 	I 	2. 2 • 	1- 	52 	21' 	2 	22 	4 '. 2 

1 1 	21 	2 	2 11 	1!.2.2 	i1 	? . 1' 

i i 	2 1 	1 	I. 	1 . 	2 	1 	- 2 	1-  

-4. 5 	3 3 	4 	1 	6 2 	2 - 	1 , - 	3 
5 	8 - 3 	8 3 	2 	5 3 	- 3 	1 	5 - . .2 

1 	21. 	13 , 	1 	1 	4 	21 	1 , 	1 

1'.. - 	- - 	'3 	3 	• 1 • 	' 33 	"1' - 	 11•111• 

4. 	2 2 	33..-. 	3 .  6 	1 	 •••■ 

8 	21. 	-2 2 	13 	2. 3 	3 MID 
	 6 

Mean 	605 3:3 4:-7 3.041 2.82.8 3.4 2.7 3:1 5.2 6:0 4:4 4:7 7:5 6.4 5.2 3:4 6:5 7:9 4:5 7:6 7:0 6 -.2 7.5 5.8 8.2 8,8 

* Includes only subjects with siblings 
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G 	3 	0 	B 	G-13 	GBGBGB 	GBGB 	GB 	GB 	GBGB 	GB 	GB 

i 	2 	3 	3 	4 	4 	2 	6 	8 	9 	6 	10 	9 	12 	12 	13 	14 	14 	5* 15* 	16 	14 13 - 17 	10 	18 	15 

12 	6 	4 	3 	1 	2 10 	1 	- 	8 	11 	1 	4 	14 	16 	-8 	2 	18 	19 	9 	6 	17 10 15 	15 	22 	23 

5 	• 	1 	6 	- 	- 	4 	2.1 	1 	1 	3 	2 	- 	2 	- -- 2 	3 	4 	2 	- 3 	4 	3 	3 7 	2 	3 	1 

Q2 

 1 	1 	5 	1 	4 	1 	2 	4 	- 	1 	5-- 	3 	4 	3 	5 	2 	2 	2 	3 . 	2 	3 	2 	5 	2 4 	2 	3 	2 

673 	5 	4 	5 	6 	- 2 	- 2 	3 	- 	3 	9 	5 	2 	3 	3 	1 	- 	3 	- 	23 2 	-1 	1 

3 	6 	2.3 	4 	3 	22 	22 	14 	7 	1 	1 	3 	7 	3 	1- 	1 	-1 	-1. 	2 1 
... 	2 	2 	- 	4 	4 	1 	2 	5 	7 	7 	. 	10 	3 	1 	2 	3 	4 	1 	1 	2 	1 	3 1 

	

4§ 	' 
 

	

31 	. 	45 	62 	3 	1 	' 3 .2 	- 3 	' 5 	1 	2' 	1 	2 - 3 	1 	-33-1  
c 

'2 
- 	2 	31 	- 	3 	4 	- 	9 5 	1 	2 	- 	3- 	-13 	--1 	1 	11 1 

.. 	3 	12 	56 	2115 	- 	ii 	- 	-11 	- 	- 	IMO 	OM 	—- 4 al• 

0- 	3 	41 	-1 	9 	2 	7 	1 	- 	- 	- 	1 <SW 4 	3 -1 OM. 

7.4 4.8 	4.6.5.4 	4.3 3.5 	3.3 6.5 2.6 3.3 6.1 6.8 	5..2 5.4 7.6 7.4 6.1 5.0 	8.0 8.4 5.8 5.7 	8.0 6.7 7.7 7.0 8.6 8.8 

Sex 
Item 
No. 

es!) 	9 

g 8  
§ 7 

EI 

4 5 
43 	4 

o 
g 2 
461, 	1  

R 
Mean 

TABLN 54 
... 	 Comparison ofDistributions and Means for /Tales and Females (E Class) 

- Comparable Items of Section. Four (Girls N=29; Boys 5=26) 

No. of Subjects 

* Fewer subjects involved 
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In the area of physical attributes and motor skills, 

the relative moderation in self-ratinza of the girls is 

apparent. In comparing the male claim to strength (item rv.1) 

and the female claim to beauty (item 	many more girls 

than boys rate themselves well down the scale, and this is 

baoked up by their unanimous moderation on item if.12 where 

the boys again spread over into the extravagent choice. 

Both sex...groups on the whole think their motor skill is 

satisfactory but the boys show rather ire ambivalence about 

it than the girls. They appear to be more concerned with 

being not only "good" but being also the "best." While 

girls accept themselves as inferior to boys in athletics, 

they indicate no with to be better, but most boys while 

rating themselves competent at physical activities, want to 

be stronger and better. The wishes for greater strength 

and competence at games are the most outstanding wishes the 

boys make, almost to the exclusion of other goals. In a 

culture which places great .value on gumless in sport, the 

boys exhibit at least an awareness or iatrojeotion of this 

facet of reality without, as yet, appearing to have adequate 

perspective of themselves in relation to it. 

Zo both sexes appear to feel reasonable "normal" in, 
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distribution (muse in the self-ratinco for matke on school 

work where half the girle ,  retinae (14) are in the negative 

he4f o2 the scale (itea I7-3), but only one eighth (3) of 

the boyo' (item I11-4). .Both boys aad Girls are comparable 

in their wide diversity of attitude° to reading. 

ha eocial activities both flexes are engrooeed in the 

real world aud finci relatively little attraction in the world 

of fantely. ffowever, the majority of them prefer the oloee 

friendship of a gamed friends and like to spend their 

non-eporto leisure time in saall groupe. Almost every one 

of them (the exceptioneare 4 boys) wants to be liked b7 people 

In General, but only half of each se*.group thinkt3 he or ehe 

to accepted by both boys and girls, the rest think that their 

ace:opt:once to limited to their own sex. Both eexes went 

to be physically active and enjoy purauito which are 

physically vite demandinG. Par more bop) than Girls enjoy 

row%  ga:les. 

In view of the fact that girls mature physically earlier 

than boys and the generally accepted theory is that their 

interest in and dear) for acceptance by the opposite sox 

also appears earlier, met differences in the eocial.relationshipo 

area of the self-picture might be expected, neemver the 

similarity of rooponeeo of the two sexeo is rather counter to 
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normal theory and more in keeping with the findings of 

Kuhlen (1952 a ) on American children, namely that 

American culture -,induces earlier social maturation in 

boys than giro, and of Earwood (1956) on :4ueeneland children, 

that "there is no major distinction between sexes in extent 

of social maturation, and differences of degree of social 

independence appear to be related to sub-cultural groupings 

and to begin some measure independeat of chronological age." 

The assessment of and reactions to family relationships 

are very similar for both Groups. The majority of boys and 

girls consider themselveefhir4 - even very - obedient to 

their mothers and responsive to parental advice, but there is 

a tendency for more boys than girls to resent being told how 

to do thins. OiGnificantly more boys than girls sew their 

parents show favouritism the majority of the girls say the 

parents share their affections equally among the siblWe. 

Both boys and' girls fall equally short of what they think 

to be the mother's ideal child but whereas girls also rate 

themselves well below what they believe to be the father's' 

ideal, the boys rate themselves much closer to the paternal 

ideal. . 

rewer.boys than girls feel, or admit to feeling,' sibling 

conflict. Almost half the girls (1, of the 27 whkhave 
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ablinc,$) say that no Lattor Low Lard they try, they are 

fairly often 'crone with their siblin irjo. Only 7 boye 047 this. 

0*.sa Children  

se z difference° and eimilaritien found between the 

eetondary boys and girls are similar to those found in the 

comparieee of the primary school groups, with a few exceptions 

and codifications (Table 54). The lower self—estimates, 

as compared with the Grade VI *4.1'4-estimates, ocour mogt 

obviouely In different =pests of personal adequaey for 

girle and boys. The girls are lees assured about the 

attractiveneen of their appearance • their prettiness; the 

bays about 'their power and motor Okal their abilities As 

strong fighters and footballers. The pattern* of the two 

sexes converge in certain of their attitudes to games and 

social groupings. Cigar/0=4y fewer of both the boys 

and girl° than in Grade VI enjoy ro04 games. The girls, 

however, Show stronger aversion to them than do the bops, 

more of them expressing total dislike, Whereas the boys' 

likins to reduced from "a lot"to "just a little." noth 

sexes Show a greater and, in fact, almost a unaniscus 

preference for ronll  greupo for free play — 26 zirls and 24 	- 

boys compared with 18 cirls and 17 boys is the Grade %II croups. 
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The firat two of these eimilarities in the reactions 

of the two oex groups, that is the generally lower eelf-

eatimates and the attitude to rough games, can readily be 

seen as an effect of transition to the secondary ochool. 

The group in which the ohild muot now aosess himself is 

larger and more comprehensive and theAfore contains more 

children equal to or bettor than himself in both pbysical and 

intellectual ekilla. Go if the child is at all aware of 

reality, he (or she) must be finding his capacity to keep 

up with his fellows muCh more threatened than previously. 

The same strengthening of competition could affect 

the attitude of boys to rough games; they are likely to be 

lees successful, to receive more dauage in rough play than - 

formerly, and so tend to have reduced liking for them. For 

the girls it on be argued that with transition to the secondary 

school has come a much greater emphasis an the feminine role. 

The school curriculum is now different for boys and girls 

with the girls being introduced to home arts and crafts 

and with quite a deal of emphasis being placed an feminine 

deportment within and outside the school. 	Go in the case 

of the girls it 0312 be argued that one would expect a 

reduction in liking for rough play because of sooialm-oultural 

influences and possibly also because of physical maturation. 
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The B claso bay& attitude to sibliaao remains unchmged, 

but the girls el/OW CI a 'eater acceptance of or identification 

with their siblikm; 26 alrle, compared with 17 formerly, 

say they are proud when their cib1.in3o are °emended.JThe 

boyel attitude to wanting to be liked by people in general 

also rermins unehanacd, but more ciao try hard to win favour 

(14 in Grade VI year, compared with 21 in the LI class croup). 

In maasurtna up to the parent ideal the girls rate themselveo 

as comina cloeer, the boys am boina fkarthor away. Wewer 

girls than in Grade VI clata to have relatively larcm sums 

of ependino money) mad fewer cirlo prefer make-believe to 

reality. Ebro boye than In Grade Vi claim comprehesedve 

Imowledae of games and few= bays claim to be avid readers. 

Both ea= show, In different =yap a conitalAna to reality; 

the girls appear to be core Confirmed in acceptance of 

their sex role, more boys than formerly (24 compared with 

18) look for an ordinary rather thaa on exotic fature. 

C.D 
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the total possible movement of ranks made by eachohild 

is summed and converted to a decimal. 2or example, if a 

response is located at one pole of the 1O-point scale it 

could move the fUll range of 9 points: it may, in feet, 

not move at all in which case there is a zero shift. The 

lees the movement, the closer the Index is to 0. That is, 

if there were no movement of ranks at all there would be 

a 1 a 1 correlation of scores for the first and second 

testings. 

The second technique used is the Sign Test to show 

whether a statistically significant majority of those 

subjects who do change their scores change them in 4 specific 

direction. 

khe third technique is similar to one used by &Wines 

(1954) by which the "certainty" or "anchorage" of initial 

responses is considered. A two-way view.point is possible 

here: those who are certain of their likeness to the 

stereotype (o, 1, or 2 points of difference from the 

stereotype) or of tharunlikeness to the stereotype 

(points 7, 8, or 9 points of difference), and tose whose 

mores fall on points 4 and 5 in the centre of the range 

where the subject obviously is rating himself as being neither 

like nor unlike the stereotype. This, in fact, is a eimilar 
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technique to the oluster.00mparison (p. 321) . the point 

of interest here ic simply whether the children repeating 

the test show any sigaificant change In the degree of 

proximation to likeness of the stereotype. 

Index of .Aift  

(see Appendix III, Table 95).  The nearer the Index 

approaches to mere the greater the similarity between 

the scores on the first and second occasion of testing. 

Itain 0eotion Vour/o  for which self-ratings have remained 

most constant, are numbers 10, 5# and 17. 

Item for which there is a relatively marked Index of 
.■ 

Shift are 4, 15, and 9. The variability is a funotion of 

both howumny children change and/or to what extent the 

points of scores of the total group in the retested sauple 

change over the 15 month period. VOr any item the degree 

of change may be due to a small number of subjects making 

smaU changes (as for item 9). It is also possible for 

a large number of oubjects to make such small shifts that 

the Index of Jhift remains we-noteworthy; this occurs with 

item 3 where there are 16 changes of score but the Index 

of Shift is still only .214. 
0 

So a further comparison is made (using the Binomial 

Test) of the number of children changing their ranks in the 
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second testing. Items which Show neignificant =Ober of 

oubjects changing their scores regardless of the direction 

in which the change is made are 2, 31  41 . 6, 79  10, 13 and 

16. 

Both these types of shift taken together *suggest that 

there are not big individual changes within the graup 

in the canoe of large numbers of subjects completely 

reversing their self—evaluations, but that there is 

flexibility of opinion and some reassecament of the self in 

relation to certain factors. 

Ibirdly, items for which the Shift has been significant, 

with movement either towarde the stereotype or away from it 

(Sign Test) are numbere 1, 14, and 16 for all of which 

the subjects' scores have moved towards the negative pole, 

that is, towards a greater degree of unalkeseee to the 

stereotype. 	These are the items referring to prettiness, 

preference for fantaey over reality, and possession of 

large amountsof spending mosey. These fiadinG0 wee 

completely with those for the full group (see Appendix V, 

Tables 125, 1 26.) 

Anally,fOr Changes in certainty or "anchorage" (Staines, 

1954; anima-Vt. 1959) do a significant =bar of in4ividual:3 

'change their degree of certainty about certain aspects of 
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their self-picturee in the eeoend testing? The cely 

itea obowina a significant difference in anchorage is 

item 16 (posseseion of spending money) for mach significantly 

more ciao in the seoond testing place themselves at the 

negative cad of the Ocale. 

Pr= thiu oub-study it is apparent tat in makinc 

aelf-asseesnento many of the individual subjeets have made 

uhifts and chenges, often in the natlre of "sbUfflinan" 

seldom Nmate-faces" --ond only occasionally with eyty 

alga/Mont consistency in direction alma them. The 

result for tho nub-sroup eZ subjeote are in 1,:sepinz with 

the conclusionn reached in relation to the total groups 

where the inferenoes drawn have been chsclood by refereace 

to other sections of the Roger& Tosto whiall contribute 

capportina or codigyin:: detail to thii itemp and findings 

for Section Pour"' 

Ilnemt 
In the groups of boys under atudg there to as with 

the els1s, a number Who have repeattd the tests, and ars 

therefore able to provide a sdb•group (U=19) for study 

of indications of individual changes in the composition of 

the responnes fron which the group eelf..picture is derived,' 

The Shift Indices (Appendix III able 96), are more 
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significant for the boys than for the girls. 2ho iteme. 

showing the rout significant variability or Index of ahift 

are numbers 1 and 2; that is$ the iteza in which the boy 

assesses his physical strength aad lighting ability aua his 

liking for readi,w. On these tlo aspects of the self 

the subjects who repeated the test show ctinaiderable variation 

in their opinions. In item 1 (strength, etc.) the 

larger Ulift Index is Droduced by both the large nnaiher of 

subjects who Chance their ratirGs-15 out of 18 varied their 

assessment on this item ona the amount of pocisible , chance 

made. This item is also sif;uificont on the Jign 2est, for 

the greater proportion of subjeots Who Chance their ratings 

move in the direction of the negative pole, that Is, they 

rate thaDselves on the second ocoasion of tostinff as more 

inferior than previously 011 strength Gad likelihood of success 

in a fiht. 2he same applies to item, 2 for which a higher . 

number of subjects Again move their self-aseessment towards . 

the negative polo, indicating less enjoyment of remilng$ 

especially of certain typos of literature such as cowboy 

storieo. 

Itoe12,d, 9 I3(intoer)elsohavoairr hiih  

shift Indices aucjeetin3 flux in selfvestimates. A oignificeatly 

higher number of subjects change their ratings than do not 
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(Biuoeiel Test) for these four iteme bUt•the ehift follows 

no consieteat direction (Oicn '2ent, p .05). CAa one other 

iteu however, tha change does 	21= a--.40icent =Bios. 

teem' of direction. This is it 3 in which the boy rates 

hie claim to beinc the beat footballer in the school. •.trr 

thin item the oelf-ratinge move are almost leueltneuely 

towarde the neiertive pole, indicative of inoreased inferiority 

to the sehool'e beet footballer. 

he items ehowiag the least shift axe 15 and 11, referring 

respectively to prefersece for reality rather then fantaay, 

aad to "duebaess" at echool work. Both these its were 

rated in Grade VI Well towards the negative end of the scale. 

There was therefore, high voecibility  of chance in that most 

of the eubjects could have moved themselves the full length 

of the scale; but in fact vary few shifted themselves at 

all most maintaining their original selfd-ectimates. 

One more item is important for raekine; changes - it 

14, (the brightest boy in the school). The number of boys 

NAYing rankinc Chances (17 of the total 19), is simificant 

at the level p 6004. In the first testing the Oreponderance 

of boys rated tnemmelves in tho positive•helf of the male 

and flame claimed actually to be tho-brighteot bey in the school. 

at the ;mond testing the teaCeacy in for more - including 
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those subjects :raking the biggest changte in ranks 0. to move 

towards the negative pole althoath this le eiGniticant aa 

the Sian Test only at the level p = .07. 

As for the amount of certainty shean,only on itom shows 

arkI significant change in the number of subjects Who place • . 

tiaensolves right at on() extrema of the scale, and that is item 2, 

for which the number identifying thelaselvos with the stereotype 

10 significantly lower thlm  ia the previous year. 	An 

iflteresting feature that Shot.,, up in the cub-Group's responses 

i2P. the number of individual  but often small chani;eo of rating*,  

that occur. Of 16 items, 12 (that is, all except items 5, 7, 

11 and 16), Shoo a "jockeying /about" by a considerable 

=Ober of the aabjeots thoadh the ratings do not by any 'Deana 

move consisteatly in a certain direction. It is as thmAgh 

the bay& previous ideas or themselves have be= Shaken and 

they he bean forced to make or at least are leaking -ak * 0  

gpncral review c: themselves and are modifying their earlier 

claims" 	But as an assembled group ot . reoponses the picture 

pr•ecented is not nuch different fraa Wars. The 4 items 

on Which the boys' ratings remain stable are all sass GU 1-4141Ch 

they were already at the first testing predisposed towards 

a cortsin unanimity, the majority claining that they were 

not enthusiastic about living in a fantasy world, not lacking 
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in ;21=Icaoo of t:le eaotc=47 4c1ol Cr102-  Uat "andb" at . 

echcol, and no'C; too 2roucatly narloaV with t4oir 

rethaTm thee 	4:-ac rocelvea li3 treat troa tho 

act7 cchooI tt1ou. 	ocd the only cao li%01W to 40 

Varate/...ed i 	=knone aqa at thic etU eizely otaty) ia 

meendary ccool, with otrec: 	to help eollooa Coacicaeica, 

there :.74y kavo heenlittle or4co to review opinioao about VIE:. 

Omparicoa of auaince with those of Other Utediee 

Audios's, will be compared under the four headinses 

etabllity of the self-picture, interpersonal relationships, 

personal adequacy, and social adequacy. 

absai 
Otrabilitlief thc:.!olf-pietmre, 

ce (1959), 	( 1 993)1 cal -iaortt= (195)0 ivc 

ctated.the folloAmo Oitldio: • 

1. Adolecocatn tcntcd over a E;erioa :,:zintz4ned a Uch. 

decrco of ntability ia their colf-deocri,otioric 

Ctsel, 195D). 

2, Thirtcowear.old zirlo are COTO inconnistont In 

their celf-ratik; thaa te:11-4,/4-old Girl° (:zzdel, 

1933). 

3. Gr7,40 VI '17,1 rind zirlo ‘22.3 alLilf2x 	t"201r 1(1020 

of acceptable relationehips (Overtzen, 1959). 
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5ihiu otadyt Iladino 1 znd arc tree for tho 	xiin 

children: fiairr,; 2 soca; not to 1e4,141e.. Uoseistenew b:as 

been diocusc,cd iu Lore detail in the second end third sections 

o2 i4c ';:ttUpter. 

Istqp;crsonal ,,oletionSWok 

. 1. -A.cmp (1955) found taixt junior hiGh se.'.40. students 

twIr eirisreato zado 4.1staxa estiLatee of 

thea on self-rolie.oce, nervousness, and pummel worth. 

2. Upivulz (1957) found three of the cede problems 

stated by children catering secondary school were 

that teaci'ers did not underetand thedid. not 

encouraGe them, did not like them. 

3, 4s4son (1953) round that, in. 41ney adolescents, 

the y.:coL. 	breaT.7.1ow in pareat-child relationships 

occurred about the sow of 14 cEnd 15. 
+e,st 

Ihis study: rJate hoGerstAdoes not aUo, ror on 'n1  cation 

of the paronts' assessat ofth 0 4 141 0 persoual worth. 

but it (loco Give the child i opportunity to CiVJ U4 opinion 

of the i)arents* treatitont of bin. 	LioJasmaniancp.rls 

consider tint the parents like thea equally with their 

siblinGs, that in, thoy aro re;arded as beInG of ctraal worth 

with their brothers and sisters. -.221.i Ainaunian boyo, on the 

contrary, are divide4 in opinion; a .partor of the Grade VI 
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boys think that their parents have rejecting attitudes and 

this has increased to half the boys in the secondary school 

year. 

The primary girls' group alone considers, almost unanimously, 

that they are treated by adults in general in the same way 

as their brothers and sisters are treated. however, girls 

in the secondary school year and boys in both years are 

strongly of the opinion that they receive treatment differing 

from that given their brothers and sisters — 80 percent of 

the Grade VI boys, 90 per cent of the i class boys, and 70 

per cent of the class girls hold this opinion. 

Thin feeling of being rejected by parents and singled 

out for inferior treatment by other adults could possibly 

be a reflection of the breakdown suggested by Simpson as 

occurring in parenti.child relationships about the age of 

14 or 15. If so, it has begun earlier in this particular 

aspect with the boys than with the girls, but this mall not 

be unexpected in view of the fact that boys usual.4 run 

freer of the home than girls and therefore presumably come 

up against more adults and into more situations where conflict 

can occur and lead to them being singled out for criticism. 

Personal Ads auac7  

1, wilkle (1962) gave the following findings for primary 
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schoolchildren. 

They (a) are very confident of their adequacy in sports and 

games 

(b)are fond of, and proficient, in reading 

(c)are uncertain about academic perforumnce 

(d)differ between sexes in that boys show greater 

confidence than girls about their skill at games 

and sport. 

He also foUnd that for secondary school children: 

(e)these differences tend to persist 

(f)they have considerable doubt of their adequacy 

in their school work. 

2.ett (1959) stated the following for secondary 

school children: 

(a)they dhow little concern about physical adequacy 

(b)in the area of physical adequacy the most 

frequently checked aspirations are "to be good— 

looking" and "to have a good appearance." 

This study: Mar Grad* VI children statement (a) holds 

true, but not at all for secondary school children; statetent 

(b) is true or fairly true for girls but net for boys: 

statement (0 is true for girls but not for boys who, while 

not claiming to achieve outstanding marks, indicate little 
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dissatisfaction with, or inadequacy about them (d) is 

true for both primary and secondary school groups* (e) is 

partially tree - see the discussion in the second section of 

tnis chapter: (f) is true. 

There is less agreement with iJtmettes findings. Physical 

adequacy is an area in which the Tasmanian children express 

quite a lot of concern, particularly the boys, many of wham 

wish they could be more outatanding in physical prowess. 

Unmett's second finding is truer for girls than boys in that 

a higher number of them wishes to be better-looking, but 

neither boys nor girls seem to feel inferior about, or wish 

to change their appearance and all of them say that their 

clothes are "nice" or 'every good" or "the nicest in the school." 

Social Adeeuacx  

1. Arora (1965) found in relation to a study of girls 

aged 10 to 15, as followe* 

(a)girls at the ages 10 to 13 years prefer friends 

of their own sex 

(b) thirteen-year-old girls envy boyo because of the 

boys' greater strength 

(c)thirteen.year-old girls deny interest in boys 

more strongly than do 10 year-old girls though 

they are actually more interested. 
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2. Jtainee (1954) found social relationships to be 

little provocative of problems for 9 to 13-1year old boys. 

This studys There is no direct evidence that the 

Tasmanian boys and girls of tate; study prefer  friends of their 

own sex but neither can there be said to be any direct denial 

of interest in children of the opposite oex amongst either 

the Grade VI or the secondary school children. The most 

relevant information in the Tasmaniea group is that in both 

years only one third of the children say that they are popular 

with their own sex. Uor is there evidence in the Tasmaniaa 

study of agreement with Arora's second finding. The 

majority of the Grade VI girls and almost all the Baas* 
girls dopy any serious wish to be a boy because boys are 

!stronger (item IV..11). Similarly, in relation to Utainee l  

finding there seems to be some modification necessary for the 

Tasmanian group. Almost every boy, primary or secondary, 

in this study likes to be liked and half of the boys of each 

group say they try hard to make people like them. ao that 

although they may not be worried about it they do seem to 

set considerable store by sooial acceptance. Again, in 

response to the item on the number of girl—friends a boy 

has, though most Bey they do not have an ou.;standing number 

of girl friends, many of them say they would like to have more. 
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Michigan Pietiure Story Test, MAMA Part X 

Personal athiquaeg 

aocdal end ilusity relationship 



CHAPTER XII 

Self Picture According to MPST 

Analysie a Part I 

In so far as the theory of projection is acceptable, the 

Michigan Picture Stories, like the aelf-ratings on Rogers' 

Test of Personality, permit some evaluation of the self to 

be derived in relation to personal adequacy, social adequacy - 

especially in peer and school relationships .., and the tailor. 

The operative word here is "derived." the subject is not, 

as in Rogers! Test and the Cheek List, consciously stating 

.truths or claims about himself. These have to be deduced 

from the way in which he depiete or interprets the behaviour 

of others. The picture so derived ma y differ greatly 

from the Self-picture which the child consciously sets up. 

The role and estimate of the self in each of the areas 

mentioned above can be derived not only from the major themes 

(conflict, adequacy, etc.) but also from the ineidentel 

referencee which occur in the stories even where the stories 

have quite different najor themes. ibr examAe it is possible 

that a basic theme of a child in Onflict with, say, parental 
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with aseietanee, eone sort of adetpeaoy, mach 33 COMM . 

safely hoez aftor bane, lost, thts adageacy °enure only 

on Cards I and la where an aotual phyeical contact between 

the hero and an adult fieure le depleted. 

Thou 3h the differencee between schools will be treated 

later, it sWeeld be noted thnt the.:chool boye contribute 

only One theme of initial competence compered with 15 ;Wen 

by the mlaller Group of Schnol A boys. Qnly 2 boys eive 

no themee of Terminal adequacy. 

The pereonal qualitiee. with which the thenee of adequagy 

deal include bodily skille t  intellectual capacity and 

achlevenent, and reaction to physical or material threat 

and danger, but the incidental referencee extend to include 

adeeeney in aneloyment sport and comes, and emotional 

crime. 

(a) Ehyeical competence, phyeical appearance, motor akillss 

Almost half (12) of the subjeote produce theme° of phyoloal 

wealmees (5 themeo), lack of phyoical Skill (1), phyoical 

injury (1), and physical helpleareeeee in the face of anneAr 

(10), in which the hero does not attempt or ie not able to 

improve the eituation threueh hie own power and (shill. 2heee 

berme are varieuely incapacitated and/or inferior. ;:or 

example, the Card I hero nhae broken ana and can't do thine() 
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himself," "can't be well and his mother has to feadhie 

the Card VIII hero is "terrified" (no reason given), "is 

in great pain 	and couldn't get any sleep", "is sick 

with a boil or from an extracted tooth": other heroes 'are 

frightened by makes that chase them away, "trapped wider 

water," "tired and lagging behind," "sick and prevented 

from joinina gee," and so on. Tea boys - 9 of than in 

response to Zard I- give stories of a hero lost and 

frightened, and should he be restored to safety it is only 

through outside assietanoe. Jnakes are overpoweringly 

threatening to 5 heroes. 

The balance on the other side of the ledger - the 

adequacy nide - 14 relatively elight: there is little 

evidence of i;ositive self-regard in the area of phytml 

skill. 432 boys, one with no themes of inadequacy, produce 

7 themes where heroes at first glance seem adequate, but 

only 4 Of these heroes have any real claim to strength and 

competence, and on closer examination 2 of these turn out 

to be classic examples of weakness falsely parading as strength. 

Um, of the 2 genuinely strong hr:roes becomes selt-eupporting 

when lost in a primitive foreign country, and the ether swims 

through terrific storms and floods to =retro Cne falsely- 
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adeauate hera Jo conspicuously itcproua and arresstve but 

basically is a bully, weaiza aad very anti-seoial; he is - 

"a very %gaga boy 	who wao very good at fighttagend beat 

up tiL1L41 40 was very weak at fighting" an Wao in spite of 

police puaiehment remained ready Nhen they picked on him 404* 

to tliVe them a good black eye." The sane boy produoes the 

second psoudo-atroia; hero who thouji initially physically 

vigoroas and antagoaistic to and defiant of police, changes 

euiXtealy aad begine to "cry and cry" and eveatuallyhae to 

be rescued, whereupaa he .suffera a chanee of heart and decides 

"whoa I grew up I'm going to be a polieezan". The .3 other 

nowinallu "Strong" heroeo are in fact rather weak, such an 

one sho la adelaate fortuitously rather than by intention 

aad so haaaoas to reach his goal, and another who "isn't Very 

t;oed at his job" but eacceeds through noral rather than 

Ayaioal stmataa. 

T.he incidental references to competence and skill tend 

to la-wave tho image of the beres adequacy. Axteen of the 

boys who create theaes of physical inadequacy elsewhere 

eadow other of their heroes with at least one piece of evidence 

of vbysical strength or skill, such as skill in sport or In such 

Cie3 as chess (10, in hunting, swimming and fiabing (4), 

in helping in pursuits and reseues (4), in dealing effectively 

with snakes (2). 
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Incidental referenoestojandequacy are utent - only 

about half the number of those made to adequacy .... and refer 

to inadequacy in such areas as sports and games (3), in 

protecting oneself from injury (8), susceptibility to 

fatigue and attack (2). 

C;hether it is adequacy or lack of it that is projected, 

and the strength of the adequacy or its lack, seerito bear 

some relationship to two things* (a) the school from Which 

the subject comes, and (b) whether elequaWinadequagy is 

the mate idea about Which the story is built. 

The school 8 students seem driven by doubts or fears 

about adequacy; they give a pronounced majority of themes 

stressing inadequacy. However, there is more balance 

between inadequacy and adequacy in their incidental references. 

The school A students have . almost equal numbers of adequacy 

and inadequacy themes, but adequacy predominates strongly 

in their incidental references. 4th students of both 

schools, then, presentation of adequacy, 40 opposed to 

inadequacy, appears to come more easily when it is not the 

focal Josue of the story. Is thie due to acme drive to 

comply with social pressure? Does the boy, when he is directly 

concerned with the idea of his, or as hero's strongtht  tend 

to present a stereotype in keepin3 with what he feels to be 
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society's estimate of the adult-and-ohild (or authority-and-

child) relationship - the adult laxperior, powerful and 

capable; the child inferior, inadequate, unsure? fihun, 

on the contrary, adequacy is not the fecal idea, does his 

real and basio self...estimate more readily escape into 

expression in increased frequency of these expressions of 

competence, success and skill, indicating a basic: disagreement 

with society's casting of his role? 

That this is what is happening would seem to fit in 

with the results of the Rogers' Test where the boys rank 

themselves an the whole as physically adequate, but where 

nevertheless they wish with considerable solidarity of 

opinion to be eves stronger and more skilful. "To be 

stronger" was the most-checked first wish. Presumably, 

following the lines of this present argument, this choice 

would be high because, when wishing, they are consciously 

thinking in terms of adequacy and their place not only 

amongst peers but in the wider environment of adults and 

authority-figures = that is, in the society which they feel 

tmends then as relatively inadequate and in which 40 percent 

of fathers were thought by these boys to reserve their 

highest approbation for physically-adequate sans. 
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(b) Intellectual ability and achievement: Worry about 

intellectual sufficiency does not appear as a fregnent theme. 

stories set in a school situation usually concentrate on 

personal relationships and not on intellectual endowment or 

school accomplishments Nevertheless, these get some 

revealing incidental references and often provide the raison. 

Otre for the major theme of the story. 

There are only 6 themes dealing with intellectual 

capacity. Three boys each give one story centring on lack 

of skill in a specific school subject composition, reading, 

arithmetic. Two produce stories of success in school 

eveminatione, and one a story of ultimate achievement of 

skill in arithmetic. There are 14 incidental references 

evenly divided between adequaoy and inadequacy. They range 

from comments on general school attainment to references to 

particular subjects. 	Five refer to general inaptitude: 

for exszple, "his work rmal not toe good at ochool," "his 
report card was very poor," "he just can't get his homework 

right," "ha gave the wrong answers," "he didn't know the worik 

and got into trouble." Two refer to general ability: , 

"he became smart and clever at school," "the boy looked 

brainy." Four refer to poosession of skill in composition 

(which appears to feature more than any °tier single subject 

in the stories), one to success in wale and one to failure 
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in arithmetios The remaining reference occur° in a nice 

avoidance oituation in which the hero oversleeps twice so 

failing to attend his lessons which results in a lack of 

knowledge whose further outcome he again successfully avoids 

by postponing his learning to a future homework tine. 

Lack of marked concern with intelligence and academic 

succesepao deduced from the relative infrequency of its 

projection on the LI2ST, in compatible with the lack of 

evidence of diosatiefuOtion with intellectual endowment shown 

on the Hozersi Test and the Check Lint. Though the boys 

mark a high percentage of their worries in the 3ohool Area 

of the Check List, these worries are not all concerned with 

academic success. 

Though TUAP is one of the two top areas for problems 

on the Check List, only 4 boys t all from school A, express 

in their 1.32:W reoponsos any spentaneouo interest in the 

more remote future of getting a job and ei .rhingumney and 

of how they see themselves ooping,with it. Their projections 

are "larger than lip" and have, a dramatic quality as though 

by elaggerating, like whistling loudly in the dark, they can 

measure themselves that they will manage. The 4 stories 

are devoted to working through from conscious inadequacy in 

the job to ultimate skill and recomition by society —one 

hero gets a special award, another more than the customary 
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wage, the third becomes a world-renowned inventor, the fourth 

gete epecial individual attention gron the boss. 

(B) ;>- econdery c,chool Boye '0, Clues Composition of the group 

All sub4eots did 
	exm.Zehool A N m 6 

the 1.11T4 in Grade VI 
	ex#.'.dhool J ITe 11 

Total 	a.  se 17 

Wee Appendix IV Tables 102 and 99) 

I n the 45 themes (21 per cent of the total 211) which 

deal with personal adequacy, it is again the wea:emeee or 

ineffectiveness of the hero whie4 is more frequently 

presented. Otorili of these 45 141104108 are bused on male-child 

heroes. These 40 are disoussed first. 	Tea of the 40 heroes 

(25 per cent) are adequate, the raining 30 (75 per cent) 

inadequate, and only one third of thee* latter ever attaiN ,  

even with the oupport of an adult, any %mall  degree of 

adequaey. (4 this oae..third, nearly all are "lost-boy" 

heroes who are helped to safety by parents or police. 

Incidental references to pereonal ompetence throughout all 

the stories are most frequently to inadeeuacy.  

Personal adequaoy/iaadequaoy themes ars aesooiated with 

a variety of oircumstenoes, school achievement and being lost 

being the only 2 that recur with any frequency. 

(a) l'hysical competence, physical appearance, motor. 

ihysioul skill, health, injury and similar physical conditions 
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are relatively infrequently touched on4 and the prediction 

of final auzooss or failure in caraes (as on Card 'VI) 

or in a fight, is only ocoaSionsily suagested. Only 9 

boys give themes of this kind . 5 of adequacy, 5 of 

inadequacy, 	i. opposing projections are not, with one 

exception, expreseed bi the 83M9 students . for 4 boys 

giving only adequacy themes there ere 4 others giving only 

1,ndequacy themes. 

laebiliti to oepe with being lost is a fairly conmon 

projection. Lot one of the 5 lost heroes sucoeeds by his. 

own actions in rescuing himself. All these heroes behave 

in a negative way, usually being passive and tearful and 

weitinz for help to arrive. Is this projection of a 

simple stereotype situation or projection of a."lostaess" 

these boys are fooling on entering a new school. and am's' 

phase of physical development? 2robably it is both.. 

The "lost" theme in confined, with one exception, to Card421. 

llowever Card :a evokes also a number of stories associated 

with broadly social problems (such as stealing or truanting) 

and with co-operation with cozzunity services. The 5 

phyeloally adeauate 'moss are characterised by effort and 

initiative. CircuontatIoes end other people are invariably. 

against them and Emcee= has to be struggled for. • .116:, 
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one hero Ar.:thes all dau la a etrexl Wile= tx.lro 

are VD fish c'but at least ho caucht oac col"; aaother to 

men Co heating his opponent, but only because 'lie in 

concentrating vc,xy Lard";  a third ably given firat aid to 

hio wounded ecoymica but is refused traueport by pasaing 

ooteristo un141 it is almost too late to save hie colwAnioals 

Awe projectiona of inadeuacy, or of an adequacy which 

is attained only with rAch effort or with the aasiatance 

of adults, or eveA it opite of the opposition of adults, 

Gamest that these boys are not finding the job of establish ,- 

in theyielves aa physically corvetent on eaoy tank. Unlike 

the productions in the preceding year, there are exoeedingly 

few "sidelong" glaneen at (that is, inoldental reference° to) 

phyoica adequacY (3 to adequacy ana 4 to tn4doquacy) to 

uodify this in:woo:31w that conoetence ic difficult to attain. 

2hey appcar to be projecting colvee whioh are not onl$ 

inadequate but which alco lac% self' confidenee. l'hat to, 

there to lase dicagreement betwcan the qualities of the 

acievaq7-taesae Demo Oho my be susDected of behaving in 

coaiOrmity with adult cnyectatica aa4 aro therefore elomn as 

inZorior) aad the heroes of other the4eo (who may more tr4r 

reflect the subject's conaegtion of his compete:mu:1)4w OnlY 
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to physical power and skill occurs in Rogera' Test where 

selfaessoosmente in this area are lower in B class than 

Grade VI and the desire for dheer physical strength remains 

the most frequently expressed wish. 

There seem°, too, to be a shift away from concern with 

purely physical adequacy and towards concern with adequacy 

of a more social kind. Adequacy in coping with moral issues 

gets some attention: there is much-inoreased mention of 

material possessions and/Or socio-economio standing; fOr* 

example, "a491:femily," "they haven't much money," "he needs 

money," "their clothes are poor." This may well stem from 

a strengthening of social awareness and a consequent need 

for social approbation as well as for self-approbation. 

That is, if physical adequacy is not a strong ground from 

which to issue a challenge to adult society, economic 

adequacy may be. 

(b) Intellectual adequacy: Gix ex-school 8 mid two 

ex-school A subjects (47 per cent of the total group) give 

10 themes of intellectual poverty or scholastic failure; 

only one subject gives a story about intellectual adequacy. 

Dive of these 8 boys refer to general intellectual inability, 

4 to lack of skill in mathematice, and one to difficulty with 

writing. Two of the boys (both ex-pupils of school B) 

reinforce the idea of concern with intellectual inadequacy 
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by:mak:Lag poor school reports the basis of stories to 

other cards. Two subjects, in response to Card 

actual4 describe the children as enjoying school. 

Only one other boy of the 17 makes any incidental  

reference to intellectual adequaoy in hie storiera, again 

a broad reference to children enjoying school in response 

to Card III. 

So half the boys leave matters of intellectual ability 

and school achievement completely without comment, the other 

half treats them predoisinantly as regions of inadequacy and 

warms* of unpleasantness. The half-group producing 

themes of intellectual inadequacy consists mostly of the 

boys who on Rogers' Test rate themselves as very lice "Sam" 

who "gets good marks in all his echool work," and to a 

lesser degree as like "Bob" who is "the brightest boy in the 

school." 	Similarly, they tend to check, on the average, 

more worries in the area "school" than elsewhere OA the 

Check List (just exceeds statistical simpilicance, p .15 

on a one-tailed test). On the other hold neither IQ nor 

A appears to be related to the production of intellectually. 

inadequate heroes. Boys of both high- end low-level IQ 

and LIA are found amongst both those with intellectual.. 
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inadequacy themes and those without. One may therefore 

reasonably hypothesize that while the subjects are skilful 

and accurate in assessing their intellectual skill sad 

brighteess (as shown by the closeness of their self-ratings 

for brightness in Rocmrsi Test and their measured IQ), those 

that think  or say - thAilfget good marks tend to be those 

who are concerned with being able to maintain them and so 

teed to produce core ideas of inadequaoy in, and difficulty 

with school work. 

As in Grade VI, only boys from school A produce stories 

about looking for a job. Two of the 3 who do so are those 

who did so the prelims year. 0bVious differences in the 

job-getting stories of the 2 years are the greaterrealism 

in the later stories, and the appearance of that recognition 

of the need for effort to achieve success as is shown in 

the 2 class themes of Apical adequacy. Typical of these 

differences are the heroes of one boy who in Grade VI presents 

a hero who without any training or experience, drives a . train 

and fort* reason receives a remex4 while in the following 

year his hero fails to get several jobs because of Character 

weakness, and only when "he =Ohio way' is he finally 

employed at a realistic salary of A00 per month. 
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(0) 12,riaary 1;d1iool Girls - Grade . VI Composition of Group 

.1chicol A lir 	7 • 

school 13 IT =19 

Total 	N *rt 26 

Wee AppendixIV '.i:atilea 1009 103) 

The girle produce a larao =box of stories is which 

the hero is unable to cops, not ierequently because she is 

the victim of some deprivation sudh sa the less of a parent • 

or friend or property, that ia, bocauso of exterval 

ciroumatancee which overwhelm bor. T.hese are treated aa 

themes of personal inadequacy rather than as thanes of 

personal relationahipe because, although relationehips are 

the birthplace of the atory, the theme is primarily that . 

of dealing by adwiesions ineffectual effort, or effectual 

effort with the deprivation. 

inadequacy odours Ludh Lore frequently than adequacy. 

All but 2 eirls (24 Girls, 92 per cent of the total Group) 

have one or sore themes of inadequacy, only 10 (30 per cent) 

of adequacy. 	Altogether personal adequacy/incdequacy 

themes total 01,6 (26 per Cent of the total themes for all 

startup) of which 66 are of inadequacy, and Of tbeso 50 

have chid-'heroes. 

(a) ?hp:deal competenoe, motel,  ebills, health, phyoloal 

appearance. 	The Girls Show almost no preoccupation with • 
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Physical competence and What little there is comes almost . 

entirely from the girls of school B. 	All the etories with 

this theme are about ill health (fatigue 1, toothache 2, 

headache 1), which, though in 3 instances producing 

interruptions of efficiency and routine, is treated as a 

sort of natural evil and endured with stoic fortitude. 

In this manse one might sey the heroes are, arterial, 

adequate. 	Are females so young expressing an innate 

capacity to tolerate pain or reflecting eft inculcated attitude 

that since pain is likely to plow a large part in a female's 

life the may as well learn early to accept it without 

complaint? The same discounting of pain and the same 

resilience characterises the few side—referenoes to pain and 

injury. 	'or example: "after being sick, / was alright in 

a few days 	it WAS a very enjoyable week": and again: 

"it's fire miles from the school to the house 	they 

are very tired when they reach it, but they are happy when 

the haws is in alight and all start to run." 

In all the stories there are only 2 references on the 

credit side to physical appearance: one giallo hero is 

"very pretty" and another's wears "a pretty frock." Five 

other subjects have heroes who are shabby and poverty—stricken. 

If the area of personal adequacy is extended to include 

inner states of the person as well as outer states of dress 
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appearance and skill, the aubjects add more In terms of 

inadequacy. Nine girls have heroes (ommetimes more than 

one hero) who are shy or lonely or afraid. 

2ho lack of reference to physical beauty is not unduly 

suroising in view of the fact that on the Rogers' Teat 

the majority of the ciao rated themselves "as good 

looking as most" and only 4 gave first choice to the wish 

"to be prettier." Uowever the projection of povertyla 

thouGht-provoking since every girl on the Rogers' Test 

rated her clothes as "nice enough" or "very good," and most 

of them rated themselves as near to having "the nicest 

clothes in the school." This being so, is the poverty 

projected really measly as mach? On Card IV it could 

perhaps be a reaction to the fasbionmera presented. Dut 

"poverty" is not restricted to this one specific card; it 

occurs in response to Cards II, . and VIII, and on Card VIII 
4  6'. 

at least the costume doee not seam conapiououely "dated" or 

"poor." Poverty could be eymbolic of same more basic 

quality such as inferiority or a general concern with 

posseesimas which, as seems probable with the secondary 

school boy°, represent a measure of etatus with Which to 

confront adult society. 
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References to still ta OhySioal activities and courage 

in the gace of physical danger do little to enhance the 

picture of the hero's adequagy. The one succesafhl ewLuMUNg 

and boating hero is balanced out by the one who fails at 

fishing:. Heroes who have to deal with makes are afraid, 

run away and call or help on 5 out of 7 occasions. 

(b) Intellectual ability end aohievement. 	This is 

the area of personal adequacy in tialch there is a big number 

of theme, most of than again dealing with inadequacy and 

backed up by quite a wealth of incidental references. Seventeen 

subjects give stories about difficulty or failure SA one or all 

of their school subjects: only 5 GUM "SUOOOSS stories." Hour 

subjects make no reference at all to adequacy in school work. 

These 4 comprise 2 with the highest IQ ta the group (i.e. IQ 

138) oad who rate themselves on Rogers' as "very bright" and 

"high in adWxxlemiks", and 2 of average intelligence who rate 

themselves as "not very bright" and "poor in school marks". 

But the ane thing they share in CUM3M1 is that not one of than 

chooses as either first, second or third choice, the with "to 

be bridater". Presumably these 4 are indeed not concerned 

about school work. 

Only one of the total 26 ochook-adequaoy themes 

(6 adequacy, 20 inadequacy) is given to Card III, the obvious 
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claso-roan sitnstion, .0mrd 	vokon 15 of theA, 

Card .72 5, Card X 3, cmd Card XI sac. A.Olt thiaos 

(2 of ndov.nov„ 5 of inafleaacy) refor t coto1 chlovemonts 

in zonorni, 10 (c11 of tnadoTtoay) to arittnetio, cvul the 

renainCer to n vorie 	oific ;..10tcal suAcotn. Of all 

school mi53ooto the cirin evtdcntly m:nrd oritt -nt%o,7.4.461 

the bu;..bcar. 

Tho ineidantn1 referencen introdnoo c.1 little optipien. For 

thirteen referenoon to inadovacy, chiely to fbilure in 

atithmotic and rendinc and to poor attitndos to cohoolork. - 

for arr^pnlo, "qho can't bo bothered doiner nohool rxrIr.," 

"oho wan inattentive," "I was not doiaz 	loccit"r there 

are 9,  reforn2con to adeqnoo,y in oDcalfic elbjects, 

tram 3 subject in t!.lcnoo of intelloci inoo4n:A7, 

stato=nto thst children an Onxd III aro "onjoyin:;; nohool." 

Ta overall teen:kr, howevar, rnn ono of datia. ,  

faction and difficulty with, or fsilure in school wz)±. 

Not only is this,  falluro in tho or of adnits„ ao to °oaten 

in the thonto, but it to alco fniluro in to ayes of the 

subjects tho3nolves as lc evident in tho rove c=al ref-

Orono= to hor000 Elado in storioc .; concerned prinarlly with 

othor aopccts of behaviour t'Isn c4calvlic cchiovertant.. I:Van 

in canes of stratemc the fe=lo heroes toad to be inferior - 

7 out of 10 are defeated at Checker% 
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Deprivation and Amsonal Adeqaagy 

Pommel adequacy in the face 02 deprivation or 

unhappy fortultoue cireumstanOes arises in a sufficient body 

of stories to be treated separately. It is an area of 

projection not really allowed for in the Rogers' Test und 

the Chock Liet, and for which there is therefore in these 

measures no Oorresocretina evidence. 

More than three quarters of the girl° (19 out of 26, 

or 73. per cent) create stories in whioh ooze sort of 

deprivation is a =Nor element. Poverty, loss of parents, 

and destruction of favourite possessions are the most 

frequent. Altegether there are 25 stories with deprivation 

as an enseatial component and 11 °there where it has a 

minor but nevertheless noteworthy part. 10 oard entire4 

escaPea this type of response but Card IV is the 'most 

highly evocative .(11 stories), followed in order by Cards VIZ, 

VIII, and I. Ono subject uses the obverse sitiation 

superfluity — in the same way that the others use deprivation. 

The depriving circumotances end taeir projeoted outcomes 

are shown in Table 105, Appendix IV. 

It is noticeable that the outcomes of these stories 

tend to =tale the same elements: 

1. the dependence of the child, e.g. passivity, 
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demand for auccoranee, or running away from the situation, 

2. inadequagy of the adult, e.g. the adult is unable 

to "mend" the situation, (the doll, the hurt, eta.), 

the "bringing to heel" of the adult e.g. the 

adult promises succorance: "bad" adults are elicdnated. 

The inadequacy of both child and adult is clearly seen 

In moot of the deprivation responses to Card IV Where the 

doll (not sufficiently structured in the stimulus to be 

derinite4 either whole or mnimmd) is identified as 

broken, the girl as disturbed, and the adult (usually the 

mother) so unable to 4and the doll. 

The first =amatory hypothesis that leaps to the mdnd 

le that of eibling rivalry, but one subject has no eiblilne, 

and the oth= subjects giving this type of response to 

Curd IV present little evidence of sibling rivalry an the 

Rogers' or elsewhere in the tests. This by no mane 

excludes sibling rivalry as the underlying motivation for 

these reel:lenses.  but other interpretations may well be 

coneidered. Cue suggestion is that the doll, broken 

and mourned for, gymboLizes the stage of childhood being 

loot with the advent of puberty (menstruation being seen as 

a "damaging mevent?); the projected inadequaoy of the mother 

to mend the doll represents the subject's realization of 
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the mother's inability to restore her childhood, and the 

mother's promisee to mend or replace the doll in the future 

symbolises her willingness to give what suceoranc, she can 

in the unexplored mid unknama stage of growing-up which 

lies ahead. 

Another interpretation of the more general deprivation 

themes where often the deprivation is literally a punitive 

measure swah as being sent to bed without tea is that it 

is being used to project a sense of need-for.;punishment for 

guilt provoked by conflicting drives. At the pre-pubertal 

and early pubertal stages in which these girls most 

certainly are, the desire for independence stirs strongly 

and sets up the ambivalent eituaticn of wanting to remain 

a ohild with parental protection along with wanting to be 

an individual free of controlling parental shackles. 

Deprivation imposes pain - that is, punishment - and 

expresses, as in the owe of heroes who loos parents and 

who have dolls which are broken or destroyed, a fear of loss 

of parental acceptance and protection Owen a lose of the 

parents themselves). Simultaneously it makes a demand for 

parental sucoorance-belonginguess (Which is seen as being 

given) while proving parental inability to help and so 
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providing a rationalization for future assertion of 

independence. 

'‘hether or not this wituAllem is accepted, the subjects 

in their creation of deprivation situations. project 

themselves as feeling dependent, unable to deal adequately 

with major losses of security such as the breaking of 

affectional bonds, and unsure of the ability of adults to 

give the:4a the help they need. 

There seems to be some parallel between the girls' 

deprivation stories and the "lost boy" stories of the 

boys, though these latter tend to be confined to Card XI 

which is etructured rather epecifically, whereas the girls' 

responses Are given to a variety of cariso 

However the boys' stories have the awe characteristics 

of testing adults for competence to act supportively, of 

finding then emotionally reactive but ineffectual, and of 

"just" punishamt given by circumstances to the hero for 

rebellion againet the adult. 
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()) t3ecoadary Ochool Girls - Class Composition. of Group 

ALI subjects ex..Lehool A 11 6 

did the ex-Cohool = 11 

in Grade VI Total = 17 

(Uee Appendix IV 'fables 100,104) 

Alirty•two per cent of tho response themes (67 of 

a total 209) co ac in this cate&ory; 50 deaote inailoquacy, 

17 adequacy. Of these, 44 are assooiated 	female 

child.heroes in tho ratio of 9 inadequate to every _2 

adequate heroes, Deprivation and failure or difficulties: 

in school work are frequent core sitnations; health and 

pbysical &ill and reaction to physical danger Apro 

infrequently. Unpleanant states mach a2 loneliness 4nd 

enbarrasement occur sufficiently often to be noteworthy. 

Only ons Girl avoo no major themes related to ersmaal 

inadequacyl moot girls give at least 2. 

(a) raysioal competence, motor skill, health, phyoical 

appearance: 	ihere is little projection of those. On 

three occasions sickness is the motif, but there WO no 

other themes or references to ougest that concern with 

health persists in even a minor way to colour the inter- 

pretation of life of the remainiug subjects. rap 3 subjects 

with health themes see eioknoss as producing 3 distinctly 

different effects 
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Ca Card as calling up support and co-operation 

from adults, and thereby being overcome and 

ceasing to create diatress. 

2. Oa Card VIII ao calling up rejection by adults, 

and consequently as remaining and inoreaeing tension. 

3. Ca Card VIII as calling up cooperation from 

adulto bit as remaining and providing a means of 

eacape Ifrou other tensiaaa. 

Physical beauty Jo not mentioned, and the 20 incidental 

refereacoe to motor-akill in cameo and sport are 3 to 2 in 

favour of inadequacy. 

Unhappiness, loneliness and suoh "low" emotional 

states -usually in association with school eituations - 

are thematic for 9 giro and also crop up incidentally, 

sometimes in relation to characters other then the heroes, 

in several other stories, whereas statenenta or implications 

that the characters are "happy" or "enjoying themeelves" 

are rare. 

(b) Intellectual ability and achievement. In contrast 

to phyeicaladequaoy, themes dealing with iatelleotual 

adequacy emir frequently. zone aspect of intellectual 

adequacy occurs as a theme in the protocols of 13 subjects. 

here arc altogether 20 thematio treatments of intellectual 
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achievement and 12 incidental reference°. Only 5 of the 

theme and 5 of the referee-toes preeent adequacy. Arithmetic 

to the oae aubjeot sineled out (6 themes), and every time 

ie preeented as being difficult and =aim failure. 

(o) . Deprivation and personal adequaoy: Oubjects 

continue to create stories and eituatione of deprivation 

with nearly as great frequency after transfer to the 

c000ndary oehool as before. 	Twelve (71 per cent) of the 

17 conotituttag the ;7,1 claw aruay 'neat° them, and while 3 

who eeepoted depr'evation oituationo in Irade VI no 

lona= do .co, ono otter eubject foruorly not doing Bo, 

uow doe°. eard IV is etill the moot highly evocative of 

deprivation eituatione (Appendix IV, .able 10G). 

The heroes, in dealing with theee eituatione, are 

seldom effective and •oftmi. !  paeoive (effective 5, 

ineffeotive 6, easoive 12). elowever, core often than not, 

teey do not opentaneouely tura to aa adult Tor waists:nee 

aedcn adUlt bcoomoo involved in the outcome in onZy 13 

cut of the total 23 eituatione. en eeveral of these 

moat:liens the adult coz•o into the story initially as some-

one trying to prieo the reason for anxiety from the hero 

end only later is revealed as eyeapathetio and helpful 

or otherwiee. en the uhole the adult's behaviour 



tende to be oho= no at leant well-intentioned if not 

hijaly effective (sympathetic 5 times, affective 4 times, 

ineffective 4 timeo). This is perhaps evidemeof a 

further develowent in the aelfo.pioture of the +subject 

projected on to the hero. Thougli still not able to deal 

positively with deprivation Whatever it may symbolise 

the hero either accepts the adult as unable, even if 

synpathetic, to assume responsibility for her, or the 

hero draws further away from dependence on the adult and 

so no longer demands his or her suceoranoe. In fact 

there is an inclination to look instead to peers for 

co-operation and strength in dealing with difficulties. 

Again there is so eimple or obvious evidence that the 

broken or loot doll responses to Card IV are projections of 

eiblinz jealousy. Hot one of the girls giving such a 

responso bacIts it up elsewhere in the 'ia ,ZT or the Rogers' 

with any definite indication of sibling rivalry or leek of 

parcatul nf:ection. Cu the contrary, an argusiont for a 

nore sexual conaotation might be made for same responses, 

for exanple, in the 2 responses where the doll is broken 

by attueL from a T_In1e peer. In one of these "Johnny" 

throws a staao at the hero who defends herself with the 
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doll but "the stone had hit it's heed and Eade a hole" 

which could aot be mended. Is the other response the 

doll ie thrown on the ground by the attacklng male poor 

with the moult that "it an °recited richt up the niddle" 

and had to to hospitalised. 

5ubjects then, as projected onto their berm, feel . ' 

inadequate and threatened by failure in acsdenio situation. 

They ale() feel a tercet of injury or of separation frma 

the parent(s) with which adulte - usually the parent - 

are not able effectively to help them deal and peen indeed 

to be intruding rather than heletinc. There are indications 

that the girle are looking instead to their peere for the 

help they need. 

II. Zocial and,Vaelle* Relationships  

(See Appendix IV, Ilables 1050424) 	ihe =torte]. 

in thie section in organized a little differently frau that 

in corresponding sections of the =alias of the Check List 

and Rogera' Test where the itemisation of the =sures 

allowed a bras:111)3e up of diecuesion into discrete sections. 

In the anaIyeio of the 1:244 family relationships are 

linked with sooial adequaoy. In sousLeib-cootie -au the 

disousoion will treat the 4 groupe of subjcots in combination 

rather than separately because of the Sinilarity of their 

response. 
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he social world of a child contains bimself, his peers, 

his juniors, and older people in close or more-distant 

relationships. The nwa preeents him with representatione 

of a sample of these social relationships and eepecially 

of peers and adults in close relationship to himself. 

The adults with when in real life the subjects are, by 

nature of cultural and legal regulations, most frequently 

associated and most closely in contact, are parents or 

parent-substitutes and teachers, moat often in authoritative 

roles. Less frequently adults who are neither parents 

nor teachers appear in the subjects' stories: • these are 

designated "other adults." The adult-to-child relation-

ships projected on these cards are moat often authoritative 

ones - for all groups in the approximate ratio of 2 authority 

to one non-Pauthority. 

A. Athori-toheroilelatinshi 

Authority is not necesearily synovmous with conflict. 

Dor the large part of adult society, authority and its rules 

are the expression and off-spring of its cm conformity 

and BQ thoroughly accepted as to produce effortless 

submission or compliances But these subjects are not 

adults. Adult authority and its rules are not outgrowths 

of their own drives and schemes for self-preservation, 
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and authority, as they see it, j, 	synonymous 

with conflict. 

(a) BOW responses 

The stories of both privary end secondary school boys 

euagest a significantly hijaer proportion of conflict 

than of co-operation in the adult-child authority relation... 

ships; in the ratio of 80 per cent to 20 per cent in 

Grade VI, and 84 per cent to 16 per cent in E Class. 

And Whereas all the subjects inlegLyears use conflict 

theme°, only 10 bOys the first year and 8 the next year 

give theses of co-operation. This predominanee 

of conflict occurs whether the authority figure is 

identified as parent or teacher (see Table 55), but 

the projections of the Grade VI bays are more ambivalent 

in relation to more distant (and impersonal) authority 

figures such as police. 

Grade VI boys from aohaol A tend to project their 

Confliot-punitive relationships onto situations outside 

school and family relatively more often than the boys 

from school B do (Table 56 and Appendila IV, Table 98), 

though the difference in frequencies is zot statistically 

eignificant(.1> p) .05 for one-tailed teat). In E class 
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TA= 55 

Predominance of Conflict over Co-operation in 

Authority Relationships 

Boys : Grade VI a C 014se 

Authority 	Relationship 
Vigure 	Conflict Co-operation 

0b1..square 
goodness 
of fit 

Grade VI 

parent 33 7 16.9 

teacher 24 2 18,6 

Class 

parent 17 3.2 

teacher 15 0 15.0 

(.001 

• / 001 \  

4001 

the boys are tore ambivalent about parent-ichild 

relationships (Table 571 Appendix IV, Table 99). 

What are the ideues over which boy and Society 

are in =Mot? Bees be regard authority as being 

right? or as Winning the issue? or as disregarding 

bid? A more epecific study of thew stories throws 

some light on the esurcee of conflict with authority. 
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• 1) Grade VI boys (Table 56). Conflict° with 

parents aid conflict with touchors naturally do not 

necessarily uriue over the saes iocuee. Teachere 

°Leah with pupile over olasoroom dieoipline: parents . 

are seldom even included in atones conaooted Alth 

this. en the other haae, utealing, whioh could be 

a matter o2 sohool concern, is 0110W4 ae something 

which produceo parental roaotion or ovea community 

(police) reaction, but is not within the provenance 

of the ochool. 3toaling appeara as the greatest 

angle source of conflict outside the school and 

indeed outweighs in iteportahce all other sources, 

those within the school included. The notion of 

stealinc eeems to exercise a strong general attraction, 

at least as an idea to toy with. Almoet 111 1 f the 

boys 6 of the 15 schoOl 13 boys, and 5 of the 11 

Ochool A boys — cogitate on etealing. Truancy end 

forms of aggression, especially aggresoion aolinet 

authority, unlike classroom "naughtiness" and stealing, 

provoke conflict with authority figures of both school 

and home. 

2) /I class boys (Table 57). 	he 2 clam, boys 
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give classroom "naughtiness" such as inattention '  and 

dieobedienee to codes of conduct within the school 

environs, such as kicking other boys (not necessarily 

fifehtins),  as the two usual sources of trouble. The 

unparticularised situation of "he has cone something 

wrong" probably belonss here also as the general tenor 

of thee() stories indicates that the boys have been 

unconforming within the classraom. 3riefly0 acoor4ixt5 

to the boys, teacher and boy get into conflict when 

the boy is indulging in some form of szmessive 	
.o 

behaviour. Crimes against society and its property, 

such as stealing" destruction of property, traffic 

offences, gambling, seem to be in the foreground of 

their thinkina.  These constitute more than half the 

conflict situations in both years and figure in one or 
more stories of the majority of 1.; class subjects. 

They occur in 10 of the 15 e7,&school 3 boys and with 

all 7 of the-ex-school A boys. 

Behaviour of the "crimes-Against-society" order is 

treated as not involving the school's attention but 

as being part of the home 0 e responsibility. (,.o in 50 

per cent of these types of situations the outcome 

involves police appeal to parents, or vice versa, and 
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both oeting out Funinhment to the hero. Similarly 

trio borne' o preregative is depicted as extending to 

matters occurring within the school: misbehavioxr in 

school as well ao failure in sehool-work are nources 

of coailict vzit arento. The hems's ephere of 

control und respensibility is evidently seen as much 

core extensive thn3 that Q2 the sohool, in spite of 

the belief currently often held that parents are 

very ready to transfer their responsillities to the 

cchool. 

(b) Girls' responses 

The themes of relationships projected by the girls 

as existing between hero and adult authority figures 

differ from those projected by the male subjeets. Like 

the Grade V/ boys, the Grade VI girle project more 

conflicting then eo..operative relationships (57 per cent 

compared with 43 per cent), but the difference between 

the numbers of each is not significant. Oimilarly 

there ie no statistically nignificant difference between 

the numbere of these . two types of themes in the following 

year. However, the shift in the balance between them 

ouggeste the probability of a trend towards the projection 
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of loop ocaflict o4d core co-operatioa between both 

teachers aAd paraate aad the heroes. This io basically 

thorefol..., a diffarent lAttera frau that of the boye who 

produce in both years a. groat preponderance of conflict 

themee. AGain in both 6rade VI and e, class the number 

of Girls producing co-speratioa themes (not the numbers 

of themes produced), is as great as the unmherproducing 

conflict themes. 

Ito toucher is preseatod in both years as predamos 

inantly a figure in conflict with the child: Stories 

of his hostility to tho hero far outweigh in aueber 

those of his co.-operativeasza Girade VI s i-square 

16.2, p<(.01; -41 Oleos: 61amequare 7.341%02). 

Comparison with parent...child relationships accentuates 

thie image of teaclierh.child opposition, '  for the teacher 

greatly etcoeds tiaa parent as the adult involved in 

conflict (Grade VI: Oh -square m 13.2 1  p<(.001; j claSss 

Ohi...square 41 G.0, p<.02). 'in Grade VIA pr cent (21) 

of the girls create stories of conflict with the teacher, 

only 27 per cent (7) of conflict with the parents, and 

11,5 per cent (3) of conflict with other adult figures. 

In J clams 76 per cent (15) vot the girls depict the hero 
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in contlict with the teneLer, 35 izr cent (G) in coaflict 

with tho 

2110 pare.4, in eomtrnat to ;he tat:char, is 

projected in the Llajority oZ adult-authority tee 

as co-operative (Grade VI: 4ii-square = 5.44, 11(.02; 

.0 class: Uhi-square = 9.2, p (.02). 'in terms of 

numbero ot subjects, 27.yer cent (7) ot the Grade VI 

subjects iduatity the teacher as the cos-operative 

figure, 73 per czat (19) the i=e,ats; and rori.; class 

the figaros are 15 per cent (4) aad $2 per cent (14) 

respectively. 

(Aber adult figures in rathority  robe are seldom 

introduced 1*/ the priwary school girls and not at all 

by the oecoadary school girl() (sco iwendix IV* '2able 100). 

dale aad female groups in both years differ signiticnatly 

in this rewet; for Grade VI GroUps ,vhis.cittare = 

p ‹.01; tor clasp =pups WA-square = 12.5, p‹.c.;Pl. 

Gne might assume tat authority outside school end home 

is not yet something which impin:po strongly enough on 

the feu:ale subjects to force ito WW: into projective 

expression, cold that there ic a difference between male 

and female subjects which may stem from. greater freedom 

givea boys to waxier "outside the home," to participate 



in lcleurc activities Lind to uadertal:e -1)rt-tt4e 

. wiploymeat, all a 14lion are likoly to eriag the bay 

Into closer and laore frelneat contact ',filth other-adult-

authority. itut this c44not blandly be assumed to 

account entirely for the differences in readiness to 

project other-oduit identifications. It iiy be. tat 

the structure a the cards .or fuziales wake then lose 

eveveytible to ?rejection of otner-adult situations. 

There is certainly a lac;:. of ceivarabil1ty , o2 cards to 

be considered in -::,espect to ardsil 	sad :4i; where the 

boy's card presents two adult agures and the Orlis 

acne; and to Cards 4,3 andvinere the adult Acura in 

both cards is uule, and tzere2ore presents di2ferent 

sez*relltioaship lossibilities to nale and 2eLin1e subjects. 

Card 	is the 40TO suspect card in the uatterp;7 stimulus 

for other-adult situations..110 subjects ates 

identify the adult male 2tepro on Card X13 as a "policemsa" 

and establish the chief relationship o: their Story between 

the hero and this highly authoritarian character; facale 

subjects produce 40 othor-adult to hero relationships at 

all 2er Card ZIG were there is no siollnraaure provided, 

and they soactiines introduce 4,0 interpersonal relationship 
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lath respect to the teacher, the conflict sources 

are more clearly apparent. "Naughtinesa" - Which when 

elaborated proves without exception to include either 

talking at the wrong time or being inattentive -.and 

disobedience, often in conjunction with 'haughtiness", 

account for half of all the themes of teacher-child 

conflict. 	he other major source of contlictis the 

quality of the school 'work produced. 	Altogether 

69 per cent of the eubjecte produce one or nore stories 

baued on conflict ate-ailing from one of 1'44es° three sources: 

lime of this projeoted conflict involves or 

implies much in the way of highly active or physical 

opposition to the teacher - though the teaoher may 

retaliate with phyuical activity (Appendix IV, Table 109). 

Overt hostile activity of the hero includes giggling,. 

tailing, and tuZling round, and nay even extend to a 

refusal to carry out the teaoherle instrucnions, Whereas 

the boys' heroes inchage in more violent behaviour such 

an "throwing thingo Omit the claesroaa," "hitting other 

bays:" The girl*. heroes mem even to have a passive 

qualitiy; they are variously described 33 "lamb" an not 

able to "be bothered about school work," 83 having failed 
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to do or to complete their work ‘. all of which suggest 

amore covert, passive resistance. to teacher authority. 

Crimes againet society - of the etealing, window-

breakin3 tYPa - are absent from the stories, but there 

are the glimmerings of one typically female conflict 

with society in the implied rape and seduction themes 

used by three subjects. 

2) 2 Class girls (Table 59).  The sources of 

conflict indicated in Grade VI and in 2 clans do not 

significantly differ. With the smaller 2 class gr'onp there 

are differences in absolute numbers, but in terns of 

relative numbers what has been paid of the primary 

airls applies to the secondary Girls. However, there 

is %hip difference, that in claso girls who express 

con2lict arising from uneatiersotoz7 school work make, 

without exception, an association between failure in school 

work Gad dis!ike of the teacher. This association does 

not extend in thin unfailing way to other teacherhero 

conflict situations. 

(c) Reactions to conflict situations 

1. Grade VI boys: The motions of the two chief 

authority-figures, teacher and parent, to the heroes 
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present some differentes. The frequencies of reactiozt. 

responses of teacher and parent grouped under 6 headings 

"anger", "verbal reproof", "physical punishment", "dep-

rivation punishment", "forgiveneas", and "other", are 

eijeificantly different (Chi-square 0 ,  14.7, df 51 P<.02). 

Teachere are projected as "angry", apt to combine 

verbal reproof and physicalpunieluent, seldom forgiving. 

remote (usually fathers, because of the structure of 

the cards), are also projected as angry, but prone to 

punish by deprivation, thought like tear:bere t  they often 

combine this with other forms of puniehment (for details 

of reeponses of iadividual subjects to conflict situatioast 

see Appendix /V, Table 107). The above presentation of 

reactions may*  however*  be misleading as it does not take 

into account variations in the number of etories given by 

the individual subjects, and it is obvious that Dame 

subjects tend to reiterate patterns of responses. To 

allow for thist  the chief reaotions are again staxsarized 

this time according to the numbers of subJecto  in whose 

stories the respeaae occurs, regardlees of whether or not 

the reaction is repeated in other stories by the same 

subject. (Table 60) 
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The reaotions'projected by the Grade VI boys onto 

teachers and parents are not greatkv diftersot, the only 

eicnificant differance'being the greater use by parents 

of deprivation (p (01). The use of physieal panialesent 

is not scores:13W by significantly more subjects to 

teachers than to loaronta. iJcr hYsioal punishment, 

punishment by deprivation and verbal plelis:aioat are the 

main reactions, with adult expreesion of anger presented 

by one out of every two subjeste es eon it with 

eonfliet between the adult and bor. 

LI the case of authoriti-adulte other  than teachers 

and parents, the adult io portrayed as responding by 

Phrsical reprimand. 'k1bether it is allezatio to the 

Sabjects that these more remote adulta will not waste 

wordo or time in Verbal anger, or whethor.it just does 

not =Our to the subjects as a possible motion from 

then, the fact =rains that for other adults . verbal 

reaction seldom merits a mention. 

It is perhaps indicative of their concern with at 

in happening to them rather than with What they are doing 

to others, that the.subjeOto leave undefined a much 

higher tulber of the reaotions of the heroes than of the 



authority figures (Chi-voquare * 5,74# p602). Nee 

:4,4pmair 	Iables107,111. ‘r Derhape the eub3ecte are 

not 0:1.161/10 c 	.aninc clearly 0: aclectin3 	tLe 

co-o1c..114 (.):7 	 to do tito reopwtoo 

t*-ei 	.oat wia:. to :ghLe 	t of were tartualiq in the 

clroch. -zt,Ahccath 	re 	 vuthe.,Loc, 

Le a1U.tf tO `ifxra,  to :44 4:gat t .0 norpoo routkitos 

iixt t;oe lp coverall ca'4;jectewaha_14.4e or tuwiliin,; o. 

say* (it'i 	i, aele ill)* 

.alcoZar 	tho weih4 o: 	4erces' react:le-2s ?clic 

	

t.,:o Olat:31a04`0.0.13 	 and 

aorroag io Ltt2x',-.1.ve.'.Zano.P1 CAW3t30.:17 the subjects 

reco6alk.ebehaviour expeateil 	b;.7 teachor and - 

tare:it =I aro i,vevAroilto 	4 least U, Sorvice to the 

t.a.t lorizal (or con:liot; Laws .k -,:ot 

-41.0 troes 	 ber.,the 	4:ht be 

loosely 61"0t1.004 into (a) internolotion:il (ace 4.imindix 

17, Table 111 , columns 1 -5 )and (b) ccterauil-tiouty* ( columns 7-12). 

Ia the former the reaction is a Asitive Vat i4atx state 

of being,.".4h1 the latter soap actio44 evo4 the rataer 

ne4ativo ocaonot: eubiaittiuut ia Up4ie$2, A. to=s of 

actual respohoes the rajority or. herowreactiojtialle 
sufficiently evenly into the two classes (4 : 33) as to 
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be not significantly different statistically (Chl...square 

goodrass of 	= 2.66, df 1, .1> p >45). amilarli 

if the putdeote  are divided into those who project onto 

their heroes only emotioaal..internal, only active.external, 

both, or neither of these reactimas, then the groups compare 

as follows: for School A subjects, 4:412:1; for Umbool 

subjects, 6:6:30; and for the combined group, 10:10:5:1, 

exert if the 5 subjects giving both types of reactions were 

redistributed either all to emotional-internal responses 

group or all to the active-external responses group, the 

ratio would in both cases be 15:10 and, not significantly 

different. 3o in the projected reactions of the primary 

school boys there ism one aver-riding mode of reaction. 

liypothetically, (and assuming these responses are projections 

of the subjects' own reactions), an authority-adult has, 
, when in conflict with boys of this group, a roughly 50,00. 

chance of promoting in the subject himself an "inner..feeling" 

reaction, that is, acme inner experience of moral or 

emotional evaluation, and an equal chance of promoting 

SOMB overt reaction. 
,70.;; 	• 

2. 2 Class boys. 	The responses of the secondary 

boys are characterised by the entry of "fear" into hero 
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reactions. Govan boys (58 per cent of all those Oetting 

up teacher-pupil conflict situations) attribute this 

feeling to their heroes and 2 more boys attribute fear 

to heroes in conflict with outside authority (police).. 

In ells "fear" occurs as 39 per cent of all, the defined 

responses. Pear s  as such, is not mentioned by the 

primary school boys; the nearest approach is "worry" 

which may perhaps be eemonymoue and which is mentioned by 

2 boys and projected twice in relation to teachers and 

once in relation to other-adult authority (not identified). 

Difference° in both numbers of boys mentioning and 

numbers of heroes showing fear in the 2 years is stat-

istically significamt (1) <42). 

Vihile there is fear but virtually no ahem or sorrow 

in the hero's reaction to the teacher s  there is no fear 

but frequent mention of Shame and sorrow in the reaction 

to the parent (Appentix XV, Table 112).  nleven of the 

15 boys projecting parent-child conflict situations express 

shame or worry compared with 6 out of 21 boys in the previous 

year. That Jos  the relationships between teacher and hero 

and parent and hero differ. The teacher is not treated as 

if he were a parent-reflection or parent-substitute. Perhaps 
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he remains, in the eyes of the subjects, something that 

their parents are ceasing to be, namely the embodiment of 

superior strength or power. Not only has he physical 

power the power behind the cane that he may successfully, 

by tradition, use long after the father has tacitly 

abandoned physical admonition - but he may also symbolize 

the strength of impersonal society (the community) and its 

forces: external forces which are to be feared. The 

parent, on the other hand, is by introjection a fundamental 

part of the subject himself, he remains the material 

expression of internal  forces - the subject's conscience. 

Conflict with the father is also therefore conflict with 

the self: hence the evidence in "shame" and "sorrow" of 

a mind not at ease with itself. 

This internalizing of reactions, which is, theoretically, 

expected to accompany progress towards emotional maturity, 

is evident in the total pattern of reactions. Divided 

into internal.-emotional and external-active responses, as 

was done with the responses of the primary boys' heroes, the 

ratio is now 28:11, the weight falling on the emotional 

responses (Cti-square, goodness of fit 7.41, p601). And 

if the st_1191a are divided and categorised according to 

their responses, as before, the ratios are, for ex-Sohool A 
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4:1:30; for exichool B y  6:0:20, and tor tho combined 

croup 1011:5:1. As this stands the probability of 

gettina an external-active reaction is sinifioantly hiahor 

than of cottliad an cxtornal.oective reaction. But if the 

5 aubjects 'Lliviu3 both typos of response ore redistributed 

the Units of the distribution bccome 15:1:1 with the 

occurrence of internal-enotiona reeponsos even vero likely, 

or 1026:1, in which caso the frequencies for the internal

emtiol and external-active reactions are not siznif- 

icantly different. The projected reactions of adults to 

heroes have ohanzed littlo in the 12 or co tonths betveen 

testinz, for msmple, paternal punishnent by deprivation 

is used by 12 out of 21 subjects in Grade VI =A by 3 out 

of 15 in J class. There a9pears to he a tendency for 

more subjects to mention explicitly arcor In relation to 

the parent (10 out of 21 in g,rade VI, 12 out of 15 in 

E class) than to all other adults, but this is not quite 

pronounced onovzh to reach siificanoe (.1) 005). 

However ancor ia expressed stnifioantly tore often as a 

,parent7reaotion than as a t9aoherreaction ( p<45), even 

* OUmber projectina parent-hero conflict situations. 
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though it is the teacher of wham the hero is said to be. 

afraid. The phone of the hero in response to the anger 

of the father and the sympathy of the mother, but virtually 

non-existent in relation to the teacher (p<•01), suggests 

a deeper or Closer involvement than occurs between the 

teacher and the hero. Pessibly the teacher 87010112168 4 

relatively emotionless, impersonal society, and arouses 

in the hero a fear of forces outside himself and stronger 

than himaelf. 

tore mothers in conflict-situatione are shown as 

sympathetic by E °lase boys than by Grade VI boys but 

the increase is not enough to be significant. Of the 9 

mothers in the Grade VI parent-child conflict stories, 

only 3 showed distress compared with 6 out of 8 in the 

2 class, stories (rieher exact test p> 05). 

3. Grade VI girlst Analysis in terma of the number 

of aubleete Projecting the various readtions or in terms 

of the number of times a reaction occurs in the total 

collection of variables alters the picture of parent...child 

and teacher-child reactions Only slightly and certainly 

not materially (Appendix IV, Tableo 113, 114). 

Corporal puniehment 9 though forbidden for U36 with 

girls in schools, is nevertheless sometime() projected as a 
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reaction, but deprivation of liberty by detention i3 the 

customarily projected teacher reaction. 	Uootional 

reactions from the teacher are few.  LANA the NOslosome" 

emotional release of ugger is seldom attributed to the 

teacher . at least in the girls' stories. 	„Wen if it 

is thought to be a component in a Chain of teacher..reactions, 

only once is it mentioned in this context; and as an and 

reaction in itoelf it is rare34y projected. Qho subjects 

tend to present the class—room teacher as impersonal and 

automatically restrictive, an unsympathetic authority 

to be avoided, deceived and defied rather than respected, 

even rather ineffectual without the support of other adults 

such as the parent or the headmaster. The eubjecto seen 

torn between the wish to retaliate against the teacher 

and the wisdom of conformiag. Of the 21 subjeoto projecting 

teacher-child conflet 13 (school A 4, 3chool B 9) create 

heroes who are resentful or defiant and 12 create heroes who 

are submissive and reformigg (Appendix nr, Tebleo 113, 115). 

Compare this with the boys' responses. Boys present 

the teaeher as openly angry and likely to exprese his 

displeasure in physical punishment which wonld appear to 

wipe the elate clean (sine() there is little expreeoion of 

resentment, afterwards) and which appears to eeiablieh either 
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fear or respect, since there is also little evidence of 

subsequent retaliation or defiance. In real school-life, 

the girls are not subjected to physical punishment, and 

moot of them in turn project heroee who are denied the oath-

artic effects - if suoh there are - of - physical punishment 

(Appendix IV, Table 109). A numberof their heroes behave 

as though in the frustration created by curbing their 

liberty (through detention), hostility is generated and the 

tension unspent in physical atonement is expressed in 

defiance and resentment - with no greater occurrence of 

reform than the boys show. Indeed in the cane of 9 subject., 

the hero submits or reformer only after first expressing 

defiance and reeentment, as though this act of assertion is 

itself sufficiently tension-reducing to allow the hero to 

accept restriction and correction. 

One wondersif these female subjects do regard physioal 

punishment as purgative end therefore desirable. A survey 

of stories in which physical punishment does occur, admim-

istered either by the teacher or by the parent in support 

of the teacher, gives the following: 

subject 	(i) $ teacher smacks girl; girl reforms. 

subject (ii) $ first story: thildran who fail to respond 

These numbers do not refer to subject identifications in 
Appendix I. 
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to verbal rebuke are punished corporally; 

it "teaches the children a lesson." 

second story: hero defies the teacher 

by ignoring her detention; she is slapped; 

she obeys. 

subject (iii) a hero ignores teacherle instructions after 

being reproved and repeats the misdeaeanor; 

mother hears of it aad spanks; hero obeys 

teacher. 

subject (iv) 	children are impudent and defiant to 

teacher; teacher reports them to headmaster 

who canes them; children repeat and present 

acceptable work; there are apologies *  

forgiveness and acceptance all round. 

subject (v) 	the teacher slaps several children*  they 

retend  to reform and conform but continue 

undercover to flout the teacher. 

subject (v1) : teacher detains hero; hero autaits to 

detention but repeats her offence; mother 

supports teacher and smacks child hard; 

outcome not stated 

subject (vii) t teacher (male) is kind uud forgiving of 
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t child's disobedience and deception; 

hero does not respond; mother uses 

force; hero it sawed, reforms aad 

succeede brilliantly at the work. 

subject (viii) t teacher (female) slaps the disobedient 

children; children ignore and became 

more aggreseive; teacher Elves up her 

work and leaves the school. 

It is noticeable that in them, stories there is no 

reseatlant of the physical punishment, and in 6 of the 9 

',torte° (or with 6 of the 8 subjects) it is regarded as a 

suceeenful and decisive method of solving the conflict 

situation. 

The paucity of parent-child conflict themes resttiote 

generalisations about projected parent reactions. Such 

reactiono as are givea are divided equally betweam 

coercion, deprivation and forgiveness, to which coot heroes 

respond conformably with reform, submission, or some other 

relatively unoppositional reaction. 

Incidental references to reactions boteven authority.," 

adults and child-heroes follow the same lines as those 

given iii tha main themes. That is, the emphasis is on 
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deprivation first, then an verbal reproof and to a mudh 

less extent on phyaical force as the adult reactions, and 

on reforq/submission, deflanceliesentmaat, and avoidance 

as the main hero reactions. 

If the heroes' reactions are categorized aimilarky .  

to the boys', into Internal-emotional (Appendix IV, Table 

113, columns 14, and 13-15) and external*aetive (column:: 

8-12) the majority of Grade VI adultieehild conflicibare seen - 

to engender "external-eotiven responaca (15:444 Chil-squart 

goodneea of fit a 14.26, p .001). If, further, the 

subjects are classified according to Whether they project 

on to their heroes internal-emotioa responsoo, external-

active responses, or both or neither of these types of 

responses, the frequencies are ae follows: School 13, 

318:3:1, School A, 033:2:1, colbined 3:11:5:2 0  with again 

the probability of getting children who give purely active 

responses significantly higher than that of getting thee° 

who give purely eaotional ones (11 out of 21 Compared with 

3 out of 21; Chi-aquare 6.138, p601). (Table 115) 

4. 4 class girls* There are no great differences 

between the primary and secondary girls In the projected 

reactions of the authority - adult to the child, and vice 
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versa, in conflict situations. 

Of the eirls projecting conflict the=es, sigtificently 

fewer in U oleos than in Grade VI depict the teacher an lining 

Physical puniehment (7:1t 13(=1), and there is a tendency 

for fewer heroes to be submissive ( .2;1;0.00). Approximately 

half of the 13 subjects use both reform and defiance to 

resolve conflict situations and with 4 of then reform 

follows only after defiance. 

110wever as to which mode of reaction noy.be =petted 

to occur the more frequently internal-emotionnl or 

external-active - no reasonable prediction can be made. 

"Uaotional" reactions and "active" reactions occur with 

equal frequency in the stories, namely 18117. ,SubJecto 

grouped according to resetionn catejorized as before 

yield ratios :az-School Ell  20:6:0; ex,-School A, 0:3:0:1)1 

combined 244t611, with no nimificantly bikier freqUahOY 

of "active" than of "emotional!' reactions (Appendix IV, 

Table ilk). 

(d) Sourcec of co-operation with authority adults 

(;or details of themeo of, and incidental references to 

co-operation see Appendi IV, Tables 117,118, 1191 120). 

Thio numbeAtefers only to thooe projectiac; coaflict 
situations. 



Teacher 

Parent 

Other 
adults 

Total. 

2 
2 

3 
	

2 

5 	2 	3 	2 	2 

2 	7 

16 
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1) Eqs;  

(1) Grade-ft boys. Teachers certainly do not 

seea to be spontaneously aemclated in their pupils' minds 

with co-operation. Thomas of co-operation 

 

tween hero 4r. 

 

end teacher occur only twice, once with a Ocheol A subject 

and once with.  a Ochool B subjeot. rarmts and "outsiders" 

fare a little better. 

Situations in which autherity.-adults axe seen as 

beim co-operative have neglicible overlap with those in 

which they arc seen as being in conflict with the hero t aad 

the only mildly. recurrent co-operative situation to of 

helping a here sufferim phystoal pain and hardship. 

Ti 	,61  

Situntians of . Co-oparotion between Ebro and Authority-adult 

Bays $ Grads VI (U=26) 

Hero 
with: 

Type and Frequency of Situation 
khysical 	(rim e Job i4hool Gifts Other Total 
paint  hard- Prevent- gett- work 
ship, danger ion 	ing 
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However just as the pictures of ho-adequacy as 

given by the themes is modified by incidental references, 

so here too the incidental references to adult co-operation 

suggest that parental and other-adult co-operation is more 

frequent and varied in its occurrence than the themes alone 

imply. However, there is little indication through 

themes or incidental references of any feeling of 00-operation 

between teaclier  and child. 

In the whole total of the stories not devoted to 

authority-conflict and authority-co-operation there are 

some 48 "strong" incidental references to parent co-operation 

and non-co-operation. Of these 29 relate to the 

co-operation of other-adults and one to their non-co-operation, 

and only 3 to teacher co-operation. even 6 subjects who 

gave no stories with adult-hero co-operation as the theme 

make some incidental reference to it so that ultimately 

20 of the total 26 boys project some idea of adult co-operation. 

The tether's co-operation is generally depicted as being 

supportive and protective in danger, as participation in 

hie children's enjoyment of leisure activities, and 

occasionally as helping them with their problems. The 

mother's co-operation has rather more of a quality of 
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"tender loving care" she feeds the lost bey, takes the 

toothache sufferer to the dentist, and expresses sympathy 

and pleasure at appropriate memento of hurt or success. 

(ii) 3 class boys: Themes of co-operation are 

few. Eight boys each give one story with co-operation 

as the theme. The only card that prompte more than one 

such theme is Card XV (3 stories), and the only time the 

mother figures as the co-operative adult is on Card I 

where her role of caring for the gamily is the core of 

the story. Uorking with the hero or sharing his leisure 

time provides the meet frequently used framework for 

co-operation between father and son (5 stories), and there 

is one story dealing with the father's generosity over 

money (in which the hero is actually not too sure of the 

father's co-operation) and another with the sympathy 

between father and son after a broken window episode. 

As in Grade VI there is almost no coincidence of 

settings of conflict and co-operation themes. 

While in both Grade VI and B °lase the boye project 

on to the male adult figure in the authority situation, 

with no significantly different frequency, the identifications  

of teacher and parent (Grade VI, Chi..square * 2.96, p>.05; 



E claw s  Uhi-square = 2.28 s  p>.05), the two groups differ 

in the iplekwhich they attribute to father and teacher. 

In Grade VI the boys aseociate every high proportion of 

antagoniam (conflict themes) and very little co-operation 

with both parent and teacher. 	In i class they continue 

thin pattern in relation to the teagher, but the parents 

though still shown by more boys as conflicting rather 

than co-operative (Ohi-square 6.72, p <01), wirer-

thelesa appears in significantly more stories than in the 

previous year as a co-operative figure (Chi...square =10.950 

p‹.001) and tends to be given this role by more boys 

(sot significaat s  Chloquare = 2.34 1  .2)p .•1)41 The 

teacher however, is till east by the 1; class boys in the 

role of hero'a antagonist (12 subjects) or else his role 

is not revealed as either antagonistic or co-operative 

(5 subjects). Uot one boy lets bin star as a co-operative 

adult. 

Incidental references to co-operation and conflict 

are relatively fewer than in the 2revious year and do 

nothtag to modify the picture given by the theme°. The 

10 strong references to conflict &lance the concept of the 

parent us inpatient and intolerant and af the other-adult as 
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punitive; the 14 references to co...operation refer most1Y 

to supportive behaviour such as rescuaing, approving, and 

protecting. 

2) Girls: 

Yew girls, primary or seoondary, cast the together 

in a co-'operative role, though they do tend to permit 

him/her this role a little more often than the boys do. 

But then the girl are altogether more generous in 

projections of co-operation than the boyes girls in the 

primary group give 43 themes of co-operation, boya 16 themes; 

and in the secondary group girls give 29 themes, boys 

themes. 

(1) Grade 'VI girls. Nineteen Grade VI girls 

(School A 5, School B 14) tell stories of co-operative 

situations between parent and Child. This co-operative 

relationship is most frequent in response to Cards X 

(10 themes), IV (9 themes) and II (5 themes), although in 

Card II no adult figure is presented and has to be 

introduced spontaneously by the subject. The doll in 

Card IV and the book:in Card X most probably arouse 

associations with play and school work respectively, and 

them two activities constitute the two chief situations 

for parent-child co-operation. Neverthelees the subjects 



introduce a variety of other situations in which there 

is co-operation4 such as the child sharing with thi, 

parent(*) in domestic aotivities, and parents providing 

PhYsical care:- 

School A School B 

1 5 

4 1 

2 7 

4 2 

2 

2 1 

1 3 

Nether and father share equally in the number of 

themes of co-operation and in tle nuobere of subjects 

projecting them as co*operative. 'That ia, father and 

mother figure in 17 themes of co...operation; 7 subjeets 

present a oo-operative relationship between child and 

father only, 5 between child and mother only, 7 between 

child and both parents only. 

4nce the edUlt figure on Carl x ie male, co-operative 

situatleno on tzlis card focus on the father. 	Ho to 

otherwise introdizcpA qn onlY 7 occasions, 4 in stories for 

Gard II where the boy end girl are seen as holpinj their 

play activities 

dowestio activities 

echool work 

physical care 

deprivational situationo 

approval, affection 

other 
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one considers the incidental references to only thoee 

cards which have naadult figure or which have adult 

figures of both sexes so presenting a choice of parent 

identificatione. On these cards 10 girls make incidental 

references to the co-operation of the mother only, 5 to 

both parents, and only one subject to the father only; 

they postulate 20 instances of maternal co-operation to 

only 7 of paternal co-operation. 

The teacher's co-operation, limited in projection 

as it is, is confined to school situations, and with the 

exception of a few stories, one about discipline and QUO 

about an error in attendance, is concerned with giving 

help in school work. 

The reaction of the hero, when stated, to the co-

operation of either parent or teacher, is usually of the 

success-story type. The hero, inspired by co-operation, 

"improves in her work", "develops an enthusiastic attitude 

to a formerly disliked subject", "becomes happy", "succeeds", 

"feels mach better", "takes the teacher -dome flowere" and 

CO on. 

(ii) 3 class girls: Perhaps the most interesting 

thing is the stability of the parent and teacher roles 

presented in the authority-adult to child situations. The 

teacher over the 2 testings remains the adult in conflict  
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with the child, the parent remains the adult in oo-operatiolp 

wit,h : no simificant change in the percentage of subjects 

attributing these roles to them* (Only one subject shows 

any noticeable change in the adult-child relationship. 

From projecting themes of co-operation in relation to both 

teacher and parent in Grade VI she changes to projecting no 

adult co-operation either by theme or by incidental ref-

erence in S class.) Pram the 13 class subjects, the 

mother figures in a slightly smaller proportion of co-

operation themes (not statistically eigaiticent), and 

is identified as the mat co-operative adult by a rather 

smaller percentage of subjects, than in the previous year. 

She appears  in only 9 of the 23 theme stories: 7 of the 14 

subjects giving stories of co-operation project the father 

as the sole co-operative adult, 5 project both parents as 

co-operative, and only 2 project the mother as the sole 

co-operative adult, However in inoidental references  

the mother scores, as in the previous year, more highly than 

the fathers there are two references to the mother as 

co-operative for every one to the father as co-operative. 

The chief areas of parental co-operation as projected 

by :03 class girls;in their themes are: - 
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Subjects Conflict 

6 	Boys 105 
" Girls 70 

Boys 68 

0 	
Girls 44 

Cooperation Chi-square 

74 	18.88 ( .001 
126 

as 	9.98 < .01 
71 
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proportioned differently over the categories of themes. 

TAM:4; 62 

Distributions of Thames 

Mamas 
	Authority Won-authority Pere. Ad. PkVs.Ad. 

Subjects Conflict 	Conflict Co-op. Inad Adeq. Inad. Adeq. 

Boys 
	

70 	17 	35 	57 	34 14 
	

12 
	

8 
 0  Girls 
	50 	58 	20 	87 48 18 	17 	3 

1 Boys 	41 	. 9 	27 	39 	29 10 	5 	1 

8  Girlo 	24 	27 	20 	47 41 	9 	8 8 
Cal 

For Grade VI Chi-square = 25.88, df = 7, p‹.001, 

Pbr E class Chi-square = 22.25 1  di! = 7, p(.01. 

2) Within the combined areas of authority alma non. 

authority the girls project significantly more themes of 

co-operation than of conflict and the boys vice versa. 

TABLE 65 

Authority and Non-authority Themes 

Themes of t 
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3) Boys in Grade VI express more feelings of 

aggression than do Grade VI girls (see below). 

Boys Girls 

Grade VI 
	

21 	4 

E Class 
	

12 	7 

kit 4) In non-authority relationships alone, for 

both sexes, the numbers of themes of co..operation far 

exceeds the combined numbers of themes forantaganios, 

competition, conflict. 	Nes excluding the responses 

to Card I shish tends to elicit a stereotype description 

or some unelaborated reference to the family being 

together (co-operation), this imbalance remains significant. 

Antagoniem Co-operation 

(all carda) 

Co-operation 

(Card I excl.) 

Grade VI boys 14 57 41 

Grade VI girls 16 513 44 

E Class boys 14 39 31 

B Class girls 13 44 35 

5) Child figures on the cards are consistently 

more often identified -by both sexes as non-siblings than 

as siblings. 
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Um...sibling peers Sibling 

Grade VI boys 25 9 

Grade VI girls 34 16 

E class boys 25 2 

E class girls 25 3 

b. Aggression and Antagonism 

1) Boys 

Themes in these categories are found in the 

protocole of 15 of the 26 Grade VI boys (58 per cent) 

and 14 of the 17 B clams boys (02 per cent). (irequenoy 

of aggreestre feelinps will be indicated later in the 

section Analysis of Peelings where they will be shown 

to occur with greater frequency with the D class boys.) 

As the basic theme for a whole story, ag,neession ie more 

characteristic of boys than of girls. It is expreese4 

by them chiefly towards persons not of the peer group, 

and never towards siblings. 

(i) Grade VI boys: The aggression of the 

primary toys' heroes is directed most often towards 

society at large and with little attempt to justify or 

rationalize it. Nine subjects (School A 5, School B 4), 

exhibit aggresaion in this fashion, 7 of them faatasying 

about theft and 2 fantasying about the infliction of bodily 

herrn* 
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There iu very little occurrence of physical 

aggression between peers. Only 3 boys oreate hereon who 

attack their peors and one other 'has a hero who is the 

viotim of unprovoked peer aggresoion. .1gAression in 

thio relationship takes the fOrm of bodily attack and 

causing bodily harm. 

In stories which have an adult-to-child relationship 

the horoee are as often the aggressors as the aggressed-

against, This arises from a chain-reaction type of story 

where aggression produces aggression. in 14 of the 15 

stories of here aggression there is this pattern of a 

double chain of hostility in which the ultimate outoome 

is not given or ranges between further aggression and the 

reform of the hero. 

Cards eliciting the most occasions of aggression are:- 

	

Oard 	Bo. of subjects 

III 3 

	

IV 	3 

	

VI 	2 

2 

	

XI 	6 

Antagonism .0 that is, opposition or feelings of 

hostility without physical aggression but always with a 
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sense of unresolved tension . is expreesed, with one 

exception, only by School B boys (7 subjects) and, again 

with one exception, is directed towards peers of the 

opposite eoz4 It occurs in association with Card II 

(4 theLes), Card VI (4 themes), and Carde I and X 

(1 ths 

Card VI provokes stories prinarily initially 02 

corootitivoness, ?lioet often (11 subjects) these result 

in a general sharing and a co-operativeness (see dimmest= 

on Co-operation, p.520  if), but in the 4 stories where 

the characters are depicted as antagonistic, the boys defeat 

the girls leaving the girls "jealous," "unhappy," and 

able only once to make a conebaok in the next game. 

Card II eimilarly induces more stories of co-operation, 

(8) than of antoconisa (4), but store the boy and the girl 

*re seen as antagonistic the boy is again projected as 

the dominating chaxvoter who is "telling her oft," 

"being eterne %talking," or "angry," with the girl. 

The girl responds on the first three occaciono with "guilt," 

"embarrassment," and "dislike," but in the last Story she 

finally dominates the boy-hero who then rationalizes his 

acquiescence. In the main in these situations of antagonisa 

c%1 
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the female is presented as inferior or subject to the male. 

(ii) B Class boy's: A greater (though not 

sigaificantly greater - .2> 0 .1) proportion of the 

boys in E class in comparison with the previous year, 

create themes of Aggression and antagonism for their 

heroes in non-authority relationships, namely 14 out of 

17 in E oleos (82 per cent) compared with 15 out of 26 in 

Grade VI (58 per cent). These 14 boys produce 11 themes 

of antagonism and 12 of aggression. 

Aggression is again directed towards society 

(4 subjects, 5 theses) in the form of breaking and stealing 

property, and to a lesser extent against peers (3 subjects, 

3 themee),to the form of physical violence and bodily ham; 

but it is only in the aggressive behaviour towards moiety 

that one finds the "tit...for-tat" pattern of Grade VI in 

which violence provokes retaliatory violence. 

There is a trend towards a higher incidence than 

in the previous year of projection of antagonistic and 

conflicting situations between male peers. The highest 

incidence is in the blank card, in association with skill 

and fair play in games, and with "dislike" whose origin is 

not given. Opposite sex antagonism and aggression are 
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confined to stories for Card II and Card VI. In Stories 

for the latter these feelings arils, in the course of the 

struggle for success in competition. In the stories far. 

Card /I they result from a sense of insecurity between 

the sexes: the bay...hero Mks. the girl something (undefined) 

and the girl responds in a "denying" fashion by "refusing," 

"showdng embarrassment," "running away," "fooling guilt/1o" 

There are no themes of aggression or antagonise 

between sibling.). 

2) Girls 

In contrast to the boys, the girls in their 

non—authority relationships produce fewer themes of 

aggression and antsgoniam and rather more themes of 

competition. Only 8 of the Grade VI aad 6 of the B class 

girls produce stories in which there is any ma*ed ill—

feeling between the sexes. 

(1) Grade VI girls: The hostile themes appear 

most often in response to Cards II and VI. They do not, 

though, as one might expect, Occur with Card IV in spite 

of the opportunity it Offers to exhibit hostility to a new 

sibling. 

Three subjects project antipathetic themes In stories 
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to Card II because they see the situation as an intimate 

one in whioh the boy is the aggressor and the girl is . 

angry aad ultimately triumphs over the bey. The themee 

of conflict and antagonism given to Card VI arise from 

matters of social ethics such as the Osaduct and scoring 

of the games (cheating), the poor sportsmanship of the 

loser, and the rejection by peers of those who exhibit 
	. c 

suoh unacceptable moral codes. Repentance and ream-

ciliation between the members of the group are postulated 

in only one of 9 stories where each transgressions of social 

ethics occur. 

Though these stories of opposition between peers are 

few they, like the boys' stories of aggressioa, have a' 

lively quality: One feels that the subjects really know 

and appreciate the feelings that their heroes exhibit. 

(ii) 8 Class plat.: In the stories of the E 

class girls there is a small outcrop of hostile themee in 
C . 

response to Card II where the boy in seem as unApapathetio 

and the girl as distreseed. These strained relationships, 

when existing between non-siblings (3 subjects), are 

succeeded by a Show of sorrow or remorse and resolved into 

a sharing, not a challengingteituation. In all the stories 
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where the character's are projected as siblings who are 

hostile or antagonistic the hostility is sustained and 

unresolved.. 

o. Co-operation 

1) Boys 

(i) Grade VI boys: Only 15 subjects are 

involved. Whereas most of the stories of antagonism, 

aggression and conflict present the whole ohain of events 

from conception to outcome, the stories of co-operation 

tend simply to state rather than to work out the theme. 

Cards XI, III, VI, and VII beet lend themselves, by 

their structure, to the projection of peer relationships. 

20r Card II which presents a boy and a girl in a one-

to-one relationship, 7 subjects produce themes of opposite -

sex co-operation - 3 of co-operation between siblings, 4 of 

boy,and-girl-friend co-operation. 	Leisure activities 

are the framework of the situation in 5 stories, and the 

rescue of the girl furnishes the situation for the remaining 

2 stories (the 2 rescue stories ax's re-hashed from Gene 

Stratton Porter's Freckles,  in one case admittedly borrowed, 

in the other, not). 

In all 4 boy-imeete-girl stories the boy's role is 
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constant and well-defined. He is chivalrous and makes 

the overtures. The reactions of the girls are inconstant 

and discrepant. One exhibits pit, and love, one is friendly 

and co-operative, one is proud of the hero's efforts, and 

one is ...cepricioua and ashamed, The boy-girl pair relation. 

ship seems to evoke vivid emotions and associations. 

Card VI introduces a heterosexual group,  and this seems 

either less motivating or more difficult for the boys to 

handle as a co-operative situation. The best they do La 

an emotionally.colourlessnear.desoription. They present the 

characters as functioning together without hostility, even 

in two instances as helping one another with advice, but only 

3 subjects endow the group with emotional life seeing it 

as "interested", "happy" and "enjoying" the activity. 

Uor can one say that the male is presented as dominating 

the group situation. Pour subjects do make their male 

hero win the game but 3 give wins equally to both sexes, one 

to a girl only, and 3 refuse to commit themselves as to the 

outcome of the game. It memo as though the details and 

logical events of the story elude them. In the stories 

of aggression and antagonism one feels the subject is 

calling on a world of experiences with which he is familiar, 
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experiences he has been building up throughout later 

childhood, such as his awareness of the strength of 

peers When they combine against the eat (am 18 played 

out so mach in the "gang" years), and the tradition of 

avoidance and disparagement of female peers. But the 

developing relationships within a heterosexual MUD  are 

unfamiliar end require adjustments which, according to 

such psychologists as G. G. Hell, are radical enough to 

make this stage of development a period of "sturm and drang". 

So it is to be expected that projections of the complex 

interwoven relationships and reactions of a heterosexual 

group might be difficult and exhibit less freedom, less 

concurrence amongst subjects, less clarity of ideas, less 

statement of outcome. 

Card VII is seen as depleting 4 boys, usually not 

siblings, and is poorly evocative of projective materiel. 

Almost half the subjects give merely a, description of its 

pictorial content. Am in the 5 stories which contain 

the idea of some slight but active co-operation between 

peers, the characters are shadowy and the story lacks a 

goal or climax. And Card III, in spite of its apparent 

possibilities for themes of oo-operation, has even more 

subjects resorting to description and only 2 toll of a 

group united around a hero. 
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So projection of same-sex co-operation also seems 

to be lope inteneo, less vivid, less emotionally toned 

than that of aggression or that of the boy-girl pair. 

Perhaps it is becauae boy-boy co-operation is so much a 

part of the established pattern of life that these 

relationships lack vivid expression: they are statements 

of an even tenor of life which needs no elaboration and 

provokes no peak of feeling. Since the need for this 

sort of companionship le satiefied in real life, there is, 

as Lazarus (1961, p. 66) suggests, MO compulsion to satisfy 

it through fantasy. 

(ii) Secondary boys: Every bey in the grow 

gives at least one theme of peer co-operation, a sippificant 

increase in proportion of subjects on the preceding year. 

On Card II (7 subjects) the situation is primarily 

the hop,meetea-girl type (6 stories) with, in 5 stories, . 

thetepaanning or enjoying a date, and in one ataxy, the 

bey helping the girl in distress. (One :subject gives a 

sibling story.) pax roles and the emotional components 

of these stories are clearly stated. The secondary school 

boy depicts a male hero who is the leader and wooer. It 

is he who asks for or plans the date, who is pleased when 
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the girl acceptor who is anxious When their plane are 

threatened with collapse, whose feelings are described, 

who protects the girl in distress. The girl has the 

halltvivice of the sexually-aware female she "blushes" 

at the boy's invitation, is "sad" when the date finishes, 

is happy when he helps her, shares his anxiety and reciprocates 

his affeetion• 

On subjective estimate, these stories are rore openly 

sexual than in the previous year. They are more obviously 

"mating" stories, there is no cameflauge of the Ppeckles  

variety, the emotionn have more depth and the girl's role is 

now shown as more etable and sympathetic with the boy's. 

The storieo for the heterosexual group on Card VI 

in which the children are playing or watching chess or some 

game, are characterized by an equality between the 

two some. Winning in itself is not treated as important, 

and only on one occasion to the winner specifically stated . 

a girl. flowerer the process of sharing 	emphasized, 

Per example, the children take turas to play and to win, the 

watchers give their approval equally to the two players  , the 

whole group of players and non.playere is happy or excited, 

the non.players encourage both the player'. These storie0 
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between sibliags in a group 

between nenemeiblinge in a group 

To neither sibling, male or female, in a pair situation 

(7 subjects) is there given a definite role or a domineat 

feeling-tone, and most outeomes remain vague and incea 

elusive. "They are having fun" is the most extravagant 

emotion admitted. 

In group sitUations (12 subjects) siblings tend to 

come alive a little more. Older sitiolin,fic are protective 

of younger ones; the group as a whole is competent to 

look after itself; where competition is included, boys 

beat girls, emotional responsiveness ranging from rebuff 

to repentance, to "having fun" and "being glad" is readily 

expressed (9 eubjects). 

Non..eiblings whether in pairs or groups have fairly 

clear roles or relationships though these vary from eubjeot 

to subject. In the mixed-pair (4 subjects) the boy is the 

initiator or the "strong" figure, the girl has the more 

dependent role. In e mixed group, usually in regime* $0 

Card VI, (10 subjects) leadership does not seem to be 

important. Any one of the group may advise or initiate the 

game, but if victory is stated it goes to the boy, tb0401 
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all the children are repeatedly seen as thoroughly happy 

and enjoying themselves. Non-siblings of the mama sex 

(5 subjects) have a quiet and sympathetic: relationship. 

(ii) Secondary girls: Only a minority of 

subjects (5) projects on to any of the stimulus figures 

sibling role. Of these, 3 give superficial, nor. 

committal stories of alblings in a co.operative situation - 

walking, playing together - but with no indicatial of 

intensity of feeling or closeness of relationship between 

them. The other 2 subjects present the rale as proteotive 

and capable* the female as inexpert, easily upset and 

needing a brother's care. 

The heterosexual-pair etimulus on Card I/ gives rise 

to two neatly antithetical projections. There is the 

distressed female Am unsympathetic: male situation, 

occurring, with both sibling and non-sibling identifications, 

5 times (see section on "Conflict Themes, p. 519) and the 

distressed female plus sympathetic supportive male, also 

gin for both siblings and non-siblings, occurring 7 times. 

This seggests a group definitely divided in its expectation 

of the attitude and behaviour of the male peer towards the 

female in close personal association. This ambivalence of 
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the subjecto does not appear to be associated with any 

of the variables CA, 144 0  or IQ, since, when the group 

is split for these variables, there in no eigilfleant 

differenoe between the numbers of subjects frma the upper 

and the lower halves in their expression of uosymathetic 

or erympathetic attitudes, 

In the reoponses to Card VI pioturing the betero. 

eexual peer group, though themes of coi.operationare too 

few for definite conclusions, it io at least interesting 

to see that in contrast to the previous year each of the 

4 subjects who gives the outcome of the competition 

hakes the girl the winner. 

Though no subjects present peers of the same sex 

as being in opposition, neither do the 5 subjects who 

present them as co-operative do mare than briefly indicate' 

they are supportive or protective each to the other. 

cl, 1irief general note on non-authority relationehipe 

In the non-authority themes the girls ,  stories come alive  

and reveal most emotion, role-expectation and detail of 

relationship when the projection is concerned with a boy- 

girl peer association, and more esP00/0-14 when the 

association is an "accepting" one. The boys stories 
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tend, in ceneral, to "give less away" than the girls' 

but are apt to follow-through with meet detail when they 

are concerned with some form of opposition or avereeoion, 

especially when thie is between the here and society in 

general. Confortable, constructive participation in 

heterosexual croups seems to OOMB at different educational 

'levels for boys and girls. 	or both seven the group 

situation appears to be less sexually disturbing than the 

pair situation. 

In view of apparent sex differences in reaction to 

hetero-sexual situations, relationships between boys 

and girls are an important consideration in educational 

planning where almost all State schools and some 

Independent schools are co-educational. Are co-edadational 

schools or elapses comfortable .learning situations at this 

age? Can boys and girls be expected to work together 

harmoniously end efficiently on a common echool project 

in either Grads VI or E class? The TAPST stories sugeest:- 

In Grade VI the boys seem happiest to treat the hetero-

seaual group as an arena for competition: when they are 

simply competing they are comfortable. athout the excuse 

of competition they seem to be at a loss to understand 
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either their own role, tho intor-relationohipo within the 

croup, or the p000ible mime of evcrito for tho 2rgup. 

The Grade V/ rfirlo ary able to weric comfortably with tho 

boy e !nit nPLIoar to !,-.23ve definite and strict ethical codes 

to whiCh they fool the ;Troup nenboro ohould uncoLvrmAsingly 

conform, In view of tho fact that tho boyo c*Joar louch lees 

concerned about ethically corrcot bohaviour - Cor ezamvlo 

they neam faocinated by ides of coarLittinf; theft ma 

truancy there are croundo for conflict cad difficalty 

between the soaeo. 

In the secondary ochool tho reactione to the opposite 

osn neon to have become "pepped up" with both boys and 

girls. n aloes boys cfno77 a little more dofinie hootility 

to girls and relatively a lot noro active "bey-smetsirl" 

feeling. They are reoponoive to painetl-z;airn oitmtions 

which could bo, therefore, rsthor diotracting c.nd cdvorooly 

overotivulating as learninf; eituationo. In a croup, 

however, they are animated, able to ohare„ and oodfortable 

with the girls. Uecendary cirle, on the contrary, CQCQ 

relatively nore interested in the heterosexual pair aid 

less interested in the heterenclmal group situation. heir 

attitudos to and oxmcotatione of the boy° faIl'inte 
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(4) if, however, this acceptance of inferior 

statue to the boy is merely a transitory element of the 

girl'a eelf6sconoept, and time to make a reassessment of 

herself and her capabilities in the secondary school is 

all that is needed, then it might be better if the girls 

did not have to be in co-educational claims tor more 

emotionally-loaded subjects in the first year or two of 

their secondary education. 

III. Summary of the Solt-pictures egad the Phenopenological  

Fields as indicated in Response to the UST  

(1) Primary BOY* 

(1) Personal Adequaoy: 

(a) There is some ambivalence here. The overt 

assumption is of physical inadequacy but there 

is a strong underlying sense of adequacy. 

(b) Intellectual adequacy is not a matter of concern; 

little inter:sot in vocational choice and sucoess 

is suggested. 

(2) Social and Pamily Relationships z uthority Situations: 

(a) Adults in authority are in conflict with children. 

(There are four times as many presentations of 

adult-child conflict as of adult-child co-operation 
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in the case of authority adults.) 

(b) Teachers are usually in conflict with pupils. 

(o) Olamermadiscipline causes most conflict with 

teachers: Stealing causes most conflict with 

adults in authority outside the school. 

(d) teachers are hostile, unforgiving and prone to 

use physical punishment. 

(e) Fathers exerting their authority seldom see 

eye..toi.eye with their 02MO, and usuallypunish 

by deprivation of privileges. 

(f) there is some internalisation of hero reactione, 

but violence on the port of the adult tends to 

provoke retaliatory violence from the hero. 

(3) Gocial and ?family Relationships lion-authority Situations: 

(a) there is considerably more co-operation in this 

area than in authority situations, but conflict 

is still noticeable, e.g. unprovoked aggression 

against society smell as stealing, violence. 

(b) Peers of the opposite sex more often provoke 

expressions of sharing and helping than of 

unresolved opposition, but lack of detail in the 

stories suggests that the sUbjects are working with 

relatively unfamiliar concepts. 
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(ii) Secondary Boys 

(1) Pereonal Adequacy: 

(a)Personal physical adequaoy is low - lower than 

for primary bays = and undeAring confidemee is 

missing, 	Adequacy can be attained may by 

great effort. 

(b)Intellectual adequacy, though not a widespread 

concern, Bete more attention than from prism' 

boys, and intellectual achievement is associated 

with more expression of unpleasantness. 

Vocational success is still of little interest. 

(a) Adequacy as measured by material possesstans is 

assuming some importance. 

(2) Social and itmily Relationships ; Authority Situations: 

(a)Adults in authority arc more often antagonistic 

than cc...operative. ('our times as many themes of 

conflict as of cooperation in 'bilis area.) 

(b)Disobedience and aggreasion are the chief cauaes 

of conflict between teacher and child; delinquangy 

(e.g. etealing) produces conflict with outside 

authorities. 
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(3) Social aid Dnmily  Relationships : 1Ton-authority Situationes 

(a) There is a definite increaae in the expression of 

co-operation with peen of the opposite sex, and 

a tone of equality between the sexes in covet-

itive situations. 

(iii) Primary Girls 

(1) Personal Adequaay: 

(a) The emphasis in on j&eqiacy often associated 

with fortuitous deprivation and with inner states 

of discomfort such as ebraesei  fear, 
(b) Intellectual inadequacy (lack of ability or 

attainment) frequeatly features; there is 

dissatisfaotion and difficulty with school work. 

(c) The hero is put lato situations of dependeuccy on 

the parent (usually the mother) but doubt la 

expreased of the parent's capacity to help 

appropriately and efficiently. 

(2) Social and iamily Relatioruships s Authority Situations: 

(a) Adults having authority are more often in coaflict 

with the child, than co-operative. 

(b) The teacher is the most unco-operative adult and 

when not actively evincing hostilit44' ho/she is 
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detached or restrictive. 

(0) Parents are relatively co...operative. 

(d) Authority figures from outside the home and the 

school are seldom introduced; (girls are 

possibly less concerned than boys with society 

beyond home and school). 

(a ) The child's reactions to the teacher are strongly 

in the direction of defiance and deception* 

There seems to be an implied wish for corporal 

punishment as expiation. 	a 

( 0 ) Social and Pamily Relationships Nonrauthority Situations: 

(a) Coroperetion among the participants in nonrauthority 

situations is overwhellOngly more frequent than 

4 .0 

	(b) Participants (non.adult) are more often identified 

04 peers than siblings. 

Leadership within a group of peers may be given to 

either sex; success in competition is attributed 

ay the majority to the male. 

(iv) Secondary (Arlo 

(1) Personal Adequaoy: 

(a) The emphais is on inadequacY. 
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(b) School-work, deprivation (especially separation 

from parents, maaetimee from a loved object 

such ac a doll which way Symbolise childhood 

or siblings) and loneliness are given frequently 

as situations of inadequadys 

(c) In deprivation situations the hero tends to be 

passive und ineffeotual; assistance paoffered 

by an adult io regarded with tolerance, even 

appreciation, but usually proves inadequate. 

(2) Boatel and lamily Relationships s Authority Situations: 

(1%) Adults in authority are still very much in 

conflict with the child, but there is a:tendency 

to see authority-adults as more co-operative 

than priaary girls did. 

(b) The teacher is far more hostile than the parent. 

(o) Authority figures outside the home and school 

are not introduced. 

Heroes are slightly less Submissive to authority 

figures than in previcas year. 

(3) 300141 and ftaily itelitionships Han.authority situations: 

(a) Co.operation figures much more strongly than conflict. 
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(b) situations which deal in isaxtion with the 

hero and with one peer of the opposite sa7 tend 

to have strong enotionel tone (love-hate 

ambtvalenee). 

(e) Activities of children in a beteroseNuel Group 

emphasise shariq34,  

(d) 2uccess in competition is not attributed to the 

male. The feaale appears to bc tnrina to assert 

Individualiti and adhieVe etuality tilth or 

superiority to the male in the oup. 
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The Self.opicture According to the OPST 

Analysis Part II 

In the previous chapter only those stories which 

illuminated certain aspects of the self—pieture, for 

example interactions with adults in authority, were 

discussed and inferences were made in terms of those 

specific areas. In this decttonjall stories are 

included and inferences are made without regard to 

epecifio areas. 	So it io poosible that anmArent  

contradictions may occur. For example in his reactions 

to adults in authority, including his mother, a hero. 

may behave hostilely, whereas the sum of all his reactions 

to his mother in her many and varied roles may be predeco. 

inantly submissive. Such limitations an behaviour 

imposed by specific situations, or modifications induced 

by changes in role, are not the matter for the present 

areVaia. ilewever it is, of course, because such 

differences in situations and role occur that a child 

may be characterised by one person as, say, aggressive , 
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and temoomoperative and by moldier as quiet sed amenable« 

x. na çfort and a , I94 1,11 

ln the preceding analysis the proclivity of the hero 

to bluster or to win throutbi  to behave apathetleally or 

to subsitv and an on has been stationed in eeneral terms 

and almost exclusively in relation to the themes of personal 

adequagy. Sone attempt is now cab to bring this aspect 

doliol to earth by following ana l' example (1951) lad 

assessing arbitrarily the effort and same* of the hero 

over the whole of oaoh story on a 5-point male rated 

0 to 4 along a passive-active failurespeuccose oontinuun6 

The points of the scale mAy be defined in General terms 

as folio/mu 

0 hero entire/3r passive or apathetic; no response 

hero registers some reaction,, such as (shame but 

takes no action 

2 action taken iut it io ineffective or 

defined outcome 

3 positive appropriate action taken with moderate 

effectiveness 

4 positive, even vigorous, aotion takmm with 

considerable effectiveness 

1 Hero 
OffOrt 
weak 

1 Vitro 
.exerts 
)average 
effort 

1 Hero 
effort 
strong 
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Girls 

Carle 

0 
Bo/S 
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TOIL' 64 

Hero-strength 

(school 
Total 
Hoof 
heroes 

Hero-strength rating_ 
Below 
2 pte. 2 pte. 

Above 
2 pte. 

A 

B 

62 

146 

15 

48 

24 

59 

25 

39 

Total 208 61 83 64 

A 

B. 

93 

100 

36 

46 

20 

31 

37 

Total ;93 84 51 56 

A 

B 

44 
.- 

332  

12 

31 

18 

23 

14 

28 

Total 126 43 41 42 

A 49 

67 

18 

30 

14 

25 

17 

14 

Total 116 48 37 31 

* Uot all stories have heroes; they nay be simply 
deseriptiVe..y 
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., fall more evenly int%the three ranks of "verge', 

"below average, and "above.-aVerage" in (Alert and success. 

Prmn Table 64 it . is apparent that! 

(1) Grade VI sad olass boys' distributions of heroes 

according to hoto-streagth fellow a similar pattern 

(Ohi-equare =-1.2$ 13).50; no significant difference.) 

(2) For tho male . groups the proportion of "weak" heroes 

ie significaatly greater than the proportion of strong 

heroes. 

(3) Grade VI and 2 class girls' distributions of heroes 

according to hero,strength follow a similar pattern (p = .5). 

(4) ?or the female groups the:. her000 are distributed 

relatively evenly over the three categories of weak, average, 

strong. (Primary girls, p›.1; • Cecondary eirlef 1).> .90  

. .(5) The Grade VI girls have relatively fewer "weak" heroes 

and moro "average" heroed than the boys. (Yor"weak" 

heroes; Ohl...square m 0.1, p601; for. average heroes; 

Ch•s4uare =. 7.58, p< 010 

(6) The distribution of secondary girls .'and secondary boys 

are more comparable (p).05), though therels still a strong 

tendency for the boys to create a higher proportion of 

"male' than of "average" or "strong" heroes. 

To some degree the outcomes of the stories indicate, 
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in the amount of the success achieved by the hero, the 

hero's strength, and to some degree they indicate the 

hero's (and banes the subjeot's) attitude to life . 

optimistic, puzzled, pessimistic — since the hero is not 

always seen as the orbiter of his own fates Outcomes 

are rated as "favourable", "unfavourable", and "indeterminate, 

and the outcome of all stories have been so categorised 

except for the purely descriptive responses which are, 

in fact, not stories and have no mAtcomese 

All groups are comparable in the degree of conclusiveness 

and the general manner in which they see the projected 

situations being resolved. 

There is no over—riding type of outcome, neither 

clear-out expectation of "he,ppineas-ever.after" (favourable 

outcomee are less than 50 per cent for all groups except 

for primary girls), nor even of a f;oregone conclusion to 

a situation (in.determinate outcomes. are appro-xthately 40 

per cant for each group). 	wever, Inanurable  

outcomes are consistentlY'inthe considerable sdnOrity 

suggesting that in spite of quite henvy loadiw3s of 

destructive feelings-and relationships the subjects are 

not despairing though they may be Puzzled and uncertain 

about the outcome. The heroes are not presented as being 
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TABLE 65 

Outcomes of Stories 

Group 
Outcome 

favourable Indeterminate Unfavourable Totals 

Grade VI 108 83 21 212 

39,1.) 
0 

E Glass 60 52 23 135 

39;. ,  17,1 

Grade VI 96 92 35 223 

t. 
cif B Glass 

43% 

41 

41270 

52 

10 

24 117 

35% 2tro 

Chi-square for Outoomesof stories: 

Compttrisun 
	

Obi-square 	p (not siepificant) 

primary boys : primary girls 4.409 

secondary boys : secondary 

girls 

primary boys •: , secondary 

boys 

primary girls : secondary 

girls 

.10 not stasificant 

	

2.2 	.30 not significant 

	

2.46 	.30 not eigaifioant 

	

4.55 	.10 not significant 
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strong enough or omniscient enough to win through in any 

situation - that is an expootation that belongs to un earlier 

stage of childhood . but they do fall Into a nice balance 

between suooessful coping and "waiting-to-see", a fair rep-

resentation surely of the view of life of the eubjeot 

himself at this stage of development and thia period of 

transition from one educational sot-up to another, with 

• the consequent novelty and readjustment required.' 

II. ‘Beelimms  

Just as hero-strenclamms provicualy touched-on 

(Chapter XII) only in general terms and almost solely in 

relation to themes of personal adequacy, so also feelingo 

and interpersonal relationahipe were treated almost 

sole4 in relation to situationo of conflict and co-operation 

with adults-in-authority. It is proposed now to look 

at the total field of the subjects' stories to see what 

feelingo emerge, how frequently they occur, and within 
6 
that oituatione end relatfonehips. 

(a) ,.......ar_tj.._citala.b.e.k.'laratI rms.,_13td 

Aggreoeion includes physical violence on the part of 

the subject such as hitting, breaking, destroying, killing, 

and poychologiaal attack as in cheating. 
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Conflict includes competition (not nvoessari4 

hostile),  conflict as in differences of opinion and 

goals, and opposition. 

Anxiety inoludes also "fear", ywrry". 

Prostration includes being lost. 

Guilt includes "shame", "sorrow", "repentance". 

Inferiority includes any expression of inadequacy 

such an shyness, physical handicap, failure. 

Pain may be ,physical as in siokness, or may be . 

emotional as distress, sadnees, unhappiness or sone other 

state of ua-pleasure. 

Pleasure includes happiness, pride in or praise of 

subject, success (but not as the outcome of competition 

for which see "superiority"). 

Goperiority includes superiority, =Weep in general 

and as the outcome of competition. 

Succorance includes both the demand for and the 

giving of help and nurturance (whether implied or stated). 

(b) The AnalyeAs  

The five most frequently exordised feelings (0..lee 

Table 66) are, with one exceptIon, identical for all four 

groups of subjects, namely uuccorance, compulsion, hostility, 

pain/distress and pleasure/Success. 
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TABLE 66 
Chief Feelings Expressed by Heroes 

Feeling 

Pr i ma rsr Girls ,  N=26 

0 0 
z g 	.21 	s 
44.4 	a 	1.3 
I s I •+0 

	$4 gq 

earamorawermaS.sossarmarmrsor 	 

Primary Boys N=26 	Secondary Girls N=17 	Secondary Boys N=17 

Bost/lity 
Succorartce 
Compulsion 
Pain. 
distress 
Pleasure. 
success 
Aggression 
Conflict-
competition 
Frustration 
Inferiority 
Anxiety 
Guilt 
Escape. 
avoidance 
Effort 
Rejection 
Superiority 
Affection 

51 9.03 
67.11.9 
51 9.03 

46 8.14 

47 8.32 
26 4.60 

41 7.26 
29 5.13 
37 6.55 
26 4.60 
10 

t1 
25 4.42 
25 4.42 
24.4.25 
17 3.01 

2 
1 
2 

5 

4 
9 

6 
•8 
7 
9 

11 
11 
13 
14 

20 
26 
24 

22 

20 
14 

24 
16 
21 
24 

6 

9 
16 
13 
15 
12 

7 
1 
2 

5 

7 
12 

2 
9 
6 
2 

9 
13 
11 

86 
61 
58 

51 

46 
44 

33 
40 
26 
25 
29 

27 
13 
14 
24 
11 

13.09 
9.28 
8.83 

7.76 

7.00 
6.70 

5.02 
6.09 
3.96 
4.41 
4.41 

4.11 

1.67 
3.65 

2 
3 

4 -  

5 • 
6 

8 
7 

12 
9 
9 

11 

16 
13 

26 
24 
21 

24 

17 
17 

20 
19 
17 
17 
21 

19 

11 
18 
5 

2 
4 

2 

10 
10 

6 
7 

10 
10 
4 

7 

9 

48 
48 
34 

29 

28 
.24 

18 
24 
28 
11 
17 

6 

18 
14 
14 

11.34 
11454 
8.17 

6.97 

6.73 
:5.17 

4.33- 
5..n 

, 6..73 

6.49 
4.33 
3.37 
3.37 

1 
3 

4 

5 
8 

10 
8 
5 

7 
10 
12 
12 

14 
17 
14 

14 

12 
9 

13 
12 

• 14 
9 
8 

5 
14 
10 
12 
9 

1 
2 

2 

8 
14 

7 
8 
2 

12 

2 
11 
8 

12 

44 
28 
37 

28 

25 
41 

24 
19 
8 

24 
15 

5 
10 
14 
13 

• 7 

11.86 
7.55 
9.97 

7.55 

6.74 
11.05 

6.47 
5.12 

6.47 
441 

3.77 

1 
4 
3 

4 

6 
2 

7 
9 

7 
10 

11 

16 
17 
17 

15 

12 
15 

17 
12 
6 

13 
1 3 

2 

11 
11 
5 

1 

5 

9 
5 

1 
9 

7 
7 

13 
11 

(Table continued on next page) 
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The One exception occurs with the secondary boys whose 

heroes make their emceed highest score on ag.7ession and 

so drop pleasure/success one place. 

The frequency rank*order of the first 6 to 8 feeling.. 

states varies little between the grouts, but thereafter 

the ordere for the 4 groups diverge mere markedly. 

Differenees between the groups are perhaps uore 

revealing than are the similarities. The droppiag-off 

in the boys' feelings of "esoape-avoidance" in E class 

compared with Grade VI year and the indroase in the 

percentage of the feellage of aggression suggest that the 

E. Class boys are coning core to gripe with their world, 

with consequent increased emotional or auperego diecomfort 

(guilt) and heightened sense of rejection (or separation). 

Girls are coneisteatIy higher on feelings of inferiority 

than the boys - perhaps the result of cultural expectation 

rather than of lack of physical prowess or strength since 

at this stage the girls are probably outpacing the boys 

In physical development. It may be that the acceptance 

of a role of inferiority reduces tension and leads to the 

lower level of guilt feelings for the girls. 

The differences between the sexes in emphseis on 
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specific feelings (as shown by comparing percentages for 

the groups in Table 66) indicates that they have different 

attitudes to, and make different interpretations of the 

environment. 	Grade V/ boys are higher on aggression, 

hostility, escape.avaidance, and guilt than Grade VI girls; 

the girls are higher on effort, competition, inferiority, 

rejection and distress. In B class the bows are higher on 

aggression and anxiety than the girls are; and the girls 

are higher on effort, inferiority, and succorance. The 

total number of expressions of the 4 feelings that seem 

likely to go most strongly with "'being at loggerheads with" 

society, namely hostility, aggxesiion, conflict and anger, 

constitutes a significantly higher proportion of all 

expressions of feelings for the secondary boys than for 

any other group (1)‹.05, for one-tailed test). In 

comparison with the Grade VI yeaDthere is no such up-surge 

of contrariness to society from the B class girls. 

A high frequency of expression of any given feeling 

does not necessarily mean that the majority of the subjects 

in the group express thin  feeling; the score could be 

boosted by the frequency of its expression by a few subjects. 

To check for this KIndallis Rankoorder Correlation was 
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applied to frequenqy of the times the feelina was expressed 

and frequency of numbers of students expressing the feeling, 

and a simifioantly high correlation was found for all 

groups of subjects (Table 66). 

III. Relationships  

The relationships between heroes and others are 

categorised into 3 types: (1) "accepting.' relationships 

Which comprice affectional relationships of any sort and 

acceptance of any sort; (2) "power" relationships is which 

the other person is shown as being dominant or mubmissive 

to hero, and (3) "separating" relationships in which the 

other person is shown as moving against the hero in some 

form of hostility — general, verbal, or physical . or as 

moving the hero away either by separation, indifference or 

rejection. These 3 categories can be further compressed 

into 2 major types of relationships. The accepting and 

power relationships might be seen as positive in which 

the other Demmxlvawesses some sort of enveloping relation. 

-sap . some relationship which binds it to the hero, 

whereas the separating relationships may be seen as a 

negative relationship in which the hero is put away from the 

other person in some way, either by a rojeoting hostility or 
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by the less violent relationship of indifference or wren by 

a sitmeami not of the seeking of the hero or the other 

person, but which nevertheless 'divorcee than in some way 

that is, some fortuitoue separation. 

Girls 

1. jtelmtkonshirts Between Adults end Berl)  * 

(a) cot.x -toiero 4  

Positive 

Relationships 	Accepting Fewer 

Grade VI NAl26 	(6+40) 	(8+2) 
46 	10 

E Class 111.17 	(2+29) 	(9+0) 
31 	9 

Obviously of these 5 categories 

liegative 	Total 

Separating 

66+8) 
24 	ao 

'(10+2) 
12 	52 

"accepting is the dominant 

One in both years (Grade VI, Chi.equare 24.67, (If= 2, 

p<C.001; E class, Ohi.square A 16.45, df 2, p(.001). 

That is, the kinds of mother-to-child responses are of 

all 5 kinds, but it is the "accepting" kind which occurs 

most often. This pattern holds for both years as there 

is no significant difference in the distribution of the 

two groups ( .7) p>.5). 

* In the following distributions the categories are subdivided 
to show in brackets:. Accepting: made up of definite ' 
affection + simple acceptance. Power: made up of dominance 
+ submission. Separating: made up of hostility (moving against) 
+ moving away (rejection, indifference, separation). 
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If we take the responses_ in the 2 major Categories of 

"Positive" or "moving towards", and "negative" or "moving 

against or away", then the "moving towards" category is 

seen to be more dominant than the "moving away" one. So 

it appears that the subjects project the relationship 

extended from the mother to the hero as being typically a 

"moving towards" relationship and not one of hostility or 

rejection. 

(b) limeggsnatz 

When the reverse point of view is taken, thie is, 

hero.to-mother, the number of responses or relationships 

extended from, or initiated by, the hero to the mother is 

considerably less than the number initiated by the mother. 

Positive 	Negative Total 

Relationships 	Accepting Power Separating 

Grade VI N=26 	( 1+5) 	(2+10) 	(6+7) 
6 	12 	13 	31 

E Class Nig17 	(1+4) 	(8+2) 	(2+6) 
5 	10 	a 	23 

The patterns of distribution for the 2 years are again 

Comparable but here the relationships initiated by the hero 

are divided more avenly.over the 3 Categories than were the 

relationships projectedas being Initiated by the mother. 

That is, the hero cannot be said to have a dominant type of 
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relationship with or to the mother (Uhi-square goodness of 

fit. Grade VI MB 3.60 df ANS 2, •2> p> .1; 	Ulass is 1.99. 

df OS 29 .5> p> 

With the relationships combined as before into positive 

and negative categories the positive relationships tend to 

exceed the negative. SO if the relationship of nother.to. 

hero and hero-to-mother are thought of as being mutually 

reactive states thee we cannot say that the accepting 

relationships of the mother call up the expression of similar 

accepting relationships on the part of the hero. In fact, 

all we can say is that it would appear that thehero is 

likely to respond to the mother equaliy frequently with 

my.one Of the 3 types of relationships. :lite feet that 

the distributions of the 2 years do not significantly differ 

and in eo far as the relationships are a projection of the 

subject!s owe reactions suggests that there is no change 

over this period in the relationships which the subjeots see 

themselves as making to the mother in situations such as those 

pictured in the test. 

However there is 'one difference between the projected 

hero04400mother relationship of Grade VI and E class, and that 

is in the number of submlesiv;e relationships (the second . 
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figure in braelzete in the power catecory). This chances .  

from 10 of the 12 "power" relationships for the Grade VI 

to 2 of the 10 ?power" relationehips for claim Maher 

Exact Test, p<:.05). It would Oa= that the older girls 

see the hero as. less sabaiesive to the mother and more fro-

quently sucoessful in dowinating her. 

(e) 1ather4o-bero  

Positive 	ilegative 	Total 

Relationahips 	Accepting Yower Ooparating 

Grade VI 4=26 	(5+21) 	(0+0 	(84.9) 
26 	8 	17 	51 

2 Class 111=17 	(606) 	(2+0) 	(114) 
22 	• 2 	15 	39 

Again the rolAionships are spread uacve04 over the 

3 categories (hi-squarc goodness of fit, Grade VI = 9.52, 

df = 2, p < 02;' class = 10.01, df = 2, 1)4(401), and 14 

a similar pattern at both tostings. The Conspicuous feature 

of these distributions is the low nuaber of relationehips 

in the power onte6orys ThiScould be surprising in view 

of the fact that in our particular culture the father le 

'alleged to be the head of the house, the final court of appeal, 

the final authority and diociplinarian. In fact ho ,raY 

•Plot really in practice have these roles, aad the low "pacer" 

frequency suggests that the girl does not see the father as 
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someame really coneeraed with her contra and discipline. 

(Pothers, on the eontragy, often sem to have rather 

"spoiling" attitudes towards their daughters ') He is neither 

eons to dominate her nor someone wham she must reduce to 

subjection. 

The other two categories of acceptance and separation 

are fairly evenly balanoed. It is interesting to note that 

with betirthe mother and the father aaceptance is seldom sham 

as taking the form of actually expressed affection, rather the 

relationship is simply one of affectional involvement. So 

While the mother is seen as being predominantly an accepting 

person, the father is seen as having two rather conflicting 

roles; in one be is accepting, in the other he is, if not 

hostilb, at least indifferent or in some way remote from the hero. 

(a) 	ftom...tc-fatan,  

Positive 	Negative 	Total 

Separating 

(4+4) a 	25 
0+4) 
7 	10 

Relatimehips expressed as Stemming from the hero to 

the adult, in this case the Whorl are, as for the mother, 

relatiVely few, especially from E class. In this year they 

Relationships Accepting Power 

Grade VI N4226 (3+11) (1+2) 
14 3 

)3 Class 17=17 ( 1 +2) (0+0) 
3 0 
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are too few for cony,prioaa of frequaeoles in catecoriec. 

The fact that 27.31.ri10 between tIle2 ezDreco 25 hero-to-father 

relationchipo in CY.Trade VI ccpared with 17 expressisa only 

10 relationohipo the followinz: year suests tb.6 p000ibility 

that the cirlo are becaAnciuo they roi Wert  loco 

responsive to the father. This io oup;)orted by the charco 

from the tendency in Grade VI for positive relationoilips to 

exceed ne7ative ones, to. the tendency ia 7,7; °lase for ooporating 

relationshipo to predominate, but the nnzber of relationships 

expre000d in :"J cinee io too low for ay cound comparable 

inference to be reaosaably dram. 

(o) CC:ler-adult  to hero 

Thettr. relationchip situation to be conoiderad io that 

of the other-adult to the hero. Dy other-dulto are 

neant adulto, other V./ .,:a  t4e rareato, who have l. in the 

story, e direct relationahip,with the here. Theoe usually 

are teattlxmo cnA roltative° outside the 	fs):4104P,ouch 

as auat8; but they :loy alou . incluae people from the more 

remote societ7 ouch a.:3 police and even.struacere vino intervene 

to influenco the hero in come way. That io, reletionohipo _ 

between ".7nminal" characters e2 the story Who do not impiaco 

On the hero ore ilet concidered. 
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citivc 	;.;e,tive Zotals 

Re1ations/212z 	AcceptiaL; 'lbw= waparating 

Grade VI N=26 (1,>20) (20+2) (0+0) 
24) 22 33 76 

E class N=17 (004) (12+0) (12+5) 
14 12 17 43 

Again, those distributions are oimilar in both years 

(Chi-equare = 4291 1  dO = 2, p> 	However, in the caste 

'of theca other...adults the frequency distribution over the 3 

caterpries is 2airly evea (p>•05 for both years). Although 

for neitAer distribution is there a single eateaory of 

relationships whioh eimifioantly predozainateep nevertheless 

for both years the weight appears to be slightly on the 

"hostile" and "Joviug away category. In the case of the 

mother the attitude to the hero is predominantly aceeptings 

for the father relationships are fairly evenly divided between 

accepting and sei)aratl.ng; aid in the case of the othersedult 

there lo a hint that hostility tends to outweigh acceptance. 

In the adult-to-hero relationship, for the first tine the 

category o2 "power" hae assumed considerable iivortanee though 

only at a statistically eignificant level When compared with 

the "power" ilmquency for other-to-hero in Grade VI (Chi-

square = 5.55, P<:. 002), aud for fatherwto-ihero in class 

(Chi-aquare 	11‹ 41)* 
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(f) 

Positive 	Negative Totals 

Relationships 	Accepting Power Geparating 

Grade VI N=26 (2+3) (0+18) (14+13) 
5 18 27 50 

E Class Nm17 (5+4) (1+12) (14+4) 
9 13 18 40 

The distributions for the 2 years are not edgaificantkv 

.different statistically (0.30), but there does seem to be 

some indication of a Change beginning, in that the distribution 

of the relationships in E class tends to be more oven and 

there is no significant difference in the frequencies of the 

3 categories in this later year (Obi-square as 2.79, df m 2, 

p> -.30, not significant). The feature common to both years 

is the large number of submissive relationships, many more 

In aasoolation with the other-adult than with the father, and 

rather more than with the mother. In spite of the Varied forme 

of negative relationships with other-adults (hostility, 

resentment, indifference, etc., as shown in Appendix IV, 

TableJ 113:4)admiemtimeness of the hero is still a frequent 

terminal-relationship. 

(g)gapMm_C ofadultroendheto-ed_ult 

relationships-  (Girls) 

To summarise and bring together what has been covered 

already in sections (a) to (f)s- 
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(1) When uother-to-hero mud father.to.hero relationships 

are compared the mother is seen as being accepting, the 

father as being evnaly accepting and °operating, that is, an 

having a somewhat ambivalent role. Other-adults are seen 

an having the moat diverse relatlonships in that their 

responses tall neatly and equally into categories of accepting, 

dominating, and being /motile. 

(ii) In the matter of frequency ef adult-to-hero 

relationships, Grade V/ girl° more often project relation. 

ships initiated by the mother and the other.adult than 

those Initiated by the father (Chi-equare goodnees of fit = 

7.16, df 2$ .05> P>.02). In B class the frequencies 

for all three adult° are more =gamble: 

To hero from. 

Relationships Lothar Father Other-adult Total 

Grade VI (N*26) 80 51 76 207 

ROUE'S 	(Ne17) 52 39 . 43 134 

(iii)In the relationships initiated by the here, there 

are no sigaifioent differeneee in patterns for Grade VI and 

2 class (p .30). Both primmer and secondary - girls project, 

on the Storage, the name number of hero.to-adult relationships, 

and both refer moat often to relationships with other-adults 
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than to those with either mother or father (Chi-square 

goodneoe of fit s  Grade VI = 9.65 9  df = 2 9  p4;.01$ B class = 

18.6 9  df = 2 9  p<•001), 

Fran hero to - 

Relationships 	Uother Pather Other-adult Total 

Grade VI (N=20 31 25 50 106 

k; Class 	(u=1 7) 23 10 40 73 

(iv) With both prtaagy and secondary girls "bsstilite 

and "power" relationships between hero and other-adult are 

those moat frequently expreseed. 

2, Relationshin Between Peers  

These are treated in 3 grove - relationships between 

siblings, between peers of the same sex (peers SS) 9  and 

between peers of the opposite sex (peers OS), Cards which 

lend themeelves most readily to theae projections are: 

siblings - Card I and sometimes Card III peers SS and 

peers OS - Cards III, IV (where the "doll" ig seen sometimes 

as a doll and sometimes as a baby), VI and VII, and oleo 

sometimes Cards VIII and XI where, although there are no 

figures presented save the ace child, olasamates or friends 

are introduced into the story. Similarly for Card XII ' 

not infrequently a story is made about sibling's or friends 

joining with the hero in some activity. 
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Peer Relationships a Girls 

Relationships Positive Negative Total 

(A) Between 
siblings 

Accepting Power Separating 

Grade VI 

E Glass 

(2+13) 
15 

(3+9) 
12 

(1+1) 
2 

(0+0) 
0 

(3+5) 
a 

(5+7) 
12 

25 

24 

(B) Between 
peers SS 

Grade VI (0+13) (5+0) (6+14) 
13 5 20 38 

E Class (1+14) (5+0) (2+7) 
15 5 9 29, 

(0) Between 
peers OS 

Grade VI (4+24) (10+5) (9+11) 
24 . 15 20 59' 

2 Class (1+16) (12+4) (7+7) 
17 16 14 47 

Because Of the nature of the Cards there would appear 

to be some comparable opportunities for the projection of 

peer. SS and peers OS relationships, but in fact mire OS 

relationships are more frequent than either peer 	or 

sibling relationahips in both:years (Chi.equare goodness 

of fit, Grade VI m 14.45, df 2, p< e001; E class 8.8, 

563. 
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dr 2, p< 404 It would seem that relationships with 

the opposite sex, since they are not more easily invited by 

the struoture of the cards than peer 59 relationships, must 

be of more interest to the girls in both Grade VI and E clams. 

Siblings get relatively more attention in E class than in 

Grade VI but not significantly more than is given to peers SS. 

There are few power relationships between siblings or 

peers SS. However, with peers OS power relationships, 

usually concerned with the female exerting some dominance 

over the male, occur with mach the same frequency as accepting 

and separating relationships. 

There is an apparent tendency in peer SS relationships 

for fewer separating relationships to occur in E class than 

Grade VI, but this difference does not reach statistical 

significanoe. If there is indeed a trend towards fewer 

peer SS separating relationships it could well be attributed 

to the fact that the new setting of the secondary school 

encourages banding together to cope with the stresses of 

the new situation. 

There is also a tendency in Grade VI for the proportion 

of power relationships to other relationsiips occurring with 

peere OS to exceed the proportion of power relationships 

occurring with the other two groups, namely siblings (chi—square 

se 8.66, p<4.01) and peers 38 (p just excieds . .05). If the 
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whole range of relationships (initiated by the hero and 

imposed on the hero) are broken down into relationships 

conoerned with the family and those concerned with other•than 

the grimily, there is a striking balance between the two. 

In Grade VI motherwto-hcrop father-to-hero, hero-to-father, 

horo-to-mothsr, and sibling relationships total 207; the 

rest total 214* In U class the total for family relation-

ships is 146 1  and for the rest, 141. So that over the 

whole range of situations presented in these pictures the girls 

projeot equally often relationships which concern the°, 
L. 

immediate family circle and the larger community circle - 

especially the school c 	ty - Outside the home, 

Boys 

1* Relationship Between Adults aad. Nero  

(a) Lether-tohero 

Positive 	Hegative Total 

Relationships Accepting Power Separating 

Grade VI ilm26 (6+28) ( 1 1+3) (6+4) 60 
, 34 14, 12 

D Glass Ner17 .  t2+19) (8+03 (3+4) 
21 8 7 36 

The patterns of these relationships at both times of 

testing arc sioilar (p)>.95). 	io frequivicies Zor the 3. 
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categories are far from equal (Chi-square goodness of fit, 

Grade VI = 13,8, p =<.0011 E class = 10.31 11<4.01). The 

primary role of the mother is projected as an accepting one 

and her positive relationships with the hero far exceed 

her negative ones. That is, there is little presentation 

of her as a person hostile to or rejecting of the hero. 

The subjects in both years project, on the avemge, 

roughly the same number of mother.to-hero relationships. 

(b) Hero-to.mother  

Positive 	Negative Total 

Relationships 	Accepting Power SeparatinE 

Grade VI (N=26) (3+3) 	(1+6) 	(0+8) 
6 	7 	8 	21 

E Class (N=17) (1+1) 	(1+0) 	(0+9) 
2 	1 	9 	12 

levaediately noticeable is the =Taxability of hero-

to•mother relationships given by the boys with hero-to-

father ,  relationships gives by the girls. Just as there is 

in E class a marked falling-off in the number of hero-to. 

father relationships projected by the girls, so the number 

of herosto-mothor relationships projected by the E class 

boys has dropped sharply and significantly In relation to 

the previous year, to a number so small as to be *portent 
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only because of Ito smallness. Wee also )14 5570 

In the reeponses in Grade V/ there is no significant 

difference between the frequencies in the 3 categories 

(p›.90), or between the numbere of positive and negative 

relationships, /4 because of the amallness of the numbers, 

the relationablps Given in class are considered as Simply 

positive or .negative, then the group as wmbolised by its 

heroes ie coblvalent to the mother, and her mainly positive 

and accepting overtures are as likoily to be reciprocated 

negatively as positively (binomial test, p = .5). flowerer, 

the negative relationships are not aggressive; the hero 

turns away from the mother; he does not evince any desire to , 

attack or contend with her. 

Relationships directed from the mother to the hero are. 

expressed much more frequently than 

mother, ti-:he subjects appear to be 

egocentric as to be more interested 

hero (that is, to themselves), than 

to a situation. 

(c) Pather.to.hero  

rositive 

Relationehips 	Accepting Power 

Grade VI N=26 	(5+16) 	(9+1) 
21 	10 

Class N=17 
	

(1+9) 	(5+0) 
10 	5  

are those from hero to 

still sufficiently 

in what happens to the 

in what the hero contributes 

Ilegative .Total 

aeparating 

(27+7) 
34 	65 

(12+6) 
18 	33 
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Where is no sigaificant difference between the patterns 

of the 2 years, The father is seen as exercising mAlnly 

2 of the 3 categories of relationships: he is a person who 

is "movina against or away frca" the hero, or a person who in 

accepting (Chisioquare goodness of fit, Grade'VI = 13,3, df 2, 

class 7.8 df 2, p( .02). 

As in the father-to.girl relationship, the father in 

not presented as an unprejudiced or unemotional disciplia-

arian or judge. His assertion of authority is usuglly 

accompanied by anger or hostility Am that what might have 

been 'power" relationships become rejecting, sieparatiag or 

denying, and dominate the father-to-son relationships. 

The fatherla hostility in the stories often accompanies 

disciplining by the imposition of restrictione,. or disapproval 

of the hero's activities - he is seen as punitive, angry, • 

depriving./ But the hero's reactions to the father's 

behaviour (see below) indicate that he is not yet ready to 

assert himself against the father. 

(d) Baro-tol-f0her 

The pattern of hero-to-father reactions is constant fOr 

the 2 testings (p0.50). 
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Positive 	Vegative Total 

Relationship° 	Accepting Power 	2eparating 

Grade VI 11=26 	(2+3) 	(1+17) 	(3+6) 
5 	18 	9 	32 

j Oleos Um17 	(1+6) 	(0+13) 	(0+4) 

7 	13 	4 	.24 

Statue or power relationships predominate in both, years 

(Chi-square goodness of fit, Grade VI m 8.29, p6011 

class n 5.30, .05) p> .02). admissive relationohips 

form the highest proportion. They are often the Caraintatiall 

Of an abortive attempt at independence or defiance terminating 

quite often in exproceiono or repentance, reform, or shame, 

suggesting that the boy wants to assert hinself atpinnt the 

father but feels or discovers that he is not yet powerfUl 

enough or ready to do so, and guilt or prudenoe brings 

him back into line. The hero is repentant or he dissociates 

himself from the father, but he shows relative347 little 

hostility to him. This relationship is kept for the :Other-

adult. (Por typical exauples of theme relationships, see 

Appendix IV Tables 117/8, 121/4 

(e) Other-adult-to...hero . 

. Positive 	Negative Total 

2elationshipo Accepting Power Zeparatile. 

Grade VI 11=26 (0+21) (42+0) (2)+7) 
21 . 	42 36 99 

2 Class H=17 (0+12) (20+1) (17+1) 
12 	21 	18 
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The two distributions are again comparable. The 

emphasis in Grade VI is on the categories of "power" and 

"separating" whose frequeaoies are eigniticant4 higher than 

those in the "accepting" category (p <AO. In B ease 

however, the difference between frequenoies does not reach 

the .05 level of significance. This may be bemuse with 

transition to secondary school pupils are confronted daily 

by s variety of teachers (where before their teachers were 

restricted almost entirely to the class teacher and occasional 

visits from the Headmaster or peripatetic specialists) and 

have more diverse experiences of teacher..ohiXd attitudes 

and relationships. 

In comparison with the fathers relationship, however, 

the other-adu3.t's:4 relationships in both years have a much 

higher frequency in the power category (GrAde VI, p(.0011 

E class, p(.05). In the details of the stories the 

other-adult is depicted as using; more force than the father, 

of sapAlaim desired modes of behaviour in the here. 

This physicallyiptoereive quality attgibuted to the teacher 

has already been discussed in Chapter XIX, p. 471). The 

pattern of other-adult relationships for boys and girls 

differs the girls see, the otherNadult cue relatively less 

dominatimg and more accepting than the boys do. 
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(f) Hero-to-other-adult 

Positive 	Negative Total 

Relationships 	Accepting Power Separating 

Grade VI 11-26 (00) (2+17) (10+8) 
4 19 18 41 

E Class N=17 (0+0) (1+9) (4+8) 
0 10 12 22 

Here is a different pattern of relationships than with 

the mother or the father. The um:opting" category is 

practically non-existent, the other two categories of 

"power" and "separating" cantata virtually all the responses 

equally divided amongst thatch 

Distellnaltmefor both years follow the same pattern. 

Whilst the other-adult is endowed by quite a number of 

subjects with an accepting attitude to the hero - even 

though detaohment or domination may be more frequent - 

the subjects seem to find it unlikely that the hero would 

react in aa accepting fashion, He is seen as wanting to 

resist authority and react hostilely. &maw, in this 

struggle for power the hero has to submit to adult pressures 

In Grade VI the domination to submission ratio is 2817; 

in E class it is still 1:9. 

The negative relationships between the hero and the 

other-adult are not necessarily of an aggressive nature. 
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in both yearo a largo number of these relationahips are, 

in feet, "moving away" relationehipe s  usually expressel as 

indiffoKence to the other-adult. 

(g) Comoarison of adult-to-hero and hero-to-adult  

relationships (Boys) 

(i) Each of the 3 adult°, mother s  fathers and other. 

adults  calls up from the hero a significantly different 

total number of relationships in the Grade VI year. The 

mother gets fewest, the other-adult most (Ohl...square goodness 

of fit = 6.4, df 2, p'(.05). Is the E class year there 

is less inequality in the frequencies; of relationships of 

hero to the 3 adults; although the hero-to.00ther relationships 

are still the smallest =2, the 3 frequencies are not 

statistically eignificantly different (17=410. 

Promhero to - 

Relationehipe 	Uother Pother Other-adult Total 

Grade VI Um26 	21 	32 	41 	94 

E Glass N=17 	12 	24 	22 	58 

' To hero from 

Grade VI 	60 	65 	99 	224 

E Class 	36 	33 	51 	120 

The simplest exploration is that the structure of the 
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cards induces the subject to create more relationshipe 

between the hero and the father or the other-adult than 

between the hero and the mother. And this is a reaeonable 

supposition since a mother-figure is presented only on 

Carde I and XI, but a father or other-adult figure appears 

on Cards 19 III (female teacher), 111, X, and XI. 

(ii) It may be argued ale°, however, that the bay's 

own relationship to the mother is not a "problem" to him 

and doeo not have to be worked out projectively. Her 

role in expreseod in both . yeare aa a chiefly accepting 

one: oho doee sometime° exert her dominance, she is 

000asionfwly ,  punitive, but ehe shows little direct hostility. 

She is apparently fairly prediotable in her reactions 

(otherwise one would expect much more equality of frequenciee 

in the various sub-categories for mother4o-hero). So 

intereaction between hero and mother preeumably canoes 

little worry and the hero has little need to formulate 

his reactions to the mother in concrete and specific terms. 

With the fewer subjects partioipating in the second year, 

the total number of here-to-nother relationships drape, but 

the average 	per subject, and the proportion of the 
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total hero-to-adult relationships remain virtually unchanged. 

(iii)The father and the othermedult, on the other 

hand, appear to exemplify power and the restrictions of 

society. Both are hostile, and the other-adult le, in 

addition, given to asserting his power and dominance over 

the hero who is trying to assert himself and his indep-

endence and establish his statue. So these adults are 
lft  

involved with the hero in situations which require 

"working-out"; situations whose well-detailed stories 

suggest that these relationships are of pressing concern to 

the subjects and need to be followed through and verbalised. 

(iv) The father is presented as an essentially 

ambivalent psrson. jwen in the same story in association 

with "accepting" attitudes he may behave hostilely to the 

hero, especially in matters of discipline. To time 

behaviours the hero tends to mot submissively. 

(v) Throther-adult too, in presented as an ambivalent 

figure. But in this case the ambivalence is between 

dominance and hostility . more particularly in the Grade VI 

year - and the hero reacts with a greater show of hostility 

than to the father though he still equally often also submits. 

The hero shows virtually no affection for or acceptance of the 
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other-adult, who is usually in these stories a teacher, an 

offioial representative of authority, or someone the hero 

has attacked in some way, so the hostility is a mutual exchange. 

2. .....mjALL.,..moRelatistweenile 

Taxa 68 
'Ater fielationehips : Boys- 

••• 
Relationships Positive Negative Total 

(A) Between 
siblings 

Grade VI 

E Class 

Accepting 

(1+12) 
13 

(0+1) 
1 

Fewer 

(1+0) 
1 

(2+0) 
2 

Separating 

(2+1) 
3 

( 1 +0) 
1 

17 

4 

(B) Between 
peers SS 

Grade V (1+10) (7+1) (2+3) 
11 8 5 24 

S Class (0+3) (1+1) (4+3) 
3 2 7 12 

(0) Between 
peers OS 

Grade VI (2+17) (14+2) (1+6) 
19 16 7 42 

S Oleos . 	(3+19) (7+0) (4+7) 
22 	7 	11 

The relationships between eiblings as expressed by 

the Grade VI boys are alapat entirely accepting, whether the 
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siblings are widely separated in age (cards I and VII) 

Or of roughly the same ego gre4P (Card VI). However, in 

the seeond year there are so few sibling relationships 

given that, even with the reduced number of edbjeCts to 

account in part for this, one feels that interest in this 

area of relationships has diminished. It seems as though 

interest may have switched to the area of peers 03 Which 

averages almoatisice as many responses per subject as in 
the primary year. 

A similar falling*Foff in E olase occurs in relation.* 

ships with peers SS. In Grade VI the frequenoiesse the 

three categories of relationships are comparable; In E alma, 

though the numbers are too few to attempt valid conclusions, 

the tendency seems to be towards rather more "separating" 

feeling°. 

Peers OS command many more relationships even thou 

siblings or peers SS in Grade VI (Chi-square goodness of fit, 

Grade VI = 12.00, S61014 Chi-sqUaro goodness of fit, °lase 

is 41.55, P‹ Oa). There is a slight change in the 

distribution in the E class (approaching sigaificance at the 

.05 level) when there is less emphasis on "pewee (Chi-square 

sla 4.54, p(.05); fewer heroes try to dominate the girls, 

and their responses to then indicate more Of a love.*hate 

conflict. 
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Comparing the total"; or all relationships for each 

peer group in the 2 years it is obvious that reactions in 

Grade V/ and Z.' clam to the etioulus of the child figures 

on the cards, are different (Chi-square 7.20, 17 ,600. 

Though the highest proportion of the Grade VI heaves' 

, relationships are concerned with poets of the opposite sex, 

the 2 oleos heroes' concern is even stronger. Boys in 

13 class, and even more so in Grade VI, seem a little younC 

theoretically to be socially interested in girls. It is 

probable that their interest to, first, an imitation of the

older boys in their comunity - a keepiag up with the 

expectations of their mature rather than a getuindly 

sexual interest; and secondly, that continuous co-education 

tends to foster a social, but not necessarily sexual, awareness 

of the opposite sex. Oudia an imitative, socially-orientated 

and a-sexual interest would be in keeping with the usually 

emotienmlly-coloutleee quality of the opposite-sex 

relationship gives in Grade VI, and with the emphasis on 

',haring with the op/mate sox given in E class, though it 

must be (Omitted that there is emerging in the stories of 

of a few of the boys in class, particularly in responses 

to Card II, some hint o sexual interest and responsiveness. 
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36 Sucznery  

( ) Boya and Girls are "takers" not "givers." They 

more often express — and presumably, are more 

interested in the relationship that is made with 

the child than what the child contributes to the 

relationship. 

( 2 ) They are uncertain of how many of the situations 

in which they find themselves will work out (fttgh 

on "intermodiate" outcomes), but are not M3 

intimidated by circumstances an to feel that 

situations are likely to be resolved in a way 

unfavourable to them (very low on "unfavourable 

outcomes"). 

( 3 ) The feelings most frequently projected by all four 

groups of subieots are: hostility, feeling under 

compulsion, pain/distress, pleasure/success, 

and euccorance. 

(4) Boys: (a) Llothersi relationships to them are seen 

as being accepting; but fathers while being 

accepting, are also seen as capable of 

appreciable hostility. 

(b) Other...adults' relationships to them 

cover the whole range of possibilities fairly 
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evenly, though in Grade VI they seen more 

conscious of or concerned about the attempts 

of other-adults to dominate them. 

(o) In response to adults, boys show them-

selven as rather unresponsive to the mother, 

submissive to the father, and mainly submiesive 

and/or psychologically separated from other 

adults. 

(d) Among peers, relationships art evoked 

most frequently by pee= of the opposite sex; 

the interrelationships are positive and 

ohiefly accepting. 

( 5 ) Girls: (a). Girls see parents as accepting and 

other adults as having diverse attitudes to 

them. 

(0) Girls' relationships to the mother are 

diverse but weighted an the positive side; 

relationships to the father receive negligible 

expression; relationships to other adults 

are oharaotised by submission and/or hostility. 

(o) Relationships with peers of the opposite 

sex occur Muchmore frequently than with peers 

of the same sex or with siblings and tau 
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fairly equally into all three categories 

of accepting, power, and separating  

relationshipe. 

..4k. The Composite and the Individual 2icAure of Inter-

personal fislationships  

'.4oys and Girls 

The patterns of distributions of adult-to -hero 

relationehips projected by the groups of boys and girls 

in Grade VI have considerable sinilarity to the dietrib-

utions of the following year. There are certgArely some 

obvious differences between the amillsie of the Grade VI 

and B class responses, for example in the absolute 

numbers of relationships expressed in the two years. 

But these differences in absolute nuabers could result 

from differences in the number of subjects an the two 

occasions. They could also result from differences in 

the length of the stories given by the individual subjects, 

or because of individual °bungee In perception of relation-

ships and consequent changes in individual distribution 

of. relationship responses. Agpin, individual differences 

in perception of interpersonal relationships could be 

concealed in the group pattern through changes made by one 
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Individual being compensated by "opposite" changes 

being made by another individual. Can it be acsumed, 

then, that the composite pi:Mare truly reflects the 

individual picture, and that individual projections of 

relationships have chanced little between Grade VI and 

B class? 

An attempt to explore or significant differences 

between the individuals and the group can be made by 

looking at the protocols of the 17 feMmle and the 17 male 

aubjeote answering the UM on both testing occasions. 

These individual subjects do show variations in their 

own compared protocols in the numbers of responses falling 

into the various categories of adult-to-hero relationehipas 

This is to be expected in a test Watch is "open," that is, 

in which the length of a story is not limited by the 

structure of the test and is in part a function of the 

subject's present mood and of his capacity for verbalization. 

at is important then is not the absolute numbers of 

responses made, but whether the proportioning or balance 

of relationshiporesponses between the categories .0 for 

example, between "acoepting" and "separating" responses 

remain* constant, or relatively so, for the individual 

subjects when they repeat the tests. 
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The questions to be answered are, then: (1) does the 

composite picture truly reflect the Anpividualls balance  

of prolections  of adult-to-hero relationships; for 

example, does the LajOritj of individual Izale subjects in 

Grade VI attribute to tie father in fairly equal numbers 

attitudes of "acce .Ptine and "separating" in keeping with 

the balance of "acceptinf to "separatine responses'abown 

in the col:site picture? (2) Do the individual subjeots 

produce the same individual balances of ratios at both times 

of testing/ (3) If the ratios of interpersonal relation-

Ships ehglge, are the dhanges for a significantly large 

number of sUbjects in one direction and in keeping with 

changes in the composite picture? (See Table 69). 

This Table, of course, does not show Whether the 

individuals have identical ratios in Grade VI and E class; 

it shows only how many individuals give ratios of relation.. 

chips similar in direction to those of the composite-

group-picture in each year. For example, in the coLiposite 

picture the mother..to-hero relationehips are shown as being 

more often "accepting" than "power" relationship* -a ratio 

which occurs with 12 out of the 17 girls in Grade VI, and 

13 of the 17 in E class. 
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impartation 
separation 
acceptance 

•esparattan 
separation 
acceptance 

<acceptance 
a* power 
> power 

acceptance 
> power - 

power 

•Vothor to 
hero 

separation s acceptance 
separation t power 
acceptance i ;over 

separation <acceptance 
separation >power 
acceptance >power 

Paces 3S 

Peers OS 

GibLime 	separation acceptance 

separation acceptance 

impetration s acceptance 
separation s power 

(Table cantinned on ne me) 
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Direction of Ratios for Categories of Inte.rpersonal Relationships for &ibjecte Repeating the EMT 

• Girls N=17 

separatian s acceptance 
separation power 
accepWace s power 

_ Attlee_ 

 

separation s acceptance 
separation t power 
acceptanee, power 

separation< acceptance 
separation> power * 
enceptence >Power 

separation= acceptance 
separation= power 
acceptance= power 

w>7 x<IF 

5 3 11 
8 8 1 

12 4 1 

7 7 
6 11 0 
9 6 2 

7 2 8 
5 4 

5 9 3 

2 9 6 

5 9 
iaNWOMI 

3 

5 5 9 
6 5 6 
6 6 

separation I= acceptance 
separation = power 
acceptance = power 

separation Zr■ acceptance 

separation = acceptance 

separation = am:Wanes 
separation = power •
ace 

separation acceptance 
separation = power 
acceptance > power 

eeparation > acceptance 
separation power 
acceptance = power 	• 

1 3 13 
7 .  2 

13 1 3 
, 	. 

5 3 • 9 
,6 11 0 

14 2 1 

7 6 4 
7 5 5 
5 10 2 

49 4 

37 7 

4 5 8 
4 4 

2 3 12 
4 10 3 

11 5 

10 5 2 
13 3 1 
6 9 2 
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Father to 
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hero 

separative 	acceptance 
separation. .s power 
acceptance s power 
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4 
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5 
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2 

separation< acceptance 
•separation= power 
acceptance >maw 
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5 

10 
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Aere 

_taetparation...s.. acceptance 
•eparation., ; power 
,aaceptanee. 	power 

•separation> acceptance 
separation) power 
acceptance power 

9 
5 

7 
5 

10 

2 
3 
2 

separation<,acceptance 

separation= acceptance 

separation= acceptance 
•separation= power 

• 7 • la 	 • V 	 4 41.1: 
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TART4  69 ( 
oi c Didividual Subjects 

Area of 	Ratio of attitudes 
relationship 	x 	y 	Composite Picture 	 Composite Picture - y 	x<y 	 x>y 	x< 

Other 
to hero 

8 3 
4 9_ 
1 5 

separation I acceptence separation > acceptance 9 5 3 separation = smalltime -6 
t separation.  : power 	separation .= power 	4 4 9 separation = pawn'. 	4 power 	. acceptance power 	> acceptance 13 2 2 power- 	= acceptance 11 

Peers- SS 	separation : acceptanoe separation = acceptance 2 11 4 separation = acceptance 

acceptance -power 	acceptance = Power 	3 9 5 acceptance = power 

separation : acceptance separation < acceptance 4 5 .8 separation < acceptance 
separation 'power 	separation < power 	2 9 6 separation = power 
acceptance,  power 	acceptance= power 	4 7 6 •acceptance > power 

3 12 2 
3 13 1 
21, 14 1 

2 5 10 
3 13 

10 6 1 

separation 	 separation = power 	1 11 5 separation = power 

Beers OS 
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To answer the two re=ining queetione pooed above 

the fellowing mialysee are made: 

(a) The number of subjects who retain the came ratio 

of responses between the two cateaoriee of relationships 

are compared with the number of those whoee ratios differ 

(Binomial test). 

(b) The direction in which the changes in ratioe of 

respaneee move is :tested for significanoe (alga test). or 

this purpooe a change is a lessening or an increase in the 

dominance of one of the magnitudee of the ratio: ssa, 
change not just a reversal dominance is counted. 

For example a subject who gives a ratio of acceptance : 

power relationehipe of 3t1 in the first twat and of 2;1 

in the second test doeo not reverse the direction of the 

ratio bat ehowe what might 0.mevenientl7 be called a 

"negative" change in the weight of eoceptanee =Tenses. 

All changeo are therefore considered as positive or negative 

changes in terms of a given one of the components in the 

ratio of ,categories. 

Table 70 sets out results of these analyses. 

Poor only three adult-to..child relationahips expressed 

by the girls do the change:no change meters differ 

significantly from an assumed 50:50 random chance of change. 

Two of these are the aotherwto-hero relationships. Since 



Sign Teat Significant 
(2.-tail) at level 

'"." .05 Girls 
N=17 	Magnitude of ratio 

No. of subjects 	Binomial Significant No.of subjects 
showing in ratio test 	at level 	showing change 
of magnitudes 	(2-tail) p .05 	in direction 
Change No Change 	 of ratio by 

Mother 
to hero 

rather 
to hero 

acceptance Power 
acceptance, separation -  
power 	: separation 

acceptance : power 
acceptance : separation 
power 	separation 

acceptance : power 
acceptance : separation 
power 	: separation 

Peers OS 

TABLE 70 
Ratio of Relationship Respandes, Grade VI and E Class 

Increase 	Increase 
in weight in weight 
of "x" 	of "vn 

15 2 .002 significant 8 7 1.00 
12 5  .144 9 3 -.146 
13 4 .05 •significant 6 7 .500 

12 5 • .144 a. 9 3 -.146 
16 1 .001 significant 10 6 .450 41111. 

9 8 •1.00 4 5 1.00 MIR 

1.1. 6 .33 IND 6 5 • ■■ 

12 5 .144 6 6 
11 6 .33 7 4 

9 8 1.00 •••• 6 3 -.508 

8 9 1.00 4 4 
11 6 .332 - 4 
14 3 .012 significant 8 6 .79 
14 3 .012 significant 7 

Other 	acceptance : power - 
adult to acceptance : separation 
hero 	power 	: separation 

Peers SS acceptance.; separation 

Siblings acceptance separation 



Increase- Increase 
in weight in weign 

5 
6 
4 

- .382 
.79 

5 .1.0 	• 

5 
5 .77 

.77 
6 1.00 411M 

7 .346 

3 .726 
.726 

6 .124 40. 

1 .006 significant 
4 .266 •OR 

8 .040 significant 

No. of subjects 
showing -change 
in direction 
of ratio by 

Sign Test Significant 
at level 
P 005 

'8' 

of i.fe 	of " 
a. 
'a 
4 

5 

5 
7 
4: 

5 
3 
1 

11 
9 
1 

TABLE 70 (cont.) 

Boys, 
No17 Uagnitude of ratica ... 

No.. Of .sublects 	Binand,a1 Significant 
showing in ratio 	test 	at level 

. of .sagnitudes, 	(2-tail) p 	.05 
Change No .change 

acceptance it piney 13 - 4 •05 significant blether acceptance : separation 14 3 .012 ' significant 
to hem power 	: separation a 9 1.00 ear- 

•Path 
to hem 

acceptance 	newer 
acceptance : separation 
power 	separation 

11 
10 
12 

6 
7 
5 

0= 

.144 
Mew -acceptance t power 12. 5 .144 
adult to acceptanee I separation 13 4 .a5 
hero power 	separation 11 6 .332 410 

Peers SS acceptmce ; power 
acceptance: separation 

8 
.8 

9 
9 

*1.00 
1,00 

power 	separation 7 .63 

Peers Ce acceptance : power 
acceptance 	separation 

12 
13 

5 
4 

.144 

.05 simincent 
power 	s separation 9 a 1.00 



the direction of change is not of statistically significant 

.,eonstaney in either a positive or negative direction 

(Sign test), it seems that the female subjects, though 

presenting comparable composite pictures of mother-to-hero 

relationships at first and second testing, are individuAlly 

neither holding to their original projection of maternal 

attitudes nor following a predictable pattern of change 

In their projections. 

In peer relationships it is only in relationship to 

peers of the opposite sex that a significant nabaler of 

female subjects show changes in their individual ratios. 

These changes are each that 0 shift in ratio in one direction 

hy one subject is compensated by a shift in the other 

direction by another subject so that altWughultimately 

the composite picture appears to be constituted madh as 

before, it conceals the fact that a large nUmber of female 

subjects have changed their projections in this area of 

relationships. 

For the boys there are four relationships ...three 

adult-to-hero and one peer-to-peer -where a significantly 

large number of subjects give at the second tooth* a 

changed ratio of responses. Onii three out of four occasions 

the change ie in the retie of acceptingiseparating attitudes. 
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Pram these analyses it seems that, although there 

mChanges in the ratios of the responses of individual 

subjects such changes, with few exceptions, %IOW no 

more frequently than can be attributed to chance. More 

important, only rarely do the changes in ratios tend to 

be in the One direction for a significantly large number 

of the subjects. More often obere large numbers of 

individuals have changed, the similarity of distributions 

of relationships at the two testing:: derives from the 

fact that ehanges made by. individual subjects serve to 

compensate one another. 

Per the subjects in this study, the projections of 

interpersonal relationships of the majority of subjects 

at each testing with the MPST are, on the Whole, 

appropriately reflected in the composite picture. However 

the group is far from being a constant unit: , greater and 

lesser shifts occur in the balance of ratio magnitudes of 

individual subjeots, some in one direction and some in 

another but with (save for two exceptions) no overriding 

consistency. The shifts tend to cancel one another out. 

The composite picture therefore.also conceals Individual 

fluctuations, wee while giving a much better-than-chanoe 

true reflection of the pattern of the individual subjects' 

projections of interpersonal relationships. 
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5. Comparlimas of Girls and Boys with Befersaoe to 4ex  

end lAucational Levals_as_d_alyed.PrOVhemes and  

Heeptkals expreeped in LATBT  

(1) Theories and observation of child development 

show that Just prior to the onset of adoleocence the child 

has reached a peak of Poise, confidence end conforetiV• 

But with preadolescence and adolescence one expects 

heightened attempts by the child to establish himself 

as an independent individual in an adult world and 

conseqaently atameammang attack on its restrictiona. - - 

In onler to make these attacks the adolescent needs to 

build up in himself some sense and source of confidence - 

an area of adequacy. He to quite likely to exaggerate and 

boast unrealistically in this area. He is also likely 

to shift his attention from one area of interest to 

another as be discards a field in which he is unable to 

convince himself of adequacy and tries out another. 

This sort of behaviour can be seen in the stories of 

boys in both Grade VI and E claes. In Grade VI the boys 

reveal aelf-assurance and confidence in the weight of their 
• 

relatively "unoonocious" incidental references to p#ysical 

edeVa490 At the same time they Chow their cekhfcreiV 
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to the cultural expectation of "inferiority" in the tenor 

of their specific "adequacy" themee, where inadequacy fAr 

surpasseo adequacy and in which they portray themeelves as 

weaker than adults, dependent and submisave. In 2 clase 

their approach to hero-adequacy differs. There to less 

duality in their hero-presentation, leso suggestion of 

conflict between acquieecing with the pocially-impoised 

etereotype of the boy as inferior and dependent, and a 

pereonal belief in themselves as competent and adequate. 

Bo they project proportionately fewer themee related to 

phyoical adequacy and they no longer, by incidental 

referencee (which are now missing), eucgeet an underlying 

confidence in themselves. They appear largekv to have ,  

acquiesced, at least temporarily, in viewing themselves 

as physically inadequate, or unable to win in competition 

with the (-Welt in thie area.. They portrAy physical 

adequacy ac something that in gainQd - if it la gained - 

only thrum* great and persieteat effort. Physical 

adequacy seems no longer to be an area tromwhieh they, 

may eafely issue their challeege to the adult staid and 

their attention has turned towards pooseesione as though 

aware that material geode nay iiise statue where physical 

power in insufficient. 
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The girls on the other hand present, even at the end 

of the primary school, a different picture. The girl.. 

hero is frequently, in both Grade VI and E °lass, a 

(meatus, involved in a situation which is stronger than 

she is.' As a person exerting effort and attempting to 

deal with the situation she is rather stronger than the 

boy-hero at least than the Grade VI hero.* Her handicap 

is not lack of physical strength or skill ... this does not 

seem to come much into consideration - but she is the 

victim of fortuitously adverse circumstances such as 

1.11-fortune, poverty, loss, or she possesses inhibiting 

emotional qualities such as shyness, or she lacks 

intellectual qualities ouches strategy in gams, or she 

has difficulty in mastering lessons. There is a tone of 

stoicism and sutaissivenees in these stories. 

In Grade VI boys exhibit little concern with 

intellectual power and 'pay little attention to emotional 

qualities, but in Ealass they express more emotion in 

association with intellectual activities. They projeot 

significantly more situations of hero-"failure" in 

* Distributions for hero-strength, Grade VI girls and boys 
are significantly different (p ..02) with boys having 
significantly more weak heroes and significant17 fewerAverage 
heroes than the girls. 
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intellectual attainment (p <905) and present outcomes of 

such failure as more unpleasant than they did in Grade VI. 

Whereas the boys appear to be shifting their ground to 

try out the idea of gaining adequacy in other areas, the 

girls' stories have a tone almost of masochistic resig-

nation. 

(2) A second important difference between the 

projeotioneof the sexes is the relationship between the 

subject and the adult authoritrdigure of the eubjeot's 

own sex. With Grade VI subjects, both male and female, 

the authority adult is presented as more often in conflict 

than in co-operation with the hero, Advtale this 

difference in frequencies is statistically significant 

for the boys it is not so for the girls. In B class the 

difference is more marked. Here the boys show a aught 

tendency to increase the average number of themes of conflict 

with the adult, whereas the trend for the girls is to 

increase the average number of themes of adult co.operation• 

A specific instance of this to the pattern of responses to 

Cards BIV and GIV where the girls present the adult female 

as co-operative and even "empathetic (though frequentky 

ineffective) and the boys present the adult male as hostile, 

rejecting and punitive. 
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Relationship with the teacher, however, follows a 

special and somewhat different deviation. Primary and 

seoondary girls identify the teacher as, first, in 

comparison with the parent far more prone than the parent 

to be in conflict with the child, and secondly, in his 

owa right to be more likely to be in conflict than in 

co-operation with the child. The boys' atones do not 

project the same pattern. For them the adults with 

whom they are in conflict come from &wider field; they 

include fairly equally parents and teachers, and mk7 

include more nebulous representatives of the'"autside" 

community with whom (because of the hero's predilection 

for stealing or increased indulgence in other social or 

moral offences such as lying and traffic offences) 

conflict is produced. 

(3) If we consider the frequency of themes and how 

they ore apportioned over the whole range of categories 

into which the themes have been divided (that is, 7 categories) 

we find that, although the total number of themes 

given by boys and girls in Grade VI and again in E .class 

are similar, the 4i:tributionsof frequencies in the 

Categories are statistical]; significantly different 

(p4(9 01) for boys and girls at both times of testing. 
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S 
, 

0 
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Cec.boys 
Di=x17 	41 9 27 , 39 39 
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11=17 	24 27 20 47 50 

H 

20 

20 

6 

69 316 

51 332 

56 217 

17 	27 212 
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The Chief differences are in the numbers of ther3es 

dealing with associations between the child and the 

adult (both the authority and the non.authority adult) 

and in the number of "descriptiventhemes whose higher use 

by boys, usually 02 Card I, suggests ma avoidance of 

projection in a situation where the male child's role 
, 	. 

is oufticiactly structured as to suggest dependence. 

(See Table 710 

TABLE 71 

Distribution of Theme Prequencies 
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Categories for which total numbers of responses 

differ significaotly (p7- .05) ares 

Grade VI 

authority conflict boys>girls 	Chi-square 	4.92‹.05 

authority co-operation boyalCgirls 	Chi...equare 	6.90402 

non-authority opposition boya>girls Chi-square 4.6805 

non-.authority co-operation boys </cirls Chi-square 6.2002 

description only 	boys) girls Chi...equare 4.9 ‹.05 

it Class 

authority conflict 

authority co...operation 

phyeioal danger 

description only 

boys> girls Chi-square 4.22G05 

bore <girls Chi-square 	9.22 ‹,01 

boys <girls Obl....equare 	4.85 405 

boys> girls Chi-square 10.94<•00 1  

(4) 1441e subjects in both Grade VI and B class project 

hostile reactions anger) punishment of various Marls 

as the most frequent adult reactions in hero-adult 

relationships; this is to be . ,, ted in view of the . 
. 	. 

predominance of 2.2.1 situations within which the 	. 

and adult are seen to be =sir. Hero aggression 

begets adult aggression. Thero are no startling difference* 

between the reaction pattaras in Grade VI and B class groups, 

but the most outstanding ores 
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(a)an increased ex3ression of fear ia C clues in relation 

to the teacher (Table 72). 

(b)an increased expression of Shame and sorrow in 3 class 

in relation to the parent (Table 72). 

(c)aa iaoreasiuc internalisation of reaction in 2.1 eIass 

replacing actino.out of the herots responses in Grade VI, 

(5) Girls seem less able or lose willia2 thas boys 

to formulate and project emotional reaction° on to the . 

authoritative adult with when they are in conflict 

usually the teacher. such adults are eeen as Wowing 

with detaohment towards the hero, a detaohaeat ich 

itself wocars to gaaerate ia the hero a tenet= for 

wIlich no acteytable outlet ie provided (uJah as the 

expiation provided for the boys in corporal punia:zmaat) 

and which im tran=uted into defiance end resent4ont. 

In the Girls' madh core freauant zwesentatioa of the 

adult .(usually in this case the parent) an co—operative, 

the responses of hero to adult and vice versa covey at 

the best happiness and approval, and, at the wont 

recoznition by one of the participants of the effort made, 

and come sort of tolerance on the part of the other. 

(6) 3csae differences between Grade VI and class 



TABIL 72 

polvlariuono of 3o7le Loses:moo  

(disrezardik; 

 

arc of subjects) 4.111A 

 

zi) Co-Aparison of 	
STATO 

 Intorpretatim 

	Arowipmerwmaktoremmm. 	 

deprivation : 

* 18:13 

repentance 

15:3  

other 
defined 
responnee 
4'8,0:50 

other 
defined 
responses 
44:36  

not sig. not stpificant 
nific=t • 

proportion 
3.812 3.812 line .05 oa -reforn responses in 

Grade  VZ 

fecr.worry 
responses 

3:9 

other 
defined 5.498 
responses 
56;30 

hiEher proportion 
‹.02 of Leer responses 

in I.; class 

total 
emotional 
responses 
, 20 
(2 class only 

: other 
defined 
responses 7.410 

11 

MOTO OMO 
than other 

‹.02 responses 

total 
emotional 
responses 
*20:28 

: other 
defined 
responses 
*29:11 

11.146 
higher proportion 

<;001 of motional 
responses in 

class 

defined 
responses to 
other than 
parents 
teadhers 
*12:4 

undefined 
responses 

*116 

Asher not aivificant 
test >45 

* Pirst figure in eada pair is Grade VI more. 
jecond figure is B class score. 
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responses may be noted. It appeare that there are 

rather more differences between the wag boys oce . themeelVes 

and their world in Grade VI and E claps than there are 

between the way girls see themselves in thsso yeare. 

The chief differences for the girle are: the 

tendency for girle in :12; clasp to 

(a) view the teacherein-authority as more coeoperative, 

(b) depict the hero as a little less submiseive to 

the authority adult, 

(e) *rent) a comewhat higher proportion of themes of 

conflict or competition in noneeathority 

relationohips, 

(d) express lose anxiety Gad more effort than they 

did in Grade VI. 

The chief differences for the boye are: the tendency 

for boys in B elates to 

(a) lack the underlying confidence in pereamal 

adequacy (implied in .Grade VI), 

(b) dhow more concern over intellectual attainment, 

(e) Show lose concern with phyeical weal:moo and 

more with medal adequacy (e.g. poeseosion of 

material epode), 
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(d)register fear in responses to conflict with 

the teacher, and caw* in response to conflict 

with the father, 

(e)show increased internalisation of response in 

hostility situations, 

(f)show a reduced hostiLiV between father and son 

than wax apparent in Grade VI. 
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CRAA72211 XXV 

The Ideal Self...picture s A. Review of the Literature 

BefinipAthe Ideal Self 

As an extension of the child's idea: of himself as 

he is, develops the picture of himself as be would like 

to be -, his Ideal Self. This ideal eelf-picture, later 

to appear than the cognized self-picture, also changes 

with maturation, experience and reality-awareness, moving 

gradually' in normal development toward congruence with 

the picture of the cognized self (Rogers, 1951), though 

discrepancies between the two remain. 	Rogers believes 

that therapy leads towards greater congruency between the 

two selves, but since se1Z-actualization is never fUlly 

achieved the gap between the two is never fully bridged 

(Rogers. 1951; Butler and ReIgN 1964). 

The ideal self is, in ?maim theory, the result of 

identification with the people Whom the &Old loves or 

. fears or admires, and from whoa he therefore Wept* 

attitudes and values. In sociological term* it is the 
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core of values, the characteristics, aspirations and roles 

by Which the individual directs his life and which again 

are taken over from "significant people, real or imaginary, 

for sbam the individual has regard. 

The ideal self is defined as what the individual 

would like to be - it is related to his level of aspiration 

cAnd his value concepts. It may coma close to or be in 

oarked contrast with the cogaized self (Blile y  1954; Horseit 

1945). lehiry (1960) reported a close relationship 

between the self-concepts of her adolescent girl eubjects 

and their wishes (or ideal selves) Ar o  when a girl felt 

she was lacking in some respect, she wished to improve 

in this area. 

The Develojxent of the IdSSlL Self 

riavighurst, Robinsaa and Derr (1946) attempted to 

trace the development of the ideal self from the initial 

stage of identification with the parents through childhood, 

and drew several conclusions about its developments. 

I. 2he ideal self "passes during middle childhood 

and early adolescence through a stage of romantioism and 

glamour, culminating in late adolescence as a composite 

of desirable characteristic's which may be symbolized by 
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an attractive visible adult or may be eiegY  an tosekmag7 

figur4 , a- 551 1  

2. The ideal self tends with age, to be modelled lase 

on the 'a=y, and instead, to be more influenced by people 

of prestige. 

3. Environment greatly influences the child's ideal 

self, both through the sorts of figures available for 

identification and in the rate with which the child action's 

a mature ideal. 

Sex differences have been found in the development 

of the ideal self. Perkins (1957) found that during the 

latter hat of the primary school years the self.picture 

and the ideal-self-picture became increasingly congruent, 

the Eirls achievinz a significantly creator congruence than 

the boys. Boys Showed more need for success in competition, 

or recognition of bravery, for success in sport and gamete. 

Girls, Wilkie (1962) found, expressed more desire to help 

others and to get their high record. Geeell and hg (1 946) 

see the ideal self as developing concurrently 'with the 

cognized self. It emerges as the Child learns to distinguish 

right from wrong and establishes the rudiments of conscience, 

somewhere about the age of 9 years. Plant (1950) says there 
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is little sign of "value" concepts before the age of 12, 

and Stabae0 (1954) found that fora group of 12 year olds 

the items relating to the ideal self chosen as most 

important were most often to do with values, and next, to 

do with physical attributes. 

Sinoe the picture of the cognized self changes according 

to an individual's development, experience, enlarging 

environment and self actualization, and hence leads to 

changing 4Pgratiane, so the ideal self also may be expected 

to change in conformity with these aspirations. 

In adolescenoe both Cognized and ideal self-Tictures 

may Change radically in association With the process of 

bodily changes and of what David Ausubel (1952) calls 

"desatellisation" when the adolescent is breaking froin 

dependence on the family and is feeling the pull of outside 

adults and allegiances, the otrengthening of group pressures, 

and the growing involvement in peer relationships and 

loyalties. As the ideal self develops, ideals become 

more in keeping with reality and "the known self 	and 

the ideal self and the realities of the environment should 
piaci) 

with age, draw °later" (41amett, 195?A. Wilkie (1962) 

suggests that considerable difference between the self 

picture and the ideal...self picture denotes a low degree of 
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Phio 

self acceptance. Rogers (1953? states that his researches 

suggest that the "correlation between self and ideal is 

initially low" and that during therapy the self.ideal changes 

but "the perceived self changes wren more markedly" . both 

changing in directions which converge on reality. This 

coming together of cognized and ideal self.piotures way 

and does occur without the intervention of therapy. 

From studies each as these it is reammabUt to infer 

that the subjects under study will already have established 

pictures of an ideal self, that these ideal-self pictures 

may differ considerably from the pictures or the cognized 

self, and that the pi ,Jtures of both cognized and ideal self 

may be in the process of alteration. It cannot be assumed, 

however, that at the second time of testing there will be 

a greater similarity beta 	the cognised-self-picture 

and the ideal.emaf.picture than at t the first testing. Growing 

appreciation of reality may, for example, cause the estimate 

of the cognised self to move while the rating for the deal 

self moves little or not at all. 	* 

Rogers in Section IVof his Test of Personality 
0.334p-is). 

Adjustment provides for the "rating of self and idearl  The 

test "endeavours ...to discover discrePanciee of  each the 

child is keenly conscious" and taps areas of pommel 
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inadequacy, social discrepancies, family relationships. 

Thin chapter of the study sets cuts 

(a) on analysis of the ideal self derived from 

3eotion IV of Rogers' Test, 

(b) a comparison of the ideal self with the cognised 

self, 

(c) a comparison of the ideal self as expressed in 

Grade VI and E class. 

The subjects of (a) above, are restricted to those 

who did the Rogers' Test in both Grade VI and E class, 

namely 20 girls and 19 boys. 

The Picture of the Ideal Self 

This is derived by the ea= teohniques as used in 

establishing the picture of the cognised self but the 

data is restrioted to the material contained in Section IV 

of Rogers' Test. The distribution of self ratings along 

a 10-poiat scale for the cognised self and the ideal ?elf, 

and the differences between the ratings are tabled (Tables 

73 to 79). Ratings regarded as indicating complete 

or close identification with the stereotypes are 0, 1, and 

2; ratings 7, 8, and 9 are regarded as indicating marked 

or complete rejection of likeness to the stereotype. 
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(1) The Girls' Ideal Gelf.oicture  

The composite pictures of the ideal self given by the 

girls in Grade VI and in E class have maah in commam and 

so are disoussed together. By observation alone it can 

boron that the distribUtions of ratings on most soales 

are, on both occasions of testing, fair4y comparable, both 

for the total groups (Table 73) and for the smaller groups 

of subjects who did the test in bathroom (Table 74). 

In the area of personal adequacy (that is, items 1, 2, 

3, 4, 11, 13), the with to identify with the stereotype 

is strong except for item 11 where envy of the male role 

is entirely rejected by the majority of girls. There is 

more agreement in both years about the desirability of general 

school success (item 3) than there is about the desirability 

of physical beauty (item 1) though attitude to beauty as an 

ideal quality differs a little between the groups. 

Bighty..five per cent of the Grade VI girls rate the ideal for 

item 1 (prettiness) in the positive half of the scale, bat 

only half the group wish ideally to be actually the prettiest 

girl in the echool. The first hypothesis is that this may 

well result from the tempering of fantasy by reality. 

However this does not account for the greater massing of 

ratings in B class towards the positive pole for prettiness* 

Presumably the girls in E class would be just as conscious 
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of the improbability of being, in reality, the plvttiost 

girl in the school. So the argument may be that, although 

the value of plAysionl beauty 151::1 already been recognized 

by the younger ciao, awareness of its desirabilitY 10 

even greater for the older girls who may be expected by 

reason of their maturation to be sexually end saaial4 

more highly motivated to it prettiness, 

On items relating to cociaI adequacy (nudbero 8, 17, 5, 

10, 9, 7, 16), there is greater diversity of aspiration. 

To be a girl who enjoys parties (item 0 aad vb0 ia ttoralar 

(item 10) ie hiahly regarded by almost everyone in both 

years. Veit= of thoee impliees of necessity, participation 

in a heterosexual group, and in fact, ratingsfor the 

desirability of the companionship of boys in play or as 

bop-friends are well dispersed. Over bar the girls 
in both years do not rate as ideals or approaching ideal, 

the girl who mines frequently in boys' play. But while 

the ideal self-picture of meet of the girls in Orede VI 

does not include having many boy-kfriende, there is a decided 

increase by B °lass in the number of girls whoee ideal 

self-Picture does. 

At both year) it is virtually unaniamay szreed that 
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the ideal self does adt mecesourily have the nicest 

:clothes ia the Whom', but at least the standard of 

dress Ohould-gippreach that of "the nicest* 

Eswever attitude towards opendinz iDney is, in both 

years, rather the reverse. Vew 2 class .girls wish to 

'identify, or eve' closely approximate, their ideal self with 

the girl with the Ltost op=glinG-masy e. a sir„mificast 

°lunge fr= the previous year. (Comparison of the number() 

in the positive and negative halves of the scale for the 

two groups Gives a Ohi-square with pl(05). 

Ca the other hand the Girls are not content with the 

status qua of t!eir speadinG money. The ideal self is 

seen as being closer to the stereotype of "the girl with 

the most speaainG money" than is the coGnixed self.. 

Fifty-ftve per cent of the Group in Grade VI and the 

violg,  of the group in E class rate the cognised self at 

the negative or "not-having pole, but only 35 per cent 

in Grade VI and W per cent in E class think that ideally 

tbsy should be as far from the Stereotype as this. 

In family relationships (items 6, 12, and 15), the 

subjects show considerable agreement in aspiration on 

items 6 (obedience to the mother) and 15 (annoyance with 

siblings). The ideal self is obedient to the mother 
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second testing. In Ora* VI, 50 per cent of the cirls 

think they would prefer the imaginary world of =Ikc. 

believe; in B class only 10 psr cent think so, end the 

as a whole has shifted Its ratings towards the 

negative pole indicating that the ideal is to cope with 

the real world rather than to withdraw into fantasy. 

r.aie characteristics a the ideal self about vvhich 

the subjects show ale agreement are the cams for both 

years. Theilik arelto 

uoceas in Wheel attainment (item 3) 

Ektiortient of parties (item 5) 

Obedience to the mother (it= 6) 

Toleranee of oibltairs (itez 1 5) 
',dejection of quiet Vainnus punt-times in favour 

ol?, motive partioipatioaiu owes (item 18). 

2. IniyWa1 Ohs 	Ce 	e1 Xdaltia, 

Llinoo the secondary school group is constituted mainly 

or the 'cl_4t) aria who did tho test in Grade VI: it is 

pocciblo to see tc,,r comparing the responses of these who 

repeated the test, if, in spite of the overall simileriliy 

of the composite salf-pietures given in the two years, 

individual 0011030i0210 of the ideal WATS sham swab 

ohmage and 32 ttio'change haa been ceasistent in direction 
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for the majority of the group. 

Changes in individual concepts o the ideal may be 

expressed in any one or re of three ways; (a) ahnaga in 

the points of rating, (b) change in the direotimi or 

position of the rating on the scale (the ideal is rated 

nearer to one of the two poles), (c) the number of 

eubjecte making a change iu their rating. 

(a )  2-411ea-a-tta glipp (ktt----W1x0r),  

That movement within the group occurring is shown by 

the Index of Shift based on how roach of the total possible 

armee in ratings has been used at the second testing 

(Table 75). 

Shift Indexes indicate that the amount of change in 

conception of the ideal is only =all for the following 

aspects:.. school achievement (itaa 5), obedience (*tea 6), 

annoyance with siblings (item 15), eajoyment at parties 

(item 5), desire for popularity (item 10). The greatest 

degree of fluidity in concepts of the ideal occurs in 

relation to: having more spending money than other girls 

(item 16), finding the make-belisve world nicer than the 

real world (item 14),  having lots Q2 boy-friamde (item 17), 

preferring to be a boy. (item 11), being a leader (item 9). 
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(b) The direction of .dhanle: (Siql Test): In 

items 14, 16, and 17, this is ekpificantly in a specific 

direction. (Table 75).. .Yor items 14 and 16 it is towards 

the positive pole and closer identification with the 

stereotype, and for item 17 it io towards the nebetive 

pole and rejection of the stereotype. Gignificantly 

more girls who change their aspirations sent to be 

less like the girl with the most spending money and the 

girl Who finds her satisfaction in the solitary world of 

imagination, and simificantly more would, ideal4r, have 

nany boy-friends. 

(e) The number of subJeeteohamin(kratin;7at 	 

IstUaguar_g_II01011 The number of subjects changing 

their opinions regardless of the degree or direction of the 

change is eampared (Table 75). The items on stdch a 

simifiemntly higher number of subjects (p.05) do 

ohange their Tatham of the ideal are:- beina pretty (item 1), 

attitude to parental advice (item 12), superiority of the 

imaginary world (item 14),  having mast spendiae wneY 

(item 16), and possession of boy friends (item 17), (Par 

item 10 y slit1y exceeds the .05 level, that is, p==.06). 

Combining these three types of indioattma of individual 
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Ohanzea of concept, 1e lt,ez4 en c•Lich siolificont chances 

of concept occur are*. 

(i) itau 3 which is. basically stable but on which, 

when a shift does occur, the ratinG moves more often towards 

the positive pole; that is, towards a vissa for good marks 

in schoolwork, 

(ii) item. 9 where changes in ratings have Involved 

SOme fairly dramatic alterations (hence a 	shift inde:), 

thou311 not a cUnificantly largo number of subjects have 

chaned their ratinGs nor aro the changes consistently in 

one direction, 

(iii)item 11 (onvy of the boy's role) fOrriaoh the 

same emmento as for itaa 9 (above) aPAY, 

(iv) item 12 in which there is a high Shift indent  

a larv number of subjects chance their =tinge, and there 

is a tendency (though just above the .05 love], of . 

siolificance) for the =tine-changes to be nore often. 

towards the negattve polo and away from readiness to accept 

parental advice. 

(3) The IWO .  Ideal 3elf..nicture: 

The composite picture of tho ideal-self derived fraa 

each of the tvo Coatings to much the same for both fall. 

group and for the smaller group of boys repeating the test 
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(Tables 76,77). 240 only aspects which au Got a 

difference in aspirations at Grade VI and rd class level 

aro items 5 (preforoade for tho mnko-bolieve world) and 

12 (acceptance of parental advice), :and perhaps there is 

a tendency taoardo a differina attitude for itme 10 aad 13* 

In the area of personal adequacy (items 1, 2, 5, 4, 

7, 11, 14), for three of the four items roferrins to 

intellectual attainment, the zajority of the boyo strokaY 

favour an ideal-self with a 1Ii5h decree of adequacy. :Cot 

would like to sot consisteatl,y hi8h marks at Dolma 

(item 4), to be the bri4itest boy - or thereabouts - in 

schwa (item 14), nad sadozatically, not to be "dumb" 

in school t7ork (itom 11). (It io poseiblo that the three 

who say they "would 1 i1ce  to be the dumbeet boy in the school" 

have piointerprotod the question aad Eat their ratilKpat 

the,wTonz end of the scale. in fact, this soeso probable 

on twe or three accost= for different items.) "Joaever 

in attitude to readins (item 2) 1  unlle the attitudes to 

the three other items reletins to academic comT9eteace, 

the distribution of ratinso indicatea LW° divorzent 

aspirations, and the croup taav oplits. In GradeVI„ 15 

favour identification with '%,;oorze" v7no liko3 to road; 10 
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rate the ideal in the negative half of the malowith 

6 of those being completely antithetical to "George". 

In E class, 11 favour George as au ideal, 0 of them identify-

ing with him,' 15 are in the negative half of the scale 

with 12 antithetical. (Numbers at the positive extremes 

of the scale are eignifioantly different at level p4(.05.) 

The number rating at the "rejection" pole oleo increased 

in E class to a level where in comparison with Grade VI 

the difference bordere on atatistical eiTlifictance 

(.1 ) p> .05)« 

Phyeleal proweso (item 1) and skill in °porting pert. 

ormance opecifically football - (item 3) are also 

deeirable (pantie° almoot unatvisumekv approved by the 

group (that is, rated in the ?Dative half of the ocale) 

with appro. ,.=tely 70 per cent or more in both years 

wishing to identigy completely or closely with the etereotYpe 

for these chamoteristiou ' 
	

However when 

it comee , eimply to knowledge of how to play varioum eporte 

(item. 7), there in a eplit, rather unexpected, in the Grade. VI 

group. 	Though 20 out of 26 repudiate anything ideal about 

not kaowing how to play baseball, football, basketball, 

the remaining minority of 6 say that their ideal is 

exactly thin - to be a boy lacking such knculedge. Here 
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again one wendero if tic ie a :eistaken ma'eking of 

what they intended and if these 6.boye really meant the 

opposite claim for the ideal as made by the rest of the 

subjects and compatible with the admiration generally 

exeressed of exill in sport.. 	Certainly in L class av011or 

boy except one rates the ideal in the negative half of 

the scale, that is, disowning a wish to be the sort of 

bey "who doeen't know how" about sport. It could even be 

that they have confused the question, that they have seen 

the question not as asking "do I not wisa toluabow to 

play" with the question "do I not wish to Safootball," 

and that they are rejecting the idea of playing rather ., 

then the idea of knowinAkato  play. Uowever it cannot 

be stated categorically that they have aide au error even 

though the rating° on thin itan ecem incompatible with the 

ideals indicated =item!, 1 and 3. 

ath regard to traits associated with social adeemsey - 

items 6, 9, and TO referring respectively to leader:04P, 

popularity,'4and haviag girl.efrieads - aspirations vary 

considerably. In popularity (item 9) however, a sigailicant 

majority of the subjects, in both years, express a desire 

to be above average though there is loco emphaels in Z.' class 
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on being the moot  popular boy. taw° ai4oars also to be 

a change taking place in the attitude to leadership. The 

distributione o2 ratings of the two years ea thio item 

euggest that while there in not Linah ehrki46e in the nuabers 

at the negative polo, there in a geu1 ehift aw .47 2rom 

the positive pole of identification and a ilattenini; of 

the distribution. Elie may indicate a realistic:, 

recogeition that most of the boys eahnot bode to 401.11CVO' 

more than average leadership and whelp oleo a l'ecohition 

that outetanding leadership singles one out for uncomfortable 

limelight and responsibility. 

To live in a make-believe world devoted to faatasy 

(iteM 5) is not an ideal to which they sdire in either 

year, and everyone ewe Ins =oh prefers playin il; weal ‘.;ar.les 

to deydrenning (itam 15)i 2otal rejection of the -.Le-

beliuve world is expressed more frequently in el= 

(18 caupared with 24 o  p<;.05). . 

The ideal ranking for epending-iwaey in a very 
* 

individual matter. In Grade VI the beye toad to locate 

their ide lb in a fairly even divieion aeur eueh of the 

two extremes; in D class the epreed alont; the scale is. 

a little more even. Perhape poouer,,x4on ,,;DVQ 'uoney than 
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, 
one's fellows is also seen as tending to isolate one 

uncomfortably fro M the group. 

There is overWhelming agreement that the ideal bey 

does not fight readily with his siblings, and considerable 

though not quite such narked agreement that he is obedient 

to his mother and Willing  to accept porental advice. 

It appears that whatever changes have been made by the 

subjects in their individual concepts of the ideal self, 

there is little ohmage in the composite image of the ideal 

self. Using the responses of the boys who repeated the Test, 

changes in rating° made by tOttldpals In the group ere 

reviewed, 

(4) Individual changes in the come* of the ideal self. 

Individual boys have changed their conoepts of the ideal self: 

(a) Chanpls in points of rating (Indexof Shift): In 

a comparison of the ideals of the boys 16 Grade VI and E 

class, the items which dhow the greatest degree of fluidity 

are numbers 2,. 6, 12, 5, and 9. For all of these the . high 

Index of Mitt results from both the amount of Shift made 

by the boys individually and the large number of boys who 

changed their ratings of the ideal on these items. The 

average change in rating per bey is, for item 2, 5.72 points ; 
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item 12, 5.64 points; item 6, 5.47 points; and for 

iteme 9 wad 15 a rather elighter change -namely 4.36 

points, and 3.75 Mats respectively. The items which 

show the highest degree of reliability over the two year*, 

in the esase that there is little fluidity, are numbers 

15 and 16, 

(b) aliange to the direetpn (of the rating:  la the 

case of three aspects of the ideal (items 1, 5, and 13)1 

ouch shit as there is tends to show consistent direction. 

For items 5 (preference for the make0believe world) and 

13 (poeueesion of more spending milaaV),  the  WW1  is Pre-

dominantly away from the stereotype; that is, reJahtlah of 

the stereotype as an ideal. This is obvious at a glance 

from Table 78. For item 5, compared with only 7 who put 

their ratings of the ideal at the extreme opposite of the 

stereotype in Grade VI, there are 16 who rate the ideal in 

this position in the next year. In the matter of the 

amount of spending meaey (item 13) the rating of the ideal 

is only slightly further towards the negative pole -.7 

of the 12 move their ratings only one point closer, 2 move 

their ratings three Rotate, one moves four points, and 2 

move seven' points; so the movement is consistent in direotioa 

but not generally big. FOr item I (strength and size) 
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for which 12 of the 17 boye ahanged their opinion 

(p just exceedo 05), the direction of change is consis-

tently towards the stereotype - 11 of the 12 EOW in Vas 

direction, Apparently in the occond year strength, and 

capability in a -fight aro regarded as just that little 

bit filers desirable in the ideal self. But again this 

: shift is not large individually; 0 of the 11 boys rate the 

ideal only one point closer to the stereotype than in the 

previous year. 

(c) The numbers of  subiecte changing ratinns: Tho 

characteristics for which only a few individuals have 

changed their ratinge are only two in 'number, namely 

"dw2bnee in school work (item 11), and solitary matte.- 

believe (item 15). "Dumbness in school work" is already 

established in Grade VI as a trait undesirable in the ideal 

coif, and few boys have changed this point of view a year 

later. Oimilarly solitary cake-beliove (item 15) is 

rejected as an ideal behaviour by coot boys in Grade VI, 

and remains rejected by the same boys 15 smiths Later. On 

item 7 there are only 6 (p = .084) who change their previous 

ratings on the aceoptibility of a boy who lacks knowledge 

of baseball, football, and baaketball. Of these 4 

completely reverse their ratings and add themselves to 
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those who reset lack of knowledge of the major sports 

as ideal. 

Characteristics fox which there m a significantly 

large number of individual change:8 (i.e. ereaterthaa 

a 50/50 chaace of change) are these expressed in items 

2, 51  6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14. 80 for 10 of 

the 15 - that is, two-thirds . of the characteristics to 

be rated there is a large number of individual changes 

in the concept of the ideal no matter how stable the 

ommpoeite picture given by the group appears to be 

In comparison with only 5 out of 18 characteristics on 

which a significant majority of the girls Change their 

ratings (Chi-square = 4.94, p<;.05), the boys show a 

greater degree of intra.personal ohmage in their concepts 

of the ideal than the girls do. However with the 

exception of items 5 and 13 the changes in the rating' have 

a random pattern, that is, there is no consistent move 

made by the subjeets towards either of the poles. 

Comparison of Cognized Self and Ideal self 
(Tables 73, 74, 76, 77) 

It is obvious that for most boys and girls at both 

times of testing there are changes, as expressed by the 

different ratings for the ideal-self-picture, that thpy 
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would like to mako in the corniced - selves. 

Eo (=Neat Jo co dieconteated with hip cognized self 

ac to vial to change every detail ho is asked to conaider. 

However for only a few characteristic° are most subjects 

se satisfied with their present imace that the ideal is 

rated by the eirnificant majority as like the cognized 

self.. 

Par the girle lack of emery of the boy's role (item 11) 

is one characteristic on which the ideal self and the 

cornized self of most girls agree at both testiness cost 

of than rate the cognized self as fairly free of envy and 

imitation of the male, though every one of the few that 

indicates some envy sees the ideal as less envious. 

In Grade VT most of the girlo are also content with their 

current attitude to parental direction and ask little or 

no difference in the ideal; but in the secondary school 

croup the ideal is seen C13 lees auhniecive than the real 

self. 

Loot of the boys in both years are content with the 

cornized eolf'o readineee to accept parental advice 

and so aspire to no difference in the ideal. Similarly 

• rating° 04 rejection of the fantasy mad are ale:eat without 



TABLE 79 
Itema on which Significantly Large Numbers of 

subjects Rate Cognised Self-picture and Ideal 

Salf*Dieture DifferentlY (Pk-- .05) 

Number rating 
Item 
	

Detail 
	

differently 
Grade V1 E Class 

1 prettiest girl in the school 	25 	23 
2 playing ball games and 

swimming as well es any boy 	25 	29 
3 getting good marks in school 	27 

	
25 

13,1 6 obedient to moth= 	22 
	

20 
It 7 nicest clothes in the school 	22 

	
21 

9 being a leader 	23 
	

26 
7: 10 most popular girl in school 	25 

	
20 

13 brighteat girl in school 	27 
	

22 
14 having lots of boy friends 	19* 

	
23 

631. 

1 being big, strong, Good fighter 19 
3 best football player in ochool 20 	21 

4 getting good marks in school 
work 	20 	25 

00 tt 	8 obedl:ent to mother 	15* 	22 
9 most popular boy in school 	17* 	20 

13 haring nore spending money 	16* 
thao other boys 	21 

14 brightest boy in the school 	21 	24 

18 

* not oignifioant 
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BO f9r Bops  Most boys in both Grade VI and E class 

groups agree in wanting an ideal self which is 

bigger, stronger, and a better tighter 

more expert at football 

intellectual4 brighter and a better school achiever 

=re obedient to the mother (B class 0c4) 

better endowed with ependingEmney (13 class only). 



Siga 
test. 

<.001 
<,001 
<4,001 
.15 
,01 

<4,001 
<,001 

.046 
<4,001 
4001• 
.016 
.018 

<.001 
.04 

-4001 
- .001 

<.001 
.19 

TB 80 

Direction of Chmsges of SatlAgs from Coepized Self-picture to Ideal Self-picture 
Girls:.  

Grade VI 
Direction of Mange test: 

B Claw 
Direction of Change 

• 	Direction not Towards the 
consistent 	stereotype 

....1011.11111.14011.1111101111011111111.11M1.111,  

Away from the 
stereotype 

Dirvetion not 
consistent 

Towanis the 
stereotype 

Away from the 
stereotype 

1 

3 
4 

.001 
<.001 
<.001 

.02 4 

1 

3 

5 .06 5 
6 <.001 6 
7 <.001 7 

.61 
9 .001 9 

10 .001 10 
11 .11 11 
12 .50 12 • 

13 ‹.00.1 13 
14 <.001 14 

15 (.001 15 
16 .004 16 

17 .07 17 
18 .38 18 



TABLE 80 ( 

Born 

G.rade VI 
Direction of Change ,  

Sign 

test 

Sign 
teat 

Direction not 
consistent 

Tommie the 
stereotype 

Away from the 
stereotype 

Direction not 
consistent 

TOWEthiS the Amy from the 
stereotype atereotipe 

1 .02 1 <,001 
2 .133 2 .133 

3 <401 3 <401 
4 .006 4 <.001 

5 -.274 5 
6 4001 6 ..004 

.50 .09 
8 -.304 <.001 

9 .011 9 <.001 
1 0 .035 - 10 .004 

11 .02 1 1 .002 
12 .23 12 .363 

.038 13 .013 
14 .039 14 .001 

15 15 — 
16 .046 16 <.001 
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let us attempt to weave together the findings from 

the material eupplied by the children in their consoious 

evaluatione or inferred from their conscious or unconscious 

projections which saw reveal dynanies of their overt 

behaviour - needs, Guilt, wie44Ulfilment, deepestfeelinge. 

Bar each group io reviewed first the composite picture 

of the cognized self which nay he coloured by the subjects' 

distortions, evasions, self-deoeptions, but which is 

presented as the reflection of the face these children 

chow to the world at this stage and on this occasion. 

Then follows the "modus vivendi" (Rapaport, 1942) as 

externalized in response to the picture-stimuli and 

for sake of convenience termed the "projected-self". 

In the course oZ doing this, differences in the self-

pictures for the sexes and the educational etevesare 

indicated. 

Grade VI Girls: The Gennized Deli' Picture  

The Grade VI girls are at a stage of overt acceptance 

of their sex role and absence of =main° envy, accompanied 
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by a belief in their inferiority to males in certain 

phyeioal attributes ouch as strength and motor•shill. 

Hot all- ore content to resign themselves to this inferior 

level of endowment; several would like to be bigger, 

stronger, better at games; but there are other more 

prevalent wiehee. Theym. satisfied that they are as 

good as most females,  in physical appearance, lcoin, 

clothes, and moter-skill. Their main problems in the 

area of physical development and well-Wats are problems of 

health; they complain of headaches, troubles with their 

teeth and eyes. These may be accounwiments of puberty 

and indications of consequent distomfOrt. 

There is evidence of much more striving and aaziety 

in the intellectual field although the majority of their 

self-ratings are not markedly low. All of then would like 

to be brighter and to have better school marks, and for 

at least half of then this is a major wish. 	The area 

of School and the area of Self-Canceras are, equally, 

the most frequent sources of their problems on the Cheek 

List. Their problems are personal issues such as having 

difficulties with arithmetic and writing and dislikigg 

school, Which reveal an awareness of their inadequacy 
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and a sense of peychological discomfort or unhappineas 

in the school situation. 

Their second area of striving is the social one where 

they try hard to be liked. They accredit themuelvea with 

some succeed here. They eay they have friends and are 

gent:wetly liked but still worry about being teased end 

about personal shortcom1n,r3s, particularly nervousnees, 

maldng mistatee, and being indecisive. La their social 

world, still largely confined to their own sex4 not many 

of them think they have achieved outstanding recognition. 

Few see themselves as leaders or as really popular; on 

possession of these two characteristic's they rate themaelves 

from a little above average along to complete denial. 

But this does not seem to upset them; so long as they are - 

generally accepted and have the secure affection of a few 

close friends they do :not hanker for widespread popularity 

and Inflame°. They are gregarious and have a lively 

enjoyment of parties and active, but not rough, games, and 

relatively little liking for solitude and the fantalw world. 

Within the family they regard themselves as eabaiesive, 

obedient, usually ready to accept advice and direction, even 

preferring to be told how to do thins. They feel some 
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irritation with, and tend to detach themselves from their 

siblings, but on the whole the fccinitly  situation is presented 

as a happy one creating very few problems and within which 

the parents accept them as warmly as the rest of the family. 

A, hint a very mild one at the beginnings of conflict with 

parents may lie in the fact that few of them feel that 

they measure up to the ideal child visualized by their 

parents. 

In brief, they are fairly adequate, active, and outgoing. 

Their greatest anxiety is their fear of failure or loss 

of face in a group situation whether scholastic or social. 

Their orientation is 4nty  social and their concern is 

with the immediate present and its immediate difficulties. 

The futures in the Smell of being an adults is attractive 

but vague, and about money and careers they worry not at 

all beyond puzzlement over choosing their course in the 

secondary school. 

The nyoAccted self picture.  ' Inadequacy is a recurrent 

charaoteristic in the child characters (accepted; as 

projections of the subjects' selves) portrayed in the 

Michigan Picture Test 3toriess though it is relatively 

infrequent and mild in relation to pAysical qualities. 
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There are, on the contrarksome aspects of the phyeical 

self which reveal an adequacy not appareat in the pictures 

of the cognized self. Physioal aelequaey of the "brute 

strength" varia4, of uotor-oldal in competitive activities, 

and even of beauty, eema to be of littlo intereetand 

concern and are seldom laentiened. lAxt the projected 

selves exhibit a resilience cad otamina and stoiciam in 

the face of pain or discomfort which was not revealed in the 

conscious self-esti=ates. This fortitude moms to be a 

component of an emotional Strength underlying the capacity 

for physical suffering. 

Intelleetual inadequacy is a more permeating disadvantage 

and is frequently conupicUous. Oahool appears time and 

time again as the locale for worXing out role and statue. 

It is an arena for freq0ent conflicts and emotional upseto. 

It see= to be regarded privarily as a place of preeent or 

imanent failure. It iv not surprising that it gets such 

an amount of mention and attention °ince half or more than 

half of the children& wnking time is epent there. It is 

theldaof attention that it gete that in of intereet. 

The girls eeldom soma to see it ao a place where One ousesedst 

cepaeities and &Ale are aeltiozi euthoient to meet 
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satisfactorily this dmands of the classroom, aad the 

teacher is core often iziperconal, adverse end punitive 

than helpful aa4 warmly responsive. 2his picture of the 

child in Cl school situation io in keepina with the conscious 

anxiety signified by the count of probleximeheckinc in the 

school area on the Chock List, but indicates much creator • 

insecurity than is acknowledged or 	ed in the 

children' self-ratings of their intellectual fibre and 

academics or scholastic success. Intellectual inferiority 

or inadequacy is not confined to the classroom. It is 

part of the sox role - the fermi° is inferior to the male. 

Go even in eaues of strateay played by a heterosexual croup 

the girl is seldom the winner. 

Inadequacy of aa even more severs and dicturbinc sort 

• hampers the projected self. This is inadequacy in the 	.;f; 

faceofahostils environmmt Or of accidents of fate. 

1,4L4cquac3 of endowment cocas relatively compreheneible 

and easily dealt with - Goals are shifted or denied, extra 

effort is called up, outside as:A-stance is given; but 

threats,  from, without are unexpected or unavoidable; they 

axe inescapable; they produce anxiety. They appear is 

the stories as threats to the eolfts integrity, as 
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circumstances vihich isolate or injure or 'separate the 

indiviavra frau a secure and known oociety and emmironmont. 

Probably the events symbolize and incorporate the 

inevitable processes of maturation with its urge to break 

away 

 

from dependenee aad to establish the right of oelf. 

direction procesoes which require losing or breaking 

the earlier role of relative helplessness end involve 

on implicit, even if only partial, rejeetion Of the parents, 

and which, therefore, produce feelinGs of guilt and need 

for punishment. The basic components of the storiee of 

inadequacy4thro.14144eprivation are inevitability, poverty, 

isolation, destruction. The Individual may be psychologically 

isolated though in a oecial group, the child recognising 

her isolation and inadequacy in spite of attempts of others 

to help her. She appears to feel that she has no resources 

on which to call in these situations; she is indecisive 

(indecioton is a major problem marked by these girls on the 

Cheek List); parental support is no longer adequate or 

eempetent to solve the situation. 

This; sense of being cut off frail efficacious help does 

not an that the parents are seen as rejeoting. They are 

net. They - the mother especially 4. are seen usually as 
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loving, accepting peruse°, but the girl'o response to 

this is not a pimple return of acceptance, in her reactione 

to the parents there is a Great deal of withdrawal or 

holdinz back, end consequently the result to a aeparation 

imposed by the girl herself between herself awl her parents. 

Thie withdrawal to not alwaye apparent in her overt 

behaviour, because ifeere the parent intervenes or disciplines, 

ehe to likely to adept an appearance of submiesion and 

reform. That  is, oho appeara to reciprocate or to accept. 

the parental attitudes but underlyinz this and equally 

often in her attitude to other adults - there is a basic 

withdrawal response. So that in opite of the appearance of 

onforaity, obedience and submissiveneee that ahe cosecimAsly 

credits herself with haVing, her basic dynauloe include 

oonflict with the adult world and dioturbance or hurt or 

confUsion occasioned by the process of becoming an adult. 

Between herself and the adults in her wider social 

world, often typified by the teacher, She feels the laalc  of 

the emotional bond which eziete between parent and child. 

The "outeide" adult is seen sost often 30 detached and 

unwpathetio, a wielder of power to when she responds in 

0030 casco by overt submieeion, in others by defiance aud 
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denial of a typically feminine sort - by irritating 

behaviour, not openly resentful, but flietty, unpredictable, 

frivolous, or unco-operative - which leaves the situation 

unresolved, 	he seems to want, but to lack a phyaioal 

outlet fortensions which arise from clashes with this 

impersonal sort of authoriirf, and to see in corporal 

punishment a oleantiw3 catharsis which is denied her by the 

culture, so that, consequently, al undercurrent of nervous 

tension persists, 'ilhere is an obvious feeling of a need 

for support. It was preaent in the cognised self-picture 

in her probl 	of indecisiveness, fear of failure, and her 

strong with to be accepted. In the projected self it is 

apparent in the my in which the turas to the parents even 

though they prove inadequate to help in the situation, aad 

in the warmth with Which she responds to eympathetic co-

<eperative treatment from the teacher or the outside adult - 

a perm= who can often offer help that can be more readily 

accepted than that offered by the parent . as is a recognised 

tenet in guidance. 

In heterosexual situations she is more comfortable in a 

group than in a pair situation, In the group situation 

there is little ill-feeline or tension although there may 
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be agood deal o2 oompetition in which the boy usually 

wins. In the pair sitaution taere appears to be moil 

more streeot muoa iore vivid euetionalian, If the pair 

situation is a hostile cue, tide' seeus to provoke an effort 

to dominate; if it is a co-operative one then ahe reverts 

to the enbuissivo t  delg!adentt  feminine-inferiority role. 

The pic;ture of the projeoted self ie rather different 

from the picture of tho cognised self, Anxiety and 

uncertainty are related less to the phyeical or tangible 

person and more to eactions t  roles, status, and inter-

personal relationships. 	hare is muoh more indication of 

conflict with, and lack of support frenh the adult world. 

There is evidence of readiness fort or capacity to deal 

with, the heteroaexual situation that does not CO= out 

in the assessaent of the cognized self. az heterosexual 

groups seems, in fact, to be a good situation for praetiaing 

co-operation aad to be manageable end eupportive at this 

stage, hut it has one fairly obvious disadvantage in that in 

it she tends to oink her potentiality for leadership and for 

success in an acquicoaace to the superiority of the mule. 

S Class 4r1a  A:he onied elflicture  

f.eho sell-iiloture of the olax 	irl di:A:ere u little 



rom that given in Grad• VI. There is *till much emphasis 

on inadequaeies; in eome ways this feeling soon* to be 

stronger than in Grade VI in that the girls rate themselves 

lower on desirable attitudes than in the Grade VI year. 

With this increase in self...critioisa there is also some change 

in ettitudes, nook* and goals. acoeptance of the sex role 

is more pronounced than before: they rejeot tomboyish 

behaviour,  more definitely, deny any wish to be treated as a 

boy by boys, more girls dislike watching or participating 

in rough games, and they still rate themselves: as inferior 

to boys in osrtain activities such as sport. It is a quite 

feminine picture. The physical qualities they worPf *bout 

appear to be related to their striving for acceptance and 

success. They want to be more attraotive, they want to 

be liked, mOst of then crave to he prettier, and their chief 

problems of this sort are that they are not good looking and 

that they are too fat or too thin. There is little suggestion 

that they have any intention of competing seriously with boys 

in the area of strength and skill. 

In estimates of intelligence they are very realistles 

the aajority rate themselves round about the middle of the 

school's entire population. Streamed classes, it night be 
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thsuio t, iculd GANa thiu on elevated idea of their potential 

because of their comparatively lees failure in oohool work. 

r.alleic obviouclo net so. 	lloesib/y thew' realise the 

difference in tho qua14 tiee of the "streams", and probablY 

too their contact with a wider group of peers and with 

older and established and successful children alreAr in the 

ceøor4zr eoLvol hue helped towerdeamore realistic eol 

sosecerisat; eertain/r in S clam girls claim less likeness 

to the brig -ateet girl in the wheel thau they did in Grade VI. 

Eertape too this realisation or madlooriliy 	bolPod to otimPm 

ulsto the wish for greater beautY, on tbo grounds that their 

chances of intelleetual sueceeo are limited aud that night 

be table to whim Greater =ace= b/ concentration' on 

peresnal avearaneo. However, they obviouoli fool their 

taako intollocual poteatial$ the wish for oeater 

soholastio ability is only olightly less than the sigh for 

greater prettiness. Cc:boa meta, a "blng-eise" area 

for problems though oven into this area hue come a motel 

elements one of 'Weir 43ajor problems is the fear of speaking 

up in class, which implios, of course, in brought into 

the limeliGht and not always happily. 

The moot obvious change in the pleture of the cognised 
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self is the concentration of interest in end anxiety about 

What is called in the Cheek List "3e1f-Coneerns"," ass* 

are essentially self qualities which make for dessirebility or 

undesirability in other people's estimation. Thie area has 

become the chief source of problems and taken in conjunction 

with the significant increase in 14 problems which are virtually 

problems of heterosexual society and peer relationship., 

the 00hoora for social 0000Dtance has conspicuously increased. 

Like the boys, they resent restrictions on their freedom to 

mix with their Viers and to indicate their independence of 

the home and their growing maturitio so thOY rote as  problems 

not being allowed to go cut at night" t  "not being allowed 

to go out with boyfriends", "learning to dance". 

Their attention is not entirely focussed on the poor 

group. They want to establish and to enhance their plea* 

in the general social structures they want to be liked by 

old and young; more often than in the previous year they 

try hard to be liked and fewer *Ay they don't care if they 

are not liked. The same attitude and striving appears to 

be present in the family society store the girl* claim that 

their attitude to their siblings to more tolerant and more 
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accepting than in Grade VI, and more of then ttay they are 

proud It their siblings are commended. The need to 

establish a place for themselves in the maturing betero. 

sexual group outside the home could be expected to lead to 

parent.child conflict at home. This is not so, or is net 

recognized, or is not admitted, since, as in the Grade VI 

year, they mark few problems . and these are individuP1  matters 

not concerned with perent-ohild conflict - in the Home and 

Pamily area of the Check List. There la, however, a 

slight Change of attitude to the parents in that they do 

not assert the existence of quite such complete obedience 

or willingness to accept parental advioe as they did in 

Grade V/ although they counter this a little by their claim 

to measure eloper to the ideal daughter chosen by their 

parents. 

The self-picture of the class girl then is that of 

a lively, slightly less aasured, but more realistic person 

than in Grade VI; a girl mho its afraid of failure in school 

but probably oven more afraid of looking silly; a girl 

looking for social recognition and aware of and wanting to 

Impress her peers in a heterosexual group. The relatively 

remote future of the post.-school and job world is of little 
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concern, her time-space and her problems are largely 

confined to the present as they were in Grade VI. Lack 

of interest in job getting and job-seleetion is not un- 

expected in this area and this school, because these girls 

come from homes which are not generally career-girl 

ambitious, where a job is regarded as a way of filling 

in time before and after marriage, since the "real job" 

for a girl is to be a girl and to marry successfully. 

rdaer_juilmasti tal:I. The sense of incompetence 

persists. Inadequacy in specific school subjects, 

espeoiftlly arithmetic:, is a bugbear, but social isolation 

is worse. It produces mildly depressive sorts of states 

which reduce competency further. The isolation*  inadequacy, 

and helplessness are apparent in the themes of deprivation 

which are as frequent in class as they were in Grade VI, 

but which are rather more concentrated on parent-child 

relationships: the child is lost, the parents are lost, the 

doll is broken. They seem to state fatal?' blatent4 a 

deep sense of disruption. The girl feels lost or injured in 

her relationship to her parents and within herself; she no 

longer identifies with her parents, nor do they understand 

her, and her role of dependent child is irreparably shattered. 
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he may ask tor assistance but it is usually either not 

forthcoming or unsucceesTul, end it is only in the offUlgence 

of time that the situation cures itself. The sense of 

alone-ness to accentuated by the number of themes in which 

the girl makes no attempt to appeal to adults for help, or 

where, when adult help is willing]; offered, the distance 

between her situation and adult understanding is so great 

that adult intervention appears more in the nature of an 

intrusion than of assistance, even though she le able to 

recognize that it is imal•dntentioned. She is beginning 

to lot* to the peer group as a source of strength though 

this orientation Leapt yet marked. She may be alienated 

from the parents but she does not regard them, at least not 

yet, as antaganistics in themes which are not deprivation 

themes - that is, presumably, when She is not working out 

the problems of phyatologictal-sexual maturation - she seek 

parental help and values it very much. 

The mother is almost always seen an having an accepting 

and helpful attitude, so much so that the relationship 

between the mother and the girl seems to need little 

exploration and is stated rather than explored. Thie does 

not apply to the father with Whomrelationships are explored 
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and worked out. He limns to present to her two faces, that 

Of the father, a rather remote disciplinarian figure, and 

that of the male whooe approbation and regard she wants and 

to when her attention is now directed. It is with the 

father in this latter role that she tends to work out the 

relationship most elaborately at though explaining to 

herself that she to looking for male support and is seeking 

to reassure hereeIf that she will get it. 

In the world of her peers it is in the eituationa where 

there are male peers that she cameo to life moot. Although 

the peer situations are more often co...operative than 

conflicting, when conflict doer) occur it to usually in the 

mixed—pair situation where the exchange of feeling to 

vividly and intense17 PreJected. 

Attitude to anthoriVy outside the home — usually 

depicted ap vested in the teacher — chows little change. 

Such adults are primarily in onnflict with her, or she 

with them, although not quite co frequently as was the 

case in Grade VI. However, again the reactions to adults 

are rather more emotional and pertonalited than they were 

in Grade VI. For example she displaces the Ungeafientne00  
of failure in the classroom situation on to the teacher so 
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that her own inadequacies are externalized, personalised, 

hated, and rejected. Over the whole range of storiee 

there is little more hostility expressed than in the 

preceding year but there is a change in the qualities 

or character of the hostility expressed or in the reactions 

to it. 

Because of the intensified emotional tone, increasing 

interest in male peers, the lively conflict and resentment 

that can arise in the mixed pair situation, it seems that 

there is some valid reason for breaking away from (=timely 

coeducational instruction in B class. And where co-

educational instruction remains, it seems preferable that 

the girls should work very much in a group situation so 

that the group can provide support and pFoteotive colouring. 

Ordanizatioa which produces mixed-pairs or singles out the 

girl so that she feels isolated, are likely to be fraught 

with emotion not conducive to a healthy learning situation. 

Grads, VI BOY0 The Oof1Tized Oaf Picture  

In spite of the expectation that adolescent boys are 

likely to behave more apsooialky and anti—sooially than 

these Grade VI boys depict themselves as socially conforming. 
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The projected self-picture euggosts that they are, in fact, 
probably mere role-conforming thee socially-conforming. 

They appear to have a definite sense of their masculinity 

they admire physical powers they consider they come closer 

to fulfiling the father's than the mother's ideal. Moir 

most obvious goals are set in those areas in which success 

seems to be most admired by the culture - in physical 

power and motor activities. Intellectual success is a 

much less popular goal than physical success. since 

admiration of physical pre-eminence is part of the culture 

to which they belong, they are, in their almost universal, 

and often primary desire to be stranger and physically 

more successfUl, accepting the ideal masculine role set 

up by the bulk of society. 

Success in competition is important. In ranking their 

own endowments in absolute terms they indicate that they 

think pretty well of themselves, that they are "well up" 

in their peer group in physical strength, intellectual 

ability and succese, knowledge. But when they have to 

rate themselves for expectation of success in comeetitiork 

their estimates tend to be lower. Confrontation with 

the reality inherent in a competitive situation produces a 
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self-teritioism which is otherwise laokiug. They are also 

concerned with material possessions and personal freedom 
show 

and status, but in contrEmit to the girle,/relatively 

little concern with motional development and moist 

Interwreationithips. This is again in keeping with the 

general pattern of the culture which often measures a boy's 

=come in terms of the mount of mew he makes and the 

degree of personal liberty he obtains, and a girl's mown in 

terms of marriage and her ability to hold down a relatively 

undemanding or ur,.V.1.11ed 3ob in her spare time before and 

after marriage. The boys' problems then are, primarily 

problems in the WIT area becauce these are problems or 

stolen end mamas. Where problems are focuosed on the 

school, they arc concerned with the 001K)01 net no an Brea of 
intellectual competition but es an authority *doh, eau 

reetriot their freedom tzid delay their eetablishment of 

status. They resent tho reigivantation of the school time

table and of ricAld clam:rooms. 

In social relationships, both those of the home and 

outside, the boy., indicate little that they worry abottts 

areas U and IN.1 on the Cheek Islet have the lowest ;worse 

of checks, end even In the area III which amid indicate 
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a sooial awarenees, the probleme they mark are those that 

impinge on the restriction and direction of their leisure 

time and activities. Their soeial relationships are 

apparently regarded as comfortable and are accepted 

uncritically. Uor in there any apparent anxiety about 

lack of popularity or leadership in both of which they 

assess the:waves as beina pretty much like the other 

fellow°. Perhape thin in becauee their lively and 

Ooneuming interest in physical activities encourages 

participation in organised gamee which provides than 

with a "safe" framework of eoeial relationships and robe 

and keeps thea busy without requirina them to expoee, even 

to themselvee, their innermeet feelinas, or to be deeply 

critical of themselves. They reckon themselves 

moderately obedient — more often obedient than not . and 

submiesive, but there are signs of their wanting indop. 

cadence of action. In thin sense, therefore, they depict 

themselves an socially conforming in that they have accepted 

the values of eociety and are =enable to the canditicaa 

and regulations of here. 

To summarise, they me themselves an. lively, happy in 

the aroup, interested in 'material vale, admiringrAYsical 
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success and proweee. They are not critical of themselves1 

tbeirelitiOism is directed toward restrictions and 

material limitations which ceem to reduce their otatuo. 

Competition can be a potent motivation to self-criticiam 

and realistic self-assecoment. 

atavjehtpd.OelLacture 
The projected self io a less sooially.conforntag oalf 

than the cognized-self and exhibits more of the mociallY-

expected rebellion end antagonism. There is an evert 

=dal conformity in the ehild's assumptim of Inferiority 

to the adult and weakaess in the face of danger although 

thin latter io sometimes rationalised by the introduotton 

of a tempi:maw physical handicap. Covertly there are 

inditritions of a drive towarde, and of feeling° of more 

competence than the adult world is inclined to accept. 

This is in keeping with the pioture of the cognized self 

In which the boy rates himself ao easentially plromically 

adcvate, except under the threat of competition. The 

projected oaf ie in competition with abate or with a rather 

amarphouc total eociel;y 1  rather than with peen. Competition 

takes the form of persiotent hostility between authority 

and child and co in spite of the outward appearance of 
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conformity and. of the boylo censcious picture of a 

conforming eelf, ho Boerne actually to be a great deal more 

at loggerheads with sooiety than in harmony with it. 

Antagonism is almost iaeritably part of his relationship 

with adults. Often it takes the form of active aggression 

On the part of both the child and the adult OdMe of the 

aggression being entirely unprovoked Or at least without 

any indication of immediate precipitating causes. Por 

axanlat ataalidg 10  an aggression against society which 

stems from 40 stated or iMplied provvoatione. Per all 

his aatagoniem, the boy is not etreng enough to withstand 

preeaures Of Oooiety or to defeat society; under attack 

he tends to bluster and cover up, thee to lapse into an 

attitude of passive conformity. The most frequent and 

telling ferns of puniehment - whioh he seem to expect "to 

follow as the night the day" are deprivations of privileges 

and liberties. In anxiety about freedom and status, the 

cognized-Jeer and projected-telf share common grounds 

Punishment cannot, however, be relied on to produce a 

ohange of attitude on the part of the projected self; the 

conforming behaviour may be simply a matter of overt lip 

service paid to adult demands, Conflict, antagonism, 

punishment appear to produce less sustained emotional' 
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tenet= in the boys than does conflict with society in the 

girle. 4piation through punishmeat reduces feelings of 

guilt, or conflict is met with conflict and this exchange 

of equal attitudes appears to balance out the matter so 

that neither party remains resentful. 

Intellectual pre-eminenoe and achievement are relatively 

unimportant just an they are in the picture of the cognised 

Self in which the boy rates hineelf an adequate or 

successful. There is little evidence that conflict can 

be resolved intellectually. 

social relationships within the family are better than 

those outside the home oven though the prevailing belief 

is that parents are neither constant nor just in their 

relationships to their sons. The chief, though not the 

sole, role of the mother is to be accepting, but the 

father's relationships are seen as being fairly evenly 

divided between acceptance and some form of detachment from 

the boy. This may reflect a confUsion in the boys' minds 

of their relationships to the father ranging from admiration 

of, and identification with him to competition. However, 

identification itself produces competition, the boy wanting 

to model himself on and assume the authority role of the 
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father,. ',allure to achieve this authority may be 

displaced on to the father as an attitude of paternal 

rejection. The boy's attitudes to the parents era often 

projected as, basically, Power-struggles which become 

aborted through his owl inadequacy so that he falls into 

a submissive etate. 

Relationnhipswith male peers toad to be ce-operatives 

even Inhere competition exists, it is withowt hostility. 

Relationships with'girl peers are either tolerant bat 

without affection, or arc power contacts in which the 

boy tends to (laminate. He seeas to lack ()kill in hetero-

sexual situations and appears to have little conception of 

the feelings or the reactions of the girls; so while there 

is no crest hostility, neither is there any depth of feeling 

or empathy expressed. He seems unready as yet to benefit 

from or to be otimulated by a heterosexual group. 

Qsc BOYX  $22.90gaja&PMLUSgat 

In theclass boys' pioture of the cognieed*.self 

the level of selioosteem is much more moderate than it Grade 

VI, They still see themselves as strong and agile, consider 

themselveo knowledgeable about games and competent in their 

Perfermansei However, in selt6defeace, in competitive 
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physical activities, and in intellectual endowment they 

recognise that they rank relatively lower in this nes 

population of bigger, older, children, 'ransition to the 

secondary echool seems to have prompted attention to 

themselves and made them more critical. .Vroblems on the 

Check List in the areas of self concerns (SU) anti persons 

in general (iG) suggest that they *remora conscious than 

previously of evaluation 47 outside aoolety. Uevertheleaa, 

their main problems still centre round Sobs and mionei 

(etatus) end restrictions of freedom. There are side 

individual variations as to what conotitute specific) 

problems for the individual, Boys with lower intelligence 

Soon to have Or think they have, more difficulties; even 

where such boys are in the upper half of tho group for 

mental age . because they are chronologically old . they 

still tend to indicate more problems than the brighter, 

though mentally less.mature boys. 

Streaming has/ not prevented a lowering  of  the intimates 

of their intellectual ability, Intellectual success has 

become more important and although their opinion of their 

actual schievonent in school is not poor, all of than wish 
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they %Ore brighter intellectually, mad for trio thirds 

of the tap is a Lajor wiehe 14Cre of them now think 

that their parents aloe prefer intelleetual success 

rather than phyeical success. This is probably true as, 

with the entry of their seas to the secondary school, more 

parents are likely to be pushing them to get through school 

and out to work. 

The attitude to wheal in general has deteriorated, 

the boys ore nore antagonistic to it and critical of it. 

They are critical of the conduct of the teaching as will as 

of its regimentation. They toad to find lessons uninspiring, 

they dislike study and do not care formading. 

1;ooially, they are still primarily contained in their 

Own sex group and fairly realistic in their picture of 

themselves an being of average popularity. ■?oe seea to 

have achieved any degree of leaderOhip. This voy be 

because of the disruption of their primary school croups 

and their lack of experience since they have never 

previously had to adapt to a Change of oahool — in finding 

a niche in new croups. 

There in an clomeat of regrecnion in their cognized 

behaviour. Thin is evident in the allegedly increased 

degree of obedience to the mothers and In the increased 
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ztuber of those who regard 	vs* as too iture to 

sake their own declaims and o those *to say theymiL 

to be told how to do things. This looks like a motion 

to admission to the seoondary school where new =editions, 

sad the obvious status sad succesa of older children, have 

disturbed Vasa so that they meat to retreat . whether they 

actual-4 do so or not . to a more dependant behaviour or 

to qualify for greater parental aupport. However, they 

probably alco feel lees sure of this support since they 

think they fall more short of parental ideals than before 

and are aore subject than before to unfair treatment WI' 

their Ramat,. 

Tbe yroepte4 . sejursiotutip'hs basic notion of the 

self as inadequate persists but the area in which inadequacy 

causes anxiety is different. Inadequacy persists in the 

conventional superior.to—inferior.relationahl of odialt.gt*.0 

boys but it also occurs in less obvious situations and 

relationships. It is not the inadequacy of physical 

disability, cepsolally La directed end orgaaieed situations 

such as gmues,that is important: this ie seldom referred 

to. Anxiety is now associated with inadequacy in 

•pontaaccuoly occurring real.lite situations where the 



idea conveyed is of ineffectiveness in copies with the 

demands of much a piece of unplanned everydey life. It is 

as though tho boy feel that he dose not know the rules 

of the gams and symbolise° this eitustioa in the "lost.boy" 

stories which occur more frequentlY in i; oisss• PerhsPs 

the liking for genies and the satisfaction derived from 

playing them axe partly counterblasts to the feelings of 

realm-life inafteuaey. Games, unlike real life, proceed 

strictly acoording to formulae; semis therefore present 

situations in *doh a boy can feel safe and adequates real 

life challenges him. 

In Eolaas, boys seem to be looking less to physical 

prowess as the haute of success, as though they are beginning 

to realise that they will not achieve recognition end 

acceptanoe by 000107 through open physical competition 

with adults, Just as with rliaturit or the individual shifts 

from active to verbal expression of his emotions, so 

the boy sews to be shifting from the goal of success 

throulgn 'PhYsissi toughness to the goal of success gained 

through prestige. of possessions, through outwitting the 

adult, and through imPresaieg the adult. 

There nee= to be more awarenese of social pressures. 
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There ia some mord for zo1'o1 values and a littlo leas 

epee:Aridity. Perhape even so °light a shiZt of attention 

from the coif to sooietsy ie atimulated by the transition to 

oecondary echool with its more mature population, new 

figures for identification, and orientation towards the 

adult-aocio-economio world. 

There to a tread towards rotator =slim. The lack 

of projootion of success in eituatiaao centering an simple 

physical straagth to compatible with the drop in =micas 

self-esteem in this area, the falling off of majorowiehoo 

for physical power and ftuills ao ekhibitad on the Rogers 

Teat, and the growth of social warmest) oad sooial 

maturation shown in the problems checked on the Cheek Diet. 

There is more acceptance of an average intellectual endowment 

and fewer projections of anxiety an thio more, just as on 

the Rogers' Test there is a more realistic and accurate 

easecomeut as to abilitqf and to school aohievemente A part 

of the group, however, 0411 seems not to have come to 

terms with themselves in the matter of intellectual endowment. 

Those boys, while consciously trying to reassure them-caved 

of their adequacy by extravagant plaint, to intellectual 

brightness and sobolaatio success, project fear of inadequacy 
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and failure in school situation°, check Mellow numbers of 

problems related to school, and give as a primary wish the 

possession of a higher level of intelligence. Acceptance 

or non-acceptance of intellectual endowment is apparently 

a matter of personality and not of intellectual level since 

the boys who are anxious about intellectual quality come 

fraa all along the ranges of IQ and Edil• 

Although their Outlook seems to be more realistic, 

attention is still strongly focussed on the immediate present. 

There is an almost complete lack of concern about careers 

and future employment. Only 3 boys touch on these areas 

of life and although these Stories are a bit more realistic 

than the 3 given the prmoefliN; year they are still rather 

vague and fantastic. 

The boys' projected reactions to society have an almost 

inconsequential, certainly an irrational, quality. They 

behave with unprovoked antagonism: to society which is quite. 

often projected as impersonal and non-Interfering. Their 

behaviour has a strong delinquent flavour. They appear 

to think a lot about stealing, truanting, breaking truffle 

codes, attacking. although this anti-social and aggressive 

behaviour takes place mostly outside the home judgment of it 
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and punishment for it are regarded as part of parental 

respm2sibility. Home is still apparently the external 

conscience. The fact that this delinquent type of behaviour 

is recognised as aocially unacceptable suggests a weakening 

of egooestisrio attention and a growing recognition of the 

demands society makes on the individual and of its poem'. 

In their attack on society the boys are not powerful. Pew 

Of the projected selves (heroes) are strong characters, and 

In open conflict »which is frequently a succession of 

aggressions and counter—aggressions between the adult and 

the boy = the boy tends to end-up by submitting or with. 

drawing but not by defeating. 

The attitudes of society or authority outside the home 
4 

and of the parents within the home, are different. Outside.' 

society, often epitomised by the teacher; exerts authority 

without empatki or helpfulness; the father emmftesuthority 

often with sympathy and acceptance; and the mother La 

usually attempting and forgiving and seldom punitive. In 

tura the boy's reactions within and outside the hose are 

also different. In contact with society outside the home 

there is a lack of emotional involvement or obligation. He 

is afraid but does not seem to feel a part of society and 
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roles on to the task, and that the task should be higalt 

go-operative with little to ameouxage, oometitiv• attitudea 

which would, preauwab/y, tend to lead to dowinearing 

behaviour, or to feelings of being threatened on the part 

of the girl. 


